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ABSTRACT
The phenomenon of creativity has been a focus of enquiry by psychologists for many years,
particularly after J.P. Guilford’s call in 1950 to increase research attention in this area.
Compared with individual creativity, much less is known about creativity in collaborative
contexts (Glăveanu, 2010; Oak, 2011; Sawyer, 2010; Sonnenburg, 2004; Steiner, 2009).
Taking a sociocultural view of creativity, this study contributes to an emerging strand of
research that focusses centrally on how creativity unfolds in the performance of creative
collaboration.
The research design followed an inductive path conducive to theory building and employed a
single case study method, an approach to case study design adopted for its revelatory capacity
(Yin, 2009). Science Gallery Dublin (hereafter the Science Gallery), part of Trinity College
Dublin (TCD), is presented as a special place for creative collaboration. The research questions
examine how collaborative creativity is represented and performed in the Science Gallery, and
explore the distinguishing characteristics of the communication system which underpins the
performance of collaborative creativity in Science Gallery meetings.
In response to calls for further detail about how ideas emerge in group contexts (Glăveanu ,
2017; Hargadon and Beckhy, 2006; Harvey and Chia-Yu, 2013; Harvey, 2014; Kurtzberg and
Amabile, 2010), this study contributes to the literature in a number of ways. It describes a kind
of talk - Idea Talk - that is presented as characteristic of and instrumental in the collaborative
development of ideas and solutions. It presents a ‘Creative Convergence framework’ as a
model that seeks to explain how ideas emerge through interdisciplinary dialogue. Findings of
the study also challenge an established doctrine of creative collaboration and brainstorms
which holds that equality of participation is desirable.
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The implications for practice include an enhanced understanding of the organisational and
contextual discourses that can contribute to an environment conducive to creative
collaborations. The Idea Talk and Creative Convergence contributions, combined with further
observations relating to the hosting and facilitation of groups, provide leaders and participants
with new insights into how creativity emerges in groups.
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Mankind’s greatest achievements have come by talking, and its greatest failures by not talking
… With the technology at our disposal, the possibilities are unbounded. All we need to do is
make sure we keep talking (Stephen Hawking, theoretical physicist, quoted in de Thame, 1993)
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction
The turning point in creativity studies followed J.P. Guilford’s address to the American
Psychological Association (APA) in 1950. Guilford, a prominent psychologist most wellknown for his work with psychometric intelligence tests, was also Chief of the Psychological
Research Unit in the United States Army Air Force (USAAF) during World War II and thus
all too familiar with the threat of war that characterised the era and precipitated a call for
heightened levels of creativity to succeed and survive. The arms race between the West and
the Soviet Bloc fuelled the political momentum to be first to launch a vehicle into space, to
put a man on the moon and to progress atomic and hydrogen bombs. These Cold War times
demanded new ideas, new ways and means, new solutions to myriad known as well as
unforeseen challenges; with them came calls for the systematic promotion of creativity in
schools and universities. The middle of the twentieth century stimulated a market for
creativity and creativity research at unprecedented levels of activity.
In today’s super-complex world characterised by uncertainty, unpredictability, contestability,
and changeability, calls are once again being made for creativity to deal with this complexity
and to find new solutions to the challenges that today threaten civilisation and society. (Barnett,
2009). Climate change, resource depletion, economic globalisation, transformative technology
and shifting socio-political values are all challenging human existence and demand new
thinking and new ways of solving problems (Craft, 2005; 2011; 2013). These difficult and
important grand challenges present fundamental problems in science or engineering with broad
applications, and challenge the way in which problems have been solved in the past, provoking
new approaches to creativity. This time, the existential threats call not just for creativity but for
creative collaboration, interdisciplinary approaches to problem solving and, in research terms,
a turn towards the study of collaborative forms of creativity. The emergence of groups, small
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and large, collaborating virtually and physically in diverse pursuits is ever more prevalent in
political, organisational, economic and social contexts. Technology has enabled this emergence
of networked talent that can easily connect and create, and concepts such as crowd-sourcing
solutions are evolving faster than they can be fully understood. Both industry and academia are
asking new questions and challenging accepted beliefs in and approaches to the study of
creativity (Fabricant, 2011; Florida, 2002; Kelley, 2006; Sawyer, 2010).
This demand for creativity has given rise to a new wave of scholars and to an enhanced focus
on the study of group or collaborative creativity in both the physical and virtual worlds.
Creativity is valorised as a means of achieving peace, stability, prosperity, justice, good health
and general well-being (Cropley, 2018). Although in the past decade the performance of group
creativity has received more attention relative to individual creativity, much less is known
about how creativity unfolds in collaborative contexts (Glăveanu, 2010; Oak, 2011; Sawyer,
2010; Sonnenburg, 2004; Steiner, 2009). The collaborative contexts explored by scholars
include learning environments (Sullivan, 2011), design sessions (Oak, 2011), cross-functional
organisational environments (Mamykina, Candy and Edmonds, 2002), innovation and product
development situations (Sonnenburg, 2004) and voluntary and open collaborations (Steiner,
2009). This study is focused on exploring how collaborative creativity is performed by diverse
experts in TCD’s Science Gallery.
Section 1.1 of this chapter provides background detail on the author’s personal interest in the
field and motivation to undertake this study. Section 1.2 presents the objectives, research
questions and expected contribution of this empirical study; and Section 1.3 sets out the
structure for the remainder of the thesis.
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1.1 Origins of this research
My professional career has been dedicated to the facilitation of group creativity and the
generation of new ideas. I have worked for global advertising agencies in the USA and in
Ireland. My roles, which have included Strategic Planning Director and Chief Strategy Officer,
involved the facilitation of collaborative teams, most often interdisciplinary groups, in
generating ideas or solutions to business, social or change issues. In 2010, I set up my own
creative innovation company called Insight Out, which is focussed on interdisciplinary group
creativity applied to broad contextual situations including problem solving, new product
development, technology innovation and other scenarios that demand creative thinking.
My experience over two decades has demonstrated that there are collaborations and contexts
that I, and others involved, have described as rich and stimulating and whose outcomes have
been inspiring and breakthrough. There have been many more collaborations and contexts that
I would describe as the opposite to this. This realisation and acknowledgement provoked a
desire to understand the nature of creative collaborations and the dynamics particular to rich
and stimulating collaborations. This has been the locus of my interest and has inspired the focus
of my research.
As my interest lies in collaborative creativity, my focus extends beyond the individual and is
centrally concerned with social interaction and the real-time unfolding of creativity in a
collective forum. This study recognises that interaction is situated in and dependent on the
environment in which it takes place. Creative collaboration is an under-explored area within
creativity research, largely due to the psycho-dynamic and cognitive origins of the field. This
gap in the literature has been acknowledged by many of the field’s most prominent and
established contributors (Amabile, 2000; Csikszentmihalyi, 1999a; Sawyer, 1999) as well as
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an increasing number of more recent contributors to the field (Glăveanu , 2011; Harvey, 2014,
2015; Rhoten, O Connor and Hackett, 2009; Steiner, 2009; Sullivan, 2011; Theiner, 2010).

1.2 Research and contribution
This single case study is focused on exploring how collaborative creativity is performed in
Science Gallery Dublin. Taking a sociocultural approach to the study of collaborative
creativity, it recognises that the social context is inextricably linked to the interactions taking
place within the Science Gallery. It analyses creative collaborations in the Science Gallery with
the aim of developing an understanding of how interaction between people from different
disciplines with diverse bodies of knowledge unfolds to create a rich participative dialogue
resulting in new ideas or new combinations of existing ideas.
The following questions form the basis of my research design and related methodological
decisions:
1.

How is collaborative creativity represented in the Science Gallery?

2.

How is collaborative creativity performed in the Science Gallery?

3.

What are the distinguishing characteristics of the communication system which
underpin the performance of collaborative creativity in Science Gallery meetings?

The questions are separable by level of analysis. At a meso level and arising from the
perspective that creativity is socially dependent, this study asks how creative collaboration is
constructed by the Science Gallery. The first question thus relates to the environmental and
contextual features that define and are unique to collaborative creativity.
At a micro level of analysis, the research seeks in particular to explore the features of creative
interaction in Science Gallery collaborations as well as the features of the communication
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system which underpins the performance of collaborative creativity. The second and third
questions direct the lens of research onto interaction in general and, for this study, onto the
communication system of the collaborative group in particular. Interaction, and its talk,
develop, sustain and evolve a communication system within collaborative groups. Inherent in
these micro-level ‘how’ questions is an intention to explore the underlying processes of
interaction involved in performing creative collaboration.
The approach to this research study was influenced at various stages by feedback received from
conference participation, from an upgrade examination when transferring to TU Dublin PhD
register from M.Phil register, and from formal progress reviews, as required annually by TU
Dublin. Appendix 1 provides further detail of this feedback.

1.3 Structure of thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured in the following way. Chapter Two gives a review of
the seminal literature on creativity and includes recent economic and social perspectives on the
value of creativity to individuals, organisations, countries and the world. Chapter Three is a
literature review that focuses on the phenomenon of collective creativity in organisational
contexts. The chapter identifies the territory, within group creativity literature, to which this
study aims to contribute.
Chapter Four, the methodology chapter, presents a set of methods and procedures which were
devised to examine the phenomenon of creative collaboration in the Science Gallery. Chapter
Five presents the context for this single case study, starting with a contextualisation of
creativity in Ireland and reviewing the political, cultural and social context of creativity in the
country. It also provides detailed background on the research setting, the TCD Science Gallery,
and describes why it was chosen as an appropriate environment to study inter-expert creative
collaboration. Chapter Six is an analytical chapter that looks at the discourses of the Science
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Gallery that construct the environment in which the creative collaborations take place. Chapter
Seven is a second analytical chapter that analyses recorded talk from the Science Gallery.
Chapter Eight brings the two analytical chapters together and discusses the conclusions and
implications for research and practice, as well as outlining limitations to this study and avenues
of further research.
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CHAPTER 2 Creativity research
2.1 Introduction
The next two chapters review the literature on creativity, organised by level of focus and
looking at the macro, meso and micro levels. As a result, the review spans bodies of literature
and disciplines of study that include psychological, cognitive, cultural, organisational and
classroom studies as well as the domains of design, innovation, economics and policy-making.
The macro level of creativity and the role that it plays in an economy or society, for example,
can never be entirely divorced from the meso level which is the organisational, group or
institutional perspective. Nor can it be entirely decoupled from the micro level. This study
therefore recognises the creativity phenomenon to be both individual and collective, with
interconnected personal, organisational, economic and social interdependencies.
Section 2.2 introduces the seminal psychological literature on creativity, providing an accepted
definition of creativity, outlining the origins and trajectory of creativity research as well as
presenting some of the formative theories of creativity around the creative person and cognitive
process that inform our understanding of creativity today. Section 2.3 describes the advances
in creativity research and the diversity of approaches to creativity studies. Section 2.4 explores
the role of creativity in society, including the role it plays in culture, its value as a social good
and its importance within education and the development of future skills. Section 2.5 is
focussed on economic perspectives of creativity and reviews the literature that relates creativity
to entrepreneurship, innovation and economic growth. Section 2.6 provides a chapter summary
and implications for this research.
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2.2 Creativity research
Creativity is important and worthy of the generous attention it receives in academic fields and
in everyday life. At an individual level, creativity is thought to enable and facilitate the
overcoming of everyday problems as well as contributing to the general happiness of people
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). At societal and cultural levels, it can lead to new ideas, revelations
and movements as well as to timeless works of great art (Gardner, 1997). Creativity has always
been central to the arts but in recent years it has become a focus for an expanding range of
domains including bureaucratic, pedagogic, political, economic and scientific.
The academic traditions that have cast their gaze towards creativity include liberal-humanist
theory (Maslow, 1963), philosophy (Darwin 1959; Kant, 1781; Nietsche, 1972), cultural
studies (Pratt, 2004), aesthetics (Csikszentmihalyi and Robinson, 1990; Peacocke, 1989),
knowledge and learning (Robinson, 2001; Nissani, 1997), economics (Schumpeter, 1942)
organisation behaviour (Ekvall, 1996; Andriopulous, 2001) and communication and media
(Adams, 1971; Sheehan and Morrison, 2009).
While discourse around creativity is predominantly positive in tone, a counter discourse
highlights how creativity can play a significant role in facilitating great harm to the world.
Studies have shown how well-organised terrorist cells, for example, wreak devastation through
a modus operandi designed to gather diverse skills in conscious collaboration to conceive of
and plan the successful execution of atrocities (Gastil, 2010). Malevolent creativity is not a
new concept but the global reach and influence of individuals and small groups is enhanced
through new technologically-enabled ways and means.
Another counter discourse argues in favour of ‘uncreativity’ and emphasises the understated
values of continuity, consistency and follow-through over the endless pursuit of novelty
(Bilton, 2014). A backlash against theories attributing economic growth to a sub-section of
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society described as ‘the creative class’ (Florida 2002; 2012; 2018) that have been globally
influential in geo-economic development strategies rebuke such relentless pursuit of creativity
as elitist and instrumental in the gentrification of cities, growing wealth divide and societal
shift towards right-wing politics. Such counter-discourses suggest that it is vital that we
understand creativity and creative collaboration holistically, not just in the interest of
organisations but of global peace and social progress.
The role of creativity at industry and business level has gained significant status and
momentum in the past two decades. This is evident in the number of general interest books on
the topic: for example Cracking Creativity: The Secrets Of Creative Genius (Michalko, 2001),
Creative Confidence: Unleashing The Creative Potential Within Us All (Kelley and Kelley,
2013), Creativity: The Psychology Of Discovery And Invention (Csikszentmihalyi, 2013),
Creativity Inc. (Catmull, 2014), Creativity: Why it matters (Henley, 2018) and Unlocking
Creativity (Roberto, 2019). Aside from academic journals dedicated to the study of creativity,
such as Creativity Research Journal, Psychology of Creativity, Aesthetics and the Arts, Journal
of Creative Behaviour and Journal of Problem Solving, creativity is a significant theme in
journals including Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, Journal of Educational
Psychology, Journal of Applied Psychology and Journal of Experimental Social Psychology.
A number of organisational journal titles including Organisational Behaviour and Human
Decision Processes, Academy of Management Journal, Journal of Management Information
Systems, Management Science and Leadership Quarterly also progress the discourse around
creativity in the organisational context. The lines between academic and practitioner debates
have become less distinct, with practitioners raising academic debates and pursuing academic
studies (Kane, 2005; Kao, 1996; Kelley, 2006) and academics writing bestselling business
books on the area (Csikszentmihalhyi, 1996; de Bono, 1985, 2008; Florida, 2002; Gardner,
1993; Sawyer, 2006, 2007).
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Creativity is presented as a macro-economic imperative (Florida, 2002, 2012). It fuels new
products and services, thus growing employment, generating value, competitive advantage and
enhanced GNP (Banaji, Burn and Buckingham, 2006; Florida, 2002). As previously discussed,
it has also been presented as a social imperative. Connected concepts that are either associated
with, or overlap with creativity such as innovation, ideas and the notion of human potential
have been exponentially elevated in status and prominence, recognised as the foundation of
our future economies (Florida, 2012). Yet simultaneous calls for an enhanced focus on
creativity in education, and for more creative approaches to socio-political structures, as well
as to social justice and equality persist (Moran, 2010; Robinson, 2009; Schlesinger, 2007;
Banaji, Burn and Buckingham, 2006; Florida, 2002).
While group, or team creativity has been a topic of interest within organisations, particularly
in relation to brainstorming, design and co-creation, the interest in collaborative creativity
between diverse groups spanning disciplines and organisations is a more recent phenomenon.
The collaborative ambition is to collectively generate new ideas that are intended to be
implemented and expected to be of benefit to a larger community (West and Farr, 1990, van
Oortmerssen, van Woerkum and Aarts, 2015). Multi-stakeholder collaborations are largely
orientated toward innovation - doing something together that alone, they could not and such an
orientation gives rise to the need for creativity. Creativity in group contexts is also thought to
be beneficial to dealing with controversies, rising above weak trade-offs, and arriving at
integrative solutions (van Oortmerssen, van Woerkum and Aarts, 2015, p501). The literature
review will highlight that creativity studies have predominantly been focussed on the individual
level, and that the collective level of creativity, which is crucial in modern organisational
contexts has been until recent times a neglected area (Bissola and Imperatori, 2011, Hargadon
and Bechky, 2006; Amabile, 2018).
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Some of the often polarising issues around creativity include the following; creativity as an
internal, cognitive function (e.g. Runco, 1993, Runco and Chand 1995) or an external cultural
phenomenon (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi, 1999b, Sternberg and Lubart, 1999); creativity as a
ubiquitous human activity (e.g. Runco and Mraz, 1992, Weisberg, 1999) or a rare and special
faculty (e.g. Gardner, 1997); creativity as domain-general (e.g. Torrance: 1960, Vernon, 1970)
or domain-specific (e.g. Gardner, 1997, Weisberg, 1999). Underlying these issues are two
dominant perspectives on creativity; romantic and cultural (Sefton-Green 2000), which are the
source of fundamental division between how scholars perceive and study creativity.
The romantic model locates its interest in great creators and great achievements, while the
cultural model is more concerned with the social and cultural context of creativity in its
everyday context. These perspectives raise a fundamental issue, which has ontological and
methodological implications for the study of group level creativity. Romantic perspectives with
their focus on individuals understand the phenomenon as explainable by the constituent
individuals. In contrast, cultural perspectives understand creativity to be located collectively,
explicable at group level, with interaction as its unit of analysis (e.g. Hargadon and Bechky,
2006; Sawyer, 1999; Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009). The origins of these perspectives as well
their respective contributions to understanding the phenomenon of creativity are marked by a
continuous progress in the field.
2.2.1 A definition of creativity
The origin of the word creativity can be dated back to medieval Christianity and specifically
to God’s act of creation, ‘creatio ex nihilo’, or creation from nothing. The idea of creativity
thus originated in the divine rather than the human and to this day retains an air of mystique
(Albert and Runco, 1999; Mayer, 1999; Sawyer, 2006a). Virtually all of the world’s religions
refer to one or more Gods, which possess divine or superlative creative powers and some
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scholars continue to understand creativity as enabling humans ‘to connect with the eternal’
(Hunter, 2012, p27). The Greek doctrine of the muses, which were thought to provide a guiding
spirit or source of inspiration for the mortal creator meant that human creativity was
subordinate to divine creativity. The idea of having a muse who inspired genius evolved in
meaning from being a guardian spirit, external to an individual, to referring to special talents
and aptitudes intrinsic to an individual, and therefore the idea of genius became a human
capacity, rather than divine (Murray,1989; Simonton,1999). Cropley’s work over fifty years
has sought to dispel the notion that creativity results from the ‘muses kiss’, a body of work he
refers to as ‘bringing creativity down to earth’ (2018, p28).
The enlightenment era of the seventeenth century, progressed the human-centric meaning of
creativity, or more specifically, creative genius where the dominant view of the genius
constituted an educated individual whose abundant imagination was properly tempered by
good taste, training in the classics, and an appreciation for the Masters (Simonton, 1999). The
romantic era began in the late seventeenth century. The Romantics, to create a new
independence, broke from the view that imagination and talent were to be used in moderation
and to be controlled, thus imagination gained a clear predominance over the traditional faculties
seen as the rational counterweights to the imagination. The Romantics, in pursuing this
intellectual and artistic independence, also introduced the idea of the eccentric, outlandish, or
even mad genius (Becker, 1995). The idea of the mad genius, or connection between creativity
and clinical psychosis, specifically melancholy and schizophrenia persists today (Becker,
2000). The outsider, rebel position projected by the Romantics has contributed to the special,
magical, non-universally distributed view of creativity (Cubbs, 1994).
The eighteenth century advanced the debate on creativity, or more specifically, creative genius
and paved the way for four principles, which remain foundational and relevant to our
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understanding of creativity today. The first principle is that creative genius is divorced from
the supernatural and is therefore an observable phenomenon open to empirical analysis (Albert
and Runco, 1999). The second principle, recognises creative genius, as exceptional while being
a latent potential in every individual. This development was significant as it made the
phenomenon vastly more accessible to study and marked an increase in attention to the area.
The third principle distinguishes between talent and genius, both discernible attributes each of
which demands scrutiny in its own right (Simonton, 1999). The fourth previously mentioned
principle came much later and acknowledged the significance of a nations’ social and political
context to the potential and exercise of creativity (Albert and Runco, 1999).
After the Romantic epoch, the concept of creativity became more grounded in everyman
potential and hence more accessible to study. The preoccupation of the nineteenth and
twentieth century investigation was with the definition of creativity and the study of individual
creativity, its identification, characteristics and cognitive processes (Becker, 1995). The early
twentieth century in particular, progressed the empirical, rather than theoretical study of
creativity. Momentum greatly increased with the attention of many distinguished and
prominent psychologists turning towards the phenomenon of creativity after Guilford’s 1950
address to the American Psychological Association, where he called for the development of
understanding, and focus of attention on the study of the attribute of creativity (Guilford, 1950).
This landmark moment in creativity research both paved the way for future contributions, but
also directed the focus of its attention on a) the individual, b) the study of creativity as an
‘attribute’ and c) cognitive approaches to its study.
The term creativity is often used interchangeably with the terms innovation and idea generation
in organisational literature (Kahl, de Fonseca and Witte, 2009). Fillis (2007) describes a
number of overlaps between the meaning of being creative and being entrepreneurial. In
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contrast, creativity is noted in psychological terms as distinct and separate from competing
ideas such as imagination, originality, genius, talent, freedom and individuality (Gruber, 1996).
In reaching an acceptable definition of creativity, there is general agreement that creativity has
two defining elements. Firstly, creativity involves novelty, newness, or originality and
secondly, the creative product must have value, use or appropriateness, as determined by some
external criteria (Boden, 1999; Feist, 1998, Martindale, 1999; Sternberg and Lubart, 1993,
1999). The external validation criterion is expanded upon by Lumsden; ‘a creative idea is one
that is both original and appropriate for the situation in which it occurs’ (1999, p.153). The
value may take the form of some sort of utility, usefulness, appropriateness or social value
(Nickerson, 1999). The overarching definition of creativity thus involves the creation of new
and useful products, including ideas (Mayer, 1999). Fillis and Rentschler (2006) view
creativity as being able to do imaginative and non-routine things while also building on
tradition to achieve profitable outcomes.
Despite a general agreement on the definition of creativity as having novelty and value, the
breadth and diversity in creativity research emanates from the multiplicity of perspectives of
its researchers, and the resulting approaches to its study.
2.2.2 The origins of creativity research
Key aspects of interest in the creativity domain are captured in the four p’s of creativity
research (Lubart, 2001); person, including characteristics, intelligence and personality;
product, the recognition, originality and value of a tangible creative output; process, the
mapping out of the cognitive stages of creative thought mechanisms and place or press,
including the study of heterotopias. As the noun ‘creativity’ remains shrouded in ambiguity,
Runco (2018) suggests using the adjective ‘creative’ provides a helpful specificity. Using the
adjective then, researchers of creativity tend to focus on a particular aspect of creativity, such
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as creative product, creative people, creative process or creative place. The central interest of
this study is focussed on a fifth ‘p’ - the performance of creative collaboration.
Psychological methods of enquiry have largely, though not exclusively been scientific,
quantitative and experimental, including the testing methods of psychometric analysis, metaanalysis, longitudinal studies, contingency studies, and psycho-economic approaches. The
early, psychodynamic approach to the study of creativity, pioneered by Freud was a
psychological approach. Derived from the study of rare individuals, such as Leonardo Da Vinci
(1910) and Dostoevsky (1928), Freud proposed that creativity emerged at the intersection of
conscious reality and unconscious drives (1908). This approach was focused on understanding
the cognitive origins of creativity in rare individuals. Jung advanced the psychodynamic
approach and marked the formation of humanist thought, by shifting our understanding of the
motivation that governs creativity beyond the Freudian biologically-based instinctual drives to
spiritual and humanist needs (1912; 1976). Such psychodynamic approaches and the focus on
rare individuals proved prohibitive to extensive development due to the difficulties associated
with studying the phenomenon in a laboratory context (Albert and Runco, 1999; Becker, 1995).
The next phase of creativity research was more democratic in its understanding of creativity as
a more ubiquitous human capacity and philosophical approaches gave way to quantitative
methods of empirical analysis. The psychometric tradition views creativity as ubiquitous, a
capacity of all humans, and domain-general, not unique to any particular discipline or craft. In
this regard, the tradition contends that creative people simply have ‘more of what all of us
have’ (Guildford, 1950, p. 446). Psychometric analysis and pen and paper techniques seek to
assess the traits associated with creativity such as; fluency, flexibility, originality and
elaboration (Torrance, 1960). Despite the dominance and popularity of the psychometric
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approaches throughout the seventies, there was little agreement that these measures captured
holistically the concept of creativity (Amabile, 1983).
As the field of creativity research continued to evolve, further cognitive approaches to the study
of creativity advanced in their scope and sought to understand the mental representations and
processes underlying creative thought (Sternberg and Lubart, 1999). These cognitive
approaches have significantly advanced since 1950. Many of the contributions have developed
and elaborated on the classic four-stage model of the creative process; a) preparation, b)
incubation, c) illumination and d) verification (Wallas, 1926). The nature and understanding of
the sub processes involved, such as problem finding, problem formulation and redefinition,
divergent thinking, analogy and metaphor, and reorganizing information (Guilford, 1967;
Lubart, 2001, Runco and Mraz, 1992, Sternberg and Lubart, 1999, Weisberg: 1999,) have also
developed during this time. Cognitive studies beyond the scope of this critical review include
the study of both intelligence and personality and how they are linked to creativity (e.g. Feist,
1998, Gardner, 1997, Goleman, 1998).
2.2.3 Formative theories of creativity; the psychological influence
The origins of the ‘lone genius’ portrayal of creativity have been outlined. Today, the
psychological influence and its preoccupation with individual creativity and the traits and
cognitive processes that are intrinsic to the phenomenon, continues to dominate ‘mainstream
creativity research’ (Glăveanu , 2014, p14). Psychological theories of creative individuals have
enhanced our understanding of creativity providing the foundations to explore how individuals
engage in creativity as a social phenomenon and how they create through group-level social
processes.
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Creative People
‘Creativity will refer to that tantalizing constellation of personality and intellectual traits shown
by people who, when given a measure of free rein, spend significant amounts of time engaged
in the creative process’ (Lumsden, 1999, p153). Although the study of both intelligence and
personality are beyond the scope of this thesis, the study of creativity incorporates and overlaps
with these fields where they are linked to the creative process (Feist, 1998; Gardner, 1997;
Goleman, 1998). Creativity differs from genetically-determined intelligence and includes a
complex mix of factors, which Torrance defined as a set of abilities, skills, motivations and
states (1979, p32). Albrecht described the following five characteristic abilities of creative
people; mental flexibility, option thinking, big picture thinking, skill in explaining and selling
ideas, and intellectual courage (Albrecht, 2003; 2009). Amabile’s definition of creativity as a
‘novel and appropriate solution to an open-ended task’ (1987, p227) further argues that
creativity is comprehensive and involves more than cognitive functioning, and in particular
requires ‘creativity relevant skills’, which are more learnable behaviours (Amabile, 1983).
The creative personality and the cognitive functioning of highly creative individuals have been
central to the psychological creativity literature. While genetics and temperament are
recognised as contributing to a creative personality, so too are development antecedents such
as personal intensity of parent-child relationship, parental fostering of autonomy, parental
intellectual stimulation, and apprenticeship (Feist, 1998). The personality traits associated with
a creative individual include a high valuation of aesthetic qualities in experience, broad
interests, attraction to complexity, high energy, independence of judgement, autonomy,
intuition, self-confidence, and an ability to resolve or accommodate apparently opposite or
conflicting traits in one’s self-concept, and finally a firm sense of self as ‘creative’ (Barron and
Harrington, 1981, p453). Beyond recognising that there are common creative personality traits
in creative people, there are also differences. For example, there are common creativity traits
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that artists and creative scientists share such as openness to experience and low
conscientiousness and they both score relatively high on measures of confidence and
psychoticism (Feist, 2018). However, for Feist (1998) a distinguishing disposition emerges for
artists who have a more affective disposition, that is, a sensitivity to internal affective states
and need to express deep emotion in their creative work. Furthermore, artists display a tendency
to be cold and aloof, independent and norm-doubting (Feist, 1998). Understanding the common
personality traits as well as the divergent dispositions amongst disciplines is useful for
creativity studies, and in particular for group creativity studies, that involve interdisciplinarity.
Amabile’s work has contributed greatly to the understanding of how intrinsic motivation is a
creativity-relevant factor, and as such creative people are motivated from within and for
reasons that extend beyond an exclusive focus on extrinsic motivations that are external to the
work itself, such as attaining an expected reward (eg. financial rewards), winning a competition
or meeting other external requirements such as status gaining or external recognition (Amabile,
1983, 2018). Her studies suggest that creativity can be undermined by a number of extrinsic
constraints, such as expected evaluation, expected reward for doing the activity, surveillance
while working, competition and constraint in what materials to use (Amabile, 2018). Intrinsic
motivations might include opportunity to work with like-minded or talented people,
philosophical alignment with the company, ambition to do interesting work that is involving,
satisfying or personally challenging. Motivation is important to creativity as studies show that
intrinsically motivated people apply themselves more to a task than if they are motivated by
extrinsic factors (Amabile, 1983). Intrinsically motivated people are also more inquisitive,
cognitively flexible, likely to consider different alternatives, willing to take risks and persistent
in the face of obstacles; all characteristics which are considered to be key antecedents of
creativity (Amabile, 1996; Utman, 1997; Zhou and Shalley, 2003). She argues that a focus on
extrinsic motivations such as those outlined above, reduces intrinsic interests and resulting in
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an adverse effect on creativity (1999). While intrinsic motivation is a creativity relevant factor
and companies are increasingly seeking out the indicators of creative individuals, it is
contended that a high reliance on intrinsic task motivation also has a cost to the organisation in
that it makes or enables employees to prioritise some task-related performance dimensions over
others, which they enjoy less but which may still be critical to the long term success for the
organisation (Grabner and Speckbacher,2010; Prendergast, 2008).
Unlike a characteristic that you are born with, Sternberg argues that creativity is a habit and
that creative people approach things consistently with a particular attitude, and in a fresh and
novel manner that is defining of them (Maslow, 1967; Shank, 1988; Sternberg and Lubart,
1995; Sternberg, 2012). The factors that promote habit, including the opportunity to engage in
a particular habit, and the encouragement and rewards when you do engage in the habit are
thus true of creativity. Creativity is something that can be fostered, promoted, and can flourish
in the right conditions (Robinson, 2001). Robinson’s early work explored the conditions that
can promote creativity in the classroom and building on Gardners’ theory of multiple
intelligences (1983), argues that schools continue to prioritise linguistic and logical
mathematical ability over all other forms of ability. Through his work, he has also explored the
conditions that make creativity possible in organisational settings, not least the fostering of an
‘atmosphere where risk-taking and experimentation are encouraged rather than stifled’
(Robinson, 2001, p12).
Much of our understanding of creativity pre-dates the widespread availability of web 2.0,
networked citizens and content creators. ‘The core findings are almost certainly unchanged’
(Gardner and Weisner, 2018), however the consequences of a networked world for creativity
is an expanding area of creativity research. It is suggested that connectivity (text, instant
message (IM) email, voice) is a critical factor, creating access to personal support available 24
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hours a day all around the world and decreasing the effects of isolation often felt by eminent
creators (Gardner, 1997). Enhanced connectivity enables young creators to connect with likeminded souls and in doing so provides opportunities for connected learning; for example
novice IT coders can readily connect with open-source projects and coding forums to
contribute, engage and progress their skills. Whether the eminent creators across history were
extrovert or not, they sought ways to bring their work to the attention of others, or assigned
this role to someone else (Gardner, 1997). Technology provides myriad avenues to bring the
work of creators to their public, opening ‘new paths to fame and shame’ (Gardner and
Weisberg, 2018, p105) providing them with a platform that the likes of Einstein or Freud could
never have dreamed of, but at the same time exposing them to judgement from negative tweets
or comments.
While some have explored the notion of creativity as the reserve of the few (Feist 1998;
Feldman 1983; Gardner, 1997), there are also more egalitarian views that consider creativity
to be more a more ubiquitous capacity and to be available in varying degrees depending on
individual propensity to be creative, taking the aforementioned characteristics and background
into account (Cohen 1989, Craft 2000, Kaufman and Beghetto, 2009). To clarify the distinction
between levels or categories of creativity, the term ‘Big C’ creativity refers to works of great
art, to breakthroughs, to works of rare genius and extraordinary accomplishments of unusual
people, such as renowned artists, scientists and inventors (Gardner, 1983). It is thought that
two in every million people reach extraordinarily high levels of achievement (Guilford, 1987).
In contrast, ‘Little C’ creativity refers to the everyday capacity to overcome problems and to
be creative in your daily work, it involves possibility thinking, refusing to be stumped and
being imaginative in finding an alternative approach, it involves personal creativity expressed
in everyday ways such as making up a new recipe, creating a floral arrangement or writing a
poem (Cohen, 1989; Craft 2000).
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Two further C’s have since been added to this categorisation resulting in a Four-C’s model of
creativity, which has been widely adopted around the world (Kaufman, 2018). The model
places Big C, Pro C, Little C and Mini C creativity along a continuum and frames the eminenteveryday complexity inherent in creativity. The two new c’s were added due to the chasm that
existed between Big C eminent creativity and Little C everyday creativity. Pro C, or expert
level creativity was introduced by Kaufman and Beghetto (2009) to describe professional or
expert creativity. Pro C creators are highly accomplished professionals or experts, who have
surpassed Little C creativity, but have not reached (and might never reach) eminent status. Pro
C creators are often the names associated as having aided Big C creators, but did not attain the
creative genius status. Beghetto and Kaufman (2007) also introduced Mini C to account for
individual creativity, the personally meaningful insights that are ‘the genesis of creative
expression’ (p2) and of learning and development, which with mentorship, struggle or
understanding may be recognised by others. A fifth C of creativity has more recently emerged
in response to the opportunities afforded by social media. Gardner and Weinstein propose Tiny
C to describe creativity that is ‘generated rapidly and quickly forgotten (2018, p107) and refers
to the social media-enabled trend of creating memes by remixing images and visuals to create
something new and potentially humorous. They point out the motivation behind these memes
and most other social media-enabled creativity is driven by a desire for social connection or
affirmation, rather than a solitary creative endeavour. In considering a progression along the
scale of C’s, Gardner suggests ‘a novelist is not likely born of tweets’ (2018, p107), however
when combined with a passion to master a domain, digital and social media can provide a
platform to experiment and progress, previously unavailable to creative people. Creativity in
digital spaces can also inspire work in other domains, harnessing like-minded people in new
ways and with other interests.
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The measurement of creativity has caused great divergence within the creativity literature,
mainly because there are diverse views on whether creativity includes a universal capacity or
a learned skill, and whether it is associated with the great masses (Little C) or purely with the
exceptional few marked in history for their greatness (Big C). The psychometric pen and paper
techniques ‘test’ the traits associated with creativity such as; fluency, flexibility, originality
and elaboration (Torrance, 1960), but fail in measuring the comprehensive mix of factors that
are inherent in the definition of creativity. Gardner put forth the notion that we each have
‘multiple intelligences’ (MI), including; musical, visual-spatial, logical-mathematical, bodilykinesthetic, interpersonal, intrapersonal, and naturalistic (1993) and that the intelligence
quotient (IQ) merely tests linguistic and logical-mathematical intelligence and fails to take into
account other aspects. Although some scholars argue there is little evidence to support the MI
theory (Waterhouse, 2006; Visser, Ashton and Vernon, 2006) and that its traction appeals to
an egalitarian movement that likes the idea that suggests no one is actually smarter than anyone
else, just different (Luskin, 1996). These scholars reject empirical support for multiple
intelligences and argue there is significant evidence to suggest that IQ is a reliable predictor of
school and job performance (Visser, Ashton, and Vernon, 2006). Despite this
acknowledgement however, there is also general agreement that IQ alone is not a sufficient
measure of creativity (Gardner, 1997; Gottfredson, 2009). Studies of exceptional individuals
suggest that creative individuals are characterised less by strength in one particular intelligence,
but by the distinctive ways they combined two or more intelligences (Gardner and Weinstein,
2018).
The study of creative people and their personality traits, the relationship between creativity and
intelligence, the developmental conditions that help or hinder creativity; and the psychological
motivations that are influential to creativity have advanced our understanding of the creative
individual and the creative ‘type’. In addition to studying the characteristics of creative
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individuals, creativity researchers have extensively examined the creative process that unfolds
in people’s minds as they behave ‘creatively’.
Creative Process
Cognitive approaches to the study of creativity seek to understand mental representations and
the processes underlying creative thought (Sternberg and Lubart 1999). The early models, like
the classic four-stage model (Wallas, 1926) depicted an orderly and simplified succession of
stages and their attention was on identifying the exact number and characteristics of each stage.
Subsequent models added complexity and dynamism to the mental representations and
processes underlying creative thought (Sternberg and Lubart, 1999). With more advanced
models, the emphasis shifted to exploring the nature of the sub-processes and the micro-level
dynamic of creativity. The linearity of the staged models was challenged with the suggestion
that some stages could be bypassed, some could occur simultaneously, and some reverted in a
non-sequential way (Botella et al., 2011).
The notion that the creative process was a linear path from one form of thinking style to another
is recognised as flawed. Thinking styles including lateral thinking (de Bono 1970),
discontinuous thinking, divergent thinking, option thinking, big picture thinking, and
analogous thinking are all types of cognitive thought associated with creative thinking. These
thinking styles in particular are the ones associated with pushing boundaries, thinking outside
the box, and with breakthrough ideas. Analytical thinking, convergent thinking, thinking
deeply within parameters are complementary, but not contradictory thinking styles and are
required in conjunction with the boundary-pushing thinking styles. Different phases of the
creative process are thought to prioritise either divergent or convergent thinking styles. The
phase of idea generation relies on divergent thinking to generate as many ideas as possible ‘brainstorming is a celebration of divergent thinking’, (Furnham, 2018, p81), whereas the
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verification phase is thought to rely on convergent thinking styles focussed on reaching a single
best solution or idea (Cropley, 2018).
A distinction is often made between creative thinking and critical thinking, whereby the former
is considered generative or divergent and the latter analytical or convergent. This can give the
misleading impression that creativity is purely generative and focussed on producing ideas,
and not the analysis of parameters, when in fact both are required to meet the defining objective
creativity criteria (Fryer, 1996). Bilton argues for what he calls, ‘uncreative’ thinking styles
that provide a wall of mental resistance to novelty that can in fact be useful in the development
of novel solution and ideas (2015). A moment of resistance to novelty can trigger a switch from
divergent back to convergent thinking imposing order and experimentation. Introducing doubt
and critique into the creative process can force a moment of reflection on the value of the novel
idea, spurring refinement and enhancement rather than further novelty seeking. Such
‘uncreative’ thinking styles, and what Sawyer called ‘field-switching’ (2006, p64) can force
the mind to change direction, to interrupt the flow and challenge the direction of the creative
process.
Building on the understanding of the cognitive mechanisms of creative thought, a number of
creativity theorists and popular management writers developed rational, or pragmatic
approaches to the study of creativity, the most famous of which is brainstorming (de Bono
1976; Osborn, 1953; Von Oech, 1983). Such approaches have been criticized as ‘enterprises’,
lacking in psychological theory, empirical validation and as being focused on the development
of creative behaviours rather than an understanding of creative behaviours (Sternberg and
Lubart, 1999). Rational approaches, and brainstorming most particularly, have been adopted
by real-world businesses and have been the subject of research interest within the
organisational literature. Other techniques include Synectics; a name and process of innovation
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which derives from Greek and means the joining together of different and apparently irrelevant
elements (Gordon, 1960), or TRIZ; a theory of inventive problem solving that uses the
universal laws of technological innovation as well as apparent contradictions arising from the
task at hand to generate solutions (Altshuller, 2001). Design thinking is another example of a
pragmatic approach which involves applying the human-centred process of design to nondesign led situations (Brown, 2008) and which like Synectics and TRIZ are widely in use in
organisational contexts. The organisationally-based processes of creativity and their study are
expanded upon further in chapter three (section 3.3).

2.3 Advances in creativity research
Gruber and Wallace (1999) describe psychological approaches to the study of creativity as
comparable to that of the physiologists approach. In this regard, an organ of the body; that is a
particular attribute of creativity, is studied in depth, then the physiologist looks to how that
organ, or attribute of creativity contributes to and is affected by its connections to other organs,
that is the system as a whole. In this way, creativity has been explained in a bottom-up,
mechanistic, reductionist, individualistic manner.
Creativity researchers have been criticised for a tunnel-vision approach to its study and for a
reluctance to take a holistic perspective (Filis and Rentschler, 2010). Examining a unitary
aspect of the phenomenon, without reflecting on the phenomenon itself is reflected in
Glăvenau’s assertion that ‘scholars seem to have abandoned the ‘big’ questions in favour of
increasingly specialised inquiries leading them to develop subfields of a subfield’ (Glăveanu
2014, p. 13). This path has led to a fragmentation of the field (Hennesey and Amabile, 2010).
Compounding the problem, Montouri (2014) argues is an academic eagerness to use the most
recent references, to stay on top of the latest research, and to view much extensive research
already conducted on the phenomenon as historical footnotes.
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The

emergence

of

social-psychological

perspectives

(Amabile,

1996a,

1996b;

Csikszentmihalyi, 1999b; Sternberg and Lubart, 1999) broaden the lens on creativity research
beyond the preoccupation with the individual and open it up to new methods of enquiry. Indeed,
such perspectives and approaches to the study of creativity dominate todays literature
(Glaveau, 2010). Social-psychological approaches ambitiously sought to ‘put the social back’
(Hennessey, 2003a, p. 184) into the theory of creativity and propose that ‘creativity takes place
within, is constituted and influenced by, and has consequences for, a social context’ (Westwood
and Low, 2003, p. 236). Amabile began this journey back in the 1980’s, however much of the
social-psychological perspectives that persist ‘correspond more to individual paradigms than
to a truly social perspective’ (Glăveanu , 2010, p83). Within social psychological advances,
systems perspectives have been the most influential and widely referenced in exploring the
interdependencies between the creative individual and the social context.
2.3.1 Systems Perspectives
The last 20 years have seen a slow convergence in what Sternberg and Lubart call ‘confluence
approaches’ (1999) and ‘componential theories of creativity’ (Runco, 2007, p30). Inspiration
for developing a multifaceted approach to creativity can be found in the system model of
creativity that emphasises personal and socio-cultural interaction (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi, 1996,
1998; Glăveanu, 2010). The field of creativity research has been significantly advanced with
the introduction of such social-psychological approaches that suggest creativity is better
thought of as an interactive process, between an individual and the social context in which they
operate. These approaches have moved the domain beyond a uni-disciplinary perspective that
analyses one aspect of creativity at a time and have broken the myopic focus on the individual
with the acknowledgement and inclusion of social contributory factors. Such models recognise
creativity as an inter-related concept or system and as such, recognise a necessity to analyse
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the interaction between all elements of the creative system to gain a holistic perspective
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1996).
The definition of creativity as previously discussed involves both novelty and value. The latter
criterion recognises that although ideas come from individuals, they require other people, a
comparative frame of reference, or a field or domain of interest, in order to be deemed valuable.
In the art world, the esteem of informed critics and fellow artists constructs a ‘reputation
economy’ to bolster the self-esteem of the individual artist (Becker 1982). In the creative
industries, industry awards such as the DandAD awards for creative advertising, the Pulitzer
Prize, or the Booker Prize for literary excellence offer an alternative framework of value to
commercial success and a surrogate ‘governance’ structure in precarious creative labour
markets (Pratt 2006). Thus, a possible surrogate for objective measures of creative value is peer
assessment (Boden 1994).
Three influential theories include the systems approaches of Amabile (1983), Sternberg and
Lubart (1992) and Csikszentmihalyi (1999b). Amabile’s original componential theory holds
that creativity is derived from intrinsic motivation, domain-relevant knowledge and abilities,
and from creativity-relevant skills (1983, 1996b, 2000).
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COMPONENTIAL MODEL OF CREATIVITY

Expertise is, in a word,
knowledge, technical,
procedural and
intellectual

EXPERTISE

CREATIVITYRELEVANT SKILLS

Creative thinking skills
determine how flexibly
and imaginatively
people approach
problems.

MOTIVATION

Intrinsic motivation, or the desire to engage in
something for its own sake is recognised as more
motivating than many external motivations

Fig. 2.1. Amabile’s Componential model. Extracted from Amabile, T. (1983)
Amabile’s tri-archic theory (1983) depicted above in Fig. 2.1 addresses the domain generality
versus specificity debate as her inclusion of domain-relevant knowledge recognises the
importance of specific skills. Simultaneously, creativity-relevant skills, those that are
presumably applicable across domains, or domain general are of equal importance within her
model. Most recently, her work with Pratt (2016) progressed her prior models with the
introduction of the ‘dynamic componential model of creativity and innovation’ (2016, p157).
This model built on the tri-archic model that included the three individual components of
domain knowledge, creativity relevant skills and task motivation, but added a fourth
component that is external to the individual. The fourth component; the social environment in
which the person or team are working in, which in organisations is the work environment.
Previous studies of Amabile’s have shown how several work environment conditions are
stimulants to creativity, including autonomy, challenging work, sufficient resources, work
group supports, supervisory encouragement and organisational encouragement. The dynamic
componential model is a model of creativity and innovation because innovation is the
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implementation of ideas in an organisational context, the focus of Amabiles work (2016).
According to the dynamic model, the three individual components are necessary for creativity
and the external environment must at least be somewhat conducive to creativity (2016).
Csikszentmihalyi’s systems approach examines the interplay of the creating individual, their
associated domain of expertise and the field, or peer group capable of judging or
acknowledging the individual contribution as creative and of merit (1999).

SYSTEMS PERSPECTIVE

DOMAIN

CULTURE

NOVELTY

SOCIETY

PERSON

FIELD

BIOGRAPHICAL &
ENVIRONMENTAL

Fig 2.2 Csikszentmihalyi Systems Perspective extracted from Csikszentmihalyi, M.
(1999)
This systems perspective (depicted in Fig. 2.2 above) acknowledges the temporal, cultural and
environmental context in which individuals operate, as well as the requirement for a peer
review body capable of recognising a product or an idea to be novel and of value.
A third example of a systems approach is Sternberg and Lubart’s (1992) investment theory of
creativity, which describes creative people as those that have the tendency to pursue novel and
unknown ideas. The theory presents this characteristic of creative people, as analogous to the
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skills of financial traders. Creative people have a tendency to pursue novel and unknown ideas,
that is, they possess the skills to ‘buy low’. Furthermore, they have the capacity to persist and
eventually succeed in their idea, that is, to ‘sell high’. While investors trade in the world of
finance, creative people trade in ideas. As in Csikszentmihaly’s contention above, implicit in
the ‘sell high’ equation is the acknowledgement of a social body whose role is to identify,
acknowledge and accept the novelty as valuable, it is this intrinsic acknowledgement of an
influential social body that qualifies the investment theory as a systems perspective.
These integrated theories provide a richer understanding and break with the tradition of
studying an attribute of creativity in isolation. Some of the most ambitious and advancing
theories of creativity have been such systems perspectives, those theories that frame creativity
in an inter-related context or as a complex system with interacting subcomponents (Kozbelt,
Beghetto and Runco: 2010). They are sociocultural in that they acknowledge some phenomena
cannot be explained through individualist, or reductionist analysis. Although these approaches
recognise a social context as intrinsic to the development of creativity, they do not go so far as
to take the view that the social interaction between people is in itself, a complex system or a
creative product.
The impact of social psychological approaches to creativity studies has been significant
however, as they offered a contextualisation for creative acts and they began to explain how
creativity takes place in all its complexity. Such approaches equipped scholars to investigate
both historical (the ‘he’ paradigm) and everyday creativity (the ‘I’ paradigm) and practically,
gave rise to new conceptualisations of influencers of creative behaviour, given that creativity
was less exclusively dependent on innate abilities and personality traits (Amabile, 1996;
Gavenau, 2010).
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Social psychological approaches to the study of creativity, the so-called ‘we paradigm’
(Glăveanu, 2010, p82) that broaden the perspective from that of the individual to accommodate
social influences, focus on the feedback loop from social environment to individual action and
not on the performance of social interaction inherent in group level creativity, which is the
central focus of this study. In contrast to many external-influence models of systems
perspectives, Winnicott’s (1971) thesis suggests creativity exists in the space of interrelations
and that we further need to understand how exactly creativity emerges in relations (p29). This
suggestion that creativity exists in interrelations is the central to socio-cultural perspectives and
approaches pertinent to this study and are explored further in the next section.
2.3.2 Socio-cultural Approaches
Socio-cultural perspectives on creativity go beyond the external-influence model typical of
social psychological views and aim not to contradict or replace this view but to show a different
side of it. Although no formal cultural psychological construction of creativity exists, Glăveanu
(2014) argues for such a perspective to emerge.
Cultural psychology emphasises the construction of meaning and the semiotic mediation and
regulation of activity through complex socio-cultural practices (Glăveanu , 2014). This
conceptualisation of creativity considers creative acts as sociocultural in nature and origin and
stresses the role of inter-subjectivity and dialogical interaction. Hennessey and Amabile (2010)
warned of fragmentation and lack of dialogue between various views on creativity, a concern
also voiced by Glăveanu (2014). The socio-cultural approach is inclusive, allowing for
individual perspectives of creativity to coexist and for dialogue between worldviews to take
place. It also acknowledges that creative expression can simultaneously be an individual, social
and cultural act, further forcing dialogue between perspectives (Glăveanu , 2014). Glăveanu ’s
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principle argument is that creativity ought to be thought of as both individual and sociocultural,
because individuals are sociocultural beings (2014).
To bridge the perspectives, and engage in dialogue, Glăveanu presents an alternative view to
the dominant social-psychological views on creativity, by suggesting social relations ‘lie at the
very heart of creative achievements’ (2014, p51). He argues creativity is socio-cultural
because; 1) the set of skills and types of knowledge that individual actors possess are developed
through social interactions 2) creativity in itself is often the result of explicit moments of
collaboration between individuals, 3) creativity is largely defined by social judgement or
validation and 4) creativity exists only in relation to an established ensemble of cultural norms
and products that both aliment the creative process and integrate its outcomes (Glăveanu , 2014,
p41).
Gruber argues that all creativity requires at some point in the process is a form of
communication or social exchange (1998). ‘Dialogue is the meeting ground on which new
questions are raised, the mating ground on which new combinations are found, and the testing
ground in which novelties are critically evaluated and assimilated into the body of shared
knowledge and thought’ (Gruber, 1998, 139). Glăveanu’s attempt to form dialogue between
social-psychological external influence models and socio-cultural perspectives acknowledges
that creativity also exists beyond the boundaries of the psychological tradition and that
creativity research is increasingly cross-disciplinary, bringing together ‘psychologists,
sociologists, artists, educators, historians, managers, economists, etc. under a common
enterprise’ (2010, p17). The socio-cultural lens marks an advance in research that seeks to
explain the practices and processes of group creativity and provides the context within
creativity studies to which this study seeks to contribute.
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Both socio-psychological and socio-cultural perspectives acknowledge the interdependency
between creativity and the broader landscape of cultural, political and economic influences.
Due to the far-reaching influence of creativity, it has become a phenomenon of interest for the
role it potentially has in enriching societies and economies.

2.4 Creativity in society
The super-complex world described in the introduction and the nature of the so called ‘grand
challenges’ that threaten civilisation and our societies have stoked the interest levels in
creativity as a means of solving these challenges and imagining new ways of doing and being
that protect, restore and rebuild the foundations of our existence (Moran, 2010). Creativity is
recognised as important to society and some proponents bestow upon it the potential to invent
and possibly control the future (Moran, 2010).
2.4.1 The social value of Creativity
Creativity has been presented as ‘good for the economy, good for the individual, good for
society and good for education’ (Craft, Jeffrey and Liebling, 2001 p11). Creativity is a
particularly visible way of impacting others in communities because it changes the status quo
for individuals and sometimes for the entire group (Moran 2010). The invention and
development of the internet and social networks for example, have influenced social change,
with both positive and negative effects on people’s lives. Creativity needs a society that values
concurrent novelty and appropriateness. A nations social and political context influences both
the potential and the exercise of creativity (Albert and Runco, 1999). Stalinist Russia and
Maoist China are considered creativity-stifling societies in contrast to more liberal societies
and eras where creativity has flourished (Moran, 2010).
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The value of creativity to society can be viewed on different levels. One perspective on
creativity, viewed at the societal and cultural level values the ‘improvement’ role of creativity
and understands it as an individual trait, to be assessed and harnessed by society in pursuit of
Big C creativity; that is great leaps in productivity, technology and innovation, to new ideas,
revelations and movements as well as timeless works of great art. A more collective perspective
on creativity recognises individuals as tools of historical development (Moran, 2010). Such
views that emphasise the potential for creativity to improve society permeate political and
business spheres and recognise the achievement of competitive advantage as creativity’s
intended mission, where the vision is of a better future, or higher or stronger position (Moran
2010).
Another perspective on the role of creativity in society values the expressive capacity of
creativity and emphasises novelty and appropriateness for the individual, and not necessarily
at any greater level. At an individual level, creativity enables and facilitates the overcoming of
everyday problems as well as potentially contributing to the general happiness of people
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Such notions of creativity and happiness have their origins in
Humanist theory, which suggests that the correlation between creativeness and the concept of
the healthy, self-actualizing, fully-human person is so closely aligned that they may in fact be
the same thing (Maslow, 1963). This ‘Little C’ view of creativity (Craft, 2003), or personal
creativity (Runco, 1996) or everyday creativity (Richards, 2008) owes its’ origins to such
Humanist thought (e.g. Maslow, 1970) but now permeates educational fields (Craft, 2003) and
health research (Richards, 2008) and values creativity primarily as expression in problemsolving and self-development. Creativity-as-expression is thought to be a way of coping with
life’s challenges (Cropley, 1996). Although this perspective on personal creativity is
democratic, inclusive and ubiquitous in the belief that creative capacity is within us all, it also
divorces the individual from the responsibility to a greater good (Moran, 2010). Societies offer
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education, training, support and ‘safe places’ for people to explore their interests, preferences,
and experiences (Moran, 2010 p 19). From a societal perspective, this view devolves power
from a hierarchy to a network. In this context, people’s differences can co-exist rather than
compete, collaborations are opportunities for mutual expression of self, and society is seen as
a nurturer of individuality.
Purpose is what links the individual and societal levels, where purpose is the intention or reason
for the activity that is both meaningful to the individual and contributes positively to society
(Damon, 2008). The improvement and expression views involve different interacting purposes
that can turn possibilities into opportunities, activity into cultural artefacts, which in turn can
stimulate cultural progress. The notion of Wise Humanising Creativity (WHC) combines the
levels and emerges from the concepts of wise creativity (Craft, 2008), a creativity which
involves creative stewardship of new ideas towards the collective good; and humanising
creativity (Chappell, 2008), meaning creativity which is driven by ‘the embodied dialogic
generation of new ideas which are of value to the community and which involves creators in
making and being made via ‘journeys of becoming’ (Chappell, 2008, Chappel et al.., 2017).
Thus, WHC is fostered when people have opportunities to engage in collaborative thinking and
joint-action to imaginatively develop new ideas which are valuable to them and their
community (Walsh, Chappell and Craft, 2017). The benefits of creativity to society are thus
twofold, the objective of the activity is directed towards collective good and the benefit to the
individual is that in pursuing the action, while they also pursue a path of personal fulfilment.
Social capital is generated by feelings of belonging, relationships, trust and civic responsibility,
‘a kind of glue holding society together’ (Bradley, 2012, p147). Such notions of society,
community and civic responsibility are constantly in jeopardy from the threats of an everchanging world and from conflicting purposes.
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2.4.2 A moral compass
While creativity is seen as predominantly good, creativity can also be a source of negative
outcomes for society. For example, scientific and technological breakthroughs in warfare can
result in devastating effects while creative strategies and novel products in financial markets
can cause widespread destruction and contagion around the world. Terrorism and crime
(including theft, fraud, murder, cybercrime, drugs smuggling, people trafficking, or illegal
exporting) are prescient manifestations of the ‘dark side’ of creativity (Cropley, 2018, p52)
Such examples of ‘malevolent creativity (Cropley, 2018, p52) are not only harmful, but harm
is the conscious pursuit and fundamental intention of their pursuit.
In the field of creativity studies, Amabile’s work on intrinsic motivation, the inward source of
purpose that is inherent in creative people presents motivation as a central feature of creativity
in her componential model, alongside domain expertise and creativity-relevant skills (1996).
Some scholars have suggested that the heuristic task (Amabile, 1996), purpose and duration
(Gruber and Wallace, 1999) and the conscious intention to create (Craft, 2001) are further
defining of creativity. Intrinsic motivation and the human quest for meaningful work provides
a source of purpose, belonging, and identity to workers and has provoked organisations to
consider factors that contribute to meaningful work, such as design of jobs, interpersonal
relationships, organisational mission and culture (Michaelson, Pratt, Grant and Dunn, 2014).
Building upon this conscious intention aspect, some scholars have sought to tether creativity
to responsibility (Gardner, Csikszentmihalyi, and Damon, 2001; Gardner, 2007). Moran argues
that those who wish to affect the course of history must assume the attendant responsibility
and, where possible, direct those uses to noble ends (2010, p85). In acknowledging that
breakthroughs and discoveries can give rise to wonderful or devastating consequences, Walter
Isaacson said in his National Endowment for the Humanities lecture that ‘science gives us the
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empirical data and the theories to tie them together, but humans turn them into narratives with
moral, emotional and historical meaning’ (2014). That Einstein wrote to President Roosevelt
about the potential uses of nuclear fission and also joined various organisations devoted to
peace and disarmament were morally guided choices that he made in both his role as a scientist
and in his role as a citizen (Moran, 2010, p16). Creativity is presented here as important to and
predominantly good for society and the future when tethered by a moral compass. Amabile
(2016, p13) argues that creativity is amoral and it is only by ‘combining capacities, strong
passions and conducive environments with equally strong moral values’ that creativity can be
harnessed for the good of humanity and not its destruction. Creativity is one of the few topics
in science to be invested with such moral value (Glăveanu , 2015).
In the twenty-first century and primarily in the western world, creativity is increasingly central
to socio-economic and socio-cultural policy-making. There are persisting calls for an enhanced
focus on creativity in education, and for more creative approaches to socio-political structures,
as well as to social justice and equality (Moran, 2010; Robinson, 2009; Schlesinger, 2010).
2.4.3 Creativity and culture
There are calls for cultural policy-makers to consider, more holistically how creativity’s role
in culture and culture’s role in influencing creativity can sustainably be fostered by nations
(Moran 2010). Cultural policy–makers, with a history of lossmaking subsidised arts
organisations, disproportionately favour investment focussed on the generation of cultural
content and on individual talents, rather than on the systems and networks which allow these
to develop and mature into viable products and businesses (Bilton, 2015). Bilton argues for
cultural policy makers to think holistically about sustainable cultural development and in doing
so to also recognise the role of ‘uncreative’ intermediaries that exist between external agencies
and the centres of creative, cultural production.
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Fillis (2018) provides insight into some of the potential outcomes of a cultural intervention in
particular an artistic intervention in an educational context, suggesting such interventions are
potentially instrumental in stimulating creativity, providing new ways of seeing, promoting a
synergy between art and science and an admiration for craftsmanship amongst student and
educator populations (2018).
Creativity which encompasses creative artefacts and individuals, new ideas and movements is
understood to be an influential feature of a nations culture (Glăveanu, 2014). Each culture and
civilisation is defined by an accumulation of creative products that are unique to it (Glăveanu,
2014). To describe, for example, how Eastern and Western civilisations differ, we could make
some reference to the philosophers, poets, painters, artisans, and other creators who left their
particular mark on its cultural, aesthetic, and intellectual legacy. Vygotsky argues every creator
is a product of his or her time and environment (1960, 1997), and Bourdieu’s work in relation
to the cultural field (1993) situates artistic works within the social conditions of their
production, circulation and consumption. Taking Vygotskys argument on the influence of
environment on the creator, and Bourdieu’s position on the cultural field, whereby cultural
artefacts are received, there exists a reciprocal relationship between creativity and culture.
Glăvenau references this reciprocity in recognising that creators engage with cultural artefacts
to produce new cultural artefacts, and in doing so employ culture to create it (Glăveanu, 2014).
The role of creativity in shaping culture and the future has been referenced, and in the absence
of the knowledge of what skills will be required in the future, creativity and its associated
characteristics of; flexibility; the ability to view from multiple perspectives, fluency of ideas;
the high propensity for producing lots of ideas and originality; the novelty associated with a
person’s ideas are recognised as critical (Robinson, 2015). This area of creativity in education,
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future skills and the workplace is the subject of extensive research and recent discourse
(Beghetto, Kaufman, and Baer, 2014; Grasedieck, 2015; Kaufman, 2016).
2.4.4 Learning, education and the future of work
The world of work is changing dramatically. The challenges which are caused by globalization
and changing demographics emphasise the need to consider the educational needs of
tomorrows workforce. Although networked computers and robots will change and eradicate
many jobs, human beings will continue to provide new ideas for the invention of machines, the
creation of plans, the creative thinking of teachers in planning their courses and so forth. The
World Economic Forum has estimated that sixty-five percent of today’s children entering
primary school today will end up working in jobs that don’t yet exist1. With uncertainty
defining future needs, schools and university courses must encourage creativity, flexibility,
intellectual connectivity, productive discussion and relationships, the abilities possessed only
by humans which allow them to make connections on an intellectual level, to draw conclusions,
to make conceptual leaps and to socially engage in deep discussion (Grasedieck, 2015).
Creativity has been recognised as a core twenty-first Century skill (Kaufman, 2016). Moreover,
there is growing understanding of how creativity can complement external content standards
and enhance academic learning (Beghetto, Kaufman, and Baer, 2014). For example, the
enterprise literature recognises transversal skills; core, basic, soft skills, that are relevant to a
broad range of occupations as the cornerstone of an individual’s personal development and the
building blocks for the development of the ‘hard’, ‘vocational’ or ‘technical’ skills required to

1

World Economic Forum: The Future of Jobs: Employment Skills and workforce strategy for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution (2016). Available at: http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs.pdf) Accessed
26th November, 2018
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succeed in the labour market. Transversal skills include creativity, innovation and
entrepreneurship, critical and analytical thinking, team work, communication and business
acumen.
Educational research in the area of creativity has concentrated in the past on such issues as the
optimal teaching methods for nurturing creative development and the best methods for
identifying creatively gifted children. In response to this narrow-lens view of the role of
creativity in the classroom, Robinson, a prolific academic voice and consultant on education
public policy, suggests that creativity should be as equal in importance as literacy (Robinson,
2006). Such a statement, while influential in drawing attention to the role of creativity in
classrooms, is also problematic in the field of learning as it suggests a mutually exclusive
relationship between creativity and academic subject matter (Beghetto and Kauffman, 2017).
It promotes creativity as an optional extra, a competing subject for teachers, rather than central
to how they might teach all subject matter. Furthermore, a view of creativity as unconstrained
originality that is non-core to curriculum gives rise to negative perceptions of creative
behaviour as nonconforming, impulsive and disruptive (Scott, 1999). Teachers who have a
superior understanding of creativity have a more favourable view of creative behaviour and
successfully support creativity in their classroom by helping students learn when and how to
be creative (Kaufman and Beghetto, 2013b; Kaufman, Beghetto, and Watson, 2015). These
teachers understand creativity, and teach that in order for an idea, product, or behaviour to be
considered creative, it must combine originality and appropriateness in the context of a
particular task or activity.
The importance of new forms of learning, such as self-directed, self-determined or selforganising learning will continue to grow as they address the emerging requirement for
‘lifelong-learning and the need for highly individualized learning pathways to meet’ (Dietrich
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1999, p 14). Furthermore, the willingness and ability to self-directed learning is already widely
used as a central key qualification in the competition for attractive jobs and will increasingly
become intrinsic to a successful professional life (Reinmann, 2006, p644).
While creativity is recognised as a critical capacity that must be developed in relation to future
educational curricula and specialist skills training for the future workforce, so too is the need
for interdisciplinary collaboration in both education and workforce realms (Grasedieck, 2015).
The complexity of information that workers are required to deal with daily increases
continuously and disciplines overlap and skills merge, such as IT and manufacturing science,
IT and economics, economics and engineering. New fields of study are emerging from such
hybrid areas and faculties are encouraged to integrate to allow for emerging specialist areas.
The creativity skills needed can be developed through more practical learning, self-organised
learning and interdisciplinary studies. ‘Students need to think multi-dimensionally and see the
bigger picture’. (Grasedieck, 2015, p8). The need to think multi-dimensionally, and to see the
bigger picture is a skillset very much associated with creativity and with the world of design;
as design, by definition means planning for something that will evolve and must be relevant to
the future. The reach of design thinking has extended far beyond its original domain and has
contributed principles and practices, tools and methods to business, scientific, social and
cultural fields.
2.4.5 Design, social innovation and collaborative networks
The relationship between creativity and design is such that design involves the negotiation
between creativity and constraints (Oak 2001, 2005), a notion which draws from a central
theme within the social sciences concerning the relationship between agency and structure
(Bordieu, 1972), or ‘the relationship between creativity and autonomy, to givenness and
constraint’ (Sharrock and Watson, 1988, p58). The influence of the designer extends far beyond
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the design of artefacts, with designers applying their skills to other areas such as organisational
design, service design, strategic design, interaction design, and design for social innovation. In
connection with the Designing for the 21st Century Research Initiative, Inns (2010) identifies
six emerging roles for designers, including; facilitator of thinking, mediator between
stakeholders, coordinator of exploration, visualizer of intangibles, navigator of complexity, and
negotiator of value (Wilson and Zamberlan, 2015). Wilson and Zamberlans’ own work
explores further roles, including the designer as co-creator; contributor to collaborative and
interdisciplinary teams; generator of new design knowledge; and developer of, and contributor
to, creative cultures (2015).
The rapid expansion in the role of the designer has been significantly advanced by the
application of ‘design thinking’ to fields of innovation. Design thinking ‘uses the designer’s
sensibility and methods to match people’s needs with what is technologically feasible and what
a viable business strategy can convert into customer value and market opportunity’ (Brown,
2008 p86). The potential for design thinking to extend beyond traditional paradigms and to
transform the public sector and create new solutions for societal problems has been embraced
by governments. Manzini emphasises the importance of building new design knowledge
through design practice that helps individuals, communities, institutions, and companies to
design feasible, sustainable solutions (Wilson and Zamberlan, 2015).
Government-funded design and innovation labs, innovation funds, and design thinking-led
strategies have begun to permeate policy formation and are emerging around the world. Some
examples include MindLab in Denmark, SuperPublic in San Francisco, USA and Laboratorio
para la Ciudad, Mexico. A study of design labs highlighted that the predominant model consists
of an interdisciplinary team (led by designers) working with experts across different fields
(determined by the project) along with users and front-end workers (Wilson and Zamberlan,
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2015). Hence the view of the designer, or designers as a font of innovation is quickly being
replaced by the idea of the designer as a contributor to highly collaborative and
interdisciplinary teams of experts. This evolution has also led to the emergence of different
kinds of networks to support social innovation, including; innovation networks, pollination
networks, collaborative networks, service collaborations, communities of practice, action
learning sets, and membership organisations. The growth and expansion of diverse innovation
clusters, cross-network collaborations between researchers, model developers, program sites,
and practitioners are prevalent around the world, most particularly in areas such as technology,
healthcare, energy and the built environment (Wilson, 2010).
All of these networks and other models such as constellation collaborations exist to form an
ecosystem of conscious and connected people engaged in organisational collaboration. They
are designed to facilitate the sharing and harnessing of knowledge across different disciplinary
fields and geographic locations, bringing together unique combinations of researchers,
practitioners, and educators that otherwise would work independently of each other. Such
models of creativity and innovation challenge the romantic ideal of the isolated genius,
recognising instead that social group dynamics are more influential than individual capability
or effort (Bradley, 2012). There are diverse perspectives on how creativity is thought to be of
value across broad domains. Economic studies of creativity have flourished in recent years
with enhanced focus on the role of creativity in driving growth in a nation’s economy, thus
creativity as an economic lever has received increased attention in academic and policy-making
spheres.

2.5 Creativity and the economy
Creativity, as a macro-economic imperative is a more recent acknowledgement and transcends
the well-established equation, that creativity fuels new products and services, thus growing
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employment, generating value, increasing GNP and competitive advantage (Banaji, Burn and
Buckingham, 2006; Florida, 2002). Economic approaches to the study of creativity offer a
different perspective involving very general macro-level processes and influences (Kozbelt,
Beghetto and Runco, 2010). Sternberg and Lubart’s investment theory was an early advance
in this direction, incorporating the laws of market forces in their thinking (1992, 1999). There
are many studies seeking to understand the economic contribution of creative industries and
their importance at government level (Lange et al., 2008, Schlesinger, 2011).
Associated creativity concepts, such as innovation, ideas, entrepreneurship and human
potential have been exponentially elevated in status and prominence and recognised as the
foundation of our future economies (Robinson 2001, Florida 2002; Van Oortmerssen,
Woerkum and Aarts, 2017). According to Howkins (2001), ‘creativity is not new and neither
is economics, but what is new is the nature and extent of the relationship between them, and
how they combine to create extraordinary value and wealth’ (p.8). Florida highlights the
multidimensional nature of creativity and distinguishes between technological creativity, that
is connected to invention and innovation, and economic creativity, which is related to
entrepreneurship, and artistic or cultural creativity, which is connected to individual and
societal expression (Florida, 2002).
2.5.1 Creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship
Creativity and innovation are recognised as central to enterprising potential (Mokyr, 2017),
betterment (McCloskey, 2016a, 2016b) and economic enhancement (Schumpeter, 1934;
Florida 2002). Economists have long debated the precursors to market growth. McCloskey
(2016b) argues that the precursor to enhanced living standards, or betterment, - her measure of
economic enhancement - involves bourgeois people undertaking the everyday tasks of trading,
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inventing and improving things through competition. Sustained invention, innovation and
entrepreneurship are all thought to involve creativity.
Entrepreneurship is viewed as a major contributor to economic growth and employment
creation (Baumol 2002). In the dynamic Schumpeterian model of ‘creative destruction’,
creativity is considered the precursor of innovative behaviour and a central dimension of
‘enterprising potential’ in individuals (Schumpeter 1934, p33). According to the European Key
Competence Framework, ‘entrepreneurship’ refers to an individual’s ability to turn ideas into
action (2018). It recognises the requirement to be open-minded to perceive opportunities and
to take risks, to put creativity into practice, to engage in the process of innovation and an ability
to plan and manage projects to achieve objectives (Schacter et al., 2015, p29). In this context,
creativity is critical to successful entrepreneurship as it is the ability to see things from multiple
perspectives, a competence that enables the recognition and trial of new possibilities, based on
observations of (changes in) the environment (Driessen and Zwart, 2007). Although there may
be differences between the meanings of being creative and being entrepreneurial, a number of
overlaps have been identified, including; self-belief and ambition, utilisation of creative
business networks, high motivational levels, intuition, strong communication skills, ability to
visualise problems, flexibility and the ability to break down physical and perceptual barriers
(Fillis and Rentschler, 2010; Fillis, 2007). Entrepreneurial creativity, originally defined as the
generation and implementation of novel, appropriate ideas to establish a new venture (Amabile,
1997) was progressed to include the growth and progress of the firm (Fillis, 2010).
Disentangling creativity from entrepreneurship and innovation requires a detailed
understanding of how they are interrelated and co-dependent. Even though innovation typically
involves creativity, it is not identical to it. One view of innovation suggests that it begins with
the generation of creative ideas (through divergent thinking) and is followed by idea
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implementation, or exploitation which relates to converting these ideas into new or improved
products, services or ways of doing things (through convergent thinking (West, 2002;
Woodman, Sawyer, and Criffin, 1993).
A more integrative view of innovation, suggests creativity does not only act as an input (idea
generation) but as an intertwined process of idea implementation (Revilla and RodriguezPrado, 2018) . Applying an ambidexterity perspective, integrates the two phenomena,
characterised by the conflicting cognitive approaches of divergent thinking (idea generation)
and convergent thinking (idea implementation). Ambidextrous perspectives suggest creative
methods need to foster both divergent and convergent thinking and be able to flexibly switch
between them throughout the innovation process. Revilla and Rodriguez-Prado (2018) suggest
implementing ambidexterity in creativity methods throughout the innovation process increases
the firm´s propensity to innovate and to introduce a market novelty.
Entrepreneurial creativity, originally defined as the generation and implementation of novel,
appropriate ideas to establish a new venture (Amabile, 1997) was progressed to include the
growth and progress of the firm (Fillis, 2010). Innovation is recognised as critical to an
organisations survival. However, the innovators dilemma (Christensen, 1997), is similar to the
challenge identified by Charles Handy, in The Empty Raincoat which holds that by the time
change is inevitable, it is too late (Handy, 1994 p.49). Recent scholars have explored how
organisations adopt continuous, rather than cyclical or intermittent approaches to innovation
(Mannucci, and Orazi, 2015). Planning and adopting policies that foster creativity, innovation
and entrepreneurship have become en vogue across a spectrum of policy-making domains,
including urban place-making strategies and the rise of creative cities.
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2.5.2. Creative cities
The use of culture as a strategic element in urban development is evident as far back as the
formation of the European nation states. However, culture-led strategies are becoming
increasingly popular as alternatives to traditional industry and industrial development, which
have been seen to fail as the foundations of prosperity of growth, especially in Western
societies (Lysgard, 2012). Scott’s (1988) work on the potential of culture as an economic
driver, recognises the potential for places, or cities to provide conditions considered conducive
to creative industries. The cultural economy, or the more fashionably termed, creative
industries have been defined as the profit-oriented segment covering all enterprises,
entrepreneurs and self-employed persons producing, marketing, distributing and trading profitoriented cultural and symbolic goods (Senatsverwaltung, 2005). Creative industries in this
understanding include advertising, architecture, the art market and design, film and TV,
software and telecommunications, music, the performing arts as well as the publishing and
book market (Lange et al. 2008).
Florida’s work on the increasing importance of competence and creativity in the face of
changing working lives have been significant contributors to the urban planning field and to
cities strategies. Creativity is en vogue in urban planning and geo-political policy-making in
recent years; a period that has heralded the creative city as the future reference model for urban
development (Jessop, 1998; Drake, 2003). The understanding of the potential of culture as an
economic driving force (Scott, 2000) and the understanding of how changes in working life
have drawn attention to the importance of competence and creativity (Florida, 2002) have been
particularly influential on planning and policy formation.
Large cities and metropolitan regions provide a space for the productive interaction of diverse
milieus and allow for complementary local knowledge spillovers between neighbouring
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industries and in doing so function as ‘cauldrons of creativity’ (Kratke, p842). Numerous
studies have documented a ‘back-to-the-city’ shift in population, which Alan Ehrenhalt dubs
‘the great inversion’(2012). He describes the reversal that occurred during the 1970s, 1980s
and 1990s, where innovation and technology development largely located in suburban outposts
like California’s Silicon Valley, or Route 128 corridor outside Boston. Florida’s recent work
reports that venture capitalists, entrepreneurs, and high-tech workers are increasingly choosing
to live in denser, livelier, and less car-dependent urban locations (2017). It provides evidence
of the urban shift and increasing urban orientation of venture capital investment and start-up
activity. San Francisco has overtaken Silicon Valley as the world’s leading centre for venture
investment. Leading creative centers provide a solid mix of high-tech industry, plentiful
outdoor amenities, and an older urban center whose rebirth has been fueled in part by a
combination of creativity and innovative technology, as well as lifestyle and amenities (Florida,
2002). More than any other social or economic organism, cities are cognised as incubators for
new ideas, new innovations, and new enterprises (Duranton and Puga, 2001; Glaeser, 2007;
Florida, 2017). Popular creative city theories, such as those developed by both Florida and
Landry suggest that people hold the key to creativity, and cities that successfully harness this
creativity will rise to the fore in the creative economy. Landry emphasises the importance of
creating conditions and opportunities for creativity to flourish in cities by ‘paying attention to
how people can meet, exchange ideas and network’ (2008, p23).
Creative class
Florida’s acclaimed work examined the market for creative behaviours, and in the process
developed a creative class or segment of society thought to be responsible for the economic
advance of a nation (Florida, 2002). Florida’s ‘creative class’ refers to a section of society who
he claims have considerably more autonomy and flexibility in their occupations and engage in
complex problem-solving of a kind that involves a great deal of independent judgment and
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requires high levels of education. His theory suggests that the ‘creative class’ are the leading
contributors to economic progress, which distinguishes this third of society from the other two
thirds, that constitute the working and service classes who are primarily paid to execute
according to a plan (Florida, 2002). Florida defines the core of the Creative Class as people in
science and engineering, architecture and design, education, arts, music and entertainment,
whose economic function is to create new ideas, new technology and/or new creative content
with a small subset at the centre, the super creative core of bohemian artists and performers
pushing cultural boundaries. Around the core, the Creative Class also includes a broader group
of creative professionals in business, finance, law, health care, and related fields. These people
engage in complex problem-solving that involves a great deal of independent judgment and
requires high levels of education. Florida was not alone in his assertion that the creative class
contribute to economic progress. Empirical analysis proves where there is a regional
concentration of scientifically and technologically creative occupational groups, there is a
corresponding significant positive impact on regional economic development. The
concentration of scientifically and technologically creative workers is also an indicator of the
development of a region’s innovation capacity and particularly contributes to the development
of research-intensive manufacturing sectors (Kratke, 2010).
He presents the creative class as one part of the equation that makes creative cities superior
performers economically. In addition to this presence of ‘talent’ within a region, Florida
presents two further ‘t’s’ as central to regional development. Technology, and by this he means
the presence of a regional concentration of high technology companies and a culture of
‘tolerance’, an openness and diversity as the features of modern creative cities. The relevance
of socio-cultural qualities of place and particularly of openness, tolerance, and diversity to the
economic development of urban regions has been emphasised in many contributions to urban
and regional research (see, e.g. Krätke, 2002a; 2002b; Helbrecht, 2005; Landry, 2008; Cooke
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and Lazzeretti, 2008). These ‘three t’s’ of talent, technology and tolerance have become
shorthand for policy-makers and have been called upon for urban regeneration policy.
Critics of Florida’s theories acknowledge the merit of focusing on creativity for its influence
and contribution to economic innovation, but they argue creativity alone does not accurately
represent the complex set of causal factors of urban regional development (Kratke, 2010).
Florida’s ‘creative class’ construct has been critiqued in part due to his arbitrary selection of
creative criteria and resulting aggregation of creative class members and for the resulting
affirmative concept of contemporary class structures (Kratke, 2010). Critics have highlighted
creativity as a survival resource for the working classes, who fall outside of Florida’s creative
class definition, but who participate in capitalist structures and have a role in regional economic
development (Wilson and Keil, 2008). Kratke also argues that including the neoliberal ‘dealer
economy’ which consists of speculation-driven financial services, real estate, management and
consulting businesses as well as the political class as members of the creative class and thus
leaders of economic progress ignores the functioning of contemporary capitalism and its near
demise in the case of the formers’ deregulated ‘casino capitalism’ approach to market
economics and greatly overstates the capacity of political office holders to act as de-politicised
creative appliers of knowledge (2010, p838).
Despite calls for a disaggregation of the creative class grouping (Kratke, 2010), there was much
support for the importance attributed to the socio-cultural qualities of place (in terms of a
vibrant cultural life, social and cultural diversity, openness and tolerance), recognised as
influential to economic progress. This support is increasingly countered by critical perspectives
on the wide-spread adoption of creative place-making strategies, including updated thinking
from Florida himself (2018).
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Cultural place-making is often led by the planned recolonization of underutilised (industrial)
spaces in inner-city areas by artists and creatives. The downside to such strategies is the
negative displacement of long-term residents, who can no-longer afford to live there, social
exclusion and the so-called ‘gentrification’. Creative city pioneers and, in particular Florida
with his aggregated creative class ‘elites are considered by some to have deepened class and
racial divides, lessened the sustainability of local communities and economies (Kratke, 2012,
Leslie and Catugnal, 2012). The classical pioneers of gentrification are in large part made up
of people with low economic and high cultural capital, i.e. low-income bohemians, artistically
creative people, highly qualified young people at the bottom of the labour market. These people
are subsequently dislocated in the gentrification process by more affluent groups of the same
creative class, i.e. those high-income urban professionals who prefer to live in the inner-city
scene districts in order to establish their Yuppie and Bobo (Bourgeois- Bohemians, cf. Brooks,
2001) lifestyles and, in particular cases, to take part in a locally concentrated and networked
professional milieu. The pioneers are the ones who in the long run are displaced to lower-value
areas.
Florida’s latest book entitled The New Urban Crisis acknowledges the unintended
consequences of strategies designed to attract the creative class, include urban environments
now characterised by increasing inequality, deepening segregation, and a more divided society
overall. His solutions to the urban crisis experienced in major cities around the world, include
a shift beyond prosperity alone to a more holistic measurement of economic success, and the
inclusion of principles such as; a commitment to quality of place, a re-imagining of the suburbs,
support for the economically marginalised, all augmented by infrastructural supports such as
increased urban housing stock and high speed rails to connect the suburbs (Florida, 2018).
Economic and entrepreneurial perspectives on creativity have cast their gaze towards new work
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practises and the international growth of co-working spaces in primarily urban locations to
understand their influence on new creative working practices, creativity and cultural workers.
2.5.3 The rise of Interdisciplinary co-working spaces
Creative industries bring a growing population of independent workers, the fastest growing
group in the EU labour market and with it has come a rise in popularity of co-working spaces
(CWS) (Leighton, 2015, p1). Nomadic employees, self-employed people, and small teams of
entrepreneurs need well-connected, ergonomic environments freed from the trouble of large,
buzzy open spaces (Des Isnards and Zuber, 2008), without suffering the loneliness that
characterises home working. In a nutshell, they need a third-place (Moriset, 2013). Coworking
spaces have been central to place-making strategies, whose focus is on neighbourhood renewal
(Capdevila, 2013; Moriset, 2014; Merkel, 2015). They often provide services such as cafes and
community gathering space to help connect and integrate local (resident) and professional
communities. Typically founded and run by local entrepreneurs for use by local workers, many
CWS demonstrate; ‘strong identification with and commitment to their local surroundings’
acting as semi-public spaces (Merkel, 2015, p. 134; Lange, 2011). It is not an entirely new idea,
however, within creative industries research, the idea of co-location, or ‘clustering’ of activities
(production and consumption) in particular urban environments, neighbourhoods or “quarters”
has been the subject of much research and policy interest (Brown, 2017). Co-working has also
been described as the physical manifestation of the ‘open source movement’ (e.g., Lange,
2011) and the sharing peer-to-peer ‘collaborative economy’ (Botsman and Rogers, 2011;
DeGuzmann and Tang, 2011). Critics of new liberal urban development strategies describe the
hijacking of CWS as a component of interventionist ‘creative city’ strategies aimed at talent
attraction, private–public partnerships and ‘top-down’ policy interventions (Moriset, 2014).
While CWS originated in ‘creative cities’, it has since spread to other types of location
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including small-cities and semi-urban locations (Fuzi et al.., 2015). Despite being locally
embedded, however, many CWS also seek connections to co-worker communities in different
localities, fostering wider networks and exchanges (Brinks and Schmidt, 2015).
The urban literature on mixed neighbourhoods has also shown that strategies to co-locate
people of different classes and ethnicities have been myopic in the absence of strategies to
ensure meaningful interaction (Bridge et al.., 2011). Research shows that highly educated but
economically insecure creative workers tend not to engage with existing community groups
and vice versa (Brown 2017). In one of the few studies to explore the effects of CWS on
locality, Chuah found a lack of civic engagement of co-workers and little integration of CWS
with the surrounding neighbourhood (2016). Most co-workers commuted into the
neighbourhood while local workers commuted out and co-workers had little knowledge of the
local environment or interaction with local businesses or organisations. This is a very dynamic
and evolving area of creativity research. As it is it as a relatively new phenomenon, the pace of
its advancement and prominence in policy-making is inspiring researchers to explore what is
unfolding and what can be learned. As creative industries grow, along with the population of
independent workers grows, so too does the value of their entrepreneurial contribution to an
economy and the academic interest in understanding the evolving practices.
New waves of research on how carefully planned physical environments can influence
collective creativity has emerged with the rise in popularity of co-working spaces. These spaces
are designed to encourage meeting, collaborating, discussing and working together. They are
physically designed to be large, buzzy open spaces, ‘accelerators of serendipity’ who hold faceto-face contact above all else (Moriset, 2013, p 1). Work environments that allow places for
reflection, where creative thoughts can be nurtured and the ideas of others considered is as
importance as places for collaboration to occur (Hemlin, Allwood, Martin, 2008). Physical
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proximity is not enough to facilitate collaborative creativity in a co-working context, there also
needs to be social/professional proximity that connects people with a shared interest, values,
professional or otherwise. The role and significance of material culture in creating narratives
reflective of an organisations ethos and how an environment conducive to creative
collaboration can influence creativity is explored further in chapter three (section 3.2.4).

2.6 Conclusion
This chapter presents the diverse literature and studies that present the concept of creativity as;
valuable to societies and communities, valuable to individual wellbeing and happiness; a driver
of growth; and central to learning and future work requirements.
It mapped the origins of creativity research and described the turn from individualistic
perspectives towards social-psychological perspectives and more specifically looked at how
systems-views have broadened the focus of creativity, opening up new avenues of research that
explore the phenomenon of creativity as situated, interconnected and context specific.
This study aims to build on the socio-cultural advances in creativity research that are emerging
in the creativity literature as while interdependencies have been explored through externalinfluence models, there remains an urgent need to further understand the conditions for and
mechanisms of collaborative, or group level creativity (Glăveanu 2017; Harvey, 2014;
Sonenschein, 2014).
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CHAPTER 3 Collaborative creativity at the meso and micro level
3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter introduced the phenomenon of creativity with an overview of the seminal
literature and the discourse. It presented creativity as important to countries, societies and
economies, in addressing global and individual challenges. An emphasis on the development
of creative cities and the fostering of creative industries, and workers - discussed in Chapter 2
- can guide organisations, companies, third-level and other state-funded institutions in creating
and supporting the conditions for creativity. The recent literature trains the focus of creativity
researchers on the technology-enabled rise of interdisciplinary groups.
In this chapter, creativity is viewed initially at meso, or organisational, level with a critical
review of the literature on group creativity, the level at which the majority of group creativity
studies have focussed. The latter part of this chapter turns to a more micro level and focuses
on the micro processes of creative collaboration and the communication systems that support
group creativity.
Section 3.2 of the chapter reviews the organisational literature, with the aim of understanding
how and why creativity has been embraced by organisations and how it contributes to
organisational success, or failure. The section includes an overview of the factors that have
been shown to influence creativity positively, such as leadership style, corporate climate,
employee motivation, creativity-relevant skills, physical space, materiality and structural
decisions on how the organisation is run. The review then focuses on the literature that
examines the various forms, practices and methodologies of collective creativity used in
organisational contexts, such as brainstorming, co-creation, and more recently explored
collaborative techniques such as agile, lean thinking and zero-based design (Section 3.3).
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Section 3.4 discusses the differences between group and collaborative creativity that extend
beyond organisational boundaries, and provides an overview of related factors including
interdisciplinarity, expertise and group facilitation. Section 3.5 reviews the literature on
interaction within a collaborative context and presents the principles that guide successful
creative interaction. The final section (Section 3.6) discusses the literature on the performance
of creative collaboration, an emerging area of creativity studies. The conclusion (Section 3.7)
identifies the gaps in the literature which this study is designed to address and the significance
of further contributions to the area.

3.2 Creative organisations
Creativity is essential to the survival of organisations, as, without the products of creativity
(ideas, and ideas about organisational solutions), they cannot generate innovation or, sustain or
advance their competitive position (Amabile and Khaire, 2008; Cirella,, 2016; Kylén and
Shani, 2002). Rapid change and the increased complexity of problems that require the
combined knowledge, and abilities of people with diverse perspectives has heightened
awareness of the critical role of creativity in organisations (Brown and Eisenhardt 1998,
Eisenhardt, 1990). Attitudes towards creativity and the promotion of creative thinking within
an organisation are pre-requisites for facilitating creativity in all employees (Fillis, 2010).
Organisational creativity is described as ‘the creation of a valuable, useful, new product,
service, idea, procedure, or process by individuals working together in a complex social
system’ (Woodman, Sawyer and Griffin, 1993, p. 293). It is most often presented as a positive
force within organisations, as an economic driver that converts ideas into competitive
advantage, and a catalyst for personal growth, enhanced psychological well-being and
satisfaction in the workplace (Oldham and Cummings,1996; Rasulzada and Dackert, 2009).
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Creativity at work is defined as an approach to work that leads to the generation of novel and
appropriate ideas, processes or solutions (Amabile, 1996; Ford, 1996; Shalley, 1991). These
outcomes can include creative business strategies, creative plans to deliver solutions, creative
solutions to organisational problems or creative changes to job processes.
The climate or culture of an organisation, combined with leadership style and physical space
are considered important influencing factors for creative performance (Allwood, Martin, 2008;
Amabile and Gryskiewicz, 1989; Andriopolous, 2001; Hemlin, Isaksen, Lauer, and Britz,
2000; Sternberg and Kaufman, 2003). The following sections explore these particular
organisational factors in turn, to understand their influence on creativity.
3.2.1 Organisational Influencers
The literature on organisational influencers of creativity has been advanced over the past two
decades (Andriopoulus, 2001; Cirella, 2016). Pertinent factors including; organisational
culture and climate, the structures and systems of an organisation, leadership style, the
allocation of resources and skills, technology and material culture.
Organisations are increasingly relying on group-based structures to create the optimum
conditions for creativity to happen as it has been recognised that it is possible to enhance
creativity by changing conditions in an environment (Baer, 2010; Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersik
2012). Organisational constructs that have been shown to be conducive to creativity, include
the presence of a flat structure, the provision of funding and resources for creativity and the
presence of a well-managed, structured process design is considered an enabler of collective
creativity (Andriopolous, 2001; Ohly and Fritz, 2010).
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Process design
The notion that structure and boundaries are the antithesis of free-thinking creativity is counterintuitive to the empirical evidence that structure, clarity and explicit boundaries aid the process.
(Ohly and Fritz, 2010). A structured process design does not imply the imposition of rigid and
formal structures that would constrain creativity but requires a shared understanding of the
overall process and broad duties of the group (Amabile et al.., 1996a). A process design that
allows for specific tasks, activities and roles for participants are foundational precursors to
collective creativity (Hargadon and Bechky, 2006; Ohly and Fritz, 2010). Task and role
definition, suggested phases of the work processes, and clearly established boundaries of
autonomy, when combined, work to enhance collective creativity (Cirella, 2016; Elsbach and
Hargadon, 2006; Mumford, 2000). A structured process design must also be well-managed for
it to lead to successful creative collaboration (King and Anderson, 1990).
Diversity
Another influencer of collective creativity relates to diversity and the combination of
individuals with different work-related characteristics (Bell et al.., 2011). Diversity has been
shown to be both an enabler of creativity, due to the mingling of world-views, but also a
detractor, due to the conflict and productivity issues that accompany diversity. We explore this
more thoroughly below in Section 3.4.1. A further source of diversity that can positively
influence creativity arises from the degree of openness that exists in terms of interactions
between team and non-team members (Shalley and Perry-Smith, 2008). It is argued that the
more connections people have that extend beyond the confines of their own core areas of
expertise, the wider the range of response possibilities that exist, from which to draw upon
when generating solutions (Shalley and Perry-Smith, 2008). The establishment of such
networks is central to the emerging literature on open innovation and how organisations are
increasingly seeking to involve more ‘weak tie’ relationships in their structural process design
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(Chesbrough 2015; Shalley and Perry-Smith, 2008). Such network-theory approaches to the
study of collective creativity take a broader view on the interaction, involving physical and
virtual interaction that takes place between the group participants.
Resources
A climate of creativity and the promise that creativity is important to the organisation also
requires the real-world supports that can enable and sustain individual and collective creativity.
Leveraging organisational planning as a tool to promote creativity, implementing training
programmes and experiential development (e.g., job rotations), as well as regular engagement
in creative methods (e.g., brainstorming) are structures designed to improve creativity at an
organisational level. The availability of organisational resources to a team is critical to creating
favourable conditions for organisational creativity; the allocation of physical space, budget and
time are all positively related to collective creativity (Amabile et al.., 1996, Moultrie et al..,
2007). Relevant technology, technical competence can provide creativity-enhancing supports
(Cirella 2016; Elerud-Tryde and Hooge, 2014). For example, electronic brainstorming software
can enhance creativity by overcoming some of the social factors shown to detract from faceto-face brainstorming.
3.2.2 Creative Culture and climate
An organisational culture and climate can influence creativity through the socialisation of
meanings and values that guide pervasive behaviour through sympathetic structures, policies
and practices (Andriopoulos, 2001; McLean, 2005). A culture conducive to creativity values
participation, interaction across departments, informality, freedom from rules and is dynamic
and externally orientated (Ahmed, 1998).
What an organisation says about itself constructs a discourse that reveals what the organisation
deems important. Organisations often assert themselves as creative or as having a creative
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culture or climate, where climate refers to the set of norms, attitudes and expectations that
individuals perceive to operate in a specific social context (Pirola-Merlo, Hartel, Mann, and
Hirst, 2002, p. 56). Animation studios like Disney Pixar, design companies like the oft-cited
design firm IDEO, technology companies such as Google and FACEBOOK, as well hi-tech
manufacturing companies such as Apple and 3M promote creativity as central to their
organisations’ DNA (Bilton, 2015).
Measures of subjectively experienced climates are associated with creative performance
(Amabile and Gryskiewicz, 1989). Constructing creative workspaces, promoting creative work
practices and fronting creative ‘heroes’, (Bilton, 2010, p256) such as Steve Jobs of Apple, John
Lassiter of Disney Pixar, and Mark Zuckerburg, founder of FACEBOOK are all means of
creating a creative climate for these organisations. Creative work practices, such as a ‘fifteen
per cent time’ or ‘twenty per cent time’ policy have been adopted by many organisations
whereby employees are freed from routine tasks to pursue creative work independently for
fifteen to twenty percent of their time. Not only do such policies create a climate that supports
and believes in creativity, these policies, it is claimed have been successful in stimulating
innovation in companies like 3M, Google or Pixar (Bilton, 2015). A dress code policy where
workers are encouraged to dress casually is another organisational decision that is designed to
introduce informality and to blur the boundaries between work and leisure time. Creating a
climate that attracts creative workers with policies and creative promise, and that encourages,
supports, and rewards creative behaviour is designed to facilitate collective creativity in an
organisation.
While some studies have shown such strategies to be conducive to creativity and as having a
catalytic effect in stimulating innovation, others such as Thanen and Varlander (2014) argue
that many of the strategies discussed, which have been designed to remove constraints
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associated with the working environment, fail to have an impact on creative output (2014). It
is also suggested that some of these positively predisposed studies fail to consider the
possibility that the eighty or ninety percent of time spent going about the routine of normal
office life could be what initially evades, but then releases creative thinking, rather than the
wide-open spaces, multi-coloured chairs, or the freedom to wear a collarless t-shirt (Bilton
2015; Thanem and Varlander 2014). Bilton defends the value of ‘uncreativity’ and refers to the
efforts of some companies that encourage workers to dress casually and ‘to pretend their
workplace is not an office but more akin to a multi-coloured playpen’ are merely constructing
an environment that adheres to perceptions of creativity (Bilton, 2015).
Organisational culture is constituted not only through assumptions, meanings and values but
also through the physical setting and its artefacts and symbols (Hatch, 1993; Lamproulis, 2007;
Schein,1984; Wineman et al..; 2008).
3.2.3 A space and place for creativity
Organisations that provide a physical space for collaboration, socializing and different forms
of interaction are supporting their espoused cultural beliefs and values by providing physical
structures that symbolize and facilitate creative collaboration and interdisciplinary interaction.
Physical environment, including layout and furniture has a role in framing how the
performance of collaborative creativity evolves. Material culture has been defined as the
‘reification of human ideas in solid medium’ (D’andrade, 1986, p22). The breadth of artefacts
in a work setting that make up material culture include the building itself, the furniture, walls,
books, machines, doors, and clothes. The condition of a building might reveal its history and
original use. The selection of wall materials, contents, and the clothes people are wearing
communicate a narrative. Artefacts can communicate ideas ‘in a more subtle, elegant, discreet
or economical way that a natural language is capable of’ (Jacucci and Wagner, 2007). The
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aesthetic influence can communicate a particular ‘style’ and can create a particular kind of
work environment, that appeals to certain people. In terms of physical environment research
suggests that natural materials, complexity of visual details in the environment, windows, and
avoidance of cool colours and of manufactured or composite surface materials may stimulate
creative performance (McCoy and Evans, 2002). The workplace of Google is oft cited as a
‘creative place’. The use of primary colours, different seating options which include a
formation of static bikes as a meeting place, a place for stand-up meetings, different pod
formations and furniture options of stools and beanbags, with writeable walls communicate a
narrative around creativity and collaboration (See Fig. 3.1 below). Particularly engaging
objects have the capacity to absorb people’s attention that goes beyond its functionality,
thereby increasing their engagement with each other and the world (Verbeek and Kockelkoren,
1998).

Fig 3.1. Photograph of Google Headquarters in Dublin, Ireland
Physical artefacts have the potential to influence the organisational context through their
instrumentality; how they influence work practices for example, through their aesthetic
influence by creating a particular style, and through their symbolism; and how they
communicate values and beliefs (Rafaeli and Vilnai-Yavetz, 2004). The symbolism of artefacts
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refers to a physical manifestation of more abstract, underlying meanings (Yanow, 2004).
Evocative objects in particular carry potential meaning and analogy, albeit heavily reliant on
the decoding capacity of those interacting to ‘read’ the room. Artefacts can act as symbols
representing the values of an organisations culture, can engage the senses through their specific
design and can illuminate qualities or aspects of their environment that are evocative (Jacucci
and Wagner, 2007). They can stimulate creativity through their evocative possibilities
(Kisselburgh et al.., 2011). For example, analogous artefacts have the potential to facilitate
analogous associations and challenge more habitual ways of seeing things (Barry and Meisiek,
2010). Pixars’ workplace illustrated in Fig. 3.2. below makes the cartoon worlds that they exist
to create, manifest with dramatic life-size features throughout their building, communicating a
narrative of character, imagination and creativity and creating a space to inspire and engage
their employees (Anderson, 2015).

Fig. 3.2. Photograph inside Disney Pixar Headquarters
The balance of spaces that are conducive to collaborative and reflection within a work
environment, mirror the different needs and cognitive work involved in different stages of the
creativity process, namely; preparation, incubation, insight and evaluation (Wallas, 1926). An
organisations physical space influences not only how and where people perform their tasks and
socially interact, but also provides a rich symbolic landscape. The open-plan office for example
offers a ‘schema for the development of lateral relationships maintaining more organic
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structural forms” (Hatch, 1990, p. 144) in stark contrast to the private office which symbolises
hierarchical authority and generates deferential behaviour. The spatial design of open-plan
offices been shown to be unsuccessful in achieving their intended promotion interaction and
collaboration between different parts of the organisation and between different people
(Bernstein and Turban, 2018; Sailer, 2011). Studies have instead shown that open plan offices
have in fact through the proximate location of people in an open space, decreased interaction
and promoted isolation, electronic interaction, largely with headphones or email and the
behaviour of appearing to look busy (Bernstein and Turban 2018). The instrumentality, or
functional use of an object can influence behaviour, for example the presence of a few beanbags
rather than traditional office furniture influences. Wall displays may mediate creative work
both with and between teams and bespoke project spaces with visible work, evidence, or other
tangible or visible artefacts can become a place to stand, to dwell, to touch, to connect, and to
contribute to (Carlsen, Clegg and Stewart, 2012). Additionally, the physical setting influences
behaviour by limiting and structuring the sensory experiences of the organisation’s members
(Gagliardi, 1990).
Co-working spaces, discussed in chapter two (Section) are designed to be ‘accelerators of
serendipity’ (Moriset, 2013, p1), by creating a context where diverse or complementary skills
can come into contact with one another. The location of the space, selection and formation of
furniture and access to spaces for social interaction are considered in their design. The same
principles have been adopted by creative organisations as a means of enhancing creativity by
supporting interdisciplinarity. In addition to collaboration-supporting spaces, work
environments that also allow places for reflection, where creative thoughts can be nurtured and
the ideas of others considered has been identified as equally important as having places for
collaboration to occur (Hemlin, Allwood, Martin, 2008). In fact, the co-existence of these two
conditions; spaces for chance encounters with people from different teams and a balance of
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spaces for communication and concentration are set out as a contextual feature of creative
workplaces (Sailer, 2011). This builds on previous studies which have recognised accessibility,
density, proximity, physical layout, design and visual cues as influencers of workplace
creativity and the generation of novel ideas within organisations (McCoy and Evans, 2002;
Forster et al.., 2005; Werth and Forster, 2002).
A space for creativity
An organisations or institutions material culture can also constrain how participants perform
their roles, largely due to their desire to achieve or affirm their organisational or institutional
role through talk (Oak 2011, p214). Thus, aside from physical space, a conceptual space that
allows workers to break from traditional routines is required for creativity. De Certeau’s (1984)
vision of a heterotopia as a liminal space that occupies neither entirely one thing or another is
important, not alone for its cultural contribution to work environment but also for its practical
facilitation of different forms of interaction. Hjorth (2005, p 392), drawing on de Certeau and
Focault explores organisational ‘heterotopias’ and describes a space and place, ‘free from the
order and necessities of the present’, resulting in an environment conducive to imagination,
creation and everyday creativity. There is both a physical place aspect and a conceptual space
aspect to heterotopia, that requires time, place and suspension from routine work to achieve
collective creativity. The presence of spaces of established order and governable work
alongside spaces for creativity within such order, or alternative spaces for play is not sufficient,
for it is the movement between these spaces that is representative of the movement between
modes of thinking involved in the creative process, that is the movement between divergent
and convergent thinking (Guilford, 1967). Hjorth describes the managerial implications of
managing entrepreneurship as the ‘process of creating space for play/invention’ (2005, p414)
and the importance to provide ‘other spaces’ (p414) for employees to work, think, and act
differently. Bilton argues that within organisations, creative spaces receive more credit than
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‘uncreative’ spaces for their role in the creation of ideas, whereas routinised, everyday work
and the presence of order has been shown to play as critical a role as stepping out of the order
(2015).
Physical artefacts can also emerge during the creative process. These artefacts make work or
ideas visible and involve all the senses due to the richness of ‘informational cues’ they carry.
They may include representations of the work that has already emerged as part of the work
process in forms such as physical models, sketches, or documents of all sorts. Here materiality
is a crucial aspect of the representation, giving participants clues about all sorts of conceptual
and material aspects of the work. The material representation of work acts as a border resource
for shared information. The border resources are the aspects of the artefact and its periphery
that is available to each person involved in a particular interaction with the artefact (Brown and
Druguid,1999). Drawing a shape, a map, or object ensures that everyone sees the portrayed
representation. In doing so, material artefacts can provide collaborators with additional
communicative resources for persuasive, narrative or experiential purposes. Like the depiction
of an industrial design team working in Figure 3.3 below, the artefacts give participants
something to respond to if they are the receiver, it gives them something to explain if they are
the producer of the artefact. Such artefacts can also provide border resources in their peripheral,
evocative or referential function (Jacucci and Wagner, 2007).

Fig 3.3. An industrial design team working collaboratively with objects from visual
catalogue
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Studying creativity in context
There is a lack of studies that examine the relationship between physical workspace and
organisational behaviours (Kallio, Kallio and Blomberg, 2015; Sailer, 2011; Sailer and Penn,
2009). Reflections on this lacuna suggest that studying phenomena such as creativity,
knowledge flow, organisational learning, performance or productivity is sufficiently complex,
that adding a contingent variable such as space would render such studies even more unwieldy
(Kampschroeret al.., 2007; Price, 2007). To address such complexity, Sailer (2011) isolated
interaction patterns as an organisational construct that results in creativity and consequently,
studied the relationship between interaction and physical space. Following a similar approach,
Kallio, Kallio and Blomberg (2015) isolated organisational culture conducive to creativity as
a connecting construct between creativity and physical space. Their study identified open-ness,
collectivity and equality as mediating factors between an organisations physical space and its
organisational equality. These studies in isolating factors as a priori mediators of creativity,
decrease complexity and contribute to knowledge by exploring the relationship between
physical environments and the isolated factor of interest. These studies acknowledge that
creativity is situated and contingent on the diverse parameters; spatial, cultural and physical
that make up the environment in which the creativity takes place. Correspondingly, this study
places an emphasis on the physical place in which this study takes place and accepting that an
organisation’s culture is influential on creativity, seeks to explore the discourses constructed
by the situated context.
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3.3 Creative workers
3.3.1 Creative Leadership
If we understand culture and climate to be influencers of creativity and essential for leaders to
consider, then leadership is also a critical determinant of creativity and one that has receives
growing attention in relation to creativity (Carmeli, Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 2013).
Increasingly the type of work within and between organisations is project-based in character,
where organisational boundaries are regularly crossed by people in temporary collaborations
pursuing a particular task, thus a work context that allows for flexibility or fluidity of a
knowledge environment can enhance creativity (Amin and Cohendet, 2004; DeFillippi and
Arthur, 1998; Grahber, 2002; Lam, 2002). This allows for the sharing of tacit knowledge in
face to face contexts, but also social interactions, including team composition and task
performance themselves are recognised as contributing to creativity (Sonnentag, 2000;
Unsworth and Parker, 2002). Creativity in organisations is becoming more complex raising
more questions about how to enable more diverse, ever-changing creative groups to be
increasingly creative. It is critical for leaders to understand how this changing context may
require new ways and means of facilitating collaborative creativity in order to survive or to
progress.
An organisational climate that stresses creativity has been presented in the leadership literature
as a key leadership task and one aspect that is noted as having a marked impact on creative
work is the nature of the leader (Mumford, 2000). For example, high quality exchange between
leader and members is an important driver of employee creativity (Elkins and Keller, 2003). It
is the job of the leader to create the behaviours and the structures that enable creativity to occur
and for individuals and groups to flourish (Dougherty, 1996, Robinson, 2009). A leader can
also impact creativity through the direction and motivation provided by the vision they espouse,
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described as ‘the positive alternative images of the future provided by charismatic or
transformational leaders’ (Mumford, 2000, p327). Creating a supportive climate that is
simultaneously intellectually demanding where individuals express their appreciation to others
for their creative efforts is likely to be beneficial for creativity (Mumford and Gustafson, 1988).
This form of reward reflects the intrinsic motivations that are closely associated with creative
individuals and valued ahead of extrinsic rewards such as financial incentives. Due to the
complex and risky nature of creative work that renders workers open to criticism, a style of
leadership that is supportive and confidence building rather than controlling and critical will
foster creativity (Oldham and Cummings 1996; Mumford, 2000).
The creativity of organisation-based groups is enhanced when they are supported by resources
that promote collaboration and idea sharing, and when they expressly motivate members to
generate and share ideas (Eisenbeiss, van Knippenberg, and Boerner, 2008; Taggar, 2002; Tsai,
Chi, Grandey, and Fung, 2012). In terms of the interaction between people, a supportive
context in which members are relatively equal in power and status is essential for creative
collaboration (Harvey 2014, p336). Work environments with norms that promote risk taking,
autonomy, and external competition are also expected to facilitate creativity (Amabile, 1983;
Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003; Shalley, Gilson, and Blum, 2000; Woodman et al.., 1993).
As creativity is deemed essential to organisational success (Shalley, Zhou, and Oldham, 2004),
leadership researchers have focussed on a leaders ability to increase employee creativity (Hon
and Chan, 2013), employing such strategies as developing and maintaining a work environment
that fosters, encourages, and supports creativity and providing their employees with
opportunities to take a risk with new, and potentially better, approaches (Shalley and Gilson,
2004).
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Bass and Avolio (1994) argue that the transformational leader has a positive effect on
creativity. Transformational leaders are charismatic, inspiring, and motivating to their
employees, providing them with intellectual stimulation, individual consideration (Bass, 1998),
and are supportive of employee creativity (Shin and Zhou, 2003). Empowering leadership also
has been identified as an important positive factor influencing creativity (Zhang and Bartol,
2010b). Empowering leadership is a style of leadership behaviour that allows for flexibility
and decision-making autonomy, expressing confidence in employees abilities and removing
constraints, while motivating employees. Empowering behaviour can encourage employees to
think beyond their comfort zone, and to explore new and creative alternatives (Byun, Dai, Lee,
and Kang, 2010). Empowering behaviour that encourages employees to explore different or
particular work practices, behaviours or interactions is contingent on a place that supports such
activities.
3.3.2 Creative employees
The creativity relevant traits that are inherent in creative workers and heralded as central to
creative endeavour include; creativity; flexibility, fluency of ideas, originality of thought
(Guilford,1950). As componential models of creativity evolved and recognised
interdependencies between contributing factors, Amabile put forth intrinsic motivation as a
central characteristic of creativity (1996). Her triarchic theory of creativity put the
aforementioned creativity-relevant skills alongside motivation and deep, domain knowledge as
a pre-requisite for an individual to create (1996). Intrinsically motivated individuals, it is
argued not only apply themselves more to their task but are also more inquisitive, cognitively
flexible, likely to consider different alternatives, willing to take risks and persistent in the face
of obstacles, all characteristics which are considered to be key antecedents of creativity
(Amabile, 1996; Utman, 1997; Zhou and Shalley, 2003). Amabile has advanced her original
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work with the ‘dynamic componentional model’ which acknowledges a role for ‘synergistic
extrinsic motivations’, particularly at the stage of the creative process, characterised by a steep
learning curve, demanding perseverance to process as well as the influence of social
environment; and the role of workplace and co-workers in influencing creativity (2018, p12).
Florida’s work on what he calls ‘the creative class’, which was discussed in ( 2.4.1) has
contributed to the body of literature on creative workers and the economic geography of talent
(2002). Creative workers, and all members of his creative class, whether they are artists or
engineers, musicians or computer scientists, writers or entrepreneurs, share a common creative
ethos that values creativity, individuality, difference and merit (2002, p77). They have a strong
desire, he argues for organisations and environments that let them be creative, that value their
input, challenge them, and have mechanisms for mobilising resources around ideas and are
receptive to both small changes and the occasional big idea, which in turn has implications for
managers of creative workers.
3.3.3 Managing for creativity
Management cannot force collaboration on individuals but can explore organisational design
choices aimed at increasing the flow of ideas and knowledge within and between teams,
fostering the process of collective creativity (Cirella, 2016). Management tasks including
setting clear goals, allowing autonomy, providing resources and sufficient time, helping with
the work, learning from problems and successes and allowing ideas to flow have been
identified as those that can support the flourishing of creativity (Amabile and Krame, 2011;
Kolnhofer Derecskei, Nagy and Paprika, 2017). Understanding creativity is a high priority in
organisation behaviour research (Zhou and However, 2014) and managing the balance between
structure and freedom is a key managerial responsibility.
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Managing diversity in creative groups is a complex managerial task. Amabile proposes that to
overcome diversity and successfully manage teams, members must share excitement over the
teams goal, must be willing to help teammates through setbacks and each member must
recognise the unique knowledge and perspective that other members bring (Amabile, 1997).
This open disposition, where workers value and enjoy the challenge of working with others is
a sought-after characteristic of the creative organisation. These factors highlight the importance
of the critical managerial role of staff selection as well as hiring policies for organisations, and
the importance of educators to promote and develop these characteristics in the educational
context (Robinson, 2009). In relation to staff selection, measurement methods that assess
creativity including divergent thinking tests, attitude and interest inventories, biographical
inventories, and personality tests have been adopted by organisations (Clapham, 2011).
Whilst organisations view creativity almost universally as positive, managing creative workers
can also come at a cost to the organisation (Caves, 2000; Grabner and Speckbacher 2016,).
High intrinsic task motivation in an employee makes for an appealing creative worker, but it
also means that for a specific task, the employee determines and focuses on some task-related
dimensions at the expense of others which they enjoy less but which may be very important
for the success of the organisation (Prendergast, 2008). High task-specific expertise and
specialist knowledge gives an employee an advantage over their managers (Amabile, 1983b,
1996; Caves, 2000) and can, without adequate controls, be a cause for dysfunctional behaviour
on the part of employees (Gil and Spiller, 2007). Bilton’s ‘uncreativity’ highlights the
importance of relationships and intermediaries that span the value chain and goes beyond the
initial generation of new ideas phase. To sustain creativity overtime, it is apparent that the
consistent application of resources is critical to success. It is worthless for organisations to put
forth an ethos of creative collaboration, without providing the necessary resources (previously
mentioned in Section 3.2.1) and structures for collaboration to occur. The implications of such
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an ethos have far reaching implications for management systems, managers and management
training so that they can follow through on facilitating creative work within the organisation.
Providing space to collaborate, for example is central to enabling collaboration to occur and is
a key managerial responsibility (Hjorth, 2004, 2005).
3.3.4 Tensions in organisational creativity
There are a number of tensions and challenges that run across the themes that underpin the
literature on creative organisations and creative workers which add a layer of complexity to
creativity in organisations.
For example, a challenge to Florida’s attribution of a company’s success (or nations GNP) to
the value creation potential of the creative class (2015) is Biltons’ (2015) argument that the
overzealous promotion of creative workers understates the value and contribution of workers
who resist novelty, who value continuity over change and laborious reconfiguration work over
the pursuit of momentary flashes of brilliance (2015). Such diversity of workforce, he argues
provides a necessary ballast against, what might be a destabilising pursuit of endless novelty,
the next big thing and change for its own sake. A relentless focus on novelty and change may
bear little relation to the real needs, capabilities and purpose of the organisation. Furthermore,
he argues the unfettered support for creative workers understates the enhanced complexity
involved for managers and for organisational conditions, which derive from the intrinsic
motivation characteristic of creative workers. If environments value both creative and
‘uncreative’ workers (Bilton, 2015), further complexities arise as the optimal structures and
management systems that support and provide opportunities differ between employees who do
not share similar creative characteristics (Oldham and Cummings, 1996).
A tension also arises between organisational constraints and level of assumed autonomy, which
varies depending on an employees’ propensity to voluntarily exert autonomy. Constraints, such
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as resource constraints (e.g. the amount of time, knowledge, materials available), problem
constraints (that place limitations or demands upon the requirements, needs, objectives, or
goal) and external constraints (that affect their perception of task complexity) influence
creativity as they determine the size of the pool of potential ideas and potential solutions that
an individual can generate (Cromwell, 2018). While a supportive environment is accepted as a
creativity enhancing factor, it has also been shown that environments and leaders who actively
constrain task environments can also promote creativity (Hoegl, Gibbert, and Mazursky, 2008).
The construction of a world of total freedom and imagination does so without
acknowledgement of the importance of privacy, routine, order and predictability and in essence
prioritises divergent thinking, over convergent thinking, when both modes are required at
various stages of the creative process. Institution-based settings characteristically place some
constraints on how participants perform their interactive work, often with some participants
able, and expected, to achieve aspects of their role through asking certain types of questions of
others or presenting particular views (Oak, 2011). Communication, within an organisational
context is influenced by a speakers institutionally-oriented role and also by the speaker’s
worldview, based on their particular experience, knowledge and cultural conditioning (Oak
2011, p223). Organisational contraints can support creativity with order rather than allowing
chaos to reign, and in doing so can enable creativity to flourish. Cromwell (2018) argues
creativity blooms in contexts where people perceive a healthy balance of constraint. The
tension between constraint and autonomy is a complex issue with organisational and leadership
implications.
It has been suggested that there is a counter-reaction to the relentless pursuit of new ideas that
can be de-stabilising, distracting and self-destructive for the creative process, the organisation
and for individuals as ideas must be subjected to the rigour of criticism, challenge and
feasibility within parameters. Balancing divergent and convergent processes is thus a
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managerial complexity for sustainable practices and organisational harmony that inherently
devalues practices (such as brainstorms) for their overzealous pursuit of divergent thinking.
There are a number of creative methodologies available to managers that facilitate them to
train, implement and oversee participation in creative processes.

3.5 Creative Methodologies
This section discusses some of the prominent creativity-led methodologies available to
organisations that are designed to drive and facilitate creative thinking and problem solving
within teams, within organisations and also with external participants and networks (Puccio
and Cabra, 2010). Creative methodologies are practices and processes developed, supported
and promoted by organisations that take place within and between organisations to achieve
organisational goals. The literature begins with a focus at the broadest level as organisations
have recognised the need to extend beyond their own boundaries to maximise their potential
for radical innovation, before reviewing creative methodologies at a team level, with a
particular emphasis on brainstorming due to the extensive literature available and relevance to
the area of collaborative creativity that is the central focus of this study.
3.5.1 Open Innovation
Creativity and innovation are closely related concepts that are recognised to align and overlap
and are often used interchangeably in the literature. Innovation is thought to be the
implementation of creative ideas in an organisation (Amabile, 2018). The concept of ‘open
innovation’ (Chesbrough, 2003) recognises the need for group work that takes place with a
mixture of employees and external players and has advanced a new avenue of group creativity
research, with a broader definition of the term. Chesbrough, who first introduced the term open
innovation, took a firm perspective of open innovation and was focussed on how organisations
could create value and new revenue streams by involving external participants in the innovation
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process. His definition of open innovation presents it as ‘the use of purposive inflows and
outflows of knowledge to accelerate internal innovation, and expand the markets for external
use of innovation, respectively’ (Chesbrough, 2003, p13). The implication of open innovation
is that the closed innovation model where all innovation activities are kept in-house, is replaced
by controlled passages in otherwise protective walls. Critics of open innovation such as Trott
and Hartman, challenge the novelty of the contribution to innovation management literature,
referring to it as old wine in new bottles (2009, p715). They argue that much of the processes,
such as cross-boundary collaboration or implementation challenges (e.g. aligning processes,
technology, culture, business models, strategies, measures etc.) can easily be described through
traditional change management theories.
The other perspective within the open innovation literature, aside from Chesbrough’s
organisational view looks more directly at innovation activities taking place beyond the
boundaries of the organisation and within the wider business ecosystem (Wikhamn and
Wikhamn, 2013). A related concept and field of study is open source development, where
knowledge is voluntarily created outside of the organisation by various actors who push
knowledge into an organisation’s open innovation projects. Organisations may host
communities of actors, who share a goal of creating, adapting adopting or disseminating
innovation and leverage them as vehicles for innovation (Wikhamn and Wikhamn, 2013). Such
wider perspectives of open innovation require a network to exist and social network studies
have cast their gaze in this direction. The social network perspective is interested in the quality
or value of two key social factors; communication and interaction, which it is argued, determine
success (Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003). These two factors are dependent on the kind of
exposure and information communication between the parties, which in turn is contingent on
the strength of relationship and network position of the individuals involved (Perry-Smith and
Shalley, 2003). Such perspectives suggest that strong network tie is a facilitator of collective
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creativity. Network position, from a social network theory perspective, refers to where on a
continuum a relationship sits, from weak relationships at one end to strong ones at the other.
Movement along this continuum is possible and depends on the amount of interaction,
emotional intensity, and reciprocity that takes place between two individuals (Granovetter,
1973). The best relationships have the strongest levels of each component and reflect a situation
where the two parties truly like each other and are concerned about one another, see each other
relatively frequently, and have similar perspectives and outlooks on the importance of their
relationship (Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003).
The network perspective on open innovation and entrepreneurship, which extends beyond the
boundaries of any one organisation opens up new avenues to the study of collaborative
creativity that exists between organisations and individuals, between organisations, and
between individuals. For example, Steiner (2009) has studied what he calls ‘open creativity’,
which involves the collection and collaboration of external people who are connected to a
systems internal people. He describes a complex collection of people, distinct from
organisational or group level creativity, whereby an assembled team has a degree of familiarity,
and frequency of working together. How open creativity collaborations interact and form a
system of communication is thus separate and distinct from organisational and group level
creativity. We return to this group level perspective on open creativity and the emerging
literature in the area of creative collaboration in Section. This review now turns to the literature
on creative methodologies and practices, namely co-creation, design-thinking, agile and the
father of them all - brainstorming. These methods have been introduced to and embraced by
organisations with the intention of enhancing creativity and innovation through process.
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3.5.2 Co-Creation and Design
The concept of participatory design, or co-creation developed in the 1970s and is a recognised
mode of professional design practice where stakeholders, not necessarily only designers, are
involved in the design process. Co-creation in the design literature is defined as the engagement
of the customer as co-creator or co-designer; the collaboration of designers and end-users in
design development, or indeed the collaboration of software developers in open-source projects
(Cross 1972, Sanders and Stappers, 2008). Thus, despite the diverse and collaborative nature
of the term co-creation, the common understanding of the term is distinctly narrow in its remit.
It refers to members to a particular discipline (most often design or marketing), collaborating
with their consumers or end-users to create new products, services and experiences. End-users
are involved in the design process through the lens of independent researchers who observe
their response to instructions or interview them to understand their experience. This ‘expert
perspective’ approach is one way of co-creating with end users by incorporating their point of
view. Over the years, end users have become more participative in the design process, by
engaging in informing, ideating and conceptualising activities (Sanders and Stappers, 2008).
Such co-creation settings are typically concerned with optimising value creation, a customer
experience or creating new products or services. Researchers examining the phenomenon of
co-creation concern themselves with the development of co-creation (the presence of which is
said to result in new or better products, services and experiences) rather than with the
understanding of co-creation as in itself a collaboratively creative phenomenon. The cocreation research is thus limited in a) its definition, which anchors it in the context of designer
and end-user interaction rather than in the broader context of collaborative creative groups, and
b) its preoccupation with the development potential of, rather than the understanding of co-
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creation. The true value and contribution of the co-creation research is its study of the
intentional merging of different disciplines to enhance outcomes.
The context for design practice is changing globally. The research, teaching and practice of
design has been affected most particularly by the widespread availability of technology that
puts powerful programmes at the novice’s fingertips and by the changing nature of projects,
which are increasingly large and complex extending beyond the knowledge of one person and
demanding the skills and knowledge from different disciplines. Increasingly, designers work
in collaborative, cross-disciplinary teams and participating in a team is different than
performing or cooperating as a solo practitioner or as a sub-contractor to someone
(Poggenpohl, 2018). Such contexts are particularly difficult for designers as much of their
contribution is tacit, little is documented and their contribution involves a high degree of trust
(Poggenpohl, 2018). As collaboration becomes increasingly critical to the emerging design
landscape, Deutsch (2014) suggests that designers hesitate to collaborate because of
unsuccessful past experiences and fear of both the loss of individual identity and mediocre
outcomes.
Design studies recognise design practice to be a social process involving interaction and
negotiation between parties, wide-ranging influences (‘worldviews’), values (‘good or bad’)
and contingencies (‘always more than one explanation’) (Oak, 2011; 2013). Recognising this
ubiquitous trait designers, the world of design has successfully transcended its original field
and exported the practice and ideology of ‘design thinking’ (Liedtka and Ogilvie, 2011), which
has been embraced by organisations outside of the design paradigm as a creative methodology
intended to enhance creativity and innovation outside the sphere of design.
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3.5.3 Design Thinking and agile methodologies
Creative methodologies that emerge in one industry and migrate to organisations more
generally have been a trend at play for a number of decades. Brainstorming for example began
in advertising agencies, agile methodology in software development and design thinking in
design firms. The expanding body of research focused on how design companies and teams
operate and create, hasresulted in an impetus around the application of ‘design thinking’ to
atypical, non-design led organisational settings.
Design thinking is an iterative problem-solving approach characterised by an emphasis on
empathy, user-centricity, integrative thinking, collaboration, and the active use of ideation and
visualization tools (Brown, 2008; Liedtka, 2014) and has gained prominence and attention in
the design literature (Gracio and Rijo, 2017; Johansson-Sköldberg, Woodilla and Çetinkaya,
2013; Martin, 2009).
It has emerged as a set of formal methods for addressing uncertain and ill-defined (so-called
‘wicked’) problems (Buchanan,1992) and applied across multidisciplinary fields of practice
that extend far beyond design-typical contexts, such as industrial design, architecture, and
advertising. In addition to its use in the development of physical products, design thinking is
increasingly applied to more complex experiences and systems such as services, business
models, business strategies, and social policies (Brown and Martin, 2015). It is a flexible,
human-centred, co-working process that seeks to eradicate the complexity and disorder, usually
found in the beginning of the project development process, allowing the group to focus on the
essence of needs and problems (Gracio and Rijo, 2017). In contrast to empirical approaches
focused on theory testing, designers use ethnographic methods to gain insights and inspiration
(Brown and Katz, 2011) and involve methods such as observing and interviewing customers,
videography, informant diaries, virtual ethnography and personas (fictional but representative
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customers) (Beckman and Barry, 2007). The principles of design thinking also involve early
prototyping and testing so that learning can take place as early as possible (Martin, 2009).
In the management realm, design thinking has been described as the best way to be creative
and to innovate (Johansson-Sköldberg, Woodilla and Çetinkaya, 2013). Its collaborative
methodology is designed to get to the essences of needs and problems through a combination
of thinking, talking and doing. Design thinking is an example of a creative methodology or
process that can be adopted by an organisation as a means of practising collaborative creativity
in a consistent, sustainable way as a means of achieving its organisational goals. Recent
research illustrates that training team leaders has a positive effect on the participants’ sensing
and seizing capabilities, which in turn had a positive effect on their transforming capability,
team innovation output, and team operational capability (Kurtmollaiev, Pederson, Fjuk and
Kvale 2018). This evidence adds to the body of literature that supports the strategic effects of
design thinking capability in team leaders. As design thinking spans multidisciplinary fields,
the shared value of design thinking can facilitate fusion between fields (Jung and Chang, 2009).
Agile project management methods pioneered by software development organisations that
emphasise action and feedback over planning, have been widely adopted by organisations
seeking to work faster and to manage the complexity of an iterative process (Abdalhamid and
Mishra, 2017). Agile methods allow for frequent, incremental changes and involve incessant
user-feedback throughout the process. Agile methods include working in sprints, short cycles
of activity that are led by ‘scrums’, short daily team groups, led by a scrum master (Cervone,
2011). Scrum’s salient characteristics include self-managing teams that organise their work
into short iterations of clearly defined deliverables and focus on communication over
documentation (Cervone, 2011). The scrum master, is not a project manager, but a facilitator
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much like brainstorm sessions have a recognisable facilitator who enforce the rules of the
methodology.
Although pioneered by technology companies, the principles and methods of agile project
management have transcended any domain specificity as all business share the challenge of
balancing short - and long-term objectives and balancing operative imperatives with the need
to create new products, services and methods with interdisciplinary groups. Morris, Ma and
Wu’s (2015) book ‘Agile Innovation: revolutionary approach to accelerate success, inspire
engagement and ignite creativity’ presents methods of engagement designed to ignite creativity
and with them, a description of the agile organisation which has become a feature of modern
organisations.
What these methodologies share is the pursuit of enhanced creative performance through the
collaboration of multi-disciplinary individuals. The various ‘rules’ and central principles of
each methodology require a climate that is supportive, and also the structures and processes
that promote the pursuit of creative collaboration within an organisation. These creative
methodologies which have transcended their original field of practice, have followed the
example of the most widely studied organisational creative methodology; brainstorming.
3.5.4 Brainstorming
The idea of organising short bursts of focussed collective creativity in an organisational context
was pioneered by Osborn (1957, 1979) and leading proponents such as de Bono (1968, 1976),
and preceded the widespread use of brainstorming methodologies in organisations. Osborn was
an advertising agency executive and developed the brainstorming technique in order to help
teams and facilitate bursts of creativity. He tested his approach and came to the conclusion that
idea generation in groups is far superior to individual idea generation, largely due to the fact
that participants were exposed to the ideas of others.
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The principles that underpin the practice of brainstorming are a set of rules, depicted in Figure
3.4 below, that state individuals should focus on generating a large number of ideas without
concern for quality, they should say whatever comes to mind, and not criticize or evaluate ideas
as they occur, they should build on the ideas from others.

OSBORN’S METHOD OF BRAINSTORMING HAS FOUR GENERAL RULES

FOCUS ON
QUANTITY

WITHHOLD
CRITICISM

WELCOME
UNUSUAL
IDEAS

COMBINE
AND
IMPROVE
IDEAS

Fig. 3.4. Extracted from Applied Imagination (Osborn, 1957)
In brainstorming contexts the situation is defined and the focus is on the groups value to their
(creative) end product (Glăveanu , 2011, p18). There has been significant attention focussed
on the study of brainstorms. The majority of the brainstorming research has been undertaken
in a staged, or experimental environment, with either a random selection of participants who
are unfamiliar with each other, or with a uni-disciplinary team within a particular organisation,
most frequently with undergraduates (Goldenberg and Wiley, 2011) with just a minority of
brainstorming studies having been carried out in a real-life setting (e.g. Goldenberg and Wiley,
2011; Paulus, Larey, and Ortega, 1995).
Techniques include the alternative-use test or product improvement test, such as the ones used
in Glăveanu’s recent study that compared creative ideation in individuals and dyads (2018).
This particular study required thirteen individuals and thirteen dyads to list as many uses as
possible for an ordinary brick and as many ideas on how to improve a stuffed toy elephant to
make it more fun for kids to play with. Such tests are typical of the experimental studies that
examine the outputs of brainstorms in laboratory settings and which have dominated the study
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of group creativity in the creativity literature. Brainstorm participants are usually assigned a
list-making task, as is the case in the example set out above. This is problematic both for
brainstorms and brainstorm research studies as list-making tasks have been shown to be less
productive and less original than individuals working independently (Paulus, Larey and Ortega,
1995). Such approaches are consistent with the psychological interest in the feedback loop
between social parameters and individual creativity. Furthermore, the nature of these
experimental, hypothetical tasks have no real-world application and require no specific
knowledge beyond a functioning imagination and a desire to participate but are not typical of
real-world scenarios where tasks are inter-connected and grounded in real-world context. As
such, the knowledge threshold is extremely low; everyone understands what a brick is and what
it’s primary intended function is. Similarly, everyone is familiar with the idea of stuffed toys
and their intended child’s-play function. The combination of a frivolous task, the accepted
norms of brainstorming behaviour that encourage wild and whacky ideas and discourage
assessment or critique and an extremely low knowledge threshold are all factors that are in
contrast to this study of interdisciplinary expert collaborations focussed on complex and
interconnected matters of art and science in Trinity’s Science Gallery.
The focus of the brainstorming literature is primarily concerned with testing the productivity
of brainstorming in terms of quantity, and sometimes quality, of output (Goldenberg and Wiley,
2011). The literature is also concerned with exploring the environmental and individual factors
affecting the quality of brainstorming. Many of Osborn’s (1957) original rules have been
empirically proven to positively affect creative output, including the recommendation that
participants should take breaks during brainstorming sessions, using trained facilitators
enhances creative output, and the setting of goals and quotas (Goldenberg and Wiley, 2011).
However, Osborn’s (1957) contention that brainstorms are superior to individual creativity is
significantly and consistently challenged with almost all brainstorming studies suggesting that
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nominal groups of individuals working independently outperform interacting groups
(Goldenberg and Wiley, 2011). For example, one comparative study reported that on average,
groups of four produced only half as many ideas as sets of four individuals, thus the groups
were found to be less productive than the individuals (Paulus, Larey, and Ortega, 1995, p. 258).
The problem with brainstorms
There is a tension between stimulation from others ideas and fixation on a particular idea due
to that exposure, and a further tension between the fear of participating for individuals versus
the benefits from accountability and constructive criticism. This, and other social and cognitive
reasons attempt to explain the sub-optimal performance of brainstorms. Studies suggest that
evaluation apprehension, motivation losses resulting from social loafing, the practice of freeriding, and a suggestion that individuals tend to match their performance (contributing ideas at
a similar rate) to that of other members are social factors that decrease productivity. Production
blocking is another factor that may decrease the performance of face-to-face brainstorms. Due
to the turn-taking environment, participants may need to pay attention to current speaker, hold
an idea to memory, await an appropriate time to intervene with their contribution which blocks
production (Diehl and Stroebe (1987). Some of these social barriers to productivity in face-toface communication can be eliminated when participants exchange ideas in a computermediated way via an electronic brainstorming session (Kerr and Murthy, 2009).
There are also cognitive detractors to brainstorming, which include the suggestion that group
interaction can interfere with cognitive information retrieval processes or that fixation on
previously stated ideas can block further idea generation, by acting as an anchor. Empirical
studies also show that exposure to ideas of others can reduce the novelty of ideas (as measured
by typicality), as well as increase conformity to other participants’ ideas (Kohn and Smith,
2010).
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Findings of a study by Rietzschel, Nijstad and Stroebe (2007), which focused on the
productivity of idea generation techniques, further contravened many of the foundational tenets
of brainstorming. They concluded that creative methodologies that pursue the deep exploration
of relevant domain knowledge are more effective than typical brainstorming techniques that
are focused on developing the highest quantity of ideas across a breadth of semantic categories,
as pioneered by Obsorn in 1963 (Rietzschel, Nijstad and Stroebe 2007). They also suggest that
the technique of priming a group, having them consider a semantic category or sub-category
in advance of brainstorming enhanced the quality, in terms of both originality and feasibility,
of ideas generated (Rietzschel, Nijstad and Stroebe, 2007). In addition, their research suggests
that dissent and evaluation have a role in creative idea generation, in contradiction to Osborn’s
doctrine that promotes the suspension of critique and evaluation during brainstorming.
Developmental effect
The organisational literature has a preoccupation with the factors affecting the productivity of
brainstorming. Learning studies are more concerned with developmental effects. Some
classroom studies concur that brainstorms produce less ideas and ideas of lesser quality than
individuals working independently (Miller, 2009), but find brainstorming to be an effective
teaching-learning methodology. The value of brainstorming in this context is demonstrated by
participants achieving better learning results after a brainstorm, when compared with
individuals conducting the same task in isolation (Goswami, Jain and Koner, 2017, Ryoo,
Molfese, and Brown, 2018). Such studies are supportive of brainstorming as a professional
development activity to enhance students’ creativity skills, or in classrooms as a means to
enhance individual creativity (Mikhaylova, 2016).
Goldenberg and Wiley call for brainstorming to be explored in more authentic settings and to
broaden the focus on productivity to other potential outcomes of engaging in brainstorming,
such as enjoyment, organisational memory or supporting a corporate climate (2011). Future
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brainstorming research must include the notion of idea quality as there may be more ways to
increase originality and variety of ideas other than via quantity (Goldenberg and Wiley, 2011).
There are valuable contextual and process-related findings from the brainstorming research
that aid our understanding of collaborative groups, more broadly. For example, studies
highlight that particular conditions can result in practices, which serve to reduce or enhance
the quality of output (Kurtzberg and Amabile, 2001). In this regard, Kurtzberg and Amabile
studied the processes and dynamics that affect team-level creativity focusing specifically on
how diversity and different forms of conflict affect group productivity (2001). Studies also
show that creativity can be encouraged within (work) groups through a number of factors such
as; autonomy in the work, encouragement of creativity, mutual openness to ideas, constructive
challenge to new ideas, and shared goals and commitments (Amabile, 2000).
The creative methodologies discussed here have been primarily studied to examine their
relative productivity and to date have been underexplored as an unfolding process of group
creativity (Harvey, 2014). They have been designed and embraced as organisational processes
that seek to harness the resources of individuals in a group context as a means of enhancing
organisational creativity. In contrast to the productivity lens of organisational-level creativity,
this empirical study is focussed on the creativity that unfolds within a collective and treats the
performance of the interaction as the creative outcome. The next section narrows the lens once
more, focussing less on organisation-wide methodologies and instead examining the group
itself.

3.6 Group Creativity
Creativity in business is understood to be the result of collaboration, interactions and exchanges
of ideas between individuals who work together (Amabile and Khaire, 2008). Most creative
ideas in an organisational context are the result of exchanges which emerge as a result of
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interaction, which in turn trigger dialogue, debate and conflict (Chen, 2006). Scholars are
beginning to explore how external help unfolds in complex collaborative settings and
discovering that short interventions of help giving are only one form of intervention. Another
type of ‘deep help’ (Fisher, Pillemer and Amabile, 2017, p1) characterised by intensive,
repeated help-giving, typically by high-status external leaders, who devote considerable time
to especially difficult problems is increasingly present in organisations and remains less
understood.
The terms group, team, collaborative or collective creativity are used interchangeably in the
organisational literature (Cirella, 2016). In organisational studies, groups are defined as ‘micro
social systems’ (Morgeson and Hofmann, 1999; Quinn, 1992) that are nested within
organisations and represent a limited amount of people (small group or team) that are part of a
social network and are motivated to cooperate to reach a common goal (Quinn, 1992). They
typically refer to groups or teams of people who share a common status as colleagues of an
organisation, who have worked together in the past, or regularly work together (Amabile and
Khaire, 2008). It has been suggested that working creatively with colleagues in this way can
result recycled ideas and less novelty, as members are inclined to share common knowledge
rather than unique knowledge (Thomas-Hunt, Ogden, and Neale, 2003).
Group creativity is accepted as different from individual creativity (Harvey, 2014; Hargadon
and Bechky, 2006; Kurtzberg and Amabile, 2000-2001) and involves more than individual
creative behaviour, but also interaction between the group members thus involves aspects such
as group composition, group characteristics (e.g., norms, size), team processes, and contextual
influences (e.g., organisational culture, reward systems; Anderson, Potocnik and Zhou, 2014).
The study of group creativity in an organisational context is defined as the process that occurs
when a bounded and recognizable collection of individuals work interdependently toward a
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shared goal (Hackman, 1987) of developing an output that meets the criteria of novel and useful
(Amabile, 1988; Woodman, Sawyer, and Griffin, 1993).
Despite interchangeable uses of group, collaborative and collective creativity in the literature,
there are important distinctions, as teams in particular are a specific type of group that typically
have a long-term relationship, are embedded in an organisation, work together on some
common project or goal (Paulus, Dzindolet and Kohn, 2012) and can vary considerably in size,
composition, or structure. In contrast, groups are typically deﬁned as collections of individuals
focused on a speciﬁc goal or task (Forsyth, 2006) and represent different group make-ups and
varying degrees relationship strength (Perry-Smith, 2006). Collaborative groups, assembled to
engage in creative work may comprise of people that have never met before, who may share
no common allegiance to a single organisation, or discipline and who may be voluntary
participants and in receipt of no form of payment for their involvement (Paulus, Dzindolet and
Kohn 2012). Glăveanu, (2011) contends that creative collaborations denote realities that are
different from other forms of group creativity. They include features such as ‘long-term
engagement, voluntary connection, trust, negotiation and jointly chosen projects that separate
the paradigms’ (Moran and John Steiner, 2003, p 82).
The field rules of creative collaborations separate them from those of classic meetings, which
are more autocratic, structured, and agenda-driven (Jarzabkowski and Seidl, 2008). They are
also quite distinct from the generally understood field rules of brainstorms, which usually
include a clearly defined task, a proposed process of idea generation, a facilitated idea capture
system, the encouragement of equal participation, suspension of critical judgement and an
emphasis on quantity over quality of ideas generated (Kohn, Paulus and Choi, 2010; Paulus
and Yang, 2000, Osborn, 1957).
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The mutually determined nature of creative collaborations provides the potential for the
collaborations to engage in deep knowledge development and are typically more intensely
focussed on a single idea thus breaking with many of the ‘rules’ associated with brainstorming,
such that they regularly ignore ideas, criticize ideas, and self-determine the trajectory of the
discussion (George, 2007). The presence of others, as well as the awareness that ideas produced
are likely to be evaluated, places selective pressure on individuals to edit the fluency of their
contributions, therefore reducing the number of ideas produced. Despite this however they are
simultaneously motivated to produce higher quality ideas, which impacts originality overall.
While the deeper focus and presence of criticism is acknowledged to result in productivity
decreases, it is also understood to result in originality increases (Runco, 2016).
Collaborations are neither entirely structured and task-defined, nor are they totally
improvisational and open-ended. Jazz musicians, for example reach agreement on a song,
which is followed by improvisation within the harmonic structure of that song (Becker, 1982).
The resulting modus operandi within a collaborative environment is characterised by;
mutuality, fluidity, interaction, and an emphasis on quality of ideas over quantity. It is only in
collaborations and improvisation groups, where the outcome is entirely undetermined.
As previously discussed in the context of organisational creativity, there is a tension between
structure and creativity that is equally true of creative collaborations in that over-reliance on
one without the other becomes counter-productive to creative endeavour (Sawyer, 1996).
Degree of structure is a defining feature of collaborative genres. Fig 3.5 below presents various
forms of creative collaboration along a spectrum that maps the degree of structure versus other
collaborative encounters.
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Coffeehouse

Coffeehouse

Fig. 3.5. Spectrum extracted from the literature on various group interactional events
This spectrum does not include learning contexts, which are largely beyond the scope of this
study. It also excludes isolated innovation sessions as a discreet collaborative form. The
literature on innovation primarily explores the creative process at the collective level of
organisations and is largely concerned with the ongoing organisational context associated with
collective outputs and has resisted exploring the process at micro level transactions. As such
meetings, focus groups, brainstorms, co-creations, design or creative collaborations can be
understood as communicative events that are all functions of an organisations wider innovation
system, but not exclusively so. The spectrum visualises how creative collaborations, that are
central to this study are related to but different from other collaborative forms.
3.6.1 Creative Collaborations
Creative collaborations are further distinguished from group creativity predominantly by the
ontological orientations to their study. Group creativity has been explored primarily through a
socio-cognitive lens, that views creativity as embedded in the mind, while creative
collaboration has been explored primarily through a socio-cultural lens that views creativity as
both individually and socially constructed through interaction.
Scholars of collective or collaborative creativity look at how creativity emerges at the
collective level (Hargadon and Beckhy, 2006; Sawyer, 2006; Sanders and Stappers, 2008), and
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at how dialogical models of explaining collective processes can contribute to our understanding
of group creativity (Harvey and Chia-Yu, Harvey 2013; 2014). Taking a process perspective,
collectives can be viewed as having a purposeful set of processes, activities and mechanisms,
established by the system and design to generate a novel idea, product, service or procedure
(Cirella and Shani, 2012). Collaborative processes are those that involve some degree of
interaction and coordination with another person or other group or team members (Paulus,
Dzindolet and Kohn, 2012). Scholars who lean towards the terms collaborative or collective
creativity, would seem to ontologically associate with a socio-cultural tradition or to have a
particular lens on the processes of interaction that unfold in contexts of collaborative creativity.
This study uses the term collaborative creativity to describe a context and focus that is discrete
from team creativity and that has as its’ central objective a desire to gain insight into how
creativity unfolds through interaction between individuals.
The study of group creativity at its broadest capacity involves the connection of global
participants via new digital media (NDM). The potential for NDM to harness the power of
collective intelligence is recognised as ‘game changing’ for both practitioners and scholars
focussed on group creativity, such as Sawyer (2007) who argues that all significant innovation
stems from invisible collaborative webs. NDM enables domain experts from across the world
to connect through instant communications platforms and tools, such as videoconferencing,
Google Docs, Dropbox and online brainstorming boards. The growth in NDM has accelerated
the importance of understanding creative collaborations (Sawyer, 2018). Weisberg’s
encapsulation that ‘online collaborations exemplify what is possible, not what is universal’
(2018, p106) points to a question about physical location and whether physical presence is
integral to a groups creativity.
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While not exclusively so, much of the literature on group creativity, is focussed on physically
present groups that have primarily been studied in organisational contexts. The study of
physically co-located groups, such as ‘skunk works’ a term, derived from the Lockheed Martin
off-site group that successfully developed ground-breaking aircraft designs, and is used to
describe smaller units within larger organisations that set up ‘off-site’ and operate under
different rules and constraints (Bennis and Biederman, 1998). Their analysis of ‘great groups’,
suggests the first task is recruiting the best talent, who possess a combination of specialised
skills and broad interests. In this way, the group members are ‘deep generalists’ (1998, p198),
not so immersed in one discipline that they cannot see solutions in another.
3.6.2 Interdisciplinary group composition
Creativity is thought to be both enabled and enhanced by fusing ideas from multiple disciplines.
History provides many examples of how interdisciplinary interaction has forced breakthroughs,
such as the discovery of DNA, the cracking of the Enigma code, or the invention of the
mountain bike. Groups are more creative and more likely to generate breakthrough ideas when
they draw on a variety of resources (Harvey, 201), when they fully engage the available
cognitive resources of participants (e.g. Gallupe, Bastianutti, and Cooper, 1991; Shin, Kim,
Lee and Bian, 2012), and when there exist diverse social resources based on group composition
and interaction (e.g., Muira and Hida, 2004; Watson, Kumar and Michaelson, 1993). Group
diversity may manifest in terms of roles, competencies and experiences (Mannix and Neale,
2005), or in the involvement of external perspectives and expertise and can support collective
creativity by providing a melting pot of knowledge, culture and experiences (Bell et al.., 2011).
Studies that examine group composition and the link between relationship strength, network
position and external ties on creativity and individual creative contribution suggest that weaker
ties are generally beneficial for creativity, whereas stronger ties have neutral effects (PerryPage 106 of 385

Smith, 2006). To understand more about the positive effects of diverse skills on creative
collaboration, Hargadon and Beckhy studied the group composition of a project team which
had been established with the objective to design a better basketball shoe (2006). Within the
project team, a few people knew about the client’s demands, another knew about inflatable
splints, another about IV bags, both fields unrelated to sports apparel and others in the group
were expert about sports shoes. The social interactions within their brainstorms enabled
connecting these ideas across members of the organisation. It was only during the momentary
interactions did the design team come to recognise how their disparate knowledge of inflatable
splints, IV bags, valves, pumps, and other useful ideas could be relevant to designing a better
basketball shoe (Hargadon and Beckhy, 2006). In other words, the presence of different
disciplines, or multi-disciplinarity is insufficient for creativity to take place, rather it requires
inter-disciplinary exchange or interaction between the different disciplines for them to create
something new.
Gardner (1993) describes interdisciplinarity as the integration or synthesis of two or more
disparate disciplines, bodies of knowledge, or modes of thinking to produce a meaning,
explanation, or product that is more extensive and powerful than its constituent parts.
Interdisciplinarity, by definition is a concept that is applicable widely and considered often
across domains of interest. In the context of creativity, both the approach to the study of
creativity and the consideration of interdisciplinarity as an intrinsic feature of the performance
of collaborative creativity are worthy of further development. Interdisciplinarity refers to an
approach to problem-solving and involves drawing from multiple disciplines to redefine
problems and to reach solutions based on a new or different understanding of complex
situations. It is worth re-iterating the distinction between multidisciplinarity, the placing of two
of more disciplines together and limiting activity to appreciating differences in disciplinary
perspectives, and interdisciplinarity. The latter involves more than just proximity but rather ‘it
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identifies relevant insights, creates or discovers common ground, and uses it to integrate
insights’ (Repko, 2007, p12). Mindful participation in group interactions, as a result, becomes
a product not of membership or presence within a group, but of the attention and energy that
an individual commits to a particular interaction with others in the group. (Haragdon and
Beckhy, 2006).
Interdisciplinary collaboration is both a process and a practice by which a set of purposeful
arrangements and a sense of community are established to iterate and ultimately integrate ideas
with others into an end product (Rhoten: 2009). In her study of interdisciplinary collaboration,
Rhoten identifies interdisciplinary disposition, the will to engage with those from disciplines
or orientations other than their own, and disciplinary skill, the ability to rely on a depth of
internal criteria that enable evaluation, to be of equal importance in collaborative pursuit.
Interdisciplinarity is not essential to the concept of collaboration. However, the principles of
collaboration are fundamental to interdisciplinarity, that is, it involves shared views,
construction of new knowledge, and joint work (John Steiner, Weber and Minnis, 1998).
Interdisciplinary collaboration changes the dynamic, purpose, and degree of difference within
the collective, and requires a different, more holistic approach to its study.
The prevailing interest in interdisciplinarity has been driven by necessity, where the nature of
the problems facing scientific attention demand combined effort (Rhoten, 2003) such that
interdisciplinary collaborations are described as a scientific and social imperative (Kahn and
Prager 1994, p12) and a team science approach to discovery continues to evolve (Lee, Walsh
and Yiang, 2015). As interdisciplinarity is central to the emerging values and modus operandi
of the field of science and thus to science centres like Trinity’s Science Gallery, the venue for
this empirical study, a reminder of Nissani’s ten reasons to engage in interdisciplinarity is
appropriate. They are as follows; 1) Creativity often requires interdisciplinary knowledge. 2)
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Immigrants often make important contributions to their new field; 3) Disciplinarians often
commit errors which can be best detected by people familiar with two or more disciplines. 4)
Some worthwhile topics of research fall in the interstices among the traditional disciplines; 5)
Many intellectual, social, and practical problems require interdisciplinary approaches; 6)
Interdisciplinary knowledge and research serve to remind us of the unity-of-knowledge ideal;
7) Interdisciplinarians enjoy greater flexibility in their research; 8) More so than narrow
disciplinarians, interdisicplinarians often treat themselves to the intellectual equivalent of
traveling in new lands; 9) Interdisciplinarians may help breach communication gaps in the
modern academy and; 10) By bridging fragmented disciplines, interdisciplinarians might play
a role in the defence of academic freedom (1997, p. 201). Hargadon and Beckhy describe the
emergence of creative insight as a confluence of old ideas, whereby individuals contribute
discrete ‘old’ ideas and through their combination, synthesis, or confluence, the creative
performance unfolds (2006). The resolution of conflicting views and overlap in perspectives
reveal new practices and structures, inconsistent with old ways of doing things (Ford and Ford,
1994).
The presence of difference, whilst fuelling the creative process in the ways described, also
presents factors detrimental to group work and is thus not universally a positive influence on
creativity. In fact, homogeneous groups have been proven on occasion to outperform diverse
groups on creative tasks (Harvey, 2013). The brainstorming research as outlined earlier has
examined the social factor, including; social loafing, performance matching, idea fixation and
production blocking. There is further potential for conflict or tension created by different
disciplines, or for knowledge gaps and competence differentials, as well as for different
worldviews to impede progress, slow the process down and act as a barrier to creativity.
Another factor linked to successful creative collaboration is the degree of expertise of the
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individual participants, as well as the expertise of an assigned or self-assigned facilitator of the
session.
3.6.3 Expertise
There is a well-established link between the presence and quality of knowledge, and creativity.
Knowledge is necessary, though not sufficient for creative achievement (Weisberg, 1999). It is
thus appropriate again, to look beyond the creativity literature, and in this instance to theories
of knowledge creation, that seek to explain how knowledge is created in social interaction,
drawing any parallels or associations that emerge with the theories and concepts of creativity
research.
The quality of knowledge or level of domain-relevant knowledge used in each part of the
creative process is recognised as integral to creativity (Amabile, 2000; Lubart, 2001). Nonaka
recognises the quality of knowledge or more specifically, the quality of tacit knowledge, as
influential in collaborative process of knowledge creation. The quality of tacit knowledge is
influenced by the ‘variety’ of an individual’s experience (Nonaka 1984). Simonton presented
the relationship as an inverted U-shape denoting a point, beyond which excessive knowledge
becomes counter-productive to creativity (1984). Weisberg further explored the relationship
between knowledge and creativity, in particular critiquing both the tension and foundation
views (1999). Long established in psychology, the tension view proposes an inverse correlation
between knowledge and creativity, that is, the more you know, or the degree to which you are
indoctrinated within a particular field, the less likely you are to be creative. The foundation
view is the direct opposite. It proposes a positive relationship between the two, whereby the
greater your knowledge or mastery within a domain, the more creative you may be (1999).
Authors such as Csikszentmihalyi and Gardner, both of whom have studied extraordinary
individuals, conclude that deep immersion in one’s chosen field, that is domain expertise, is
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necessary before innovation is possible (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996; Gardner,1995). They propose
that Picasso or Edison could never have achieved their breakthroughs without deep immersion
in, and mastery of, their chosen fields. The passing of a significant period of time is a prerequisite to mastering a domain before an individual managed to truly achieve something new
and of value (Gardner, 1993).
Aside from knowledge knowledge depth (ie., the degree of domain specific knowledge
attributable to an individual), a further knowledge characteristic is thought to be conducive to
creativity; knowledge breadth (ie., the degree to which an individuals knowledge spans
multiple domains) and thought to be conducive to creativity (Amabile, 1983). While
knowledge depth provides more resources within a specific domain from which to combine
and generate new creative outcomes, knowledge depth is also susceptible to cognitive
entrenchment leading to a rigidity of linkages within and between schemas (Audia & Goncalo,
2007). Individuals with broad knowledge spanning multiple domains have more flexible
knowledge structures and a greater ability to recombine knowledge to generate creative
outcomes (Perry-Smith & Shalley, 2003). To address the paradox of knowledge depth and
breadth, Mannucci and Yong (2018) looked at the moderating role of career age and concluded
that knowledge depth is more beneficial for creativity in earlier stages, when knowledge
structures are relatively flexible and less beneficial later in the career, when
individuals’ knowledge structures become increasingly rigid. Conversely, they argue that
knowledge breadth is more beneficial in later career phases, when rigidity is high and there is
a need to improve flexibility by loosening up knowledge structures.
While knowledge is recognised as the fuel for the engine of creative idea generation
(Simonton,2003), in order to be creative, individuals need to possess knowledge structures that
balance complexity and flexibility (Mannuci and Yong, 2018). Creative thinking must go
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beyond the bounds of knowledge in order to produce true advances (Weisberg, 1999). It is not
sufficient for experts to merely possess ‘mastery’ of a subject matter, rather it is knowledge
that is organised in ways that reflect a deep understanding of their subject matter, that reflects
contexts of applicability through recognition of determinant interrelationships between
information (Haupt, 2015). Such experts can flexibly and with little conscious effort retrieve
important aspects of their past experience or knowledge base that coherently relate to the
relevant context in which they are participating. In other words, experts notice features and
patterns that have share parallels, that connect with other paradigms or that have analogous
application. In their external representations, they are able to retrieve important aspects of their
knowledge that coherently relate to their intentions (Haupt, 2015, p485). The relationship
between creativity and knowledge is summarised by three principles; firstly, the presence of
knowledge is required for creativity, secondly a degree of experience and deep level of
knowledge is desirable, and thirdly, there exists a point beyond which over immersion in a
given domain is counter-productive for creativity to occur (Simonton, 1984, Weisberg,1999).
Expertise play another important role in collaborations. Studies have shown that experts, in
collaboration with non-experts, more emphatically, emphasise and acknowledge shared
knowledge constructed by the group, and also other members unique knowledge contributions
(Thomas-Hunt, Ogden, and Neale, 2003).
Individual expertise is linked to creativity and the complexity of managing interdisciplinary
groups in terms of diversity and conflict has been studied from a social perspective (Paulus,
Larey and Ortega, 1995; Paulus, Dzindolet and Kohn, 2012). However, there is little insight
available on the interaction that takes place within inter-expert creative groups.
Interdisciplinary experts engaging in creative pursuit create a complexity as their expertise is
contingent on the subject matter under discussion and where subject matter evolves and is in
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flux so too is their expert status. The implications of subject-matter variance and the
corresponding fluctuations in expert status in collaborations involving interdisciplinary experts
is a relevant theme for this study to explore.
3.6.4 Group facilitation
Osborn (1953) set out the role of group leader, or facilitator, in a brainstorming context as
someone responsible for a variety of activities including reinforcing the guidelines, maintaining
high levels of energy, encouraging even participation of all group members. The facilitator is
also responsible for identifying and structuring interaction so that ideas would be recorded
quickly and accurately. Having a trained facilitator who manages group interaction has been
shown to significantly increase idea production, a key objective of brainstorms (Offner, Kramer
and Winter, 1996). Isaksen and Dorval (2000) further outlined the facilitator’s role within
creative problem-solving groups as including preparing the group, preparing the task, creating
the environment, and facilitating the process.
The role of the facilitator has been much studied as a process factor in other structured group
encounters, such as meetings. As employees attend on average at least three meetings per week,
which increases at managerial level (Schell, 2010), the effectiveness of meetings has become
a pressing concern for organisations and a focus of organisational studies. Recent studies
suggest the importance of having a positive meeting for participants extends far beyond
proximal outcomes, such as did the meeting achieve its stated objective and meet participant
expectations Lehman-Willenbrock, Rogelberg, Allen and Kello; 2018). These studies show
that employee satisfaction with meetings is potentially morale-boosting and a distinct
component of overall job satisfaction and in contrast negative meetings can result in employee
exhaustion and potential burnout (Lehman-Willenbrock, Rogelberg, Allen and Kello; 2018).
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A proven method of enhancing meeting performance is the use of procedural communication,
sometimes called coordinating or structuring interaction which has been shown to be helpful
in assisting in group formation (e.g. Booth, 2000; Pike and Solem, 2000; West, 1999), in
managing diversity issues (e.g. Pendry, Driscoll, and Field, 2007), reducing conflicts (e.g.
Littlejohn and Domenici, 2001), and improving decision-making communication (for an
overview, see Sunwolf and Frey, 2005). The role of facilitator is thought to include;
encouraging all participants to actively participate, making sure that all opinions are
heard, keeping the group focused on solutions, consensus building, encouraging participative
decision making and keeping track of time (Lehman-Willenbrock, Rogelberg, Allen and Kello;
2018). Skilled facilitators successfully create a positive environment, group mood and a space
where people feel free to build on one another’s ideas, where group learning takes place, and
where negative spirals, such as complaining cycles are avoided or managed.
Group leaders who encourage teams to engage in problem identification and construction were
found to have reduced perceptions of conflict and increased satisfaction levels (Reiter-Palmon,
2018). Furthermore, where leaders encourage teams to discuss problem features, they were
enabled to develop a shared understanding, critical to creative collaboration (Leonardi, 2011).
Reiter-Palmon highlights the importance of divergent and convergent processes in the problem
construction phase (2018). Where teams fail to develop or maintain a shared understanding or
where problem frameworks vary across participants, the problem construction cannot be
subsequently reconciled into a single solution (Reiter-Palmon, 2018). Deliberate and effortful
problem construction work, with active engagement from the group, and led by facilitators
results in enhanced creativity and more creative outcomes (Reiter-Palmon, 2018).
Glăveanu and Ness (2018) refer to a style of group leadership which they call the ‘polyphonic
orchestration’ or the dynamic organisation of different voices or perspectives within creative
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action, which they describe as both personal and social phenomenon. The leaders they studied
were not following a pre-set agenda but orchestrated the events by asking questions, provoking,
agreeing or objecting and by using their voice not as leaders, but as active participants. Their
work suggests that effective leadership involves taking multiple positions and adopting
different roles.
The facilitation of groups begins before the temporal moment of social interaction. It involves
thoughtful preparation and set up to create an appropriate place and space conducive to the
outlined group task. Selecting an appropriate location and room, lighting, refreshments,
allowing time for pre-meeting interaction, setting clear and transparent goals, only inviting
necessary participants who are there for a clear purpose with relevant expertise, the careful
preparation of meeting content suited to participant characteristics (Lehman-Willenbrock,
Rogelberg, Allen and Kello; 2018). Facilitation also continues after the social interaction and
includes the circulation of meeting minutes, the distillation of meeting outcomes and decisions,
and concrete action planning focused on implementing ideas and completing tasks.
The rise in prominence of the facilitator, trained in procedural communication, the structural
management of groups and the management of group dynamics has become commonplace
across a spectrum of collaborative formats including meetings and brainstorms as outlined
here. This rise is in large part due to the widespread recognition and empirical studies that
support the performance-enhancing role that facilitators play in making meetings and other
group work more productive and more rewarding for staff in terms of morale and job
satisfaction (Sunwolf and Frey, 2005). The rise can also be attributed to the increasing presence
of uncertainty, ill-defined and ambiguous problems facing organisations (Reiter-Palmon,
2018). Facilitation consequently is an important feature of creative collaborations and as the
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emerging literature that shines a light on the micro processes of creative collaborations evolves,
facilitation will remain an area in need of attention and further studies.

3.7 Performing Collaborative Creativity
Collaborative creativity occurs when social interactions between individuals trigger new
interpretations and new discoveries of distant analogies, that the individuals, working alone,
could not have generated. The performance of collaborative creativity has been identified as
an underexplored and neglected area of creativity research by those who have studied the
performance of creativity (Sawyer, 2010; Sawyer and deZutter, 2009; Hargadon and Beckhy,
2006), in organisations (Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersvik, 2012; Ness and Gunn, 2014; Ness 2017),
design contexts (Oak, 2011; Murphy, 2012), product development arenas (Sonnenburg, 2004),
in open innovation contexts (Steiner, 2009) and by those with a particular socio-cultural lens
on creativity (Glăveanu , 2010; Glăveanu and Ness, 2018; Harvey 2014; 2015; Ness, 2017).
In the context of collaborative creativity, the creativity under examination is the performance
itself, or what Sawyer (2003) describes as the collaborative emergence, a collectively generated
creativity, that is irreducible to explanation at the level of individual creativity. The creative
performance of collaborations emerges as a function of the creative performance of individuals,
the composition of the group, the prevailing rules of the collaboration, the set of objectives of
the underlying project, group productivity, the communication peculiarities of participants and
the prevailing group climate (Steiner, 2009, p 19). Collaboration is thought to involve a shared
construction of knowledge in which it is not enough that participants cumulatively share their
knowledge but where the participants jointly build on each other’s ideas and thoughts to
construct new knowledge (Arvaja, Salovaara, Häkkinen and Järvelä 2007; Mercer, 2010).
The role of interdisciplinarity and the availability of a variety of resources reveals its usefulness
during collaboration, where the knowledge of a particular individual connects with the discrete
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knowledge of other participants. It is only during the performance that it is possible to recognise
how the disparate information sets and useful ideas that emerge are relevant to the task at hand.
Sawyers’ description of ‘Group flow’ includes the interplay between structure and
improvisation, between left-brain analytical and right-brain creative modes of thinking, and
between listening and speaking (Sawyer, 2007, p 56). These things are in perpetual tension and
it is not the presence of both, but rather the exchange between them that contributes to the
performance of collaborative creativity. Ness suggests it is the human drive for new meaning
and for difference, or alterity that is in tension with the drive for a shared understanding,
intersubjectivity that provides a tension that permeates the performance of collaborative
creativity, creates the ‘room of opportunity’ from which new ideas or solutions can emerge
(2017, p557).
Sawyer’s inquiry into the phenomenon of distributed creativity looks at the social mechanisms
that lead to the emergence of group creative products, but also examines the specific process
of group interaction, that lead to the emergence of a form of creativity that is distinct from and
perhaps more than) the creativity of the individuals in the group (2003). In studying
improvisation theatre, the foundation for his collaborative emergence theory is based on three
important points, which are; (a) collective social phenomena must be the foundational unit of
analysis for group creativity; (b) the essence of group creativity is symbolic interaction, formed
by interaction and communication; and (c) process is the product in improvisation; there is no
external goal (Sawyer, 2003, p.114). Through his work, he identifies three emergent group
properties; group flow, group ideation, and group evaluation. Csikszentmihalyi; under whose
tutelage Sawyer emerged, presents the concept of ‘flow’, as the intense feelings associated with
the focused effort of a highly skilled individual, such as a sportsperson, a scientist, or an artist
for example (1997, 1999a). Unlike Csikszentmihalyi’s explanation of an individuals
experience of flow, ‘group flow’ is an emergent property reflective of the collective unit.
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Sawyer’s work, contrary to the cognitive understanding of process in ‘mainstream creativity
research’ (Glăveanu, 2017), which involves ideation and evaluation as sequential stages,
suggests the processes of group ideation and group evaluation must be considered as both
sequential, and simultaneous processes, in group creativity. The creative process he describes
is not a sum of individual creative ideas but is highly interactive, iterative and dependent on
responding to the actions of others. The agency of such a process is thus shared and the cocreation of the work that emerges is the performance of collaborative creativity.
Sawyer’s studies contribute five characteristics of group creativity; process, unpredictability,
intersubjectivity, complex communication, and emergence. The situated, socially constructed
performance is itself the emergent creative product (Sawyer, 2009). The performance is
interdependent where individual contributions are essential yet only make sense in terms of the
way they are heard, absorbed, and elaborated on by other participants, or other musicians in
the case of jazz (Becker, 2000). There is thus an interdependence between contributor and
received that is contingent on the collectively generated emergence. Creative ideas are
understood to come from individuals, however in a group context what happens this idea, what
the next contribution is and where the sum of the contributions ultimately lead to requires
analysis at the group level.
Studies on the work required to achieve new interpretations or discoveries reveal aspects of the
interaction that have been observed in creative collaborations as performative in achieving a
creative outcome such as purposeful engagement, finding common ground and enacting ideas.
Each of these are discussed in turn.
3.7.1 Purposeful Engagement
The work of creative collaboration involves the mutual engagement of participants in a
coordinated effort to solve the problem together (Hargadon and Beckhy, 2006) and is
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characterised by the social construction of ideas and a group orientation towards the solution
of the task. Creative collaboration does not just happen because individuals are co-present;
individuals must make a conscious, continued effort to coordinate their language and activity
with respect to shared knowledge.
There are process-based facilitators that group members can draw upon in order to fully
participate in the creative collaboration. These include the initial dedication of their collective
attention towards achieving mutually determined objectives, to enacting ideas, and building on
similarities within different perspectives (Hargadon and Beckhy 2006; Harvey, 2014). We
know breakthrough ideas are more likely when groups draw on a variety of resources, thus the
intention to work with, to incorporate and consider different perspectives is part of the
collaborative orientation that is optimal for creativity to occur. It is also required that
participants actively and completely apply their full cognitive resources and creative thinking
skills to the task at hand. Mindfulness can promote creativity by creating the mental conditions
that allow for the re-organisation of information that can precede the process of illumination
(Kudesia, 2015). Mindful collaboration involves the mutual engagement of participants in a
focussed and coordinated effort to solve the problem together (Hargadon and Beckhy, 2006).
It involves self-regulation of attention, which refers to sustained attention and capacity to
switch from a thought, feeling or sensation and not get lost in the elaboration of a thought
stream.
A further requirement is for groups to orientate themselves to the experience, where a person
maintains a curiosity about their thoughts and feelings but accepts the evolutionary or
variability within the context of an unfolding situation. In this way, participants must work
together, expressing their reasoning to others for consideration. Participants are able to change
their mind if someone else gives an argument. They search together for different and new
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alternatives for the task solution and explain their argument to support their opinions. The
common communicative intention is to explore different perspectives, to negotiate and
eventually to be able to reach consensus by integrating perspectives and building on
similarities. Collaboration is a complex endeavour; the interaction that provides access to the
cognitive resources of others, also has a paradoxical effect of challenging individuals and can
result in a depletion of their own cognitive resources (Diehl and Stroebe, 1987), which supports
the studies that show homogeneous outperforming diverse groups on creative tasks (Harvey,
2013). Ness and Gunn (2014) suggest that the complexity derived from multidisicplinarity
when combined with an open attitude enables the construction of a shared knowledge platform,
or common ground.
3.7.2 Finding Common Ground
The value of establishing shared goals has been highlighted as particularly important to group
creativity (Gilson and Shalley, 2004; West, 2002). How a group defines the problem they are
going to address has implications for how the remainder of the event will unfold, thus
significant emphasis is placed on problem definition in techniques such as design thinking.
Building consensus successfully, around problem definition in the first instance and
maintaining a shared understanding of the content of the collaboration as it unfolds is critical
to creative collaboration. Tuckman’s (1963) staged model of group development outlines three
stages that precede the performing stage; namely forming, storming and norming. These stages
combined are the group coming together, resolving tensions, mutually determining objectives,
goals, and an approach to the task at hand.
How a problem or objective is defined is directly related to the set of solutions that is considered
relevant (Getzels, 1975). Thus, the finding of novel solutions is inherently linked to the way in
which a group defines the task they mutually determine as their objective to address. The
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collaborative act of determining the task is a step in the process that is critical to the outcome
and to the performance of collaborative creativity and how it subsequently unfolds. Once a
shared understanding of an objective is reached along with a mutually negotiated agreement
on how the group intend to respond, the group engages in the performance of collaborative
creativity. The performance critically involves creating and maintaining a shared
understanding through mutual negotiation before it can engage in further performative work
through interaction. It is a paradox that we need to build and maintain common ground in order
to conserve difference and facilitate the emergence of novelty (Glăveanu and Ness, 2018).
A communication system is required to allow the group to come into being and to establish
common ground or a ‘common representational space’ (Glăveanu, 2011, p483). This
communication system, or complex network of talk (Oak, 2011) is characterised by project
orientation and purpose, as it starts with a problem and, if successful, results in a novel and
appropriate product such as a theory, a work of art or goods and services (Sonnenburg 2004, p
255). The process of communication co-ordinates and harmonises the single contributions, and
in doing so forms a system that is unique to the collective (Sonnenburg, 2004, p256; Harvey
2014). Participants are required to reveal unique information and procedural knowledge, which
makes it more than a common representational space, but rather a ‘unique representational
space’ (Glăveanu, 2011, p 484). The establishment of this space, or intersection is where the
group’s creative dynamic takes place and it is here where different thinking styles collide and
spark the creative process (Bilton, 2007, p483 Johannson, 2004). Ness and Gunns study of
groups in multiple organisations suggest that to move forward in the process, groups needed to
meet in an ‘intersubjective field’, a place of shared understanding (2014, p547) Over time,
Glăveanu’s ‘unique representational space’ facilitates creative collaborators to become
members of their own tribe, with their own language, in-jokes, dress and traditions (Bennis and
Biederman, 1998, p 28). Group creativity occurs because this unique space that exists between
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members’ different perspectives offers the opportunity for a new framework to develop that
connects them (Harvey, 2014).
The importance of establishing a ‘common representational space’ (Glăveanu, 2011) and a
shared understanding with respect to a particular paradigm is such that all emerging ideas are
considered in this collectively established context, it gives new ideas meaning and opens up
new areas for enquiry (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011; Csikzentmihalyi, 1999). Participants
establish shared meaning via the construction and accumulation of a common ground, a body
of shared knowledge. Meaning can be coordinated and mutual intelligibility achieved because
people provide constant evidence, positive and negative, that each utterance has been
understood, and engage in repairs when it has not (Roschelle and Teasley, 1995, p.75). For
example, teams at the animation firm Pixar always begin their process of creating with a shared
understanding of character, narrative, music, and technology (Anderson, 2011). Similarly,
dancers build together a common improvisational space, which allows them to co-create and
share their ideas mostly in non-verbal, non-propositional ways. High awareness of each other’s
presence in the space allows dancers to collaborate closely and co-create in improvisation.
(Lucznic, 2015). Harvey and Kou (2013) suggest that engagement in evaluation processes, that
are discouraged in brainstorming contexts, support the development of the shared framework
and directs collective attention to ideas and guides feedback on how well the idea meets the
stated objectives.
Establishing common ground, where people have a shared understanding is not the same as a
group with shared attitudes, opinions and beliefs, or one that overlooks diversity or uniqueness,
and increases the possibility of groupthink.
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3.7.3 Enacting Ideas
While purposeful engagement and common ground are noted as essential for interaction to take
place (Hargadon and Beckhy, 2006; Harvey 2011), enacting ideas is recognised as a type of
interaction that has a positive influence on collaborative creativity, the particular type of group
interaction that is of concern to this study.
Ideas can be enacted through discussion in various ways. Analogical contributions for example,
occur when an individual recognises similarities between old problems or solutions that are
relevant in the context of a new situation. Transferring existing solutions from old problems,
illustrates that the participants are particularly engaged and are adept at negotiating their way
forward. The effect of analogical problem solving is that it reframes the problem in a way that
triggers more distant searches for solutions and results in more novel insights (Schank and
Abelson, 1977). Metaphors and materials are also important vehicles for communicating
complex concepts and ideas and designers can point to sets of extraordinarily rich
visualizations in their conversations.
Enacting ideas, through drawings, sketches or other manifestations build collective knowledge
by illustrating what is and is not collectively known about an idea. It reveals underlying
assumptions (Bartunek, 1984; Heracleous and Barrett, 2001) by making knowledge
collectively accessible (Nonaka, 1994) and invites reactions from others (Tsoukas, 2009) in a
way that merely discussing abstract ideas may not . It is for this reason that early prototyping
aids the development of a new product even when the prototype is incorrect (Thomke, 1998).
Statoil, a company that discovered more oil than any other company in the world in 2011,
promotes the notion of ‘touching rocks’ as central to their creative discovery work (Carlsen,
Clegg and Gjersvik, 2012). The term has meaning within the organisation and means getting
away from staring at hard-drives and office walls and instead walking the outcrops and
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engaging the senses in more physical and pragmatic ways. In this way, the act of transporting
an idea from contemplation can occur with visual interaction and not just talk. Sketches or the
presentation of other artefacts, for example are mechanisms that allow for an idea to become
an object for joint attention and development. Sketches are recognised as a method of changing
the mode of thinking, from details to larger concepts for example (Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersvik,
2012 p.143). Both metaphors and material features are resources for narration or enacting ideas
and represent a particular mode of interaction. Even conversations about how to enact an idea
reveal ways to realise the idea (Ford and Ford, 1995).
Enacting ideas that emerge during group interaction by producing such physical objects can
itself facilitate creativity (Harvey, 2014). Providing material culture that allows for sketching
and for the subsequent scribbling of the ideas of others creates visual bridges from one idea to
another, and in doing so is a method of synthesising concepts.
Sawyer calls for future research to provide a visual representation and a way to document these
types of interactions in order to better understand the structure of the emergent (Sawyer,
p2003). Sawyers work and the shift beyond from cognitive perspectives that focus on
individual creativity opens the phenomenon; that is the performance of collaborative creativity
to other methods of analysis and has influenced the recent turn towards socio-cultural
perspectives.

3.8 A Sociocultural lens on creative collaboration
Sociocultural theory is motivated to explain both individual and group level processes,
simultaneously and in dialectic. Group creativity is potentially a multi-levelled process that
involves creative mental processes; at the level of the individual and creative collaborative
processes; at the level of the group (Sawyer, 2012). Socioculturalism allows one to theorise the
complex relationships between individual creative contributions on the one hand, and
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collective group processes on the other. Sociocultural approaches to the study of collaborative
creativity that have gained prominence in the literature recognise this interdependence of
internal, external, and individual dimensions and provide a means to examine creativity from
new and previously unexamined perspectives (Puccio and Cabra, 2010). Such approaches have
cast their gaze towards the exploration of creativity as a social process and towards the study
of micro-level interactions that unfold in real time. These studies differ from idea generation
and brainstorming studies, where the focus of the groups under examination is to generate and
select ideas. Sociocultural approaches to the study of group creativity are primarily interested
in longer-term collaborations, where the situation is constructed through interaction and the
focus is on social processes (Glăveanu , 2010; Hargadon and Bechky, 2006; Harvey, 2014;
Sonnenburg, 2004; Steiner, 2009; Sullivan, 2011).
Sociocultural approaches with theoretical foundations in group cognition have informed the
contributions of Sawyer (1999, 2012) as well as Hargadon and Beckhy (2006). Sawyer argues
his theory of collaborative emergence (1999) has the potential to provide explanations of group
creativity by simultaneously involving; individual creative acts, interactional processes and
emergent group phenomena (2012, p.73). Such approaches to the study of creativity are
illustrative in the shift from social psychological perspectives that acknowledge social
influences on individuals to the sociocultural perspective that recognises social interaction as
itself potentially creative.
Hargadon and Beckhy’s work on problem-solving groups in organisations recognises that
while some contributions can be attributed to individual insight, others should be regarded as
the product of momentary collective processes. Basing their model on the foundations of
collective cognition (Meindl, Stubbart and Porac, 1996; Thompson, Levine and Messick, 1999;
Hutchins,1991), Hargadon and Beckhy describe ‘moments of collective creativity’ (2006,
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p484) whereby the locus of creative problem solving shifts from the individual to the
interactions of the collective. Their study involved six organisations whose work was almost
wholly structured around generating novel solutions to novel problems. They collected data
from five sources: (1) interviews with key informants, (2) project postmortems, (3)
observations of work, (4) tracking of particular projects (whether “live” or retrospectively),
and (5) documents and technological artefacts of the organisation. Their central interest was in
how individuals engaged in creative problem-solving (within organisations) redefine and reuse
their old knowledge and experiences in ways that provide the raw materials for solving new
problems. Such analogical problem solving takes place when an individual recognises
similarities in the new situation to old problems (and their solutions) and requires individuals
to reframe situations in ways that trigger further searches for solutions (Schank and Abelson,
1977). By focussing on analogical problem solving in a collective context, their research
examined particular kinds of interactions between people, specifically, those that pre-empt
moments of collective creativity. They identify three specific inter-related activities that are
‘interaction precipitating moments’, which they characterise as ‘help seeking, help giving and
reflective reframing’ Hargadon and Beckhy (2006, p489). Help seeking and giving
contributions create opportunities for social interactions that connect people and illustrate a
common interest and an inherent desire between participants to provide useful insights to
others, a point previously discussed in Section 3.5.1 (purposeful engagement). Reflective
reframing happens when an individual’s contribution makes new aspects of a situation salient
to other participants, prompting them to view the relevance of their past experiences in new
light, and which in turn makes new frames visible (Hargadon and Bechky, 2006). The types of
behaviour described by Hargadon and Beckhy can occur within the micro social system, but
also between different micro social systems providing connections between different
discourses and even between organisational structures and functions. Organisational design
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choices can thus widely influence the development of suitable systems capable of enhancing
collaboration and collective creativity (Chaharbaghi and Cripps, 2007, Hargadon and Bechky,
2006).
Sawyer (1999, 2012), along with Hargadon and Beckhy (2006) make important contributions
to how the study of group creativity must further evolve. They all recognise that collaborative
creativity takes place when any one individual does not hold all of the necessary knowledge to
construct a creative solution and instead the potential for a creative solution requires the domain
relevant skills of multiple participants. One person might have a potentially valuable idea but
not recognise its value to the task at hand, while another has enough knowledge of the problem
to value that idea but not know of it, suggesting that creative problem solving groups achieve
their objective by connecting past experiences to the problems of current situations. Their
models of group creativity illustrate how collaboratively generated creativity cannot be
explained at the individual level and paved the way for more interaction-based studies of group
creativity.
These moments of collective creativity (Hargadon and Beckhy,2006), or collaborative
emergence (Sawyer, 1999) are only made possible and sustained through interaction and
communication between participants. As previously discussed, Glăveanu refers to ‘unique
representational spaces’ (2011, p.483), which require participants to reveal more unique
information and procedural knowledge and thus provokes the discovery of the information and
procedural knowledge others hold. In this context he argues, that there is an exchange between
unique information and procedural knowledge resulting in a higher level of creativity
(Glăveanu , 2011, p. 484). The unique interaction forms the content of the collaboration which
includes an emergent, socially-negotiated set of knowledge elements, such as goals, problemstate descriptions and problem-solving actions.
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Harvey and Chia-Yu (2013) further built on our understanding of how creativity emerges in a
collective context with their study of how groups overcome the challenges of turning individual
inputs into collective creative products. The primary data was collected from verbatim
transcripts, supported by audio recordings of 20 group meetings comprising over 50 hours of
group interaction, gathered from four cross-functional and cross-organisational groups
engaged in healthcare information technology (IT) policy creation. To address their question
about the role of evaluation in the groups’ creative process they sought to identify and track
ideas and their evaluation within group discussions and groups’ immediate response. Their
analysis identified when ideas were generated, the point at which idea evaluation occurred and
the nature of the decisions about ideas that resulted. Their analysis of the interaction presents
an alternative conceptualisation of group idea evaluation as a process that enriches idea
generation by guiding and shaping collective creativity. Evaluating ideas early and throughout
the process is, they suggest an alternative path to collective creativity. The uniqueness of the
context provided an extreme case ideal for theory building (Bamberger and Pratt, 2010) but
potentially limiting for the generalisability of the findings.
Lundberg et al.. (2014) identified methodological innovation as a key requirement to study the
unfolding of creativity across a variety of actors. Their efforts to open the ‘black box of microlevel interactions’ (Lundberg et al.., 2014, p221) and to understand the moment-to-moment
unfolding of creativity through a collaborative performance focussed on the communication
system and its underlying talk, as the unit of analysis. Their study tracked interaction at a
conference event and utilised software that would enable the ‘visualisation’ of moments-ofsignificance (MOS), enabling the temporal analysis and mapping of these key MOS across
individuals and throughout the conference. The visualisation and subsequent analysis of MOS,
as perceived by the participants highlighted where simultaneous MOS occurred and where
throughout the conference the MOS of significance occurred. Their work highlights the
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importance of making what is initially invisible within gathered data, visible to researchers of
unfolding creativity.
As creativity studies have continued to broaden their lens from understanding creativity as
originating only from individuals to schema that acknowledge the phenomenon as
simultaneously a collective one, scholars have turned to previously unfamiliar (Hargadon and
Beckhy, 2006) or new methods (Lundberg et al.., 2014) and have drawn upon alternative
models to explain the interaction and underlying communication system of collaborative
creativity.
3.8.1 Evolutionary and dialectic models
While models of creativity have been dominated by evolutionary theories and the three-stage
process of blind variation, selection and retention (Harvey, 2014, Sawyer, 1999), a recent
strand of studies has drawn theoretically from dialectics to model the process of collaborative
creativity (Chen and Adamson 2015; Glăveanu and Ness; 2018; Harvey, 2014, 2015; Ness;
2017; Ness and Gunn; 2014).
Evolutionary theories that promote random variation rely on a process of negation for creativity
to emerge. The origins of dialectical theory lie with eminent thinkers such as Hegel (1807),
Marx (1967) and Bakhtkin (1981). Hegelian perspectives on dialectic reasoning are centred
around transcendence; the movement from thesis to anti-thesis to synthesis and are the
foundation of dialectical organisation scholars (Clegg and Cunha, 2017). Using a dialectic
model of conceptualising collaboration, we understand that interaction creates a constant
struggle between conflicting forces, which is a driver of change and novelty (Hegel, 1807;
1977; Marx, 1967). Hegel in particular conceptualised the synthesis of dialectic forces as the
heart of this process. Harvey’s study of dialectical reasoning at a group level identified the
power of synthesis as a facilitator of superior levels of group creativity in Pixar (2014).
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Building on the dialectic conceptualisation, Harvey describes ‘creative synthesis’ as a process
of combining, resolving, and intertwining diverse resources and as an integration of group
members’ perspectives into a shared understanding that is unique to the collective (Harvey
2014, p325). The core creative activity of a dialectic process is the synthesis of different ways
of understanding or interpreting a problem or situation (Bartunek, 1984; Benson, 1977; Hegel,
1977; Smith and Lewis, 2011). Although synthesis limits the number of variables a group can
consider, it deepens the focus of the group on the variables that remain (Harvey, 2014). Intense
consideration of an idea from multiple perspectives helps people to develop more complex and
creative understandings (Bartunek, 1984), that is typical of creative collaborations (Johnsteiner, 1998). This synthesis of different perspectives occurs by identifying and questioning
existing assumptions (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011; Harvey, 2014; Sheldon, 1980).
Revilla and Rodriguez-Prado (2018) note that the acceptance of ideas is a social process
requiring both shared understanding and shared vision in order to overcome interpretative
problems.
Ness and Gunn characterise a fruitful dialogue as the result of the thoughtful balancing of
alterity; the human desire for otherness or to create new meaning with intersubjectivity, the
urge to reach and maintain a shared understanding (2014). Building on this work, dialogical
creativity is described as grounded in the ‘productive tension between similarity and difference,
closeness and distance, the perspective of self and those of others’ (Glăveanu and Ness, 2018).
The mutuality and group orientation required for creative synthesis to occur are defining
features of creative collaborations. Like Hargadon and Beckhy (2006), Harvey also contends
that collaboration does not just happen because individuals are co-present; individuals must
make a conscious, continued effort to coordinate their language and activity with respect to
shared knowledge. Harvey’s model challenges the prevailing random variation theory that
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promotes negation and dominates creativity studies and holds instead that creativity is derived
from affirmation, stimulated by different perspectives and achieved through ‘creative
synthesis’(2014).
To challenge Harvey’s creative synthesis, Chen and Adamson proposed that evolutionary and
dialectical models of creative process are not radically contrary to one another but are both
essential to the creative process. They argue that theoretically, creative synthesis emphasises
the dynamics of dialectical reasoning through affirmation neglecting to acknowledge a role for
negation (Chen and Adamson, 2015). Their criticism of creative synthesis extends to
suggesting ‘it could lead to stagnant and incremental practices by inadvertently promoting
groupthink where the group only focuses on similarities and ignores random inputs’ (Chen and
Adamson, p461). To address this omission, they present a hybrid model of ‘evolutionary
synthesis’ that includes the strengths of random variation and creative synthesis by integrating
both divergence and convergence, affirmation and negation in the creative process.
While Harvey does not reject the evolutionary synthesis model, she argues that through her
creative synthesis model in isolating the dialectic processes, which have not been well
assimilated into existing literature, her work addresses the imbalance that exists in favour of
random variation models that view divergence and conflict as fundamental to creativity. She
acknowledges that Chen and Adamson’s dialogue pushes researchers to consider the collective
processes through which new ideas emerge in more detail. They recognise that further studies
are required to explore the interaction between these opposing forces and methods of managing
them such as Chen’s notion of ‘ambiculturalism’ (2014), a mindset that enables people to
balance and integrate contrary qualities, or Brown and Eisenhardt’s ‘semi-structure
mechanisms’ that seek to balance order and disorder (1997).
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The performance of collective creativity from a micro perspective remains in the shadows and
the opportunity for future research is to continue to shine a light on these processes that reveal
how creativity unfolds in a collective, creative context. This direction demands an increased
emphasis on interaction and on the communication system collaboration depends upon to
survive and to thrive.
3.8.2 Collaborative talk
The dynamism of situated conversation that typifies the moment-to-moment nature of face-toface talk makes it unique from any other form of group communication. It involves
interpretation, negotiation, adjustment, and responsive meaning making (Oak, 2011). Unlike
other forms of communication, such as written communication which allow for consideration,
elaboration and careful articulation, the real-time nature of talk enables the interaction to evolve
in different ways. This type of communication, which is non-linear and less predictable is
desirable in situations whereby new combinations or new ideas are the established goal.
Sociocultural approaches and empirical studies of collaborative work and group interaction can
be seen in a very wide range of institutional settings, mostly focussed on expert-lay interaction
in medical and therapy consultations, the law, policing and emergency services, in journalism
and mass media but also in the domains of learning (Beghetto; 2010, John-Steiner, 2000;
Sawyer, 1995; Sawyer, 1995, 2004, 2006, 2008; Sullivan, 2011), human-computer interaction
(Boden, 1999; Burleson, 2005, Sarmiento and Stahl, 2008), improvisation and musicology
(Becker, 1984, Berliner, 1994, Sawyer 1998, 2000, 2003). Analysts have studied organisation
meetings (Arminen 2005, Drew and Heritage, 1992), focus groups (Puchta and Potter, 2004);
open innovation (Chesborough, 2003) and network theory (Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003); as
well as interaction in design contexts (Fleming, 1998; Glock, 2009; Luck 2009; Matthews and
Heinemann, 2012; McDonnell, 2009, 2012; Oak 2009, 2011, 2012).
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Talk is fundamental to constructing and maintaining the underlying communication system
essential to group interaction. One way that studies of group interaction have provided insight
on the phenomenon under scrutiny, is by defining and describing a type of talk and its unique
attributes, that is particular to some context. Some of these contributions include’ talk at work’
(Arminen 2005, Drew and Heritage, 1992); ‘meeting talk’ (Asmuss and Svennevig, 2009;
Fairhurst, 2007), ‘design talk’ (Fleming, 1998; McDonnell, 2009; Oak 2011) and ‘exploratory
talk’, derived principally from classroom studies (Mercer, Wegerif and Dawes, 1999). We
explore these three types of talk in particular for their relevance and contribution to the
emerging studies on the performance of creative collaboration.
3.8.3 Meeting Talk
Within the organisational literature, interaction in meetings has been studied to understand how
the routine activities of institutions actually get done in ways that are orderly, acceptable and
recognisable for those who participate in them (Heritage, 1984). Such studies have examined
how people talk to understand one another, and act according to relevant roles, to accomplish
institutionally specific tasks and goals and as well as at how participants orient to institutional
constraints such that institutional interaction differs from ordinary conversation. ‘Meeting talk’
(Asmuss and Svennevig, 2009) is fundamentally intertwined with written documents,
including written invitations, a written agenda, case documents for discussion in the meeting
and the talk itself is largely organised by reference to a pre-formulated agenda. Meeting talk
has been studied to understand how leadership is performed (Asmuss, 2008; Fairhurst, 2007),
intercultural communication (Bargiela-Chiappini and Harris, 1997), power relations (Holmes
and Stubbe, 2003), conflict negotiation (Holmes and Marra, 2004) and as previously referenced
in Section 3.3.3 on meeting facilitation for how it can enhance the performance of meetings
(eg. Sunwolf and Frey, 2005).
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Building on the team processes literature (eg. Huang, 2009; Okhuysen and Eisenhardt, 2002;
Wittenbaum et al.., 2004) as well as interaction process analysis literature (IPA, Bales, 1950),
Kaufield and Lehmann-Willenbrock (2012) developed a coding scheme for team meeting
processes called ‘act4teams’ that described both functional and dysfunctional problem-solving
processes in team interactions (see Kauffield and Lehmann-Willenbrock, 2012). They provided
descriptive data statements which they subsequently used to analyse the communicative
processes that constitute team meetings (2013). The act4teams lexicon that describes meeting
behaviours is further referenced from a methodology perspective in Chapter 4 (Section 4.6.4)
and employed in analysis in chapter 6 (Section 6.3).
3.8.4 Exploratory Talk
It is valuable to include classroom studies in this part of the literature review, as they have
identified a type of talk, called exploratory talk (ET), which emerges when participants engage
critically and constructively with each other’s ideas. Mercer, Wegerif and Dawes (1999) have
argued that ET is the most effective type of conversation to solve problems through cooperation
(in a classroom context). They present this type of talk as most effective in knowledge
construction, by its promotion of reasoning through language, which consequently facilitates
understanding and problem solving. In doing so, they illustrate the superior functioning of ET
versus two other types of classroom talk; disputational talk characterised by shorter utterances
that rarely include any explicit reasoning and cumulative talk, where teachers and students
build on their own and each other’s ideas and chain them into coherent lines of thinking
(Mercer, Wegerif and Dawes, 1999). The value of this contribution, of characterising types of
talk is demonstrated in the incorporation of ET training for teachers and its ongoing study in
the context of diverse learning environments. Understanding the particular aspects of ET has
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thus contributed to the practice of teaching but also to knowledge and understanding of the
learning phenomenon.
Exploratory talk has been highlighted here as it is particularly relevant to the early stages of
creative collaborations, whereby the negotiating of a shared and collective understanding of
the creative collaboration is critical to its development (Alvesson and Sandberg, 2011;
Csikzentmihalyi, 1999). This process of forming shared views has been explored from different
research perspectives and is variously referred to as the ‘framing’ of issues (e.g. Kaplan, 2008),
developing shared ‘accounts’ of issues (e.g. Maitlis, 2005), the ‘diagnosis’ of issues (e.g.
Dutton and Duncan, 1987), and the development of ‘shared schemata’ around issues (e.g.
Balogun and Johnson, 2004). We return once again to this idea of framing in chapter 6 (section
6.2.3).
3.8.5 Design Talk
The study of design and of how designers practice design reveals a particular type of
interactional form that is unique to the design context (Fleming, 1998). The involvement of
material objects, and the object-laden type of talk required to incorporate material objects is
thought to distinguish design talk from any other type (Fleming, 1998). Design Talk is
presented as highly democratic, semi-structured and distinctive to the field of design (Oak,
2011). Design related conversations that occur in design education or in business meetings
between designers and clients are also typical exemplars of ‘institutional talk’ (i.e. interaction
wherein participants speak in relation to roles through which they may achieve specific tasks,
and in relation to settings that are mutually understood as goal-oriented (Aminem, 2005;
Heritage, 2005). Institution-based settings characteristically place some constraints on how
participants perform talk, often with some participants able, and expected, to achieve aspects
of their role through asking certain types of questions of others (Oak, 2011). The analysis of
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design talk and the contribution of a typology of speech acts (Fleming, 1998), particular to that
situation are valuable as they provide insight into how communication and negotiation are
central to achieving a successful design outcome and furthermore contributes to knowledge
and understanding of how the artificial world comes into being.
Understanding interaction within creative collaborations is critical as it, primarily in the form
of talk builds, maintains, and collapses the collaboration and is wholly responsible for its
content. There remains limited research on how group members build, combine, integrate, and
resolve one another’s ideas (Kohn, Paulus and Choi, p2011). Collaboration-based talk creates
a context for creative collaboration that is characterised by project orientation and purpose, as
it starts with a problem and, if successful, results in a novel and appropriate product such as a
theory, a work of art or goods and services (Sonnenburg, 2004, p255).
The system of interaction that evolves can be constructive and destructive, dynamic and static,
creative and repetitive, projective and regressive, conceptual and illustrative, real and
imaginary. Like a music score, the many constituent parts of a system of interaction deviate,
inter-twine, stop, start, overlap, change pace, change direction but inherently create, support,
maintain, and eventually close the system. Research has shown that increased communication
in a collaborative context has a positive effect on creativity (Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003).
Exploring talk in creative collaborations and how it facilitates ideas to emerge and develop has
been the focus of some recent contributions to the field (Glăveanu, 2010; 2011, Hargadon and
Bechky, 2006; Harvey and Chia-Yu, 2013; Harvey, 2014). The communication system
characteristic of creative collaborations remains opaque and understudied (Sonnenburg, 2004).
This system and underlying complex network of talk allows for a dynamic to take place, where
different thinking styles collide and in doing so spark the creative process (Bilton, 2007) and
facilitate the emergence of new ideas (Oak, 2011). This is where concepts, ideas and cultures
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collide (Johannson, 2004). The ‘complex network of talk’ (Oak, 2011, p223.) involved creates
a ‘common representational space’ (Glăveanu, 2011, p483), or a ‘creaplex’ (Sonnenburg, 2004,
p255 ), an ‘intersection’ (Johannson, 2004, p2) where collaboration can occur and whereby the
group can negotiate a shared understanding and collective understanding of their creative
collaboration (Alvesson and Sandberg 2011; Csikszentmihalyi, 1999). This pronounced lack
of research on the communicative processes that constitute and influence the collective
outcome is not exclusive to creative collaborations but also applies to organisational team
meetings more generally (Lehmann-Willenbrock, Allen and Kaufield, 2013). The objective of
this study and accompanying research questions aim to explain how creativity emerges from
interdisciplinary interaction between experts in creative collaboration and builds on this
emerging body of literature that seeks to describe the processes of collaborative creativity
(Harvey, 2014; 15, Chen and Adamson, 2015).

3.9 Conclusion
This chapter presented a review of the literature on creativity in organisations and in doing so
has illuminated an understanding of the effects of the organisational context on individual
creativity (Kallio, Kallio and Blomberg, 2015; Peschl and Fundneider, 2014; Sailer, 2011).
While much work has been undertaken to understand the conditions for creativity to occur, our
knowledge about the organisational processes of creativity, remains, surprisingly limited
(Sonenshein, 2014; 2016; Fortwengel, Schüssler and Sydow, 2017)). In particular, we continue
to have an underdeveloped understanding of how creativity unfolds in real-life settings.
Sociocultural approaches that recognise and explore the effect of social factors external to, but
influencing of group interaction permeate the literature but until recently little emphasis has
been placed on discovering how the process of collaborative creativity unfolds through
interaction (Amabile 1983, 1995; Harvey, 2014). This constitutes a relevant research gap,
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where ‘scholars emphasise explaining creative outcomes, while largely ignoring creative
processes’ (Sonenshein, 2016, p. 740). This chapter highlighted that the performance of
creative collaboration remains an underexplored phenomenon (Glăveanu , 2017; Hargadon and
Beckhy, 2006; Harvey and Chia-Yu; and Harvey, 2014, Kurtzberg and Amabile, 2010).
This study aims to address this gap and follows a stream of research work that has focussed on
how creativity emerges in creative collaborations (e.g., Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersvik, 2012;
Hargadon and Bechky 2006, Harvey, 2004; Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009. The phenomenon this
study seeks to understand is the performance of an interdisciplinary, expert group that makes
available its varied cognitive abilities and engage in creative work, through dialogical
interaction.
Chapter four outlines the methodology and research programme in detail, introducing the case
of the Science Gallery, which has been purposively sampled as a collaborative, creative place
where interdisciplinary, expert collaborations regularly take place. It presents a research
programme designed to explore the communication system that constructs and sustains the
performance of collaborative creativity.
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CHAPTER 4 Methodology
4.1 Introduction
Chapter Three highlighted the gap in the creativity literature, which this study aims to address
and further outlined the theoretical priorities that accompany the study of creativity in a group
context. This methodology chapter presents a set of methods and procedures, which were
devised to examine how creative collaborations are performed by interdisciplinary experts.
Methods must be aligned to a researcher’s theoretical orientation and be successfully applied
to the research task in presenting a coherent argument founded on robust empirical evidence
(Edwards and Potter, 1992). The methodology detailed here bridges the theoretical principles
underpinning the specific research questions as well as the methods and procedures applied to
the study.
The chapter presents the research design (Section 4.2), stating the ontological framework and
inductive approach to research that influenced subsequent decisions in relation to the research
programme. It details the research questions and the overall aims of the study. A case study
methodology is outlined as an approach that can facilitate the requirements and desired
outcomes of this study and introduces the setting of the Science Gallery (Section 4.3). The
positive attributes of using a single, instrumental case study (Stake, 2005) are discussed as well
as the challenges presented in relation to generalisability. The Science Gallery data collected
is presented and outlined in detail in Section 4.4 and the approach to data analysis explained in
Section 4.5. Section 4.6 describes the approach to transcription and Section 4.7 outlines matters
concerning access, ethics and reflexivity. The strengths and limitations of the methods are
discussed in Section 4.8 and Section 4.9 provides chapter conclusions.
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4.2 Research design
Designing a research programme involves making a set of decisions that are based on the
worldview of the researcher and on the nature of the research objectives under scrutiny.
Locating an inquiry in the field of qualitative, interpretive research or quantitative,
verificational research is a central decision. The theoretical framework that underpins and
informs the chosen approach must be capable of informing and guiding the research process
and accompanying decisions (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994; Corbin and Strauss, 2008). A
complementary methodology combined with methods of data collection and data analysis must
all be decided upon, clearly set out and rationalised.
4.2.1 Qualitative research
The sociological turn in creativity research has cast our gaze towards the interactional-level,
seeing creativity, innovation, management and leadership as social processes that unfold in real
time from moment-to-moment interactions and amongst a group of individuals (Glăveanu,
2011; Ness and Glăveanu , 2018; Sawyer; 2000; 2006b; Sonnenburg 2004; Steiner; 2009). The
very nature of collaborative groups rests on interaction and their inherent ability to
communicate with each other. The study of interaction is of interest to many differently
orientated worldviews and may be approached with greatly differing theoretical frameworks.
For instance, the study of; identity, feminism, race, or gender, or a more specific focus such as
linguistics, or semiotics, are all possible areas of empirical enquiry, from the study of
interaction.
The ontological orientation of this study involves the study of interactions in a social context.
The idea of a science of society is said to have emerged in the eighteenth-century period of
enlightenment. The primary goal of the social sciences is to obtain organised knowledge of
social reality (Shutz, 1970; p.5). This orientation guides the research undertaking and
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influences subsequent methodological decisions, including the chosen approach of qualitative
research.
Qualitative methods of enquiry provide a means to understand, interpret, and experience the
nature of social reality. The primary focus of the qualitative tradition is on the words and
actions of people. Hogan et al.. surmise that ‘qualitative research is all about researching
specific meanings, emotions, and practices that emerge through the interactions and
interdependencies between people’ (2009, p4). This qualitative research programme is
designed to explore interactions and interdependencies in the social context of creative
collaborations. Qualitative research is multi-method in focus, involving an interpretive,
naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This means that qualitative researchers study things
in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or interpret, phenomena in terms of the
meanings people bring to them. (Denzin and Lincoln, 1994). ‘Qualitative research pursues the
process of exploration and discovery rather than measurement and confirmation of
predetermined hypotheses’ (Merriam, 1988, p17). The characteristics of a qualitative research
approach are consistent with the aims of this research and can examine the phenomenon of
collaborative creativity in a natural setting.
4.2.2 Interpretivism
There are two extremes of how a research programme can guide research, either by a 'tight
structure' or by a loose and 'emergent structure' (Miles and Huberman, 1994; p 16). This study
follows an emergent structure that is conducive to theory building. Such an interpretivist
approach seeks to illuminate the intentional aspects of human behaviour by employing
‘verstehen’, defined as ‘empathy: understanding the meaning of actions and interactions from
the members’ own points of view’ (Eckstein, 1975, p81). Interpretivists encourage an inductive
approach to research design, whereby scholars are encouraged to learn about a culture before
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formulating research questions and allowing for the iteration of questions as they learn. This
principle is central to interpretivist research and suggests that deep cultural immersion and
understanding of a subject are essential for a researcher to ask the right questions and to
formulate useful hypotheses. Some scholars view interpretivist inquiry as a wholly different
paradigm of inquiry for the social sciences; ‘not an experimental science in search of law but
an interpretive one in search of meaning’ (Geertz, 1975, p5). Other scholars view interpretivism
as a complementary, rather than opposing endeavour as both rely on carefully prepared
questions, gaining deep understandings of the world, asking good questions, formulating
hypotheses and collecting the evidence needed to support such hypotheses (King, Keohane and
Verba, 1994, p47). Interpretivists emphasise the standards of coherence and scope, ‘an
interpretive account should provide maximal coherence or intelligibility to a set of social
practices, and an interpretive account of a particular set of practices should be consistent with
other practices or traditions of the society’ (Moon, 1975, p174). This interpretive study was
initiated with broad research questions, which were iterated and further honed as more was
learned about the setting and context.
4.2.3 Research objectives and questions
The creativity literature recognises that interdisciplinarity and collaboration can positively
influence creativity (Repko, 2007, Sawyer, 2007) yet little is known about how creativity
unfolds in collaborations (Kurtzberg and Amabile, 2010; Glăveanu , 2017). To address this
lacuna in the literature, this research analyses interdisciplinary creative collaborations with the
objective of developing an understanding of how interaction between people from different
disciplines, with diverse bodies of knowledge unfolds to create a rich participative dialogue
resulting in new ideas or combinations.
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The following three questions formed the basis of the research design and related
methodological decisions. The research questions are separable by level of analysis. At a mesolevel, and arising from the perspective that creativity is socially dependent, this study asks how
is creative collaboration constructed in the Science Gallery? The first question thus relates to
the environmental and contextual features that define and are unique to collaborative creativity
in the Science Gallery.
Question 1: How is collaborative creativity represented in the Science Gallery?
Exploring how collaborative creativity is represented within the Science Gallery recognises the
socially constructed nature of phenomena. This study does not take place in a laboratory with
a pre-determined experiment, rather it is a field study undertaken in a natural setting and
recognises that the phenomenon of creative collaboration is interconnected with the social
setting in which it takes place.
At a more micro level of analysis the research seeks in particular to explore the features of
collaborative creativity in the Science Gallery, as well as the features of the communication
system, which underpins the performance of collaborative creativity. Much is known about
other types of talk characteristic of other collective genres such as design, classroom or meeting
contexts. The features of brainstorms are well documented and translated from academia into
the organisational world, however much less is known about the kind of talk that is typical of
brainstorms, largely because the focus of researchers has been primarily on productivity rather
than the interaction or inherent communication system. The features of collaborations have not
yet been synthesised and until a recent strand of studies little was known about the interaction
that takes place within creative collaborations (Hargadon and Beckhy, 2006; Glăveanu , 2016;
Harvey 2014; Harvey 2015). Consequently, the second and third research questions narrow the
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lens of this study on interaction in general and on the communication system of the
collaborative group in particular
Question 2: How is collaborative creativity performed in the Science Gallery?
The study of creative process has been dominated by cognitive approaches and cognitive
interpretations of how the mind engages in creativity. The term performance in the context of
collaborative creativity has its origins in dramaturgy and musicology, used initially by
creativity scholars such as Becker (2000) and Sawyer (2010) who studied creative
collaborations in the performance of jazz ensembles and improvisational theatre groups and
subsequently by scholars who have begun to pursue the topic of collaborative creativity in other
fields (Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersvik, 2012; Glăveanu 2010; Harvey; 2014; Ness, 2017; Oak,
2011; Sawyer: 2010, Sonnenburg, 2004, Steiner: 2009). Performance is described as the
underexplored fifth ‘p’ of creativity (Glăveanu , 2010; Sawyer, 1999, 2000) in addition to the
psychological fixation on the central four p’s of creative person, product, process and place
(Lubart, 2001). The third question is focussed on this fifth ‘p’ of creativity.
Question 3: What are the distinguishing characteristics of the communication system
which underpins the performance of collaborative creativity in Science Gallery
meetings?
Interaction, and its’ foundational unit; talk, develops, sustains and evolves a communication
system. Inherent in these micro-level ‘how’ questions, is an intention to explore the underlying
techniques of performing creative collaboration.
These research objectives are inherently linked to the bounded context of the research setting,
which influenced the determination of methodological aims and most particularly, the decision
to use a case study methodology.
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4.3 Research Approach
A sociocultural approach to the study of creativity recognises that the social context is
inextricably linked to the interaction that is taking place within it. The research objectives set
out above require us to consider a methodology that will enable the exploration and explanation
of the environmental and contextual features within which collaborative creativity occurs in
the Science Gallery. In addition to this meso-level of enquiry, the research objectives require
that we examine the phenomenon of collaborative creativity at a more micro, or interactional
level. The methodological aims lean towards a multimodal approach that enable the researcher
to explore the relationships between dialogue and context in one setting, allowing for the
researcher to record and observe naturally occurring activity in order to understand the practice
of collaborative creativity. The study collects multimodal materials from within the
environmental context, which can be subjected to rigorous analysis so that they may reveal the
characteristics of the situated context in which interaction occurs and address the lacuna of
studies that focus on the micro-processes of collaborative creativity.
4.3.1 Case study research
Yin (1984) defines the case study research method as an empirical inquiry that investigates a
contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context, ‘when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident; and in which multiple sources of evidence are
used’ (p23). Case studies are particularly advantageous where a study seeks to investigate
phenomena within their natural setting and enable a researcher to closely examine contextual
data within a limited or specific number of subjects. They are also particularly suited to
interpretive, theory-building approaches to research as ‘a rich natural setting provides a fertile
ground for generating theories’ (Benbasat, Goldstein and Mead, 1987, p371). For these
reasons, a case study approach has been selected as the method of empirical enquiry and a
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pathway towards addressing the stated objectives and research questions. The research design,
including data collection and data analysis decisions have all been informed by the desired
objective to seek insight on how the performance of collaborative creativity unfolds, in a
natural setting, which is understood to be indistinguishable from the phenomenon.
A Yinian perspective on case study views it as a veritable social science that provides a broad
framework that can provide rationalisation for methodological decisions, particular to the
exploration of ‘how’ or ‘why’ in a natural setting (2004). In contrast Stake, focuses in on the
case itself (1995). He describes a case as ‘a specific, a complex, functioning thing’, and more
specifically “an integrated system” that ‘has a boundary and working parts’ (1995, p. 2). Miles
and Huberman’s understanding of ‘the case as a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a
bounded context’ (1994, p28) is reflected in Merriam’s work, whereby her description of a case
states that a case is ‘a thing, a single entity, a unit around which there are boundaries’ (1998,
p. 27). These prominent theorists have provided a depth of perspective on case study
methodology as a legitimate research strategy.
This case study aligns with Stake’s definition of an ‘instrumental case study’, in that the case
itself is secondary, to the particular situation that is of central concern (2005, p16). In this study,
the situation of interdisciplinary collaborative creativity is of greater interest, than the Science
Gallery itself.
Yin places great emphasis on the design of the research strategy. He suggests a research design
incorporates five constituent parts; a study’s questions; its propositions, if any; its unit(s) of
analysis; the logic linking the data to the propositions; and the criteria for interpreting the
findings (Yin, 2002). He advocates a tightly structured design before the commencement of
any data collection, with only minor changes thereafter. In contrast, Stake promotes a flexible
approach to research design that can be altered even after data collection has commenced.
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Investigators “use issues as conceptual structure in order to force attention to complexity and
contextuality [and] ... because issues draw us toward observing, even teasing out, the problems
of the case, the conflictual outpourings, the complex backgrounds of human concern” (2005,
p.16). Stake’s advocacy of flexibility stems from his allegiance to progressive focusing, which
Parlett and Hamilton (1972) first put forward. This notion builds upon the assumption that ‘the
course of the study cannot be charted in advance’ (cited in Stake, 1998, p. 22), which notably
contravenes Yin’s stance. To ignore Yin entirely in this study would be to disregard the value
of groundwork, an outline approach, and a clear focus, all of which are valuable preparation in
advance of commencing research. Merriam’s (1998) detailed process of designing qualitative
enquiry and her approach to case study design is a combination of both Yin and Stake’s
approaches.
The general focus of case study research is on the in-depth exploration of a phenomenon and
its context (Cavaye, 1996). There is consensus across the various approaches to case study
research that researchers must draw data from multiple sources to capture the case in its
complexity and entirety (Bedrettin, 2015; Merriam, 1998; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2004). The case
study enables the researcher to employ multiple methods of data collection, including
documents, artefacts, interviews and direct observation, which enhances data credibility
(Patton, 1990; Yin, 2004). In addition to exploring the case in its entirety and complexity
(Breddretin, 2015), multiple data sources enable the research question to be explored from
different angles.
The case study approach is appropriate to the emerging systems perspectives in the field of
creativity study where the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not evident
(Eisenhardt, 1989). While Yin proposes the inclusion of both qualitative and quantitative data,
Stake and Merriam suggest exclusive use of qualitative data.
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A key feature of the design of case study research is the number of cases included in a project
and the resulting inductive approach to its study. Znaneckie (1934) makes an important
distinction between enumerative and analytical induction. Enumerative induction involves
studying cases that belong to some class of phenomenon to see if they all share a same
characteristic. Single-case designs such as this one, are appropriate in situations whereby the
chosen site represents a critical case, a typical case, a revelatory case, an extreme case, or a
longitudinal case (Yin, 2009). This study follows an analytical approach to induction where
the case is chosen for its power to explain rather than for its typicality. Single case studies can
be effective in achieving transferability, especially where full details of the context in which
events occur within a case are given and the validity of the extrapolation is dependent not on
the typicality but of the strength of the theoretical reasoning (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). They
argue that while external validity cannot be claimed, the thick description necessary to enable
someone interested in making a connection between the sending and receiving cases can be
provided so that they can conclude whether the transfer can be contemplated as a possibility.
In inductive research programmes like this one, the basis for theoretical generalisation lies in
logic rather than probability where inferences are plausible rather than statistically probable.
‘We infer that the features present in a case study will be related in a wider population not
because the case is representative but because our analysis is unassailable’ (Mitchell, 1983, p
200). A full description need not be exhaustive and a degree of common sense amongst readers
must prevail to determine whether the sending case is representative of the proposed receiving
context or population (Seale, 1999). Seale (1999) compares a full rather than an exhaustive
qualitative description of a sending case with how quantitative researchers often study samples
because they cannot afford to do a complete population census.
The sending case that is the subject of this research, namely the Science Gallery is described
in greater detail in subsequent sections and further in chapter five, where an explanation is
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provided as to why purposive sampling highlighted this setting as potentially revelatory and a
stand-out place where creative collaboration regularly takes place. It is increasingly popular in
single case studies to adopt an embedded approach, where there exist multiple levels of
analysis. This case study approach and in particular methods of analysis examine the
phenomenon at two levels; the meso or organisational-level, looking at how creativity is
portrayed by the Science Gallery itself, and the micro-level, the place where the processes of
collaborative creativity unfold in interdisciplinary collaboration. While the context of Ireland
and the role of creativity in public policy discourse was described in chapter two, the macro
level of analysis is deemed beyond the scope of this research study.
While single cases investigate the phenomenon at a greater depth, resulting in richer
descriptions and understandings of the studied phenomenon (Walsham, 1995), they are most
questioned for their ability to make generalisations. Generalisations from single cases studies
can be made from deductive, inductive or abductive principles. Through inductive reasoning,
we can conclude from discoveries within a case, a rule that actually is operative and probable
in similar cases. A case may be purposefully selected by virtue of being, for instance,
information-rich, critical, revelatory, unique, or extreme (as opposed to cases selected within a
representational sample strategy used in correlational research; Patton 1990; Stake 1995). If a
case is purposefully selected, then there is an interest in generalising the findings. This case
study is inductive and seeks to generate theory from the discovery of facts from within a single
case. The research objectives are inherently linked to the bounded context of the research
setting which influenced the determination of methodological aims and the decision to use a
case study methodology.
As there are no typical cases of high-end inter-disciplinary collaborative endeavour with
normal or average characteristics, this research uses purposive sampling. A setting that is
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supportive of the criteria associated with the stated research questions; namely this study
sought a context where interdisciplinary experts participate in creative collaboration and could
thus yield illuminate aspects of a general theory. This study understands the phenomenon of
collaboration as particular to encounters, gatherings, focused interactions and social groups,
which are in the most part planned and focused and that are distinct from random interaction
(Goffman, 1981). For this research study, the Science Gallery is selected as the case, in which
the phenomenon of collaborative creativity is being examined and is described in detail in
chapter five.

4.4 Data Collection
This interpretive study recognises that much human creativity is social, arising from activities
that take place in a context in which interaction with other people and the artefacts that embody
collective knowledge are essential contributors (Fischer et al., 2005; p.482). For this reason
and in accordance with best practice when dealing with single case studies such as this one the
case itself is understood as inseparable from the phenomenon under scrutiny. Stake (1995)
describes a case as ‘a specific, a complex, functioning thing’, and more specifically “an
integrated system” that ‘has a boundary and working parts’ (p. 2). Miles and Huberman’s
understanding of ‘the case as a phenomenon of some sort occurring in a bounded context’
(1994, p28) is reflected in Merriam’s work, whereby her description of a case states that a case
is ‘a thing, a single entity, a unit around which there are boundaries’ (1998, p. 27). These
prominent theorists have provided a depth of perspective on case study methodology as a
legitimate research strategy.
This case study aligns with Stake’s definition of an ‘instrumental case study’, in that the case
itself is secondary, to the particular situation that is of central concern (2005, p16). In this study,
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the situation of interdisciplinary collaborative creativity is of greater interest, than the Science
Gallery itself.
To gain access to the Science Gallery, the Science Gallery Director was approach by the
researcher with an outline of her research objectives. The response from the initial discussion
with the Science Gallery and from the subsequent official request with detailed outline of a
proposed approach to data collection, were both positive. The Science Gallery was keen to
engage in scientific research, even if the Science Gallery itself was the subject of the research.
An overview of data collection methods included in this study is detailed in Table 4.1 below.
Appendix 2 further details the data collected in the Science Gallery under the headings; date of
encounter, description of encounter, observational data collected (audio and video), collected
materials and other data gathered.
Table 4.1. Overview of Data Collection Methods
Methods

Description

Retrievable source

Observation

Audio recordings

Transcripts included (available on
request)

Meeting notes

Science Gallery Documents

Notes from early meetings with SG

Soft copy transcripts. Available on

coordinator

request

SG annual reports,

Full details in Appendix 2

SG press releases

Sourced via footnotes in analysis

SG open call emails

Government Policy Documents

Innovation 2020, Department of

Sourced via

Business, Enterprise, and

Footnotes in analysis

Innovation
National Strategy for Higher
Education 2030, Department of
Education and Skills
National skills strategy 2025,
Department of Education and Skills
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Methods

Description

Retrievable source

Creative Ireland (2017-2022),
Department of Culture, Heritage
and an Gaeltacht
Visual Imagery

A catalogue of Science Gallery

Catalogue of visuals (available on

imagery, including researcher

request)

photographs, and imagery derived
from official documentation

4.4.1 Audio Recordings
Two key collaborative sessions, ‘HUMAN+’ Table Talk and the Leonardo meeting provided
the sample for this data collection. In total, over six hours of audio footage was recorded. Table
4.2. below details the composition of a subsection of the audio recorded data. One hundred and
thirteen minutes and thirty-four seconds of audio, comprised of nine discrete table talk sessions,
provided the interactional data for analysis.
Table 4.2. Detailed Breakdown of Audio Recorded Data
Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk (18/1/11)
Audio (Total: 33 Mins, 37 seconds):
•

Unit 1*: Cognitive Enhancement Special Theme, Table Talk, group 1 (10 mins, 30
secs)

•

Unit 2: Cognitive Enhancement Special Theme, Table Talk, group 2 (11 mins, 18
secs)

•

Unit 3: Cognitive Enhancement Special Theme, Table Talk, group 3 (11 mins, 49
secs)

*Each sub-group consisted of 6 to 8 people lead by a SG facilitator (Management Team
Member)
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Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk (18/1/11)
Leonardo Meeting (19/4/11)
Audio (Total: 78 mins, 57 seconds):
•

Unit 4*: Hack the City theme Leonardo Table Talk, group 1 (13 mins, 20 secs)

•

Unit 5: Hack the City theme Leonardo Table Talk, group 2 (12 mins, 34 secs)

•

Unit 6: Hack the City theme Leonardo Table Talk, group 3 (13 mins, 28 secs)

•

Unit 7: Food Futures theme Leonardo Table Talk, group 1 (15 mins, 30 secs)

•

Unit 8: Food Futures theme Leonardo Table Talk, group 2 (13 mins, 20 secs)

•

Unit 9: Food Futures theme Leonardo Table Talk, group 3 (10 mins, 45 secs)

* Each subgroup consisted of 4 to 5 participants led by a SG facilitator (Management
Team Member)

Chapter 5 provides further detail on the Leonardo meetings and Table Talk sessions, recorded
as part of this data collection.
4.4.2 Documents and Photographs
Documents are any written or recorded material not created specifically in response to a request
from an inquirer (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Annual reports fall under the records category of
document form, along with financial reports, manuals, handbooks and contracts. Through the
study of documents and photographs, it is possible to examine how accounts are constructed,
and meaning produced (Drew, 2006). Document analysis is most often used to enrich other
forms of enquiry. Such analysis serves as a rich source of contextually relevant information
and are a record of certain social realities (Drew, 2006). In contrast to the interactional data,
which allows actors to show how they have interpreted an utterance, mute data requires
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interpretation from the researcher. A weakness of documents is thus that they are open to
interpretation, may be unrepresentative, or lacking in objectivity or validity. Hodder recognised
the danger of making inferences from ‘mute’ documents (1998). This study required
interpretation from the researcher, in order to make sense of the mute data and interpret it in
some way.
Science Gallery content
The Science Gallery creates and publishes content as part of its core remit of engagement.
Much of this published content is in the form of exhibitions and surrounding collateral
materials, as well as promotional information and content relating to events, talks, seminars,
and programmes. This broad content is primarily about what is happening in the Science
Gallery as it is unfolding throughout the year. The content is varied in that it may be about
what is coming soon to the Science Gallery, what is happening now in the Science Gallery, or
links to materials and discussions about what has just happened in the Science Gallery. The
Science Gallery building itself acts as a host publisher for much of this content using physical
installations, window displays and physical space. The Science Gallery website, and social
media channels, such as Facebook and Twitter are also significant publishing sources of this
content. New digital media (NDM) plays an important role for the Science Gallery in
distributing the creative content, generated by the Science Gallery among a global network of
scientific researchers and an international community engaged in scientific discovery.
This content is vast in terms of quantity, and highly varied in terms of format and authorship.
Without a focus for analysis, this broad data-set would include every exhibition, installation,
workshop, conference, talk, YouTube channel and website posting. Although published via the
Science Gallery eco-system of offline and online content platforms, the authorship of the
published materials would be highly varied, difficult to determine and could include exhibition
curators, contributors and mediators, as well as speakers and presenters at conferences and
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talks, Science Gallery staff, or even members of the participating public. The inclusion of such
open-source materials, or content generated by anyone, anywhere was deemed out of scope
due primarily to the indeterminate authorship but also because documents created by the
Science Gallery, about the Science Gallery are more pertinent to our research aim, which is to
understand how creativity is portrayed in the Science Gallery.
Science Gallery Official Publications
Official publications include the Science Gallery annual reports, press releases, recruitment
posts, open call communications for exhibit submissions and published journal articles. The
format of these publications is primarily documentation, available as either a physically printed
document or soft copy, available to download on the Science Gallery website. Appendix 2 also
details the official Science Gallery documents, which were gathered as part of the data
collection methods.
The authorship of the Science Gallery official publications is relatively narrow in that the
official documents are created by the Science Gallery administrative and management teams
and are primarily about the Science Gallery, the organisation, rather than individual exhibitions
or initiatives. While these documents often make reference to, specific happenings in the
Science Gallery, imparting such detail is not the primary purpose of the official publications.
The primary purpose of these documents is to relay information about The Science Gallery as
an organisation, that is either required (in an annual report, for example) or desirable in order
to achieve some aspect of their remit (in an open call communication for submissions, for
example). The content of these official documents includes visual representations and
descriptive text about the context of the Science Gallery; its origins, role, remit, and raison
d’etre.
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The objectives of the official documentation vary by format. For example; recruitment posts
are created to explain a skills requirement and to seek suitable applications. The objectives of
the annual reports include the fulfilment of statutory requirements to disclose relevant financial
and administrative information and other also obligations required by the various funding
mechanism, including both private and public that contribute to the effective running of the
Science Gallery. The annual reports also serve as a showcase for the Science Gallery, to
celebrate their successes, to share their cumulative activities throughout a given year and to
demonstrate their measurable impact.
Documents can provide a significant record of certain social realities (Drew 2006, p63). This
interpretivist approach to research treats documents as reflecting the meanings that people or
groups attribute to their experiences (Drew 2006, p79). The documentary data, which was
gathered over the period of 2009 to 2015 has been selected as particularly useful for analysis
due to the nature of the content, which is written by the Science Gallery about the Science
Gallery, as well as the narrow band of authorship and quantity of available materials. The
Science Gallery opened in February 2008 and the first annual report was published in 2009.
The period 2008-2015 was selected for this data gathering as these years was under the same
stewardship and provided a consistency of authorship. In 2016, the Director of The Science
Gallery moved on from this position, resulting in a change in the authorship of official
publications.
Appendix 2 includes a cataloguing of the official documentation included in analysis. It details
the year of publication, the title of each document and the page count for each one. The Science
Gallery annual reports, press releases and open call communications have been selected as a
subsection of official report documentation for detailed analysis. Recruitment posts, which
include information about the Science Gallery organisation and are authored by the Science
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Gallery management team and thus form part of the official documentation, have been
excluded due to a lack of available of materials.
Science Gallery Annual Reports
The Science Gallery has published an annual report every year, since it opened in 2008 with
the report being published early in the subsequent year. Thus, the annual report for the calendar
year 2008, was published in early 2009. Each year’s annual report is available for download as
a PDF from the Science Gallery website. These annual publications have an official name; they
are called ‘Review’ and follow a similar format and design each year. The annual reports for
seven consecutive years have been gathered and selected as a particular focus for analysis. This
data alone equates to three hundred and eighty-six pages of data available for analysis.
Annual reports are traditionally accountability documents, however the literature on corporate
annual reports concludes that this genre has evolved to be much more than pure accountability
(Beattie and Jones, 2002; Stanton and Stanton, 2002; White and Hanson, 2000). The reports
now entail far more than the information required for investors to make calculated decisions
and entail more information than any other legally mandated requirements for publicly traded
companies. They are formal communications documents and widely acknowledged as a means
by which companies communicate with their various publics (Stanton and Stanton, 2002).
Their communications’ objectives may be varied. They may be written for example, to reduce
effects un-favourable to corporate image, or as a proactive document to advance a company’s
or management’s objectives (Stanton and Stanton, 2002). Their potential is to ‘impressionmanage’ (Beattie and Jones, 2000).
Annual reports are corporate discourse, which detail the past, present and the future corporate
activity and potentially contribute to the construction of the ‘corporate brand’ (White and
Hanson, 2000). The corporate discourse of annual report documents is commonly comprised
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of quantitative information, discourses, photographs and graphs (White and Hanson, 2000).
Annual reports increasingly include photographs and images to shape the image the company
wants to present and present a positive impression (Benschop and Meiheusen, 2002; Stanton
and Stanton, 2002).
The Science Gallery annual reports involve much voluntary disclosure, beyond the
fundamentals required of a corporate annual report. Voluntary disclosures are important
sources of information regarding the role of the organisation in society (Jenkins and Yakovleva,
2006). The discretionary discourse, including value statements and the stated positive role the
organisation plays in society allows the organisation to express its identity (Riel, 1995). The
discourse reveals the corporate image, or ‘the picture people have of the company’ which
supports the corporate identity (Riel 1995, p.27). The discretionary discourse discloses the
values the organisation chooses to operate by and the underlying importance the organisation
attributes to these values (Sweeney and Coughlan, 2008). Riel suggests symbols, behaviour
and communication of the organisation further reveal the personality of the organisation
(1995).
The seven years of annual reports yielded almost five hundred images and photographs. A
catalogue of visuals was created from those collected from the annual reports. Photographs and
visual images are another form of observational evidence. Visual images must be viewed as
actively at work in constructing the world and not just reflecting it as it is (Harrison 1996, p80).
Visuals, most particularly photographs make claims to realism about the site, which they
convey. These ‘myths of photographic truth’ must be interpreted, by thinking reflexively about
how the images are made (Sekula, 1982 p.86). Hall notes that there is no single correct
interpretation of meaning that can be attributed to an image. The best approach for researchers
he argues is to justify your ‘reading’ in relation to actual practices and forms of signification
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used and what meanings they seem to be producing (Hall, 1997 p.9). The documents included
in the analysis of the dataset here were primarily Science Gallery annual reports, supported by
open call communications and press releases. The visually-dense nature of the Science Gallery
annual reports suggested an approach to analysis that incorporates the inter-textuality of the
data. Visual discourse analysis has been used by researchers of corporate communications for
decades (Goffman, 1981; Rose, 2001). Most particularly, due to the ready availability of
materials, researchers of advertising communications have employed this approach to analysis
(Goffman, 1981).
To complement the analysis of the Science Gallery annual report other genre of official
publications also included are the complementary genres of Science Gallery press releases and
Science Gallery open call communications. These are explored further and their relevance to
this analytical task is outlined below.
Science Gallery Press Releases and Open Call Communications
It is generally understood that press releases are one of the most direct and routinised ways to
communicate with external audiences, and a means by which institutions and corporations pass
their views onto the media (Malekova, 2013; Sleurs, Jacbons and Van Waes, 2003). The
prevailing communicative purpose of this genre extends beyond a functional informative role
and conforms to the promotional genre (Bhatia, 1993). Information is selectively used to
enhance self-appraisal, relegating objectivity to second place (Malekova, 2013).
All available Science Gallery press releases gathered between 2012 and 2015 form part of the
Science Gallery official publication data included in analysis. This equates to seven press
releases, all of which incorporate the ‘pre-formulating’ devices that create a news-style press
release, characteristic of this genre. These ‘pre-formulating’ devices include the use of
headlines, a comprehensive lead paragraph, the common use of the third person ‘the Science
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Gallery’ and the inclusion of pseudo-quotations. The use of pseudo-quotations is
acknowledged as almost certainly not an actual verbalisation from a named source, but instead
written by a writer of the press release and approved by the source (Bell, 1991). In other words,
the Science Gallery press releases are written in such a way that conforms to the requirements
of the intended media recipients, such that they may require minimal reworking and simply be
passed on to the public.
All available ‘open call’ communications have also been collated as part of the official
documentation data set. The objective of the open call communications is to invite participation
in the form of entry submissions for a specific upcoming exhibition. In some examples,
paragraphs describing or appraising the Science Gallery are included. These eleven open call
communications share common characteristics with press releases, using similar preformulating devices such as a headline, a comprehensive lead paragraph and common use of
the third person when referring to the Science Gallery. Beyond these structural similarities, the
open call communications deviate from the press release genre as their core target audience is
the art and science community, rather than the national media. The open call communications
are posted on the Science Gallery website, emailed to their database of interested parties and
picked up and re-posted on the websites of particular art and science websites. For example,
the Home Open Call was reposted on an architectural community website and the Strange
Weather’ open call was re-posted by Wired magazine website.
All of the official publications from the Science Gallery contain significantly more than basic
information or the required minimum about the Science Gallery. Collectively, the corpus of
documentation constructs an organisational discourse around the Science Gallery that is
aligned to its’ vision, values and underlying objectives. To explore this construction of the
Science Gallery, and to identify the observable discourses of the Science Gallery, the tools and
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approach of visual discourse analysis have been selected and applied to the data. A synopsis of
the process is presented in the next section.
Footnoting Documentary Data
A footnoting system has been employed to provide clear traceability to data referenced in the
various stages of this study’s approach to analysis. Footnoting has been used to clearly source
any Science Gallery documentary data, analysed in Chapter 6. It has also been used in Chapter
5, to source broader documentary data, most particularly government white papers used in the
contextualisation of the environment in which the Science Gallery operates. Lastly, it has been
utilised to link all audio transcript references to the data.
4.4.3 Security and ethics
Data Security and Storage
Table 4.3. presents an overview of the data collected and the security measures and storage
techniques employed in their preservation and protection.
Table 4.3. Overview of Data Organisation and storage
Methods
Observation

Description
Audio recordings

Data Security and Storage
Audio files, content logs and
transcripts stored securely online

Meeting notes

Notes from early meetings

Soft copy transcripts, stored

with SG coordinator

securely online
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Methods
Documents

Description
SG annual reports
SG press releases

Data Security and Storage
Stored in hardcopy in a folder,
and securely online, organised
by category

SG open call emails
Government policy papers

Visual Imagery

A catalogue of visual

Stored securely online and

imagery

labelled

Access and Ethical Considerations
The Science Gallery provided access to proprietary meetings and interactions, as well as to
official publications, which were in the public domain such as annual reports, press releases
and open call emails. As a public place, I was free to take photographs of the building and of
what was publicly observable. I was also granted permission to take photographs of the
interactive events I was recording as part of my data collection.
The question of anonymity is an important ethical consideration. It was clear early on that it
would not be possible to maintain anonymity in relation to the research venue as its mere
description and location would reveal its’ identity. With the exception of any references to the
Science Gallery Director, whose position would automatically reveal his identity, all other
individual participants would remain anonymous. A further important ethical requirement of
any research project is that signed, informed consent is obtained from participants, regarding
their involvement in the project and the use of the data they provide. This ethical procedure
was undertaken in advance of any data collection. Information was provided to the subjects on
the nature and objectives of this study in advance of seeking their consent prior to their
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participation. Consent forms were signed and collected from the research subjects in advance
of the data collection. The TU Dublin Ethics Committee granted permission on the 18th May,
2010 to undertake this research.

4.5 Data Analysis
The Science Gallery is presented as a place that regularly facilitates collaborative creativity
among diverse experts. The collected data must be subjected to a structured empirical analysis
designed to examine the phenomenon of collaborative creativity in its situated context. While
the data collected is unique to the Science Gallery, a full description of this ‘sending case’
(Mitchell, 1983) combined with the findings from a structured programme of analysis will form
a comprehensive account of the phenomenon from this sending case.
The approach to data analysis is framed by the level of analysis and is detailed in the analytical
framework table set out in 4.4 below. For this case study, there are two levels of analysis. The
first is a meso-level, where the focus is on the Science Gallery organisation itself. The genre
of data studied at the meso-level included textual data and visual imagery, deriving from
Science Gallery official publications. The second level of analysis is the micro-level, where
the focus is on group interaction occurring in the Science Gallery. The genre of data was
primarily talk, recorded at various Science Gallery interactions and supplemented by field
notes that annotate the context of those environments.
Table 4.4. Overview of Analytical Framework
OVERVIEW OF ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK
Level of Analysis

Science Gallery

Science Gallery group interactions

organisation (Meso)

(Micro)
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Unit

Science Gallery official

Science Gallery collaborations

publications

Data genre

Analysis

•

Annual Reports,

•

Open Call Emails,

•

Press releases

•

Leonardo meeting

•

Table Talk meetings

Text

Talk

Visual imagery

Field observations

Multimodal Discourse

Multimodal Discourse Analysis

Analysis
Methods

Visual Discourse Analysis

Interaction Analysis

Figure 4.5 illustrates how the levels of analysis sit within a contextualisation of the macro
environment (Chapter 5) and how collectively, they provide a holistic approach to studying
creative collaborations in a particular context.
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Macro context
(Contextualisation)
Chapter 4
Organisational context
(Visual and textual analysis)

Chapter 5
Creative Collaborations
(Interaction analysis)
Chapter 6

Fig. 4.1. A holistic approach
4.5.1 Visual and textual Discourse Analysis
Most, if not all institutions in society use reproduced images and produce a visual discourse
open to analysis (Evans and Hall 1999). Accepting that there are visual materials in most if not
all of the situations of inquiry that we research, both Chaplin and Clarke have called for social
analysis to make more use of visual depictions, suggesting we ignore them at our analytic peril
(Clarke 2005; Chaplin 1994).
The term multimodality refers to a phenomenon rather than a theory or method – the
phenomenon in texts and communicative events whereby a variety of ‘semiotic modes’ (means
of expression) are integrated into a unified whole (Van Leewen and Kress, 2011; p107). The
interest in multimodality derives from the fact that communication itself has become
increasingly multimodal to such an extent that text and image are too closely integrated and
too interdependent to be understood in isolation (Van Leewen and Kress, 2011, p108).
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The communicative potential of combined use of visuals and text to convey information and
to render a discourse is well established (Clarke, 2005). Bell talks about blurring ‘the
distinction between verbal and visual discourses’, and notes that attempts to ‘purify’ media –
that is to clearly distinguish images and words, or verbal and visual discourses – are ‘utopian
modern projects’ (2002, p6). Words and images commonly flow into one another and, most
importantly, are representations to be reflexively analysed (Sava and Nuutinen, 2003). Kress
and Van Leeuwen (2001) describe the use and combination of several semiotic modes, as active
in the design of any particular multimodal text, and how modes may reinforce one another,
complement one another, or be hierarchically organised, where one mode dominates, and
others are more recessive, adding detail or colour.
The theory that underpins multimodal discourse analysis is ‘social semiotics’, which is the
study of; 1) the material resources we use in multimodal communication, and 2) the way we
use these resources for purposes of communication and expression. (Van Leewen and Kress,
2011 p109). A multimodal understanding of communications recognises the use of several
semiotic modes, together with the way the modes are combined as active in the design in any
multimodal text (Van Leeuwen and Kress,2011).
In the case of the Science Gallery, photographs, graphics, and text have been woven together
in different combinatory ways throughout the official publications, and most particularly
throughout the annual reports.
Discourse analysis is concerned with the social production and effects of discourses. It seeks
to examine how a particular discourse is structured, and how it then produces a particular kind
of knowledge (Rose, 2001). Visual discourse analysis is concerned with the very same thing,
treating visuality as the topic of research as a means to understand how images construct a
specific view of the social world (Tonkiss, 1998). The study’s approach to discourse analysis
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treats texts as multimodal in nature, and in particular focusses on visuals and texts, recognising
both visuals and text as intrinsically bound in their construction of discourse (Kress and Van
Leeuwen, 2001). The objective of this analysis is to understand how visual patterns and textual
data structure knowledge, suggest worldviews, and create observable discourses within the
social context of the Science Gallery (Rose, 2001; Sjoberg 2015). The multi-modal data used
in this analysis, focussed on Science Gallery photographs, images and text derived from
Science Gallery official publications, which include annual reports, press releases, recruitment
posts and open call for submission communications from the Science Gallery. As the Science
Gallery annual reports were densely populated with visual imagery and photography, visual
discourse analysis was selected as a sympathetic method of analysis.
Using the techniques of visual discourse analysis enabled the identification of the ‘interpretive
repertoires or mini-discourses’ (Potter, 1996 p.131) that construct a reality from the Science
Gallery. Potter (1996, p131) uses the term ‘interpretive repertoires’ to describe systematically
related sets of terms that are often used with stylistic and grammatical coherence and often
organised around one or more central metaphor. He notes that interpretive repertoires are
something like mini-discourses; they tend to be quite specific to particular social situations.
The mini-discourse (or interpretive repertoire) is inextricable from the social site, from which
it originates, and to the social authority of the speaker, author, creator (Foucault, 1970). Often
a repertoire is organised around specific metaphors and figures of speech (Potter and Wetherall,
2002) which often form the building blocks of conversation, and provide a range of linguistic
resources that can be drawn upon and utilised in the course of everyday social interaction
(Edley, 2001 p.198). Mini-discourses develop historically and make up an important part of
the ‘common sense’ of a culture, although some are specific to institutional domains (Potter,
1996, p141). Discourses can be condensed into dogmas – nuggets of essential wisdom which
can in turn legitimate specific practices and serve the interests of specific institutions (Van
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Leewen and Kress, 2011). Identifying these mini-discourses is a craft skill. Through
familiarisation with the data, the researcher gradually comes to recognise patterns across
different peoples’ talk, particular images, metaphors or figures of speech. Identifying the minidiscourses of the Science Gallery was important to understanding how creativity is constructed
by the Science Gallery as this study recognises the phenomenon of creative collaboration as
indistinguishable from the context in which it takes place. Visual discourse analysis provides
the tools that can help to identify the mini-discourses that are inherent in the multimodal data
gathered from the Science Gallery.
4.5.3 Interaction Analysis
Talk in interaction has been studied in many institutional settings, and very often between
institution representatives and users of the institutions such as patients, clients, students,
customers (Puchta and Potter, 2004, Drew and Heritage, 1992, Heritage and Clayman, 2010).
Boden’s seminal book ‘The Business of Talk’ (1994) established organisational settings as a
research focus for the study of interaction.
Interaction analysis is a form of discourse analysis (Forman and McCormick, 1995) used to
understand patterns of interaction in dialogue. It is 'an interdisciplinary method for the
empirical investigation of the interaction of human beings with each other and with objects in
their environment' (Jordan and Henderson, 1995, p49), initially developed to understand
cognitive processes (Kumpulainen and Wray, 2002) and how cognitive processes are
distributed across different people in groups (Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009). It has been noted
that the potential exists for group creativity research to draw upon the methods of interaction
analysis to ‘closely analyse the processual, turn-by-turn dynamics of collaborative dialogue’
(Sawyer and DeZutter, 2009, p84) that can through further analysis reveal the micro processes
of creative collaboration.
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In research that prioritises the observation of naturally occurring human activity, and considers
knowledge and action to be socially constituted, interaction analysis (IA) offers a method
which helps display 'how people make sense of each other’s actions' (Jordan and Henderson,
1995, p41). In this study, analysis of transcribed recordings was undertaken to identify patterns
and characteristics of interactions. The patterns and characteristics were located to identify the
kinds of talk particular to co-creating and meaning-making, and thus to collaborative creativity.
The study of collaborative creativity research has previously employed the methods of
interaction analysis to reveal the mechanisms by which groups are collaboratively creative,
(Sawyer and deZutter, 2009). The objective of IA is to identify moment to moment actions and
contingent behaviour of other individuals resulting in the emergence of a collective creative
product. IA seeks to present the characteristics of sequences of dialogue where creative work
is being developed collaboratively in dialogue. (Sawyer, 2009, p116)
The way in which IA is practiced owes most to its roots within conversation analysis, and to
its predecessor Interaction Process Analysis (IPA; Bales, 1950). Stretches of naturally
occurring talk and activity are recorded and at least partially transcribed to allow the analyst to
examine how various sequences unfold, turn by turn, during the episode. Conversation analysis
is a means of applying scientific methods of enquiry to the study of talk-in-interaction. Focused
on naturally occurring data, and propelled by the introduction of recording devices, the field of
conversation analysis studies the socially organised features of talk in context (Atkinson and
Heritage, 1984 p.5) and in doing so provides a ‘technology of conversation’ (Sacks, 1984,
p.414). Although the data captured already reflects the motivation that derives from a particular
interest, in the case of this study, an interest in how collaborative creativity emerges,
conversation analytical approaches favour an initial stage of ‘unmotivated looking’ (Sacks,
1974; Psathas, 1995, Ten Have, 2007). Rather than implying a lazy analytical approach,
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Schegloff outlines the rigor inherent in unmotivated looking, including; a formulation of what
action or actions are being accomplished, a grounding of this accomplishment in the
participants reality, and lastly an explication of how a particular utterance or action can yield a
particular recognizable action (Schegloff, 1996).
In keeping with Sacks’ original search for a ‘natural, observational, science’ (Sacks 1984;
1992), the methods of Conversation Analysis (CA) are designed to provide ‘warrantability’.
This warrantability or justification for any argument or proposition that a particular
phenomenon is observable, demands that the phenomenon be evident within the data and open
to inspection. Detailed description of the interaction is necessary for both the researcher and
the reader. A system of transcription is applied in CA, which has been designed to reveal the
sequential features of talk (Jefferson, 1984).
The development of conversation analytic approaches have been advanced to identify the role
and aspects of order, structure, and mutual understanding in everyday conversation. The role
of the conversation analyst is thus the discovery, description and analysis of the orderliness of
talk in interaction (Psathas, 1995). The central interest of CA lies in the ‘machinery, the rules,
the structures’ that form the organisation of talk (Psathas, 1995, p. 2). CA promotes an openmindedness and an approach to the data that allows theory and concepts to emerge, rejecting
hypotheses-testing and the adoption of predetermined categories.
Practitioners of CA and IA believe verifiable observation is the optimal means by which to
examine the natural world (Jordan and Henderson, 1995; Hall and Stevens, 2015). This position
is conducive to grounding analysis in empirical data and building theory as a consequence. IA
finds its data for theorising in the details of social interaction and is thus founded on the
assumption that knowledge and action are situated in the social and material world and not
located in the heads of individuals, as the cognitivist tradition would hold (Jordan and
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Henderson, 1995). The origins of IA owe much to the calls for an ‘outdoor psychology’
(Geertz, 1983, p153), ‘cognition in the wild’ (Hutchins, 1995, p3) and an understanding of
cognition as a complex social phenomenon (Lave, 1988).
Jordan and Henderson’s definition of IA remains the most complete and most referenced text
(Hall and Stevens, 2015). They describe it as ‘an interdisciplinary method for the empirical
investigation of the interaction of human beings with each other and with objects in their
environment. It investigates human activities such as talk, nonverbal interaction, and the use
of artefacts and technologies, identifying routine practices and problems and the resources for
their solution’ (1995, p. 1).
IA involves audio and audio-visual recorded data but also incorporates other methods, such as
observation, the analysis of artefacts, photographs, and documents, as well as interviews and
historical reconstruction in order to contextualise and support the audio-visual data. Although
much audio-visual approaches employ pre-determined coding schemes, Jordan and Henderson
promote an approach that avoids such pre-determined categories and allows for the emergence
of categories from the data itself. Audio and audio-visual recordings provide a rich and
repeatable data source. Supplemental and concurrent methods of data gathering are useful in
interaction analysis, such as field notes and audio recordings.
IA and CA begin to separate when it comes to the treatment and analysis of data collected.
Rather than employ a standardised transcription approach, IA does not have an ideal standard.
Instead, the level of transcription is determined by the purpose of the analysis to be performed
(Jordan and Henderson, 2005). Content logs, as a precursor to transcription, provide a useful
overview and source to initiate a phase of unmotivated looking, from which particular
sequences and issues may be located for a more complete transcription. The extent and detail
of transcription is determined by analytic interest and is an iterative process, through which
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sequences are identified as particularly, or potentially of interest to the task at hand, while
others are set aside. Even Jefferson’s (1984) standardised approach to transcription does not
capture every imaginable feature of interaction. In selecting the level of transcription, the
analyst must choose which features are most significant to the phenomenon under examination.
The transcription of speech is imperative, however other potential verbal features, such as
overlap in speech, intonation, and pauses, and nonverbal features such as changes in body
position, gaze or gesture, object manipulation, document or computer processing might be
particularly relevant. Unlike practitioners who believe every level of detail ought to be
transcribed, the iterative IA approach creates a ‘locally relevant transcription’ appropriate to
categories of interest (Kendon, 1990).
Categorisation and making data visible
The early stages of IA involve identifying the functions of verbal interactions, which involves
the coding or categorisation of a set of functions and subsequent analysis of how interaction is
being employed in meaning-making. Drawing from speech act theory, categories can provide
a tool and a means to understand the performative function of an utterance (Sinclair and
Coulthard: 1975, Austin: 1962, Searle 1975). In 2013, Lehmann-Willenbrock, Allen and
Kaufield, developed a categorisation system called ‘Act4Teams’ which they subsequently used
to analyse the communicative processes that constitute team meetings (2013). The
categorisation system drew from earlier classifications of intragroup interaction, such as
interaction process analysis (IPA; Bales, 1950) or time-by-event-by-member pattern
observation (TEMPO; Futoran, Kelly, and McGrath, 1989) and provided descriptive data
statements that were further analysed to understand the functionality of procedural meeting
behaviours within meetings, which was the aspect of team processes they sought to build upon.
The Lehmann-Willenbrock, Allen and Kaufield categorisation system has been previously
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applied within an organisational context that sought to learn about the team processes of
meetings and is referenced as part of the methods in this study.
The work of Lundberg et al.. (2014) addressed another complexity of interactional data,
utilising an innovative methodology to study the unfolding of creativity across a variety of
actors. Following a grounded ethnomethodology and using Innotrace software, their
methodology sought to identify and subsequently map moments-of significance (MOS) as
perceived by the participating agents at a leadership conference. By creating maps, they made
moments, invisible within interaction, visible and available for further analysis. In their pilot
study participants involved in a leadership conference could take photographs, videos or write
text messages about their self-determined moments of significance (MOS) that they
experience. The Innotrace software uploads each photograph, video or text message to the
individual user’s profile and archives them chronologically in an ongoing process map. Each
data point is a participant making visible what they perceive as significant and in turn provides
the researchers with insights into when MOS occur, and where they occur simultaneously for
multiple participants. Lundberg et al.. (2014) present one method of making the invisible, in
this case moments-of-significance, visible to researchers and highlight the importance of such
empirical work for researchers seeking to examine the unfolding of creativity and provide
guidance for this study.
Harvey and Kou (2013) studied the creation of heathcare IT policy across four organisations
and in doing so sought to present an inductive qualitative process analysis. They developed a
multi-staged approach to analysing the verbatim transcripts from the twenty recorded meetings.
They firstly read through the transcripts to achieve a level of familiarisation of the content and
flow of the discussions. They then engaged in the open-coding of statements to
comprehensively describe the data. Using constant comparison techniques and iterating
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between their data and frameworks previously used (eg. Bales and Cohen, 1979), they
progressed from describing the data to more meaningful interpretations from which to develop
their theory. They used their coding scheme to develop meeting maps of group interactions,
which upon subsequent analysis revealed four meeting modes; brainstorming mode, sequential
mode, parallel mode, and iterative mode. Lastly, they created visual maps of the order in which
the meeting modes occurred within meetings across each of the groups, looking for
commonalities and differences. Harvey and Khou (2013) advance the social-psychological
approaches to the study of creativity by including immediate group interaction as a variable
that affects group creativity and focusses on the interactional process of evaluations, rather than
on the final set of ideas that a group selects.
IA has been critiqued for its employment of analytic interest in the design of the analytic
approach and furthermore for its stance in relation to treating other ethnographic methods as
simply framing or contextualizing the work of interaction analysis (Rouncefield, Randall and
Marr, 2001). Ethnography and IA may provide different and complementary analytic
viewpoints and thus feed from each other in providing design related assessments. Treating
other ethnographic methods as framing, discounts their contribution and validity.

4.6 Conclusions
Following a socio-cultural approach to the study of creativity and in response to the particular
research questions and aims of research, this chapter presented a research framework and
design that is capable of addressing the research aims. The chapter described a single case
study approach to this study and presents an accompanying set of methods and procedures,
which were devised in order to examine how the micro processes of interaction facilitate the
performance of creative collaboration in the context of the Science Gallery. The Science
Gallery is presented as a suitable and potentially revelatory setting in which to explore the
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phenomenon of interdisciplinary creative collaborations as they regularly plan and facilitate
interdisciplinary encounters as part of a collaborative modus operandi and creative
collaboration forms part of its raison d’etre. This chapter described the Science Gallery case
in detail and presented the data that was collected as part of this study.
This study follows a discourse analytical tradition, which when understood as a field of study
rather than a rigid methodology allows for the flexibility to consider interaction as well as the
situated cultural context in which the interaction takes place. Visual and textual discourse
analysis and interaction analysis were the specific methods selected to analyse the data
collected. All of the methodological decisions, as well as a reflexive account of the
researcher’s role and the strengths and limitations of the methodology have been clearly
described and rationalised in the context of how they will address the research aims. Chapter
5 focuses on the setting of this research study and introduces in detail the context of Trinity
College Dublin’s Science Gallery.
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CHAPTER 5 A creative place: The Science Gallery in context
5.1 Introduction
Single case studies present a detailed contextualisation of a phenomenon, enabling close
examination of the data derived from its natural setting. A comprehensive description of the
sending case (Mitchell, 1983), the Science Gallery, provides the reader with the requisite
degree of context to make a judgement about transference of the findings to receiving contexts.
TCD’s Science Gallery, the subject of this study, is situated in Dublin, the capital of Ireland
and exists in a social and cultural environment from which it cannot be divorced. This study
recognises creativity to be interdependent with the social and cultural context in which it takes
place. An appreciation of the Irish context is thus a good place to start.
This chapter begins, in Section.2, with a focus on Ireland, and Dublin, as a creative place. It
reviews available documentary information about the role of creativity in Irish policy-led
discourse across the domains of entrepreneurship and innovation, education and science,
culture and the economy. Secondly, as the Science Gallery has been selected as a special place
where interdisciplinary experts engage in creative collaboration, Section 5.3 provides a detailed
description of the Science Gallery, its foundations, structure and remit. Section 5.4 provides a
contextual description of the Science Gallery’s creative collaborations from which the
interactional data was recorded. Section 5.5 provides conclusions about the space for creativity
constructed by the subject site of this single case study.

5.2 Ireland: A creative place
Places are seen and treated, much as products are, as brands with imagery and associations that
position them in people’s minds (Lange et al.., 2008). Many globalised cities the world over
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share similarities in form and in function. However, they also have identifying characteristics
that set them apart, providing a distinctive competitive advantage over other cities; thus place
matters (Lange et al.., 2008). Ireland, due to its small size and peripheral geographic position,
has had to leverage a distinctive positioning to compete with larger and stronger players in
Europe and beyond. A creativity discourse is inherent in the Irish place-making discourse and
the presentation of the Irish ‘brand’ internationally. President of Ireland Michael D. Higgins,
in his inaugural speech in 2011, said, ‘We Irish are a creative, resourceful, talented and warm
people, with a firm sense of common decency and justice’ (Higgins, 2011). He also said on
this occasion, ‘I believe that when we encourage the seedbed of creativity in our communities
and ensure that each child and adult has the opportunity for creative expression, we also lay
the groundwork for sustainable employment in creative industries and enrich our social,
cultural and economic development’ (Higgins, 2011). In 2014, President Higgins gave a speech
with the title of ‘Building a Republic of Creativity’. In this speech, he said:
Irish creativity is a creativity that is not confined to the arts but has also had a significant
impact on the world of science and on the shaping of the technological age that we live
in today. That record of original thinking and creative achievement is a wonderful
intellectual resource on which we must continue to build (Higgins, 2014).
In 2018, re-elected as President of Ireland, Michael D. Higgins in his acceptance speech
announced, ‘This is your presidency and I will work for you and with you towards a future of
equality, participation, inclusion, imagination, creativity, and sustainability’ (Higgins, 2018).
It was on this platform, which has creativity and imagination embedded within it, that
President Higgins won his mandate from the Irish people. Such discourse is not only
contemporary; the centrality of creativity to Ireland and her people has long been referenced in
both literature and politics. In his speech to the Irish Parliament in 1963, United States President
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John F. Kennedy described the Irish quality as ‘that remarkable combination of hope,
confidence, and imagination’ (Kennedy, 1963).
While a strong sense of place provides psychological security and meaning for people in an
uncertain globalised world (Bradley, 2012), it has also economic value.
The Industrial Development Authority of Ireland (IDA Ireland), a government agency charged
with attracting foreign direct investment, has for many years been very successful in doing so.
It has presented Ireland as a place of creativity and indigenous creative people as a means of
attracting hi-tech companies with a strong demand for a population of talented knowledgebased workers. Figure 5.1. shows an end-frame from a 2003 TV commercial that used ‘Ireland,
knowledge is in our nature’ as a tagline with a symbol of a thumbprint, a symbol of identity.
Accompanying the end-frame, a voiceover drawing inspiration from Irish poetry reads aloud
‘We are the music makers and the dreamers of dreams. Yet we are the movers and shakers of
the world forever, it seems’ (O Shaughnessy, 1974).

Fig. 5.1. IDA Television advertisement, 2003
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Fig. 5.2. IDA press advertisement, 2009
The voice-over draws on Ireland’s rich cultural contribution to music and literature and on the
imagination of its people to transcend the shores of Ireland and impact on a global scale. IDA
Ireland over time progressed beyond cultural references and moved toward more contemporary
economic ones, using ‘Ireland. Innovation comes naturally’ as a tagline for a press advert, as
shown in Figure 5.2. above, to attract foreign direct investment, further leveraging the creative
capacity of Ireland’s young workforce to innovate. State agencies are not the only ones to
expressly use culture, the arts and creativity to progress their agenda. Creativity also permeates
educational discourse and policy-making.
The following online introduction to TCD features creativity, innovation and independence of
thought as embedded in its past and its present.
Trinity’s tradition of independent intellectual inquiry has produced some of the world’s
finest, most original minds including the writers Oscar Wilde and Samuel Beckett
(Nobel laureate), the scientists William Rowan Hamilton and Ernest Walton (Nobel
laureate), the political thinker Edmund Burke, and the former President of Ireland and
UNHCR Mary Robinson. This tradition finds expression today in a campus culture of
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scholarship, innovation, creativity, entrepreneurship and dedication to societal reform
(Trinity College Dublin, n.d, para 3).
This discourse about Ireland as a creative place and Dublin as a creative city has been leveraged
by universities and state development agencies and espoused by Ireland’s leaders as an
economic driver. Taoiseach Leo Varadkar when addressing the Creative Ireland Forum, a
policy initiative designed to put creativity at the heart of public policy in Ireland said, ‘Some
people see culture as an escape from the problems of the world. I see it as part of the solution
… Real discovery and real progress come from the application of imagination and creativity to
knowledge and rationality’ Varadkar, 2017).
Creativity has thus in recent times become central to Irish policy formation in the area of
enterprise and innovation.
5.2.2 Creativity in Irish Enterprise and innovation policy
The value of creative cities to a country’s economy has influenced a rise in urban and geopolitical policy-making. Richard Florida has presented Dublin as one of the most creative cities
in the world (2002). Ireland meets his three criteria of creative cities: it is home to hi-tech
industry that attracts creative workers; it has a pipeline of highly educated talent from which
the hi-tech sector can recruit; and it has a culture of tolerance, openness to others and
acceptance of difference. Florida famously uses the gay index as a measure of tolerance. In
2017, Ireland was the first country in the world to legalise same-sex marriage by popular vote,
suggesting that tolerance and openness, characteristic of creativity, are also characteristic of
Ireland.
Ireland’s universities are spread across the country and the IDA seeks to disperse hi-tech
industry and foreign direct investment (FDI), heavily dominant in Dublin, throughout the
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country. Creating clusters of industry in territories, areas or zones is a concept relying on
geographical-physical space (Hjorth, 2004). Cork, for example, Ireland’s second city and a
university town provides a geographical-physical space that has successfully, through the IDA,
attracted a cluster of global pharmaceutical companies. Such clusters rely on social and cultural
dimensions to attract talent, and Cork has embraced cultural policies that aim to enhance its
cultural amenities, resources and creative reputation.
‘Enterprise 2025’, the Irish government’s policy paper on enterprise, recognises that there is
an on-going shift from routine-intensive work to creative-intensive work, with a requirement
for flexibility, continuous learning and individual initiative and judgement. Employees in all
jobs will increasingly be required to acquire a range of generic and transferable skills including
people-related and conceptual/thinking skills. The policy recognises the imperative to promote
cross-enterprise skills particularly in the areas of entrepreneurship, creativity and design as
embedded elements within existing and emerging education programmes.
Enterprise 2025 sets out ‘Creative Industries and Design’ as a priority for investment and
development in Ireland. It also highlights the need to build innovation capabilities and design
thinking as a process that links creativity and innovation and that has been integrated into
innovation policies in other countries.
Design makes ideas tangible. The premise of design thinking is that by understanding
the tools and methods that designers use to tackle problems, ideate, and create solutions
that organisations will be better able take innovation to a higher level. Design thinking
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begins with an open approach to the people, the problem and the possibilities involved
in creating innovative solutions2.
This language of design, creativity and idea generation is prevalent throughout the Enterprise
2025 strategy and is inherent in the proposed interventions and specific policies that attempt to
improve the business environment or to alter the structure of economic activity toward sectors,
technologies or activities that are expected to offer better prospects for economic growth or
societal welfare than would occur in the absence of such an intervention.
Another policy paper entitled ‘Innovation 2020’,3 launched by the Department of Business,
Enterprise and Innovation (DBEI), is closely linked to enterprise. Innovation 2020’s vision is
for Ireland to become a global innovation leader driving a strong sustainable economy and a
better society. Innovation is understood to play a central role in driving productivity growth
and fostering competitiveness in a global world where knowledge and innovation are critical
factors for advanced economies. Like the enterprise policy, Innovation 2020 highlights design
as important to innovation and sets as an objective the promotion of Ireland’s creative economy
and design excellence as part of the country’s enterprise and innovation culture. It describes
how important design is to product development: for example in medical devices, electrical
devices and food products, all of which are key industries in Ireland. Design is also recognised
in the Innovation 2020 policy as a key component in construction and consumer goods, as well
as in architecture and engineering. It is acknowledged as central to emerging creative sectors
such as graphics, film and animation, web interface and ICT design, costume and set design,

2

Enterprise 2025: Innovative, Agile, Connected, Department of Business, Enterprise, and Innovation, p104.

https://dbei.gov.ie/en/Publications/Enterprise-2025.html. Last accessed on 30/1/2019
3

Innovation 2020, Department of Business, Enterprise, and Innovation.

https://dbei.gov.ie/en/Publications/Publication-files/Innovation-2020.pdf Last accessed on 30/1/2019
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organisational and service design and even food design, where future growth, exports and job
creation are expected to be greatest.
In relation to planning for the future workforce, the Irish government foresees a high demand
for design and creative skills for the adaptation and development of new products and services
to meet customer preferences.4 Education and skills policies that are supportive of creativity
have become prominent in government White Papers and strategic programmes.
5.2.3 Creativity; skills development and creative intensive work in Irish policy
While talent is constructed as an innate quality, skill is considered separate and resulting from
acquisition through practice, training and experience; this is a distinction that has been
compared to the difference between the effortless flow of art and the diligent application of
craft (Bilton, 2015). Current policy in this space recognises that it is not sufficient to develop
deep knowledge of an area such as science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM); rather
‘the future will demand a focus on complementary skills, such as critical thinking, creativity
and entrepreneurship, and these will be essential to Ireland’s continued success’5. The
development of transversal skills such as creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship, as well
as critical and analytical thinking, team work, communication and business acumen are
understood to prepare students for a broad range of occupations and sectors as well as
movement between them. These are often referred to as generic, core, basic or soft skills and
are the cornerstone of an individual’s personal development. Transversal skills are the building

4

National Strategy for Higher Education 2030, Department of Education and Skills. https://www.education.ie/en/TheDepartment/Bodies-and-Committees/National-Strategy-for-Higher-Education-to-2030-Implementation-OversightGroup.html. Last accessed on 30/1/2019
5
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blocks for the development of the hard, vocational or technical skills required to succeed in the
labour market.
Turning once more to a quote from President Higgins, where he addressed the European
Universities Association (EUA) illustrates how pervasive creativity is to every aspect of Irish
life and particularly, in this context, to education and preparing workers for the workplace. He
said:
We must also be mindful that the workplace of the future will have to be a space of
creativity, one that will need graduates who are creative thinkers, able to bring disparate
ideas into a coherent whole, bringing that broader understanding to complex matters
and engaging in the production of integrated solutions, engaging with intuitive
intelligence as so much scientific advance and discovery teaches us (Higgins, 2016).
The government plans to place more emphasis at undergraduate level on such generic skills,
especially those required for the workplace and active citizenship and in the National Skills
Strategy 2025 policy makes particular reference to the importance of creativity and
entrepreneurship.6 Creativity permeates multi-disciplinary policy areas, extending beyond
place-making strategies, education and skills and enterprise and innovation policies and
critically, and centrally, to culture and the arts.

6

National skills strategy 2025, Department of Education and Skills. https://www.education.ie/en/Publications/Policy-

Reports/pub_national_skills_strategy_2025.pdf Last accessed 30/1/2019
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5.2.1 Creativity and culture in Irish policy
The Irish Government has created a five-year programme called ‘Creative Ireland (20172022)’, which places creativity at the centre of public policy. Creative Ireland is the main
implementation vehicle for the priorities identified in the Irish government’s Culture 2025
framework policy which seeks to put culture at the heart of people’s lives, foster creativity,
celebrate the country’s cultural heritage and traditions, recognise the importance of culture to
a vibrant society, see collaboration as the new norm and emphasise the international dimension.
Launching the Creative Ireland programme in 2017, Taoiseach Leo Varadkar said:
The Creative Ireland Programme creates a space for us to think deeply and
imaginatively about the future, about how we can realise our full potential as
individuals and as a society … putting Culture and Creativity at the heart of education
is essential for the wellbeing of our people, and for enhancing life opportunities for
everyone. And it’s also important for good citizenship, strong communities, and a
cohesive society that reflects our own values, as well as our shared European vision
(Varadkar, 2017).
The policy is focused on promoting creativity as a strategy for individual wellbeing, social
cohesion and economic success. Creativity as an economic lever has been discussed above,
and the relationship between individual creativity and economic wealth created through their
participation in any business or city is readily understood. Culture and creativity are essential
features of an innovative, post-industrial economy. The importance of creativity and innovation
to the future of Ireland’s cultural sector is highlighted in a report that examined TCD’s
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collaboration with major Dublin cultural institutions.7 The following quote is from the Creative
Ireland policy paper:
Creative Ireland is a culture-based programme designed to promote individual,
community and national wellbeing. The core proposition is that participation in cultural
activity drives personal and collective creativity, with significant implications for
individual and societal wellbeing and achievement.8
The idea that creativity can contribute to happiness has been explored by Csikszentmihalyi and
has its origins in humanist ideals (1999). Maslow went so far as to suggest that selfactualisation, the pinnacle of fulfilment and creativity, may prove to be the same thing (1968).
This link between creativity and a feeling of wellbeing is embraced, and culture and creativity
are presented in Irish policy as inextricably linked. The following quote from the Creative
Ireland policy paper states:
Continuous engagement with the arts is enormously beneficial for building creative
capacities and enhancing wellbeing. Music, visual art, cinema and poetry contribute to
societal creativity in such a way as to stimulate learning, good health and social
cohesion - as well as job creation and economic prosperity.9
The Creative Ireland policy paper defines creativity as a set of innate abilities and learned
skills: the capacity of individuals and organisations to transcend accepted ideas and norms and,

7

Creativity, the City and the University (2010). Trinity College Dublin. Last retrieved on 20/3/2019 from:
https://www.tcd.ie/news_events/articles/a-new-report-creativity-the-city-and-the-university-examines-tcdscollaboration-with-major-dublin-cultural-institutions/
8
Creative Ireland (2017-2022), Department of Culture, Heritage and an Gaeltacht. p7
https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/sites/default/files/creative_ireland_programme.pdf Last accessed on 30/1/2019
9
Creative Ireland (2017-2022), Department of Culture, Heritage and an Gaeltacht. P11
https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/sites/default/files/creative_ireland_programme.pdf Last accessed on 30/1/2019
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by drawing on imagination, to create new ideas that bring additional value to human activity.
It sets out how creativity and design are inspired by and inherently linked to culture and how
artists and designers are central to the evolution of a culture of creativity. The artist is
the primary interrogator and narrator of our culture: the designer uses the artist’s
insights to infuse products, spaces and processes with cultural meaning, distinctiveness
and human value.10
It also states that creative people are valued as an economic resource essential to ‘the new
economy in which the ability to conceptualise is more important than knowledge’.11
A review of policy discourse in Ireland thus reveals that creativity is woven throughout policy
papers relating to innovation and the economy, to culture and Irish identity as well as being
central to a new strategy promoting social cohesion and focused on building a more equal and
happier society through creativity and culture (Creative Ireland). The creativity discourse
illustrates how the notion of creativity and the related concepts of design and innovation are
central to past, present and future concepts of Ireland and form an environment conducive to
instruments and endeavours that seek to harness and foster creativity.
This environment has fostered the emergence of a new breed of worker as well as a growth of
co-working spaces and ‘third spaces’, such as the Science Gallery, as essential urban amenities
conducive to building creativity and community. Contextualising the centrality and popularity

10

Creative Ireland (2017-2022), Department of Culture, Heritage and an Gaeltacht. p10
https://www.creativeireland.gov.ie/sites/default/files/creative_ireland_programme.pdf Last accessed on
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of the notion of creativity in Irish macro-economic and socio-economic discourse is important
as it describes the political landscape and epoch in which this study was undertaken and sets
out the context in which the Science Gallery exists.

5.3 The Science Gallery - a Trinity College Dublin initiative
The Science Gallery was conceived by Professor Mike Coey, one of Ireland’s leading research
scientists, as a response to the lack of a forum in Ireland for public engagement with the issues
posed by emerging technologies and cutting-edge research. It is an independent, non-profit
organisation and the first university-linked network dedicated to public engagement with
science and art.
The Science Gallery opened in a landmark new building on the TCD College Green campus in
February 2008 and has since hosted many large exhibitions and hundreds of events on topics
ranging from prescription medication to fashion and from neuroscience to epidemics. Unlike
traditional science museums, the Science Gallery was conceived of as a vibrant cultural centre:
a social space where people can meet and exchange ideas, experience science in the modern
world and observe the opportunities for creativity, imagination and global change provided by
science and technology in 21st century society. It is an ‘interdisciplinary centre for public
engagement with science, technology and innovation’.12 Its programming strategy has at its
core a remit to engage fifteen to twenty-five year olds, who tend not to engage with traditional
science centres or museums. The engagement strategy extends out from this cohort, involving
mediators, third-level science and technology students who facilitate the visitor experience,

12

Science Gallery Annual Report (2008), p 12.
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members who are encouraged to repeat visit and a group called ‘Leonardos’ who act as a
‘brains trust’ for the Science Gallery’s management team.
With a mission ‘to ignite creativity and discovery where science and art collide’,13 this setting
serves as a data-rich source of multi-disciplinary interaction between individuals with a high
level of domain-specific skills. The following excerpt from a Science Gallery press release
illustrates how appropriate it is as a setting for exploratory research into the phenomenon of
collaborative creativity:
We believe that innovation happens when an idea from one area collides with a different
idea from another place. Bang. Sparks fly. ‘Eureka’ moments happen. Creativity
explodes out from conversations and cultural encounters where there are differences.
Our core proposition, our reason to exist, is to be the place ‘where ideas meet’, an
electrifying environment for creative conversations between adults that begin on topics
around science and emerging technologies and then really take off.14
The above extract expressly reveals the Science Gallery’s belief in interdisciplinary interaction
as a source of innovation and ideas. It draws inspiration from the coffeehouses of the
seventeenth century which were places that operated as an ‘interdisciplinary playground for
artists and scientists’ (Gorman, 2009, p14). It also expresses the ambition to be a place that
facilitates an environment conducive to creative conversations, and a desire to design a space
for ideas exchange (Gorman, 2009, p14). Modelling themselves on the coffeehouses of the
seventeenth century which ‘were not just places to drink coffee but also places for

13
14

Science Gallery Annual Repot, 2009, p.6
Science Gallery press release, ‘Zero to the Science Gallery’, 2010, p.5
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demonstrations of the latest technical wonders and for scientists, merchants and literati to share
ideas and novelties’ (Gorman, 2009, p14), the Science Gallery seeks to engage a ‘vibrant local
creative community of scientists, researchers, designers, artists and entrepreneurs’.15
The Science Gallery has successfully evolved beyond Ireland and Science Gallery International
(SGI) was launched in 2012 with a 1 million-euro gift from Google.org. Science Galleries have
now been established in partnership with leading universities and located in urban centres
including London, Melbourne, Bengalaru, Venice and Detroit.
5.3.1 Science Gallery structure and funding
The Science Gallery, a TCD initiative, was supported by its founding partner the Wellcome
Trust and by Science Circle members Deloitte, ESB, Google, ICON, the NTR Foundation and
Pfizer. It also receives financial support from programme partners including; Bank of Ireland,
The Ireland Funds, Intel and The Marker Hotel; receives support from Science Foundation
Ireland and from the European Commission’s funding instruments Horizon 2020, the Seventh
Framework Programme and the Creative Europe Programme; and receives government support
from the Department of Arts, Heritage, Regional, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs. The Science
Gallery’s media partner is the Irish Times. It generates funds through a number of commercial
activities in the areas of corporate hire and the café and retail shop which provide an
opportunity to serve a variety of visitors to the building and expand on the offering of the
gallery. The Science Gallery provides free entry to the public. Figure 5.3 below shows its
organisational structure.

15

Science Gallery Annual Report (2012), p30
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Fig. 5.3. The Science Gallery’s organisational structure
The management team reports to the Science Gallery Director. This study will make further
reference to the Director and to the management team in Section 5.4 below, as they are the
team that leads the collaborative operations of the Science Gallery and specifically led and
facilitated the collaborative sessions that have been recorded as part of this study.
5.3.2 Science Gallery physical space
As described in Chapter three, material culture, including objects such as tables, chairs,
buildings and cities has been defined as the ‘reification of human ideas in solid medium’
(D’andrade, 1986, p.22). Material culture has a role in influencing and framing how a
collaborative performance evolves. Characteristically, the material culture of an organisation
or institution constrains how participants perform talk, largely due to their desire to achieve or
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affirm their organisational or institutional role through talk (Oak 2011, p.214). As
interdisciplinary creative collaborations in the Science Gallery are typically outside the
traditional confines of a classic organisational or institutional setting, we must consider the
potential role of material culture in influencing and framing the collaborative performance.
Hjorth (2005, p.492), drawing on de Certeau and Foucault, explores ‘heterotopias’ and
describes a space and place ‘free from the order and necessities of the present’, resulting in an
environment conducive to imagination, creation and everyday creativity. This research
explores the space and place that the Science Gallery creates in order to attract and facilitate
creative collaboration.
The Science Gallery is a striking, modernistic building set against TCD’s old stone walls.
The term ‘Gallery’ is most associated with the world of the visual arts. The combination of
the two terms ‘Science’ and ‘Gallery’, along with the two paradigms, permeate the building.
Arriving at the Science Gallery, the visitor is met with a push-button entrance and is required
to step inside an enclosed glass pod before a second doors opens allowing access (See figure

5.4 below).
Fig. 5.4. Science Gallery entrance from visual catalogue
This laboratory style entrance sets the tone for the physical environment in which everything
is part science, part art. And is designed to celebrate the coming together of the worlds of art
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and science. The experience of entering the Science Gallery gives the impression of witnessing
and even partaking in something highly experimental.

Fig. 5.5. The Science Gallery café from visual catalogue
The Science Gallery cafe is host to many of the informal conversations that happen daily in the
Gallery (Figure 5.5). The black and white, round and square tables echo the foundational
elements of the Science Gallery’s logo in design and colour. The café menu has 'time for your
daily dose' with an image of two pills written across the top. In such examples, the co-mingling
of art and science permeates the physical environment of the Science Gallery.
The Science Gallery’s shop shown in Figure 5.6 below is home to an eclectic array of science
and technology products including books, toys, games, devices, inventions and replicas
suitable from the very young child to the sophisticated science enthusiast. It is a further symbol
of the playful interaction of the art and science worlds made manifest in physical items.
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Fig. 5.6. The Science Gallery Shop from visual catalogue
There is always an exhibition on display in the gallery, the name of which appears in large
letters on the outside of the modern glass building. Every exhibition has a ‘lab’ component
where members of the public can participate in an experiment or experience installations. As
Figure 5.7 shows, visitors to the Science Gallery are provided with interactive experiences and
real experiments.

Fig. 5.7. Images of public interaction with labs in the Science Gallery from visual
catalogue
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Whilst providing engagement and entertainment, these so-called ‘labs in the Gallery’ also
facilitate important scientific research. Visitors to the Science Gallery can opt-in and provide
valuable data or samples for specific research purposes. For example, drawing on the fields of
neuroscience, immunology, genetics and physiology, the Science Gallery held a ‘Love Lab’
which invited the public to become human subjects in real, publishable research into love and
the science of desire.
5.3.3 The Science Gallery modus operandi
The management team who lead the day-to-day development and implementation of high
profile public exhibitions use a collaborative system that involves diverse experts in the various
stages of developing and implementing exhibitions. The modus operandi of the Science Gallery
is collaborative. The public exhibitions themselves are also designed to be interactive with the
public and may, as previously described, involve some element of empirical research with
which the public are collaborators.
Figure 5.8 below illustrates the collaborative system that the Science Gallery engages in while
developing exhibition themes, sub-themes and installation ideas and execution.
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A SCIENCE GALLERY EXHIBITION - FROM IDEA TO EXECUTION
CREATIVE COLLABORATION SYSTEM

THEME
GENERATION

Leonardo Group
Science Gallery
Management Team

THEME SELECTION

SUB-THEME
DEVELOPMENT

SUB-THEME
SELECTION

INSTALLATION
IDEAS
& SELECTION

Science Gallery
Management Team

Special Theme Table
Talk Collaborations

Science Gallery
Management Team

Open Call

Leonardo
Collaborations

Leonardo Table Talk
collaborations

Other Sources (Eg.
Regional or
institutional
research calls,
suggestions from the
public)

Science Gallery
Management Team

INSTALLATION
EXECUTION

Open Call to
specialist
companies, experts
Science Gallery
Management Team

Fig. 5.8. Science Gallery collaboration system, derived from researcher meeting notes

The highlighted red column above denotes the stage in the complex ongoing process of
generating exhibitions at which point the interactions recorded as part of this study occurred.
The themes for an exhibition such as; infectious disease, the effects of trauma, automated
futures, intimacy, survival in extreme environments are contributed from a variety of sources
including; a Leonardo group member or management team member suggestion or a suggestion
from international research calls, international connections or members of the public, or
collaborators of the Science Gallery. Wherever the suggestion comes from it is discussed or
recommended by the management team at a Leonardo event for feedback and a decision is
made. Once the theme is determined, table talk sessions like the ones recorded as part of this
research are planned to explore sub-themes and potential areas for exploration within the
planned exhibition. The outputs from the table talk sessions form an open call brief which is
emailed along with available funding information to a database of researchers, connections and
collaborators linked to the Science Gallery inviting submissions for specific installations for
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the exhibition. The management team assess the submissions against assigned criteria and a
plan for the exhibition is determined. The collaboration continues between the Science Gallery
and the successful submissions and with other resources required to bring the exhibition to life.
The Leonardo Group
The Leonardo group, a term created by the Science Gallery, consists of up to fifty thought
leaders drawn from science, the arts, technology, business, the public sector and media who
feed in programme ideas and provide relevant connections to the Science Gallery. Membership
is determined by the Science Gallery board in consultation with the management team and is
based upon expertise, either in academia, as practitioners or as frequent collaborators with the
Science Gallery. The group was established as a ‘brains trust’ with which the Science Gallery
management team could engage. It thus operates as counsel to the management team, providing
stewardship and advice. The group is structured by a membership process; a formal invitation
is issued to prospective Leonardos who must formally accept in order to join the ranks, attain
the status of a ‘Leonardo’ and receive its accompanying membership pin. The Leonardo group
meets four times a year as part of the Science Gallery management system, and additionally in
other forums where a situation or opportunity requires Leonardo input or approval. The
interdisciplinary make-up of the Leonardos is intentional and aligned with the Science
Gallery’s belief, noted in its annual reports, that creativity emerges from the interaction of
different disciplines: ‘Creativity explodes out from conversations and cultural encounters
where there are differences’.16

16

Science Gallery Press Release, Zero to the Science Gallery (2008) p 5
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The images below (Figure 5.9) were taken at a Leonardo collaboration hosted by the Science
Gallery.

Fig. 5.9. Photographs taken at a Leonardo collaborative session from visual catalogue

5.4 Science Gallery collaborations
The long-term system of collaboration that characterises the Science Gallery’s approach to
planning and hosting science exhibitions and events that fulfil its mission is the underlying
context for any episodes of collaboration. As part of the collaborative modus operandi outlined,
the Science Gallery regularly plans and facilitates interdisciplinary encounters or
collaborations that are in part structured but are also relatively unconstrained in that the
outcomes are not pre-determined. As it is a TCD initiative and located on the university’s
College Green campus, there is an above-average bias towards academic representation, as
might be expected. The groups recorded were experts in their chosen fields and either had
specialised industry know-how, experience or academic qualifications that deem them expert
in a particular field.
An interdisciplinary collection of individuals is appropriate to the diversity of thought
demanded by the convergence of art and science in the broadest sense. Creativity is thought to
be both enabled and enhanced by fusing ideas from multiple disciplines. Weisberg insisted that
one must go beyond the bounds of one’s own knowledge to produce true advances (1999).
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Interdisciplinarity, combined with discussions that span discipline areas mean that experts will
not necessarily be expert on the subject matter under discussion and that is quite the point. The
Science Gallery recognises the importance of interdisciplinarity and actively seeks to create an
environment that facilitates interactions between different disciplines.
The voluntary nature of the Leonardo group ensures an open-ness in terms of collaborative
disposition. Rhoten identifies such interdisciplinary disposition, or a willingness to participate
discursively with others, as a pre-requisite for collaboration (2009). This voluntary nature of
Science Gallery collaborations, combined with the diversity of participant disciplinary
knowledge, make it a unique encounter. A further distinguishing feature of the group’s
composition is the aforementioned skill and expertise level of the participants. Higher skill and
expertise levels are positively correlated with creativity (Gardner, 1994). It is thought that a
degree of disciplinary skill or ‘mastery’ is required, where an individual must invest a
significant period of time mastering a domain before he can truly achieve something new and
of value (Gardner, 1994).
In summary, the group composition of the Science Gallery collaborations is interdisciplinary,
voluntary and expert within a number of particular fields determined by the management team
and by the subject matter under discussion. As the themes of the Science Gallery’s
collaborative sessions vary, a domain expert in one field may be a novice or totally uninitiated
in an unrelated discussion. These features set the collaborations apart from the composition of
traditional organisational meetings, communities of practice, focus groups and team-based
brainstorms.
Relating to this research, two types of collaborative encounter have been captured as part of
the data set. The first comprise one-off creative collaborations that consist of a voluntary group
of multi-disciplinary experts invited to act as a special task force with an assigned focus. Most
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participants in these one-off encounters will not have met before and all are participating in a
voluntary capacity. They have been invited to contribute their ideas to the theme under
discussion. The Science Gallery follows a collaboration format which they call ‘Table Talk’;
this is discussed further below. The first genre of collaborative encounter will hereafter in this
study be referred to as Special Theme Table Talk sessions. The second comprise
multidisciplinary collaborations among Leonardo group members who have a degree of
familiarity that is not a feature of the one-off creative collaborations.
The photograph shown in Figure 5.10 is taken at a special Theme Table Talk session hosted
by the Science Gallery.

Fig. 5.10. Image from a Table Talk session from visual catalogue
Table Talk sessions
The Table Talk sessions examined in this research took place mid-way through the complex,
inter-disciplinary process of planning and executing a successful exhibition. Collaborations
exist because highly complex and inter-related subject matters demand it and any particular
encounter, by focussing the subject matter and the task, can harness diverse perspectives in a
collaborative forum; this can in turn inform and influence further work. The setting of the task,
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which is often negotiated jointly by the participating group, and the degree of complexity
involved are influential on the direction and outcome of the encounter. The complexity of the
task is reduced in the context of the Table Talk sessions by focussing on one particular area in
the form of a designated ‘theme’ per table. For example, one table at a session designed to
explore potential avenues for an exhibition called ‘‘HUMAN+’: the future of the species’ was
labelled with the theme ‘Cognitive enhancement’. Also by focussing the collaborative task,
which in the context of the ‘Table Talk’ sessions was seeking ideas for sub-themes and
installations for a planned exhibition, the parameters were narrowed and complexity reduced.
All Science Gallery collaborations are carefully considered and planned, providing a structure
and formality to the proceedings as well as establishing a degree of informality conducive to a
more democratic style of participation than in traditional meetings. As participants arrive for a
Table Talk session, they sign in at a registration desk and are invited to share in refreshments.
Table Talk sessions are structured in that they have a formal introduction and opening, a semistructured agenda, set times for breaks and a formal closure. They are usually opened with a
fifteen-minute presentation providing information and context for the collaborative session.
Throughout this fifteen-minute period, people ask questions, make suggestions, raise issues
and add further thoughts. Introductions are invited and each participant states her or his name,
field of expertise and, in some cases, particular interest in the Science Gallery. The larger
sessions then break into smaller groups and, much like the setup for a classic brainstorm, the
objectives are stated and proposed methodology explained.
A Table Talk group session with about four to six participants plus a facilitator is typically
assigned a topic and lasts for ten to fifteen minutes before the group is instructed to move tables
and a subsequent group of similar size arrives at each themed table. A staff member, assigned
by the Science Gallery to each table, and equipped with a flipchart and marker, plays the role
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of scribe and discussion facilitator. The facilitator remains at the assigned table and can
summarise a previous group’s discussion so that the subsequent group may build on what has
come before. Such an approach to Table Talk sessions, involving participant rotation, is
described in the literature as positively influencing creativity. Choi and Thompson (2005)
studied the impact of membership change on group creativity and noted that open groups with
rotating group subsets were more creative than closed groups, resulting in more ideas and more
ideas of higher quality.
Collaborative sessions in the Science Gallery are highly structured but also fluid in that the
outcome is not clear from the outset, and how the groups orientate themselves to the task and
how they participate and interact are determined by the participants.
Special Theme Table Talk sessions and Leonardo Table Talk sessions are both creative
collaboration sessions that are part of the larger creative collaboration system within the
Science Gallery. The outputs of these sessions provide stimulus for further collaborations; thus,
while the participants may change, ongoing Science Gallery collaboration continues. While
‘one off’ sessions suggest that the group’s work is complete and their mandate dissolved at the
end of the session, these Table Talk collaborations are simply a subset of the inter-related, longterm collaborative system of encounters inherent in the collaborative modus operandi of the
Science Gallery.
5.4.1 Science Gallery collaborations: ‘HUMAN+’ Table Talk
The Science Gallery received funding from the Wellcome Trust in London to host a flagship
exhibition exploring the evolution of our species. The theme for the first table talk session was
precisely this and the ideas that emerged from this session exploring sub-themes within the
evolution of our species, resulted in an exhibition entitled ‘HUMAN+: The future of our
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species’, which ran between April and June 201117. For the evolution of our species table talk
session the Science Gallery management team invited a select number of about thirty ‘friends’
of the Science Gallery from widely differing disciplines across the sciences, arts, technology,
business, public sector and media to attend an evening workshop event. The objective of the
event was for the group to collaborate and think of potential thought-provoking art/science
installations, experiments, events, workshops and performances for inclusion in what had
already been named the ‘HUMAN+’ exhibition.
The invited participants arrived at the scheduled collaboration, signed in at a registration desk
and were invited to share in some refreshments. The event was formally introduced with a
fifteen-minute contextual presentation from the Science Gallery Director who explained the
objectives of the session and the concept of ‘HUMAN+’, and gave examples of previously
successful exhibitions via an audio-visual three-minute film., afterwhich the Table Talk session
was introduced.
One themed table was randomly selected for video recording for this research. Its theme was
‘Cognitive Enhancement’, a particular area of focus within the overall theme of ‘HUMAN+’.
This table consisted of three groups, arriving and discussing the assigned theme for circa ten
minutes before rotating to another table. After each group had completed ten minutes and
proceeded to a different table, the table’s facilitator summarized the previous groups ideas for
the subsequent group.

17

‘HUMAN+’ data recorded, January 18th, 2011
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When the event was over, everyone was again thanked for their participation and invited to
follow up via email or phonecall, should further ideas arise. In this way, although the
interactional episode came to a close the performance of collaborative creativity did not end
but could potentially continue through different media such as virtual communications and
involving potentially different players or sub-groups that could progress the outputs of the
collaborative session.
5.4.2 Science Gallery collaboration: Leonardo Table Talk
As previously outlined, the Leonardo Group is a core group of creative thinkers assembled by
TCD to assist the Science Gallery management team. A Leonardo gathering was recorded as
part of data collection. The gathering was scheduled between 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. mid-week, with
about twenty-five participants attending. The first fifty minutes of the session were led by the
Science Gallery Director who provided an update on current progress and issues of note
relating to the Science Gallery. During his presentation, people asked questions, made
suggestions, raised issues and added further thoughts; thus the session was highly interactive.
After a ten-minute coffee-break, a similar Table Talk session, as previously outlined in relation
to the ‘HUMAN+’ event, was set up and initiated. On this occasion, there were three themes
exploring concepts for three separate exhibitions. The three themes were; future cities –
exploring the future evolution of cities in an ever-urbanising world, food futures – exploring
the future of food production and consumption and risk – exploring the psychology and
mathematics underpinning risk.
Each of the three themed tables had five or six participants who were asked to help explore
sub-themes for twenty minutes before rotating three times. As before, each table had a flipchart
with markers, an assigned theme and a Science Gallery management team member to facilitate
and capture ideas on the flipchart. At the end of the session, everyone was thanked and the
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notes from the Table Talk session were subsequently circulated to all participants. These three
themes resulted in exhibitions entitled; Hack the City (the name for this exhibition emerged
from the table talk session), Edible and Risk Lab.
The audio dataset for this phase of the research comprised nine discrete interactional
encounters three for future cities, three for food futures and three for risk – each lasting about
12 minutes long.

5.5 Conclusions
This chapter describes how a discourse of creativity is prevalent in Irish public discourse and
in how Ireland is presented abroad. This discourse, observable in policy documentation and in
speeches by the country’s President, presents creativity as important to Irish society and culture
as well as to the economy, to enterprise and innovation, to education and future skills.
The Science Gallery is part of this public discourse, with political figures visiting and
commenting on the work that goes on there. This macro environment where creativity is valued
is the context for the founding and evolving success of TCD’s Science Gallery. The description
of the Science Gallery, which includes its operational structure and modus operandi, provides
important meso-level context in which the creative collaborations take place. The two
interactional collectives that were studied are described in detail as well as the format and
structure of how the Science Gallery organise its cross-functional experts to engage in creative
collaboration. This context sets the scene for Chapter 6 which analyses the discourses of
creativity observable within the Science Gallery and also the sets the scene for the analysis of
the interactional data which follows in Chapter 7. This level of detail on this ‘sending case’
(Mitchell, 1983) is provided for two reasons. Firstly, this study understands creativity to be
inextricable from the context in which it takes place and secondly enabling readers’
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determination of the transferability of the findings to any relevant receiving contexts or
populations requires a full description of the sending case (Seale, 1999).
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CHAPTER 6: Multi modal discourses of the Science Gallery
6.1 Introduction
Social psychological theories of creativity, and the systems perspectives that dominate today’s
creativity literature, recognise that creativity is inseparable from and interdependent with the
context in which it takes place. As this study is focused on exploring how collaborative
creativity is performed in the situated context of the Science Gallery, it was necessary to
explore the social context of the particular case: the Science Gallery.
Through the organisational discourses of the Science Gallery, this analytical chapter explores
how it constructs and portrays itself as a host and facilitator of creative collaborations. The
chapter is structured in the following way.
Section 6.2 introduces the multi-modal approach to data analysis and outlines the tools and
approach to visual and textual discourse analysis used to develop cluster maps representative
of three discourses constructed by the Science Gallery. Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 describe each
of the three discourses, derived from the visual and textual analysis. Section 6.6 discusses the
social effect of the three discourses and is followed by a conclusion (Section 6.7).

6.2 Multi-modal analysis
This process of reviewing the Science Gallery official documentation began with a phase of
unmotivated looking (Sacks, 1985) or what Rose (2001, p 157) describes as looking with ‘fresh
eyes’. This involved reading through an extensive cross section of Science Gallery
documentation a number of times and making notes in the latter read-throughs. Rose describes
this immersive process of reading and re-reading texts, and looking and looking again at
images, as essential to gaining familiarity with the material under consideration (2001). This
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initial stage resulted in a deeper awareness of the Science Gallery’s data format, style and
content. It became apparent through this process that the pattern and structure of its annual
reports was replicated year after year, with each containing some common language and
replicating phrases. All were densely populated with imagery.
A multi-modal approach acknowledges the interdependency between textual and visual data.
In order to apply an analytical process, after the unmotivated looking phase of the development
of a comprehensive data set a visual and textual analysis were separately conducted before
looking for patterns, intersections, cross-overs, links, relationships and interdependencies
between the different modes.
6.2.1 Reflexivity
A reflexive approach in social science requires that the researcher acknowledges and accounts
for her or his own role in the research process. The theoretical issue of reflexivity is thus
important to consider in relation to the identity and background of the researcher. It is also
important to acknowledge the non-neutrality of the research process and of research texts. The
mode of investigation and specific methods employed demand consciousness on behalf of the
researcher. This must be considered and acknowledged. In addition to allowing for the role of
the researcher, some scholars argue for the empowerment of the researcher’s participative role
in generating data themselves. Lundberg et al.. (2014, p221) suggest that actions such as the
identification of significant moments, actors and interactions allow the researcher to ‘more
effectively, robustly and objectively investigate the ephemeral social interactions of creativity’
and micro-foundations of these processes.
The motivation to undertake this research, as outlined in the introduction to this thesis, has
affected the thrust and focus of the research project. My professional experience of leading and
facilitating interdisciplinary collaboration in creative organisations frames my interest in this
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area of creativity. Accounting for this motivation makes public the reflexivity and recognises
the impossibility of separating the researcher from the research. Researcher identity and
express motivations influence data collection, analysis and interpretation through the
knowledge and general worldview inherent in the researcher (Taylor 2001, p18). My
familiarity with and interest in the Science Gallery as a place that involves interdisciplinary
creative collaboration highlighted it as a potential location for this research.
The role of the researcher in relation to analytical decisions must also be considered. Potter and
Wetherell (1988, p177) note that ‘analysis is not a matter of following rules of recipes, it often
involves following hunches and the development of tentative interpretive schemes which may
need to be abandoned or revised’. This multi-modal study involved the collection of
photographs, documents and collateral material from the Science Gallery as well as
interactional data. The notion of reflexivity recognises that texts do not simply and
transparently report an independent order of reality. Rather, the texts themselves are implicated
in the world of reality-construction (Atkinson 1990, p6). Visuals, with particular reference to
the ‘photographic myth’ (Sekula, 1982), require that the researcher think reflexively about how
the images are made: acts of posing, framing and capturing and viewing all have agency in
relation to how a visual is constructed and consumed. Viewers are reflexively involved in
decoding the visual resource. They project meaning, coherence and identity, refusing other
interpretive choices. Similarly, the researcher or creator of the visual is active in projecting
meaning through the decisions made in relation to constructing, framing, posing, capturing and
selecting a scene for further analytical purposes. My professional background in advertising
agencies provided me with a familiarity and proficiency in decoding visuals which potentially
influenced the selection of visual discourse analysis as an analytical tool.
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A research process of any kind cannot argue that it is the only, true analysis of the material
discussed. An interpretive approach such as this aims to be persuasive in presenting an
argument and this entails a certain ‘modesty in its analytic claims’ (Tonkiss, 1998, p260). This
modesty is what discourse analysis substitutes for more conventional notions of reflexivity.
6.2.2 Applying Visual Discourse Analysis
As this case study understands creativity to be a situated phenomenon, in order to learn about
the context in which the collaborative creativity occured, Visual Discourse Analysis has been
undertaken to gain meso-level insight into the contextual environment of the Science Gallery
and in particular to observe and understand the discourses of creativity constructed through
visual and textual means. The visuals that have been the subject of this analytical process
have been entirely derived from annual reports; they have therefore been selected and
referenced by the Science Gallery in these showcase reports as representative of aspects of
the Science Gallery.
This stage of analysis involved taking a deeper look at the images, some of which also
contained text, and to begin to explore emerging themes and connections. Visual images are
viewed as actively at work in constructing the world and not just reflecting it as it is (Harrison
1996, p 80). As such, visuals and particularly photographs make claims to realism about the
site, which they convey. These ‘myths of photographic truth’ must be interrupted by thinking
reflexively about how the images are made (Sekula, 1982, p86). Every image from each of the
Science Gallery’s annual reports was extracted and collated into one source. This resulted in a
catalogue of almost five hundred images derived from the seven consecutive years during
which these reports were published. Analysing an image is, in the first instance, a descriptive
task undertaken to explain in as much detail as possible the content in a given image (Ball and
Smith, 1992; Clarke, 2005; Rose, 2001).
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A subsequent grouping exercise sought to group together photographs and other visuals that
seemed to share some thematic or visual commonality: for example, all images of the external
façade of the building were clustered together as ‘building’. This visual cataloguing exercise
resulted in six clusters of imagery each of which was given a loosely-defined category titles:
building or place, public engagement, art and science, collaboration, contribution in action and
pure design.
6.2.3 Cluster maps
The next step involved looking at the textual language of the Science Gallery as it relates to
the visual categories above. Clarke describes such a task and resulting multi-modal cluster as
a positional map (Clarke, 2005). As previously noted, decoding images is both a craft skill and
a highly interpretive one. Clarke acknowledges that researcher reflexivity is intense in
developing such maps, as is interpretation, and that the map is very much a bespoke one (2005,
p255). The immersion in textual and visual data enabled me to begin to identify connections
between key words and images and thus emerging discourses with clearly identifiable themes.
Rose describes this process as examining the effects of the key themes on truth, looking for
contradictions, paying close attention to detail, being cognizant of complexity and
contradiction, and remaining open to the invisible as well as the visible (2001, p.158).
By adhering to the principles of visual methodologies outlined by its contemporary proponents
(Ball and Smith, 1992; Clarke, 2005; Rose 2001) and following the process outlined, I
identified three multimodal discourses as emerging from the Science Gallery data. I named
these a Twenty-first Century Coffeehouse, Playful Interplay and A Mercurial Place. Each of
these discourses were noted to have sub-themes or ‘mini-discourses’ (Potter, 1996) running
through them that collectively formed the overall discourse. The visual analysis was then
combined with a textual analysis to form multi-modal cluster maps.
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To understand the representations of truth identifiable in the Science Gallery materials, the
categories of images were augmented with recurrent text that appeared in its documentation.
Hall notes that there is no single correct interpretation of meaning that can be attributed to an
image. The best approach for researchers, he argues, is to justify your ‘reading’ in relation to
actual practices and forms of signification used and the meanings that they seem to be
producing (Hall, 1997 p9). Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 below are three multi-modal cluster maps
containing combinations of text and visuals from the annual reports and representing a
‘reading’ of the Science Gallery discourses that resulted from this analysis.
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Fig. 6.1. 21st Century Coffee-house cluster map
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Fig. 6.2. Playful Interplay cluster map
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Fig. 6.3. A Mercurial Place cluster map
These multi-modal cluster maps were created to bring together the textual and visual language
of the Science Gallery in discursive themes. These three thematic categories, which derived
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from the Science Gallery’s official documentation, formed the basis of exploring and
expanding upon its organisational discourses. This study understands creative collaboration to
be indistinguishable from the context in which it occurs and thus believes much can be learned
from understanding how creativity is constructed within a context and from the mini-discourses
(Potter, 1996) constructed by an organisation.
6.2.4 Three discourses of the Science Gallery
Discourse has a specific meaning and refers to groups of statements which structure how a
thing is thought about, and the way we act on the basis of that thinking (Rose, 2001 p136).
Inter-modality, or the way in which meanings are constructed through a diversity of forms, is
central to the notion of discourse. The discourses of the Science Gallery are both multi-modal,
in that they are observable in multiple modes, and inter-textual, in that they are constructed or
built up by a combination of arguments contributed by multiple texts and modes. Potter (1996,
p131) uses the term ‘interpretive repertoires’ to describe a ‘systematically related set of terms’
which are often organised around one or more central metaphors. These interpretive repertoires
or ‘mini-discourses’ ‘make up an important part of the common sense of a culture’ (Potter,
1996 p131). The mini-discourse is inextricable from the social site from which it originates
and to the social authority of the speaker, author and creator (Foucault, 1970).
The following section details three discourses of the Science Gallery: a Twenty-first Century
Coffeehouse, Playful Interplay and A Mercurial Place. Each is constructed by mini-discourses
that cumulatively cluster to form a discourse, which has been given a descriptive title.

6.3 A Twenty-first Century coffeehouse
The discourse presenting the Science Gallery as a 21st Century coffeehouse is constructed most
significantly in the textual data in the annual reports and press releases and is accompanied by
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photographs or graphic images that support or illustrate the three mini-discourses which
cumulatively form its construction.
The first annual report, from 2008, tells us that 75, 78718 coffees were sipped in the Science
Gallery café in its first year. The inclusion of this statistic, and specific reference to coffee, are
notable as the only food or beverage consumption measurement in the annual report. The 2009
annual report describes events designed to bring ‘the media and the public into conversation
with experts about topical issues over coffee in the Science Gallery café.’19
The reporting of a strong coffee trade and the idea of interdisciplinary conversations happening
‘over coffee’ forms the basis for this 21st Century coffeehouse discourse. While the images in
Figure 6.4 below contain coffee cups from the Science Gallery café and depict people drinking
coffee, this discourse is about the Science Gallery trying to build a ‘coffeehouse culture’.
Coffeehouses became popular in Europe in the seventeenth century. Arriving in Britain in the
middle of that century, their popularity spread to France a little later (Huetz de Lemps, 1999).
The earliest reference to coffeehouses in Dublin are during the reign of Charles II from 1660
to 1685 (Mac Con Iomaire, 2012). Coffeehouses have long been linked with social and political
change (Pincus, 1995) and are also linked with creative movements of artists, writers and
scientists. The surrealist movement of the mid-1920s, for example, was characterised by
meetings in cafés where the Surrealists played collaborative drawing games and engaged in
purposeful collaboration around the theories of surrealism. Coffeehouses became a meeting

18
19

Science Gallery (2008) Annual Report 2008, p.9
Science Gallery (2009) Annual Report 2009, p.20
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place for an interdisciplinary creative community of philosophers, artists and writers of the
day, a point we shall return to in concluding the description of this chapter.
The importance of culture to creating conditions conducive to organisational creativity have
been documented (Martins, 2002; Puccio and Cabra, 2010). The culture of an organisation
includes an organisation’s values, norms, expectations, beliefs, practices, rites, rituals and
stories which combine to make it unique, (Ball and Quinn, 2011; Cerović et al., 2011). Over
time, organisations create and preserve values, traditions and beliefs which are influential of
their ability to cultivate the conditions for creativity (Puccio and Cabra, 2010). A recent study
of organisations illustrated a heightened creativity or, more specifically, a heightened
willingness to come up with new ideas when employees identify with the values of the
organisation (Ali Taha, Sirkova, and Ferencova, 2016). By seeking to understand the
discourses constructed by the Science Gallery through its official publications, we seek to
understand what is important to the Science Gallery to portray, depict, share, tell, highlight and
dramatise through words and pictures.

Image 1

20

20 Science Gallery coffee cups. Science Gallery (2013) Annual Report 2013, p.31
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Image 2

21

Fig. 6.4. Science Gallery coffee cups imagery
Drawing from the analysis, the 21st Century Coffeehouse discourse is constructed by three
mini-discourses which share analogous characteristics with coffeehouses generally. These are:
purposeful collaboration, potent interdisciplinarity and creative community. Each of these is
examined in turn.

6.3.1 Purposeful Collaboration
Collaboration through conversation is central to the Science Gallery’s raison d’etre. It states
that its core proposition and reason to exist is to be the place ‘where ideas meet, an electrifying
environment for creative conversations between adults that begin on topics around science and
emerging technologies and then really take off’.22 The Science Gallery seeks to create an
‘electrifying environment’ that creates the conditions for collaboration and attracts people to
participate in discussion around a particular topic.

21 Science Gallery coffee cups. Science Gallery (2015) Annual Report 2015, p.28
22
Science Gallery (2009) Zero to the Science Gallery, press release
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The Science Gallery is host to casual meetings as well as orchestrated discussions. Its coffee
shop is the venue for much of the informal conversations that takes place in the Science Gallery.
There are also many orchestrated discussions, with participants invited to take part in
discussions around particular themes.
Figure 6.5 below shows people conversing at large shared tables on which are black Science
Gallery ‘table tents’.

Image 123

Image 224

Fig. 6.5. Science Gallery interactions
These visuals are similar to photographs captured during Table Talk sessions, recorded as
part of this study’s dataset. The table tent cards which are visible on the tables in this photo,
have themes written on them that are intended to inform a focussed discussion at a particular
table.
A visual language is also constructed in the Science Gallery’s annual reports, which reflect the
purposeful nature of the focussed collaborations in the Science Gallery. Figures 6.6 and 6.7

23
24

People interacting in the Science Gallery (2010), Annual Report 2010, p.27
People interacting in the Science Gallery (2012), Annual Report 2012,.p.28
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below show people engaging with scientific experiments, using apparatus25 and circuit boards
and batteries26.

Fig. 6.6. Interacting with apparatus

Fig. 6.7. Interacting with circuit boards
The first image shows people engaging with an experiment via scientific apparatus; they are in
fact re-animating a pigs heart as part of an exhibition called ‘Oscillator: Everything in motion’.
Figure 6.7 shows people interacting with circuit boards and batteries in a manner that suggests
there is a scientific activity underway. They are perhaps trying to solve something, to

25
26

Gallery (2013) Annual Report 2013 p.12
Science Gallery (2012) Annual Report 2012 p.26
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experiment or to build something. On the page adjacent to this image, the annual report states
that ‘2012 saw a fivefold increase in the size of the core Science Gallery community - a group
of enthusiastic individuals committed to exploring and implementing creative ideas in science
and art’.27 These images and many more like them in the annual reports illustrate people taking
part in science-related activities. The overall result is an array of images that show people
talking about, listening to or engaging with science. As a further illustration, Figure 6.8 shows
more scientific activities underway. Image 1 was taken at a 2009 installation entitled ‘Sports,
sweat and science’ which examined the performance of elite athletes and members of the
public. Image 2 was taken during ‘Nanoweek’ in 2009 during which members of the public
could try nano ice-cream as part the promotion of the economic potential of nanoscience. Image
3 shows a biology experiment from the 2011 ‘Visceral’ exhibition that explored tensions
between art and science.

Image 128

Image 229

Image 330

Fig. 6.8. Images of scientific activities

27

Science Gallery (2012) Annual Report 2012 p.27
Science Gallery (2009) Annual Report 2009, p.11
29
Scientific activity, Science Gallery (2009) Annual Report 2009, p.16
30
Scientific activity, Science Gallery (20011) Annual Report 2011 p.15
28
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Surviving images of seventeenth-century coffeehouses show men (women generally did not
frequent them) with props such as newspapers to illustrate that conversation was around
politics and matters of the day. They were depicted smoking pipes, reading books or newssheets, writing in notebooks and staring into the middle-distance as if deep in thought, implying
that these men were thinking, talking and debating about issues of note in politics, commerce
and the social world (Ellis M, 2008, p.158). Purposeful interaction is typical of coffeehouse
culture where people sought out like-minded individuals to discuss their passions, interests,
theories and discoveries. The Science Gallery invites people to engage and interact with science
in general and is thus intended as a place of purposeful interaction. For the scientist or science
enthusiast as well the general public, it is presented as a place to discover, discuss, learn, share
and interact about science.
6.3.2 Potent Interdisciplinarity
The Science Gallery brings together ‘zany artists and boffins’.31 Figure 6.9 shows a diverse
range of contributors to the Science Gallery from the academic field as well as the arts. The
top row shows speakers, wearing suits and ties; the bottom row shows demonstrators and
exhibitors in a range of demonstrator or performer roles.

31

Science Gallery (2009) Annual Report 2009, p.23
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Fig. 6.9. Images of contributors at the Science Gallery
A number of references in the annual reports describe the experience of different disciplines
working together: for example, a statement that it is amazing to see ‘people thinking differently
but in the same direction’32.
The Science Gallery seeks to be a source of provocation and ‘to ignite creativity and
discovery33’ by ‘stimulating face-to-face connections between the public, researchers,
designers, artists and entrepreneurs34’. It acknowledges that bringing such differences together
and forming new connections requires ‘the courage to be experimental35’ and that ‘sometimes
the birth of the most revolutionary insights is helped by a Little Creative friction’.36 The ‘buzz’
of the eighteenth-century coffeehouses was sometimes referred to as cooperative anarchy
(Tepper, 1997). The Science Gallery’s aims to contribute to the world of science and scientific

32

Science Gallery Annual Report (2010), p.26
Science Gallery Annual Report (2019), p.6 and Science Gallery Annual Report (2010), p.5.
34
Science Gallery Annual Report (2009), p.3.
35
Science Gallery Annual Report (2008) p.7
36
Science Gallery Annual Report, 2008 p.6
33
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research , however in its approach to engaging and collaborating on all matters of science, it is
also a breakthrough in science education recognised by Dr Patrick Prendergast, TCD Provost
and President, as ‘at the very cutting edge globally’ of a change in how universities teach
science.
Figure 6.10 below presents a personal account from a member of the Leonardo Group, advisors
to the Science Gallery,37 describing how the diversity of perspectives and expertise within the
group ‘react to each other in the most unexpected of ways’.38

37
38

Science Gallery Annual Report (2011), p.33
Science Gallery (2011) Annual Report 2011 p.33
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Fig. 6.10. Leonardo group member quotation taken from Annual Report
The result of the interdisciplinary experience he describes is ‘notepads brimming with
exhibition ideas that could fill the Science Gallery for the next ten years’39 and that he feels
‘rejuvenated with the buzz of new possibilities40’.
6.3.3 Creative Community
The Science Gallery aims to attract a creative community and ‘to weave itself into the lives
and dreams of an emerging creative community - the twenty-first century Leonardos who defy
the conventional boundaries between science, art, technology and business.’41
This discourse around creative community is shown in the annual reports. The 2010 report
states that ‘at the heart of Science Gallery is a community of like-minded individuals pursuing
creative projects, interrogating and exploring the boundary of art and science.’42 In fact, it
evolves from describing itself as a place for the creative community to gather to describing
Science Gallery as a community itself, intrinsically bound with this creative community.
‘Science gallery is a community - a group of enthusiastic individuals committed to exploring
and implementing creative ideas in science and art.’43 The idea of creative community is also
central to the development of an international network of science galleries. ‘In each city,
Science Gallery will tap into a vibrant local creative community of scientists, researchers,
designers, artists and entrepreneurs to engage with and inspire our 15-25 year old audience.’44

39

Science Gallery (2011) Annual Report 2011 p.33
Science Gallery (2011) Annual Report 2011 p.33
41
Science Gallery (2009) Annual Report 2009, p.3
42
Science Gallery (2010) Annual Report 2010, p.26
43
Science Gallery (2009) Annual Report 2009, p.20
44
Science Gallery (2012) Annual Report 2012, p.30
40
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The importance of infiltrating, attracting and involving creative communities is an important
part of the coffeehouse discourse, and was what the great coffeehouses succeeded in doing.
The Science Gallery presents itself as a ‘Twenty-first Century Coffeehouse, where ideas meet
and opinions collide around science, technology, and innovation’45. In expressly referencing
coffeehouses of the 17th and 18th centuries, the Science Gallery draws inspiration and
comparison with the historical significance of coffeehouses and their contribution to
breakthroughs, discoveries and movements.
The success of coffeehouses in attracting a creative community, and their provocation of potent
interdisciplinarity, is a key source of inspiration to the Science Gallery and an important
element of the organisational discourse observable in the Science Gallery multi-modal data
derived from the annual reports. By taking inspiration from the coffeehouses, it is drawing a
comparison with the historical significance of the Science Gallery, and suggests that the work
taking place in the Science Gallery matters.

6.4 Playful Interplay
This discourse is visually-led and explores how the Science Gallery promotes a Playful
Interplay between art and science, dissolving borders and creating something that is difficult
to label clearly as either art or science. Indeed, we are reminded in the Science Gallery’s
inaugural annual report that ‘there is no art without science according to Leonardo da Vinci46’.
This discourse required significant decoding of the referents across images. There are visual

45

Science Gallery (2009) Annual Report 2009, p.3.
46 Science Gallery Annual Report (2008), p. 6.
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examples throughout the annual reports of the Playful Interplay between art and science in
which identifying where one begins and the other ends is difficult.
By way of illustration, I turn to the vision and mission statements that appear in the Science
Gallery annual reports. As is characteristic of such reports, these statements are repeated in
each of the annual reports. Far from being a token gesture or content that is buried within textladen pages, the vision and mission statements are assigned particular prominence and are
graphically represented, as depicted in Figure 6.11 below47.

Fig. 6.11. Science Gallery Mission and Vision statements

47\Science Gallery Annual Report, Review (2008), pp.6,7.
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Fig. 6.12. Science Gallery logo
The two pages depicted in Figure 6.11 are an impression of the Science Gallery logo (see Figure
6.12), a design that itself playfully brings together the opposing round-hole and square-peg of
art and science.
The Playful Interplay discourse is constructed by three mini-discourses: common ground,
mutual exchange and playfulness.
6.4.1 Common Ground
The Science Gallery propounds the notion that the disciplines of art and science share creativity
in common and overtly rejects the notion that creativity is the preserve of the art community.
‘We believe that science, engineering and technology are every bit as creative as the arts
because they often require tremendous leaps of imagination’48.
Through creative leaps, science and art both seek to challenge orthodoxies and to break new
ground. Figure 6.13 below is a full-page image in the 2011 annual report. Other than ‘Events
in 2011’ written in small print, there is no information about the image, what event it was
taken from or what we are looking at. We see the words ‘This is not a neon sign’ written in

48

Science Gallery Annual Report (2008), p.6
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neon-style lighting, with silhouettes of people illuminated in neon in the background of the
image.

Fig. 6.13. This is not a neon sign49
This image references a work of art from 1928, shown
in Figure 6.14. Called ‘The Treachery of Images’, it
was painted by Belgian surrealist painter René
Magritte. The surrealist tendency to depict everyday
objects in unrealistic settings was a means of
prompting the viewer to question their own thought processes. This famous artwork inspired
Foucault’s essay entitled ‘This is not a pipe’, a precursor to The Order of Things which was
concerned

with

the

issue

interpretation (Foucault, 1982).

49

Annual Report (2011), p.25
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of

representation

and

Fig. 6.14. The Treachery of Images (René Magritte, 1928) The neon lighting statement ‘This
is not a neon sign’, which clearly references the surrealist work of Magritte, challenges us to
question our conventional understanding of what we are looking at. The statement ‘This is not
a neon sign’ is technically correct; we are looking at a photograph or potentially a computergenerated image of a neon sign. It references a famous work of art, a surrealism movement and
era that challenged the status quo and perceptions of art. This is an example of what the Science
Gallery refers to as ‘the dynamic intersection where science and art collide’50 or ‘the boundaries
of art and science51’ that are central to the Science Gallery.
The following two images are further illustrations of the common ground that art and science
share and indeed co-create in these demonstrations of where art and science collide. Both
images are from a Science Gallery exhibition in 2008 called Lightwave in which scientists,
engineers, technologists, philosophers and artists were invited to experiment with the creativity
of light.

50 Science Gallery Annual Report (2009), p.6.
51 Science Gallery Annual Report (2011), p.21
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Image 1: Bubbleheads52

Image 2: Light-tracer53

Fig. 6.15. Images from the Lightwave exhibition hosted by the Science Gallery
6.4.2 Mutual Exchange
The Science Gallery was created to force continuous interdisciplinary interactions between the
worlds of art and science. When it decides on a scientific topic for an exhibition, artists and
scientists and others are invited to contribute. The opportunity for art to inspire science, or for
science to inspire art, is thus created.
The gallery has drawn on the experience and expertise of scientists, artists, designers,
creative thinkers, entrepreneurs, students, and researchers to develop an ever-changing
space where the dialogue between the culture of science and the discoveries of art can
meet in creative clashes.54
It is typically challenging of the status quo and does not reference the ‘discoveries of science’
or the ‘culture of art’ but instead subverts these and talks about the clashes between the ‘culture
of science’ and the ‘discoveries of art’. The examples of art inspiring science and science

52

Science Gallery Annual Report (2008) p,19
Science Gallery Annual Report (2008) p.19
54
Science Gallery Annual Report (2009) p.6
53
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inspiring art throughout the Science Gallery’s annual reports are illustrative of the mutual
exchange that is possible between the two disciplines. The following two examples are
illustrative of this mutual exchange.

Fig. 6.16. Pixel art55

Fig. 6.17. Gala Contemplating the Mediterranean Sea (Salvador Dali, 1976)

55

Science Gallery Annual Report (2013) p.52
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Figure 6.16 contains hundreds of small images created in such a way that when you squint your
eyes you see a composite image created by these small images. The origins of what we now
know as ‘pixel art’ long pre-date the capabilities of technology so readily available today and
can be traced back to the era of Cubism, pioneered by artists such as Picasso, Braque and Dali.
This mutual exchange between art and science is not new to the world. Salvador Dali, a
founding-father of pixel-art gives us a vivid example of this. The Spanish artist was inspired to
create his famous 1976 painting of his wife, called ‘Gala Contemplating the Mediterranean
Sea’ (Figure 6.17). He was fascinated by science and during this period took a particular
interest in mathematics and optical illusions. To create this work, he was inspired by an article
he read in Scientific American about spatial frequency, human vision and face recognition
(Field A, 1996). The article included a picture of Abraham Lincoln against a grid to illustrate
the human ability to recognise faces. Dalí, literally inspired by this scientific grid theory and
drawing on the Abraham Lincoln image, applied this to his famous painting.
This second example further illustrates the mutual exchange between art and science.

Fig. 6.18. Image from Science Gallery 2011 annual report56

56

Science Gallery Annual Report (2011), p.23
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Fig. 6.19. Starry Night (Vincent Van Gogh, 1889)
Figure 6.18 is taken from an exhibition on the future of water called ‘Surface Tension’, held in
the Science Gallery during 2011. The resemblance between this image and Van Gogh’s famous
painting, Starry Night (Figure 6.19) is strong. We are not informed why Figure 6.18 appears in
the annual report. It is perhaps artful science and so the boundaries blur and the distinctions
become difficult to comprehend. The mutual exchange results in something new, something
that is described as ‘enriching both sides of the two cultures into a more unifying whole’.57
Such interpretive work relies on description and researchers attempt to observe both the visible
and the invisible in order to understand how visuals structure knowledge, suggest worldviews
and create observable discourses (Rose, 2001).
6.4.3 Playfulness
We may commonly think of science as experimental and do not easily associate with
playfulness. The Science Gallery displays a playfulness that ‘proves that science now only has
a heart, but also a sense of humour58. The Science Gallery, in reference to its installations,

Science Gallery Annual Report, 2010, p.29
58 Paola Antonelli, Senior Curator, Architecture and Design, MOMA, New York quoted in Science Gallery
Annual Report, 2009 p.2.
57
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states in an open call to scientists and artists that installations ‘can be playful or serious, most
themes have room for both’.59 The following two illustrations show how science in the Science
Gallery is playful and how science can contribute to or reference contemporary or pop culture.

Fig. 6.20. Annual Report (2011) visual

Fig. 6.21. Gene Wilder as Willy Wonka (1971)
Figure 6.20 above is an image taken during an exhibition or event held in the Science Gallery.60
It was taken either under red lights or has subsequently received a visual treatment in the form
of a red filter. The distinctive hat with hair protruding underneath combined with the red filter
is similar to that of the iconic image of Gene Wilder from the cult film Willy Wonka (1971)
during the famous boat scene where he is illuminated by red lights (see Figure 6.21). In 2012,

59 ‘Secret’ Open Call communication (2015)
60
Science Gallery Annual Report (2011) p26
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a year after this visual evocation of an iconic movie scene, the Science Gallery textually
referenced the iconic film in a press release relating to the ‘Edible’ exhibition, further
demonstrating the Science Gallery’s homage to the art world and, in this case, to an iconic
popular cultural reference:
A new exhibition that combines the imagination of Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
with the bite of Jamie’s Dinners will offer visitors to Science Gallery at Trinity College
Dublin a taste of the future of food61.
This playful referencing is not typical of serious science exhibitions. We see another example
of this type of playfulness in the following image, taken from a Science Gallery annual report62

Fig 6.21. Image from Infectious exhibition

61
62

Edible press release (2012)
Science Gallery Annual Report (2009) p,13
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Fig. 6.22. Images from cult movies Contagion (2011) and Outbreak (1995)
The image in Figure 6.21 is a staged image, with a person in full protection gear holding a hand
up, behind perimeter tape indicating infection. The photograph was taken during the Infectious
exhibition, as the accompanying text informs us. This kind of image with protective suits and
perimeter tape is familiar in pop culture with a number of films, such as Outbreak (1995)
(Figure 6.22) and Contagion (2011), being created about outbreaks of life-threatening diseases
Finally, we see a playfulness in the opening sentence of an ‘open call’ document inviting
submissions for a forthcoming exhibition. The opening sentence reads as follows:
Calling all experimental musicians, musical neuroscientists, sound artists, cyborg
performers, dance-floor divas and harmonic engineers.63
The playfulness is inherent in the tone of voice and the use of dramatically unscientific
language such as ‘dance-floor divas’. It is also inherent in what the document is encouraging
people to do - to experiment and create - and how it brings interactive, engaging and
provocative ideas to the public.
The Playful Interplay of art and science as constructed by the common ground and mutual
exchange between them, and the inherent playfulness, is something new to the world of science
museums. The following two third-party quotes, taken respectively from the 2009 and 2013
annual reports, capture the uniqueness of this approach to art and science.

63

Biorhythm Open Call document from Science Gallery, (2009) p.1
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Science Gallery strives to show us what integration looks like and what it might look
like into the future64 (Digital Guru)
Science Gallery is making waves internationally as a new model for innovation65
(Education Magazine)
The Playful Interplay discourse is relevant to the character of interaction and indeed to the
integration or cross-fertilization of interdisciplinary ideas, which are important themes in the
study of collaboration, and to the practice of creative collaboration within an organisation. It
reflects the creativity literature in relation to the interplay between convergent and divergent
modes and the potential to combine styles and move between modes of thinking, with terms
such as ‘oscillating, dynamic shifting or ambidexterity’ being used to refer to the interplay
between modes (Cropley, 2018).

6.5 A Mercurial Place
The visual representation of the Science Gallery as a physical structure works in conjunction
with the textual data to construct this discourse, which I call ‘A Mercurial place’. The following
section expands upon three mini-discourses of the Science Gallery: an important place, an everchanging place and a catalytic place, which collectively contribute to the construction of the
‘Mercurial Place’ discourse.

64
65

Science Gallery Annual Report (2009) p.11
Science Gallery Annual Report (2013) p.26
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6.5.1 An important place
The Science Gallery is presented visually as an important place. Characteristic of the visuality
of the Science Gallery as ‘an important place’ are dramatic images of the Science Gallery from
different perspectives and using different stylistic techniques. The way in which the Science
Gallery is represented photographically derives from the photographer’s ability to manipulate
perspective by choosing for example how to frame the Science Gallery. The photographer’s
selection of time, place, people, distance and angle, of framing and tonality all affect the
representation of the image (Becker, 1986; Goldstein, 2007).

Fig. 6.23. Exterior image of Science Gallery building
Figure 6.23 above, taken from a Science Gallery annual report66, shows an exterior photograph
of the Science Gallery shot from a low angle or ant’s-eye view. This technique has the dramatic
effect of adding impact and making the image appear powerful, grand or significant (Harrison,
2003). The viewer of the image is compelled to look up at the Science Gallery. We see the
Science Gallery logo back-lit by a glowing, blue-fluorescent light against the angled grid lines
of the futuristic building façade. A quotation, attributed to a Science Gallery visitor, overlaid
on the image states, ‘Science Gallery lets you know incredible things’. Horn calls this multi-
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Science Gallery Annual Review (2011), pp.12 and 13
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modal mix of image and text ‘visual language’ (1999). Readers no longer rely solely on written
text for comprehension; they absorb and process all that they see within a document to create
meaning for themselves (Harrison, 2003, p56). This first image, due in part to its photographic
style and in part to the overlaid quotation, represents the Science Gallery as a place of
importance. This is further enhanced by the double-page space afforded this particular
composite image. Size and placement of an image have a significant effect on visual language
(Harrison, 2003). In this instance, the image is afforded a significant amount of space in the
overall context of the annual report. This visual representation of the Science Gallery as a place
of significance is also observable in the written text, which describes what preceded the Science
Gallery building as having been a ‘forgotten corner’ on Dublin’s Pearse Street that was
transformed into a ‘landmark’.67
Figure 6.24 below enunciates the significance of the Science Gallery to the city of Dublin. A
graphic representation of headphones, taken from the Biorhythm exhibition, is combined with
a quotation from a visitor stating that ‘Dublin is a different and better city with Science
Gallery’.68

67
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Science Gallery Annual Report (2011), p.3
Science Gallery Annual Report (2010), p.2
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Fig. 6.24. Visual from Annual Report (2010)
The significance of the Science Gallery’s role in Ireland is captured by the endorsement of the
Irish government. The following quote from government Minister Jimmy Deenihan, Minister
of Arts, Heritage and an Gaeltacht is referenced in the 2011 annual report :
Science Gallery’s mission to involve inspire and engage curious minds through science,
and by creating a space where ideas meet, has never been more important as we strive
to reinvent ourselves and stimulate entrepreneurship in Ireland.69
Figure 6.25 shows a photograph of a Science Gallery researcher with the leader of the Irish
government, Taoiseach Enda Kenny, on a scheduled visit to the Science Gallery.
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Science Gallery Annual Report (2011), p.55
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Fig. 6.25. Former Taoiseach of Ireland, Enda Kenny at the Science Gallery
During this visit, he is quoted as saying ‘Science Gallery is creating the future before our
eyes’.70
The Science Gallery is important to the academic research world and the world of science most
particularly. It creates ‘a dynamic meeting point for cutting-edge research and innovative
engagement’71 and constantly brings researchers into contact with the public and the public
into contact with scientific researchers in an interesting and accessible way. The following
quotation, taken from the 2010 annual report, illustrates the centrality of researchers and the
importance of the big questions facing the world.
Dublin is a city where great research, creativity and communication come together in a
unique blend. I have never met researchers more passionate and enthusiastic about their
work. Nothing exemplifies this more than Trinity College’s wonderful Science Gallery,
a buzzing creative space in the heart of the city where immunologists, artists and

70 Science Gallery Annual Report (2013), p.2
71 Science Gallery Annual Report (2008), p.12
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designers get together to explore the big questions facing humanity over a coffee (Sir
William Castell, Chairman: Wellcome Trust).72
This ‘important place’ discourse presents the Science Gallery as important to Trinity College
Dublin, to the city of Dublin, to the country of Ireland and to science and research. This final
quotation suggests that it is important to the future of mankind:
A visit to the Science Gallery is enough to give one hope about our future (Paola
Antonelli, Senior Curator: Architecture and Design, MOMA, New York)73
6.5.2 An ever-changing place
A discourse around the fluid nature of the Science Gallery permeates the text within the annual
reports. It is described, for example, as ‘a central interface between research and the city’74 and
as a ‘porous membrane between the university and the city’.75 This fluidity of the Science
Gallery is presented as ‘ever changing’76 or a ‘constantly changing place where ideas meet’
(Gorman, 2009). The three images in Figure 6.26 below show the exterior of the Science
Gallery in daylight and at night, and illustrate how different the place can look depending on
time of day, photographic style, use of lighting and the nature of the exhibition taking place.

72 Science Gallery Annual Report (2010) p.50
73
Science Gallery Annual Report (2009) p.2
74
Science Gallery Annual Report (2008) p.5
75
Science Gallery Annual Report (2011) p.3.
76
Science Gallery Annual Report (2009) p.6.
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Fig. 6.26. Exterior night-time images of the Science Gallery
Another characteristic that the three images above share is a wide-angle perspective, which has
the dramatic effect of exaggerating perspective (Goldstein, 2007). The building in image 177 is
lit from within by golden light. In this image and also in image 2,78 a further photographic
technique has been applied which creates an effect of surreal, streaking lights across the front
of the building. The building is presented differently in each of the three photographs. In image
3, we can see small silhouettes of people upstairs and downstairs as well as a person walking
by the exterior of the Science Gallery.79 This time, the building is lit from within by shades of
purple and red. Each image represents the Science Gallery quite literally in a different light,
with the building taking on a different character in each one.
The fluid or ‘ever changing’ discourse is explored and expressed verbally in different ways. It
is described as ‘an unprecedented and mind-turning environment, a vortex for diverse utopian
adventures80’, ‘a particle accelerator for people’, ‘a new kind of space’ and ‘a living
experiment81’. This description of a chameleon-like entity is constructed by the ever-changing
visual representation of the building as well as the use of text.

77 Science Gallery Annual Review (2015) p.13
78 Science Gallery Annual Review (2009) p.9
79 Science Gallery Annual Review (2010) p.15
80 Science Gallery Annual Report (2009) p.32
81 Science Gallery Annual Report (2009) p.35
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The Science Gallery recognises that ‘it is important to be able to work fast’ and to respond to
unfolding events (Gorman, 2009). Within two weeks of a debate on anti-depressants arising in
the Irish media, a major exhibition relating to prescription medication was assembled and
presented by the Science Gallery. In contrast with the traditional museum world, rapid
production is central to its ability to be ever-changing.

Fig. 6.27. Images of the Science Gallery building
Figure 6.27 above shows how different angles and perspectives affect the representation of the
Science Gallery and further contribute to the construction of a discourse around an everchanging place. Where the camera is placed can alone affect the representation of an image
(Goldstein B. 2007). In contrast with the exterior images discussed previously, these three
images share a common characteristic in that they are all point-of-view images. This means
that the image is taken from the vantage point of the Science Gallery, from the inside looking
out. The first image in Figure 6.2782 is taken from upstairs and thus has a high-angle
perspective, which shows a queue formation of people outside the Science Gallery in a more
conceptual way. This high angle ensures that the image is not distracted or dominated by
individual faces and contributes to a more conceptual image, which in this instance is that
people are queueing to enter the Science Gallery. Overlaid on this image is a quotation from a
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visitor which states, ‘My mind was blown’. This statement and the previous visitor quotation
‘Science Gallery lets you know incredible things’ will be referenced again in relation to the
catalytic effect that the Science Gallery has on people.
Image 283 is an eye level image, taken through the downstairs window in the Science Gallery.
Through the stencilled lettering of the word Science we see people gathered to attend an event
in the Science Gallery. It is literally a visual representation of how the public have been
engaged through the medium of science. The Science Gallery constantly changes photographic
perspectives, adding layers of interest and detail to the story of its physical structure.
Image 384 is another low-angle shot, similar to the ones discussed in relation to the Science
Gallery being an important place. The image has been taken from the glass-door entrance; we
see the backs of two people staring up at a projection on the old stone-walls of Trinity. It
represents to the viewer another side of the Science Gallery, one quite in contrast with the
modern part of the building. The Science Gallery refuses to present itself as either one thing or
another. It is not just modern but is also part of TCD’s historic walls. This changeable nature
or refusal to be easily defined is captured in an attributed quotation stating that the Science
Gallery ‘avoids easy categorization and constantly experiments’.85
Some of the Science Gallery’s open call communications include some tips for proposal
submissions, one of which encourages proposals that transcend or defy categories. ‘Defying
categories is good. (It’s kind of a hybrid sculpture, event, installation-puzzle, with a crowd-
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sourced edible citizen-science archive, plus a performance component that will influence our
design for a speculative organism).86
The visual language of an ever-changing place constructs the Science Gallery as difficult to
categorise and establishes it as distinctive and set apart from the museum and university
establishment.
6.5.3 A Catalytic Place
A number of quotations from visitors are included in the Science Gallery’s documentation,
sometimes overlaid on imagery that expresses the effect that the Science Gallery experience
has had on the visitor. This catalytic aspect of the mercurial discourse is further constructed
through a series of stories that cumulatively create a discourse about the catalytic effects of the
Science Gallery. These stories are attributed to writers who have personally collaborated with
or experienced the Science Gallery.
Story 1:
‘An unprecedented and mind-turning environment, the science gallery serves as a
vortex for diverse utopian adventurers. Each collaboration has been immensely
fulfilling, and has led to vigorous encounters with pioneers in nanomagnetics, quantum
chemistry and foam physics!’ (Evalina Domnitch and Dmetri Gelfand, artists).87
The multiple catalytic effects of the Science Gallery in this story include cognitive (mindturning) and emotional (fulfilling) effects as well as the facilitation of encounters with pioneers
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in diverse areas. Such encounters with experts and even pioneers promote the cross-fertilization
of ideas and enhance the possibility for breakthroughs to occur. We shall return to the catalytic
effects that interdisciplinarity amongst experts has on creativity in this chapter’s discussion.
Story 2:
‘What started with a throwaway comment on Twitter became a fully formed event in
Science Gallery three weeks later with an awesome line-up of speakers and a hugely
enthusiastic following.’88
This is an example of how a hypothetical or ‘throwaway’ comment made on Twitter was made
manifest by the involvement of the Science Gallery. The manifestation of the event was one
effect; the assembly of speakers and gathering of an ‘enthusiastic following’ were two others.
The fact that the embryonic notion surfaced initially in a virtual context and resulted in a live
manifestation is surely catalytic.
Story 3:
‘A series of conversations in Science Gallery sparked the Playhouse project. It started
with a single chat about how cool it would be if someone did a ‘Blinkenlights’ style
installation in Liberty Hall. Before I knew what was happening, I was introduced to
like-minded interactive artists, lighting designers, event producers, software
programmes and LED specialists - all of whom were somehow connected to Science
Gallery. Within one week of that first conversation it became clear that we had the
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makings of a team that could pull off such a project. Without the catalytic presence of
Science Gallery, I have no idea how the unique set of skills required for such a project
could ever have been brought together’ (Brian Fallon, Founder of Daft.ie)89.
This story tells us of a conversation that took place in the Science Gallery and that posed a
‘what if’ scenario. The Science Gallery had the network to introduce the story’s author to likeminded technology experts. Within one week, a unique team comprised of the diverse talents
required to achieve the hypothetical project was assembled. It goes on to recognise the
‘catalytic presence’ of the Science Gallery and the role it played to making this project a reality.
This is an example of the facilitator role that the Science Gallery plays within the creative
community it seeks to attract. This was not a Science Gallery initiative; however, it had the
interdisciplinary network that enabled the concept to be brought to fruition.
Mercury was selected as an appropriate metaphor for this Science Gallery discourse as the
element shares the attributes which collectively construct this discourse. It is important and is
set apart from all other elements by its changeable, and catalytic properties. The minidiscourses that cumulatively construct this ‘Mercurial Place’ discourse combine the
construction of the Science Gallery as an important place, a place that is ever-changing and
experimental and as a place that has catalytic effects. Much like mercury, the Science Gallery
is agentic in that it makes things possible; it makes things happen.
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The Mercurial Place discourse is focused on presenting the work and stature of the Science
Gallery as important to Ireland, to research, to science and to the world. This kind of discourse
can appeal to the intrinsic motivation of the creative community it seeks to attract; to their
desire to do important work for its own sake; and to another characteristic of creative people:
a concern for discovery.

6.6 The social effect of the three discourses
This study seeks to understand how diverse experts engage in creative collaboration in the case
of the Science Gallery. The three discourses identified within the Science Gallery’s official
publications are relevant to group creativity literature in the following ways.
They reveal an intentional construction of an ‘other place’, a place that facilitates different
behaviours, that allows a break from normal organisational behaviours: an environment that is
conducive to the work of creative collaboration. The liminality of this ‘other place’ promotes
a behavioural orientation that is playful and a modus operandi that previous research in the
field of creativity has suggested is conducive to breakthroughs (Kane, 2004).
The discourses reveal a desire and ambition to attract and build a creative community by
appealing to the intrinsic motivations of creative people as well as a trait known as ‘concern
for discovery’ that is characteristic of creative people (Csikszenmihalyi and Getzels, 1970). It
presents the Science Gallery as important and as a hot bed for discoveries and new ideas.
The discourses also reveal a belief in and commitment to interdisciplinary collaboration in the
pursuit of breakthroughs. Interdisciplinarity is recognised as heightening the novelty of
breakthroughs in group environments. Each of these - other place, creative community and
interdisciplinarity - are discussed in the context of the creativity literature and their influence
on a social context where creative collaborations take place.
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6.6.1 Science Gallery as an ‘other place’ and space for play
On the TCD grounds and officially part of the university, the Science Gallery resists such
university status, instead presenting an ‘other place’ discourse. We saw in the 21st Century
coffeehouse discourse that the Science Gallery described itself as a ‘break out space’ that is
not home, work or college90. To further set itself apart, it also resists association with the
traditional museum world. Instead, it belongs to a genre of science centre with a remit that
extends beyond sharing scientific discovery to provoking it (Tlili, 2008). What sets this genre
of science centre apart is a focus on the future rather than a protection of heritage, and a
flexibility and a responsiveness in relation to the nature, form and content of exhibitions (Tlili,
2008).
The idea of the Science Gallery being an ‘other’ place permeates the coffeehouse discourse
particularly. In representing itself as unique, separate and significant, the Science Gallery is
creating a heterotopia (Foucault, 1966) or space for play that enhances the exploration of
alternative behaviours and the likelihood that creativity will occur. Heterotopias, as radically
‘other’ spaces, withdraw from the reigning order and the necessities of the present and offer
spaces for imagination, creation and everyday creativity (Hjorth, 2005, p.392). This ‘other
place’ status bestows a ‘betwixt and between’ reality where tasks are more likely to be framed
in a unique way and consequently are more likely to yield more novel solutions (Mainemeis
and Ronson, 1998, p.13).
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The construction of an ‘other place’ provides the conditions for participants to break from the
conventions of normal organisational behaviour and in their place provides an environment
that supports and encourages more playful and experimental behaviours. The Science Gallery
states that the works on display ‘can be playful or serious, most themes have room for both’.’91
Play and creativity are tightly linked. Play has been presented as a natural path to creativity in
the works of Freud, Vygotsky, Piaget, Turner and Winnicott (Mainemelis and Ronson, 2006).
Play occupies a transitional space, a liminal context, which temporarily suspends social
conventions and rules, giving way to ambiguity, joy, frivolity and exploration of alternative
behaviours (Turner, 1982; 1987). Playfulness and experimentation was also characteristic of
the Playful Interplay discourse. Mainemelis and Ronson describe play as a ‘behavioural
orientation to performing any type of work’ (2006, p.85). While play as a form of diversion
from normal activity fosters creativity, in peripheral and indirect ways play as a form of
engagement with work tasks is the fundamental and most important manifestation of play in
relation to creativity (2006, p.85). Play, or engagement with a task or experiment in the Science
Gallery, is not seen as a deviant of engagement but as a means of engagement. In the Science
Gallery, the scientists together with the artists, designers, writers and technologists are said to
be engaging in ‘responsible tinkering’92. Boden describes the creative activities that are often
the precursor to new ideas, such as pushing boundaries, making associations and testing new
combinations, as ‘playing around’ (1990, p.56). In studies of exceptional professional
creativity, maintaining a playful attitude towards work was identified as a common
characteristic (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Gardner, 1993). Florida argues that creativity
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flourishes best in a unique kind of social environment: one that is stable enough to allow
continuity of effort yet diverse and broad-minded enough to nourish creativity in all its
subversive forms (2002, p.35). Beyond a physical place that feels creative, this social
environment or space for creativity is critical. There is a need for organisations, in the face of
complexity, to move beyond a reactive form of innovation to practicing continuous innovation
(Mannucci, de Valck and Orazi, 2015). The ‘ever changing’ nature of the Science Gallery
suggests that the organisation practices a continuous form of innovation and experimentation.
Rather than being assigned to a particular area, or to a scheduled time, play is a modus operandi
for the Science Gallery.
6.6.2 The Science Gallery intentionally appeals to characteristics of creative people
Management and staff of the Science Gallery claim they have drawn inspiration from the
seventeenth century coffeehouses, which successfully attracted a creative community. The
Science Gallery similarly seeks to attract a broad creative community from the arts, sciences,
business and technology. This broad creative community, with which the Science Gallery seeks
to engage, is what Florida calls the ‘creative class’ (2002). His definition of the creative class
liberated the notion from traditional bourgeois interpretations and extended it to those workers
who have autonomy and decision-making ability in their chosen professions (2002). The
Science Gallery also has a broad definition in relation to the creative community they are
seeking to attract. They describe their creative community as ‘the twenty-first century
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Leonardos who defy the conventional boundaries between science, art, technology and
business’.93
Creative people display certain characteristics such as intrinsic motivation (Amabile, 1983)
and concern for discovery (Csikszenmihalyi and Getzels, 1970). The predominantly voluntary
involvement of the Science Gallery’s creative community suggests an intrinsic motivation or
desire to engage with the Science Gallery for reasons other than extrinsic rewards. To appeal
to this intrinsic motivation, the Science Gallery is presented as important to Dublin, to Ireland
and to the world – which is observed most particularly in the Mercuria Place discourse. To
quote former Taoiseach Enda Kenny, ‘The Science Gallery is creating the future before our
eyes’94.
The creativity literature has in recent years acknowledged creativity as an economic
imperative, fuelling new products and services, employment, increased GNP and competitive
advantage (Banaji, Burn and Buckingham, 2006; Florida, 2002). Many studies seek to
understand the economic contribution made by the creative industries, and their importance at
government level as levers of growth and cultural progress (Lange et al., 2008; Schlesinger,
2011). The inclusion in annual reports of images of serving and former government ministers,
as well as of the leader of the Irish government, visiting the Science Gallery implies national
endorsement of the work taking place in the Science Gallery. A government minister quoted
in the 2011 annual report referred to the importance of the Science Gallery in relation to
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‘simulating entrepreneurship95’, for example. Beyond economic importance, creativity is also
recognised as important to social advances.
In addition to appealing to intrinsic motivation, the Science Gallery appeals to another
characteristic of creative people: a concern for discovery. The Science Gallery’s mission is to
‘ignite creativity and discovery where science and art collide’.96 Kuhn (1962) asserts that
potentially creative people are not drawn to domains where all the basic questions have been
answered and offer few opportunities to obtain intrinsic and extrinsic rewards but instead are
motivated and attracted to domains that provide the opportunity to solve important problems.
The Science Gallery in this regard provides the opportunity to Florida’s creative class to engage
in important endeavours that require breakthroughs and new discoveries (2002). While Science
Gallery staff are paid for their involvement with the Science Gallery, the Leonardo group and
the Table Talk collaborations participate in a voluntary capacity. The Science Gallery also on
occasion provides benefits in kind, such as meeting space for groups who wish to collaborate
in hackathons, conduct gatherings or host TedX-style speaking events to the creative
community at the heart of science and who seek to address some of the Big Challenges facing
the world.
6.6.3 The Science Gallery promotes interdisciplinary collaboration
Group creativity researchers theorize that breakthroughs are more likely when a greater variety
of resources are available as diverse inputs stimulate a variety of outputs (Harvey, 2015).
Collaboration drives creativity because innovation tends to emerge from a series of sparks and
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not a single flash of insight (Sawyer 2007, p.7). Weisberg insisted that one must go beyond the
bounds of one’s own knowledge to produce true advances (1999). The Medici Effect argues
that the most surprising insights tend to emerge from connections among different bodies of
knowledge (Johansson, 2005). While interdisciplinarity is a key characteristic of creative
groups in general, interdisciplinary collaborations are considered to be of particular relevance
to science. Kahn and Prager describe interdisciplinary collaborations as a scientific and social
imperative (1994, p.12) and Lee, Walsh and Yiang (2015) describe the increasing dominance
of team science.
The Science Gallery’s annual reports clearly express a belief that interdisciplinarity is a catalyst
for creativity. It believes that ‘creativity explodes out from conversations and cultural
encounters where there are differences’.97 The Science Gallery is expressly presented as ‘a
creative platform that brings together artists, scientists, designers, engineers and entrepreneurs
in new conversations’.98 It established the Leonardo group with the intention of bringing
together different disciplines to act as a ‘brains trust’ or advisor to the Science Gallery. The
Table Talk collaborations were also established with the objective of bringing different
disciplines and perspectives together to discuss a specific subject.
The notion of interdisciplinarity is embedded in all three of the discourses and particularly in
the ‘twenty first century coffeehouse’ and ‘Playful Interplay’ discourses. Interdisciplinary skill,
the ability to rely on a depth of internal criteria that enable evaluation and interdisciplinary
disposition or the will to engage with those from other disciplines or orientations are pre-
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requisites (2009). Interdisciplinarity is also a process and practice by which a set of purposeful
arrangements and a sense of community are established to iterate and ultimately integrate ideas
with others into an end product (Rhoten, 2009).
In terms of purposeful arrangements, we saw previously that egalitarianism and congeniality
were principles of the seventeenth century coffeehouses on which the Science Gallery is
intentionally modelled. In his study of creative collaborations in the spheres of jazz and
improvisational theatre particularly, Sawyer identified an egalitarian work ethic in the approach
to these endeavours as a unifying aspect (1999). A sense of community or communitas is
fundamental to effective collaboration (Hargadon and Bechkey, 2006). People must be bonded
not only by interaction but by a sense of belonging to a community characterised by strong
emotional connection and commitment among its members (Hargadon and Bechky, 2006;
Mannucci and Orazi, 2015). The Science Gallery’s desire to attract a community of
interdisciplinary creative people to engage in new conversations reflects a recognition of the
importance of communitas, particularly at the moment of creative collaboration.

6.7 Conclusion
This analytical chapter has explored the organisational discourses of the Science Gallery and
described how it constructs itself as an advocate, host and facilitator of creative collaborations.
Three organisational discourses were observed through a visual discourse analysis of Science
Gallery official documentation.
The Science Gallery presents itself as an important and creative place and a place for creativity
and in doing so upholds the values of creativity, promotes behaviours conducive to
breakthrough thinking and seeks to attract a creative community. It is argued that the discourses
observed describe a culture that is conducive to creativity, that promotes play and
experimentation (Kane, 2002), interdisciplinary interaction (Nissani 1997; Rhoten, 2009),
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collaboration (Hargadon and Bechky, 2006; Sawyer, 2007; Sawyer and deZutter, 2009;
Glăveanu, 2011), that appeals to the concern for discovery trait (Csikszentmihalyi and Getsels,
1970) and the intrinsic motivation of creative people (Amabile, 1983; 2000). As well as
addressing this thesis’ initial question about how collaborative creative is represented in the
Science Gallery, this chapter provides the context for the next chapter which analyses the
situated talk within creative collaborations in the Science Gallery to further understand how
collaborative creativity unfolds in it.
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CHAPTER 7 Idea Talk
7.1 Introduction
This analytical chapter examines the interdisciplinary encounters described in Chapter 5
(Section 5.3) that regularly take place in the Science Gallery. Using the tools of interaction
analysis (Jordan and Henderson. 1995), the collected audio data has been analysed by a process
designed to gain insight into the communication system characteristic of creative
collaborations. This research questions guiding this analysis relate to:
•

how the performance of collaborative creativity unfolds

•

what the distinguishing characteristics of the communication system, which underpins
the performance of collaborative creativity in Science Gallery meetings, are.

Section 7.2 presents the three-stage process involved in this interaction analysis: conducting a
visual pattern analysis (Section 7.2.1), developing a categorisation system (Section 7.2.2) and
interaction analysis (Section 7.2.3). The notion of ‘Idea Talk’ is presented and described in
Section 7.3. Section 7.4 presents the Creative Convergence framework and describes how this
contribution builds on the creative collaboration literature. The analysis also provides insight
into the factors that may be influencing the performance of collaborative creativity, including
creativity blockers (7.5.1), fluid roles (7.5.2) and facilitator expertise (7.5.3). Section 7.6
concludes the chapter with an overview of the key findings that emerged from this analysis.

7.2 Interaction analysis
As outlined in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2), this research design involves the principles and tools of
interaction analysis as a means of examining the empirical data collected. The interactional
data used in this chapter derive from Science Gallery collaborative idea generation sessions
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called Table Talk sessions. The data include three special-theme ‘Table Talk’ sessions
involving diverse participants who typically do not know each other, and a further six Leonardo
Table Talk sessions comprised of Leonardo group members.
The unit of analysis used in this methodology is a Table Talk group session of about 10
minutes. Units are identified by the arrival of a group at a table and by observable opening and
closing statements, after which the group moves on to a different table, signalling the
termination of a unit of analysis. Nine table talk units have been analysed, amounting to a total
of one hundred and twelve minutes and thirty-five seconds of audio data. The data involved
three facilitators: one assigned to the three discrete special-theme Table Talk tables, a second
to three discrete Leonardo future city-themed units and a third to the three Leonardo foodthemed units.
Interaction Analysis promotes an iterative approach to creating a ‘locally relevant
transcription’ (Kendon, 1990) appropriate to categories of interest. This study began with
content logs as a precursor to transcription and provides a useful overview and source to initiate
a phase of unmotivated looking. Multiple readings of the content logs were followed by more
complete transcription. Following an IA approach, the extent and detail of transcription is
determined by analytic interest and is an iterative process through which sequences are
identified as particularly, or potentially, of interest to the task at hand while others are set aside.
A loose transcription, following the approach of Kendon (1990) and the basic principles of
Jefferson notation (1984), was employed in this study.
The analytical process involved three stages that were developed iteratively through rounds of
analysis and worked in harmony to illuminate different aspects of the collaboration. The first
stage involved a visual pattern analysis which provided an ‘aerial view’ of changes in dynamic
throughout each unit of analysis and is described further in 6.2.1 below. The second process
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involved categorising or labelling each turn in a way that described the work undertaken by
each contribution and involved the employment of existing categorisation systems (LehmannWillenbrock, Allen and Kaufield, 2013; Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975), described further in
6.2.2 as well as the generation of new categories or labels that emerged from the dataset
outlined in 6.2.3. The third process analysed the content of each turn that comprised an
interactive sequence to understand the dynamics within each interactive sequence and to
understand the features of the interaction as it unfolded turn-by-turn.
7.2.1 Visual Dynamic pattern analysis
To explore the back-and-forth interactions of collaborative sequences, it was necessary to
examine the data in a way that allowed for the visualisation of the intangible, invisible momentto-moment emergence of collaborative processes (Lehmann-Willenbrock, Allen and Kaufield
2013; Lundberg et al.., 2014; Sawyer, 1999). As previously discussed, Lundberg et al.. (2014)
prioritised the visualisation of data in their methodological approach and utilised an innovative
methodology that enabled the visualisation of data points which could be mapped in order to
identify moments of significance (MOS). To make the dynamic pattern of talk within the
Science Gallery interactional data visible, each Table Talk session was plotted on an interaction
map where the interaction between participants as well as the back-and-forth interaction
between participants and the facilitator was visually mapped. Within each encounter, the
pattern of interaction between the facilitator and expert participants was diagrammatically
illustrated. Figure 7.199 below is an example of an interaction map and illustrates how the visual
representation of interaction can highlight particular patterns, changes in participation levels
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and other group dynamics that can be further examined by returning to that section of the data
set for analysis.
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Fig. 7.1. Interaction Map for Special Theme Table Talk Unit 1
Facilitator turns were visually represented by dots above-the-line, and participant turns belowthe-line. Each turn was numbered and each participant turn, represented by a dot below-the-
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line, was also colour-coded to illustrate different participants. Treating the data in this way
allowed for the identification of any patterns or changes to the pattern of interaction within
sequences which in turn could be further analysed to understand what was happening at that
point in the interaction.
The interaction map presented in Figure 6.2.1 above is taken from a special theme Table Talk
unit. The interaction map visually depicts the 81 turns, over four sequences, that comprise the
special theme Table Talk unit which lasted ten minutes and 20 seconds in duration. Above-theline are facilitator turns (F), numbered and denoted by a black dot and below the line are
participant turns (P), numbered and colour-coded to identify which participant contributed each
turn. At the end of Figure 7.1 is a key which maps the coloured dots to participant names
(names have been altered to protect anonymity).
By mapping all nine of the Table Talk units (further samples of interactive maps are provided
in Appendix 3) in this way and through rounds of analysis, the patterns within the data raised
three initial observations about the unfolding interaction in Science Gallery collaborations,
each of which are discussed in turn below.
Visible Patterns of interaction
Group dynamic is identified as an important feature of collaboration (Nonaka, 1994;
Sonnenburg, 2004). Participation levels are a feature of group dynamic and the participation
levels of the recorded data were made visible by the interaction maps. Changes in the pattern
of interaction were observable in the interaction maps. In Figure 7.1, there is a ping-pong
pattern moving above and below the line in sequences one and two which changes in sequences
three and four to a below the line, dot-to-dot dynamic of inter-participant exchange. The pattern
change observable in the maps corresponds to a variance in group dynamic. The enhanced
number of multi-coloured dots below the line represent the number of different participants
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contributing one after the other with far less back-and-forth intervention (ping-ponging above
and below the line) from the facilitator; thus the interaction is between participants at this stage
in the interaction, which marks a change in dynamic.
In their study of creativity at work, Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersvik (2012) describe looking for
peak moments of interactions and subsequently seeking to unpack the dynamics of these
extreme periods. They do not suggest these moments are typical of collective endeavour, and
in fact recognise that they are deviant but valuable in terms of the learnings that might be
garnered during a heightened phase. The interaction pattern analysis, including Figure 7.1
above, highlighted a number of key moments after which the dynamic changed in a sequence
of interaction and in doing so provided direction for further analysis of the content at these
moments.
The pattern changes raised questions such as: what or who triggered an increase or decrease in
participation levels, what was happening at this point in the interaction and did it lead to a
successful outcome? Previous studies have shown how the collaborative space created by
interaction can cease to exist due, for example, to a lack of shared understanding or where a
discussion exceeds the knowledge or expertise threshold of some participants who as a
consequence lose interest in the problem or are unable able to create a solution (Sonnenburg,
2004). Such events, marked by a decline or termination of participation, are made visible by
these interaction maps.
Although Figure 7.1 above, which depicted the eighty-one turns that comprise unit 1, illustrated
an enhanced dynamic, it also illuminated points in time where a reduction in the number of
participants interacting and a corresponding decline in dynamic were observed. Figure 7.2
below depicts sequence 2, a subsection of the Table Talk interaction map reviewed in Figure
7.1 above. We can observe a change in participant levels mid-way through this sequence, and
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note that turns 33 to 41 were an exchange between the facilitator and Sam only, which resulted
in the termination of that particular sequence and the beginning of another.
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Fig. 7.2. Special Theme Table Talk - Unit 1100
These visual maps are of value as, in making the pattern of interaction visible, they can
highlight periods where there was an increase or decrease in dynamic, where more participants
were provoked to engage in the conversation and where there was a reduction in dynamic,
marked by a decline in participant interaction. These points of heightened or lower interaction
required further analysis to understand what was happening at these particular moments in the
creative collaboration.
Individual Participation variance
The visual map allows for an examination of individual participation levels overall as well as
at particular points within a sequence. By counting the coloured dots in the Table Talk session

100

Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk, Unit 1, Turns 19-41
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in Figure 7.1, we can see that John had 18 turns, Rachel had 3, Laura had 9, Bob had 3, Sam
had 14 and Jenny had 5. We can thus see that there was a variance rather than equality in
individual participation levels. A key aspect of brainstorming doctrine is equality of
participation, with all participants encouraged to contribute equally and the facilitator’s role
being to manage this equality of participation throughout the session. It has also been proposed
that collaborative creativity demands equal participation from each member of the group
(Glăveanu, 2014; Sawyer, 2007; Sonnenburg, 2004; Steiner, 2009). Sawyer describes equal
participation as 'no one being in charge and no one creating more than anyone else’ (2007,
p.140).
Equal participation levels are conceivably achievable and beneficial within a homogenous
group of musicians, scientists, actors or engineers all working on a single task or multiple tasks
that demand reliance on a core area of expertise. In improvisational theatre or jazz for example,
all participants share a common factor in that they are all performers, professional or otherwise.
In such scenarios equal participation is essential to the dynamic and the creative performance
(Sawyer, 2003, 2006a). The issue is more complex a heterogeneous group of multi-disciplinary
experts are discussing issues that are not pre-determined and are in flux: issues or topics that
can span any number of disciplines and areas of expertise. In such multi-disciplinary groups,
with no such commonality, equal participation is neither possible nor desirable as participation
levels and expertise are dependent on subject matter. An actor’s contribution to a scientific
problem may be critical to the creative collaboration but is unlikely to be equal, either in depth
or quantity of content, to that of the scientist.
This study suggests that, in multi-disciplinary collaborative groups like the ones studied in the
Science Gallery, a variance of participation levels is present. By definition, an expert can
simultaneously be a non-expert in a collaborative context that spans multiple disciplines.
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Furthermore, it is contended here that such variance is not only a feature but is productive,
where an expert can step forward and subsequently regress as the topic evolves in the
collaborative model. The context created within creative collaborations establishes an
environment in which the contribution of non-experts is invited and valued. As topics evolve
so too does the degree of ‘expertness’; thus a corresponding variance in participation level is
referable to equality which assumes both topic and expertness as fixed.
The extract below, taken from a discussion about chess arose in a cognitive enhancement
themed Table Talk session101 and illustrates how Adam has significantly more turns in the
sequence. Adam initiates a discussion around how approaches to playing chess and poker have
changed as a result of human-computer interaction.
Adam: Something that might be interesting in cognitive enhancement is ahm chess
Facilitator: Oh yes
Adam: The way that chess is played now has changed dramatically because people
have started to use computers to test ideas but it has actually ended up that humans
against humans play quite differently now than they used to do.
Facilitator: Because they have been training against computers?
Adam: Well also OK they have begun to see that computers use a brute force approach.
And they have begun to see that there are tactical kind of ideas deep down that people
previously would never have started to consider. But now they realise that these things

101

Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk, Unit 2: turns 4-13
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are there so they actually play differently. But interestingly when they play against
computers they play quite differently than they do against humans. They play much
safer, kind of non-tactical way. So the way people are thinking about how that game
has changed due as a result of using and interacting with computers
Facilitator: So actually, there's a learning from computers sort of aspect to it yeah.
Adam: The other maybe related thing to that. People playing online poker now is a
huge thing. And a lot of the online poker sites will give you data about the style of play
of your opponents. Years ago people would have worked this out themselves what type
of player … but now you are getting real time data on them so again what people have
to think about when they are playing has changed. They don’t have to think about stuff
like that, they can focus on other things as a result of the information they are getting
Facilitator: Yeah. So we are kind of bypassing a step of learning almost.
Adam’s chess analogy leads initially to the identification of a bigger theme around ‘learning
from computers’ as a form of cognitive enhancement and later on in the sequence to an idea
for the Science Gallery when the facilitator refers back to Adam’s contribution. This example
illustrates how Adams increased participation levels and made his specific knowledge of
human-computer interaction accessible to others, which initiated further interaction from other
participants as well as the facilitator (later in the sequence) and also contributed to the overall
productivity of the group in terms of ideas for the Science Gallery. With further examples like
Adam’s, the analysis suggests that, contrary to the equality of participation proposition,
collaborative creativity in fact does not feature equal participation but rather a variance in
individual participation levels; this is proposed here as productive to the performance of
interdisciplinary creative collaboration.
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While the visual pattern analysis was helpful in highlighting changes in group dynamic and
variances in individual participation levels, in isolation it did not provide sufficient
transparency to explore what was actually going on within the talk and what was being said
within the sequences in relation to the unfolding of a creative outcome.
Comprehensively analysing the content across the nine Table Talk units required a further step
in making the talk visible and available for analysis. Iterative rounds of reading through the
transcripts and detailing the content of each turn of talk provided a level of familiarity and
closeness to the data. To put a structure on the data that would enable the identification of
patterns, moments of significance and themes emerging from the data, an adapted
categorisation system was iteratively developed and applied to the data.
7.2.2 Adapting a categorisation system
The following categorisation table has, in part, been adapted from Sinclair and Coulthard
(1975) and from Lehmann-Willenbrock, Allen and Kaufield (2013) whose categorisation work
was discussed in chapters 3 (Section 3.6.4) and 4 (Section 4.6.4). It has also in part been
generated from the Science Gallery data through repeated readings and interpretation of the
work, being done by the interaction within particular turns. Figure 7.3 sets out the adapted
categorisation system which I have called Idea Talk. Providing a categorisation for each turn
provided a short-hand to explore the unfolding of the sequence and the performative nature of
each turn. This interpretively developed categorisation system is particular to the Science
Gallery data and was a necessary stage of analysis that provided a means of identifying patterns
and gaining insight into the interactional data. The objective was not to establish a verifiable
categorisation system for the analysis of communicative events more generally. This stage of
analysis aims to provide insight into the characteristics of Idea Talk which is presented as the
communication system characteristic of creative collaborations in the Science Gallery, and to
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identify how it is distinctive from other types of talk, identified in other collaborative contexts,
such

as

meeting

talk,

design

talk

or

exploratory

IDEA TALK CATEGORISATION
SCAFFOLDING
Defining the objective*

Vision, description of requirements

Procedural suggestion*

Suggestions for procedure, organisation or approach to proceedings

Question*

Questions about opinion , content, experience.

Reply**

Realised by a statement, question or moodless item and non-verbal
surrogates such as a nod. The function is to provide a linguistic response,
which is appropriate to the elicitation

Giving feedback*

Whether something is new or already known

Explaining*

The function is to exemplify, expand, justify or provide additional
information

Positive response

Providing endorsement, assurance that what has preceded has been heard
and recorded by token such as hmmm, saying yes in agreement, or repeating
what has been said

INFLUENCING
Associating

A comparison between one thing and another, typically for the purpose of
explanation, exemplification or as reference point

Framing

A broad theme, topic, territory or conceptual area that is not linked to a
specific idea that could be implemented

Landing

Contributing tangible suggestion, idea, or potential undertaking relating to
the stated original objective

Building

Building on the contribution that has proceeded by giving further examples,
iterations, or interpretations through rephrasing or paraphrasing

Reflective Reframing***

A contribution that shifts others’ awareness in ways that makes new frames
visible

Re-focusing

An interpretation of, a challenge to or reminder of the original objective and
territory

*Act4Teams, Willenbrock, Allen & Kaufield (2013) ** Sinclair and Coulthard (1975) *** Hargadon and Bechky (2006)
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talk.

Fig. 7.3. Idea Talk Categorisation system
The Idea Talk categorisation system is in the first instance made up of categories of talk that
are both required and typical in most forms of communication; these have been titled here as
Scaffolding contributions. The list of categories under the Scaffolding title have all been
derived from previous categorisation systems that have sought to analyse the real-time
unfolding of group interaction (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Willenbrock, Allen and Kaufield,
2013). Scaffolding contributions are critical to creating and sustaining the system of interaction
that enables the development of conversation. They include ‘defining the objective’ and other
‘procedural suggestions’ that relate to the task or the group’s approach to the task, both of
which are critical to reaching a shared understanding of the process and broad duties of the
group and which are recognised enablers of creativity (Amabile et al., 1996).
Scaffolding contributions also include asking and replying to questions, providing feedback,
positive responses and explaining contributions, all of which contribute to a collaborative
communication system and can help to reach and maintain a shared understanding, achieve
goal congruence and facilitate mutual negotiation. Previous studies have described the
communication system of a collaboration as being characterised by project orientation and
purpose (Sonnenburg, 2004); achieving and maintaining a shared understanding of the
intention and purpose is critical scaffolding work.
Analysing the talk within each unit and categorising each turn provided a means of identifying
scaffolding categories and also led to the derivation of a further set of categories that emerged
from within the data set. The second set of categories that emerged from the detailed analysis
of the Table Talk units and which completed the Idea Talk categorisation system have been
termed Influencing categories. As these emerged from the data set, they are presented as
particular to Science Gallery creative collaborations which, as previously outlined, are
collaborations that are distinct from organisational teams or small groups who regularly work
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together and involve a complex collection of external people. The categorisation system
included the assignment of a visual icon to each contribution category name.
7.2.3 Applying the categorisation system
Categorising turns was a highly interpretive task and there were many occasions when a
contribution could have been categorised in more than one way: for example, a landing idea
(which belongs to the influencing category) could have also been phrased as a question
(questions belong to the scaffolding category). To handle such complexity, I relied on the
‘influence’ of the turn to determine how it was categorised; in all instances where a turn could
simultaneously be categorised as influencing and scaffolding, it was captured as the appropriate
influencing category. For example ‘Could we have a transport lab as part of the next
exhibition?102’ was captured as a landing idea (from the Influencing category) rather than as a
question (from the Scaffolding category).
Influencing contributions themselves are not mutually exclusive. For example, a building
contribution from one participant could also contain an association or a landing idea for the
Science Gallery. The most common overlap observed was between associating contributions
and other influencing categories. It was important to keep associating contributions as a
mutually exclusive category as there were turns that only included associating contributions
and did not overlap with any other influencing categories. In terms of following a consistent
and replicable mode of analysis, where an influencing category could be interpreted as more
than one contribution type, both were captured and noted.

102

Unit 4, Hack the City Table Talk, Sequence 2, Line 71
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Influencing contributions, while not more essential than Scaffolding contributions to the
performance of creative collaboration, are of particular interest to the creative collaborations
studied in the Science Gallery as they are the type of contributions that emerged from this
particular dataset and this particular form of encounter.

7.3 Idea Talk
Idea Talk is the term I have used to describe the character of talk that emerged from analysis
of the Science Gallery creative collaborations. Inherent in Idea Talk are the scaffolding
contributions that are essential to building and sustaining a communication system and the
influencing contributions that it is argued assert an influence on the group’s progress towards
a creative outcome. Influencing contributions include associating, framing, landing, building,
provoking and refocusing contributions and derive their name from the performative role they
have within the context of the group interaction. Each influencing category was examined
closely to understand its role and contribution to the communication system that was created,
sustained and terminated by the group’s interaction.
From the analysis, landing ideas were deemed important as they were contributions that
explicitly suggested a practical and implementable idea for the Science Gallery and were
potentially moment-in-time manifestations of the group’s objective. Framing ideas were also
deemed to be of particular importance to Idea Talk for their role in implicitly or explicitly
constructing a shared understanding of what conceptual territory the group was discussing and
what frames of reference might now be valid, opening up new avenues of discussion and
making the specific experience or knowledge of others potentially relevant. All other
influencing contributions represent work that the group collaboratively undertook to reach
relevant creative outcomes.
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7.3.1 Idea Talk in action
What follows are four examples of Idea Talk in action; these highlight successful
collaborations, defined as those that achieved a proposal for a future Science Gallery
installation. These were selected for further analysis as exemplars of collaborative creativity.
It is recognised that such exemplars are potentially deviant rather than representative examples
of Idea Talk as creative outcomes were not always successfully achieved. For analytical
purposes, such deviant sampling is considered valuable to explaining heightened moments of
creativity (Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersvik, 2012).
Each example below is given in table form, with the labelling category to the right of the turn
and the respective labelling icon to the left of the turn number. Over time and through iterative
reviews, the labelling icons became a useful shorthand and visual narrative that detailed the
unfolding of the interaction.
Example 1: Collective Intelligence
The first example is taken from a special theme Table Talk focussed on a planned exhibition
called ‘HUMAN+’, conceived to examine the evolution of the species. The theme for this
particular Table Talk session, from which the data was drawn, was the area of ‘cognitive
enhancement’.103

103

Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk, Unit 1, turns 59 to 67
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Table 7.1 Table Talk example - Collective Intelligence
UNIT 1: SPECIAL THEME TABLE TALK (TIME: 54:24)
COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
59. John

Re-focusing

Ok, So how do we get cognitive enhancement
60. Jenny

Positive response

Yeah exactly.
61. Sam

Framing

With the drugs, I think
62. John

I think collective. Collective. You see we're very poor at getting knowledge together. So we have a smart person here
and another smart person there and the collective IQ is negative

Framing

You could maybe do interesting experiments as part of the lab. Or. You could possibly doing collective experiments
demonstrating collective intelligence. We could look at smart mobs maybe or flash mobs or something. I don't know.

Landing

63. Rachel

64. John

Building

I'm sure there are problems that. I'm sure no. I face everyday problems that I cannot solve myself but I solve them
with a group of people. So collective intelligence is critical
65. Sam

Building

An open source science?
66. Laura

67. Facilitator

Building

so Networked technology and open source for generating collective intelligence
Yeah

Positive response

The extract in Table 7.1 above begins when a participant (John) re-focuses the conversation on
the original theme by asking ‘Ok, so how do we get cognitive enhancement?’ (line 59). This
turn leads to a framing idea from Sam who responds, ‘With the drugs I think’ (line 61). This
framing territory introduces the area of drugs and biological interventions more broadly but
was not pursued by the group. Instead, immediately after Sam’s drugs contribution, a second
framing idea is contributed in line 62 by John again. His suggestion was to think about the area
of collective intelligence: ‘I think collective. Collective. You see we’re very poor at getting
knowledge together. So we have a smart person here and another smart person there and the
collective IQ is negative’ (line 62). This framing suggestion triggers an immediate landing idea
from Rachel who says in line 63, ‘You could maybe do interesting experiments as part of the
lab. You could possibly do collective experiments demonstrating collective intelligence’ (line
22). This landing idea leads to three building contributions from John (‘Collective intelligence
is critical’ – line 64), Sam (‘Open source science’– line 65) and Laura (‘Networked technology
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and open source for generating collective intelligence’ – line 66), demonstrating an increase in
participation levels and an engagement with the framing territory and resulting landing idea.
The framing context within this sequence is collective intelligence (derivative of the overall
theme of cognitive enhancement) and the landing idea for the Science Gallery is to do some
collective experiments involving potentially smart mobs or flash mobs as part of an exhibition.
John’s re-focusing statement at the start was influential in leading to a framing suggestion
(from himself) and interaction within this short sequence was high, with five participants
including the facilitator involved in building work. This sequence provides an example of
where framing and landing contributions are directly related to one another and, in this
instance, the landing contribution directly followed the framing contribution. As was evident
in other examples, this is not always the case.
Example 2: Learning in your sleep
The extract presented in Table 7.2. below was also taken from the special theme Table Talk
focussed on cognitive enhancement104.

104

Unit 1, Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk, turns 69 to 78
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Table 7.2 Table Talk example – Learning in your sleep
UNIT 1: SPECIAL THEME TABLE TALK (TIME: 55:53)
LEARNING EXAMPLE
69. John

So. A big thing we were talking about before is learning. Could you learn things or could we programme
your brain .so could we learn while we are asleep for example

Framing

70. Facilitator

Yeah that's kind of interesting as a cognitive enhancement if we could learn while we were asleep.

Positive

71. John

that could be an experiment here. We could get people sleeping here with something on in the
background all night and see if they can get up and answering. There could be experiments in there

Landing

72.Rachel

Get all wired up

Building

73. Laura

I think learning is a good category as well. Cognitive enhancement and how it relates to computer
supported learning.
Or the other thing. My feeling is that here in this world it has to go slow but in visceral it can go faster. So
can we learn faster? By using more visceral.

Building

75. Facilitator

Can we learn faster if we use different senses?

Building

76. John

Yeah

Positive

77. Laura

Yeah actually there was a design project where they showed, where they looked at different ways of
reading and they flashed letters, words and letters in front of your face and you can read 4 times as fast.

Associating

78. Facilitator

We have to leave it here. Go to another table. Thank you.

Procedural

response

74. John

Building

response

This extract105 is initiated with a framing idea from John who introduces the field of learning
to the discussion: ‘So a big thing we were talking about before is learning. Could you learn
things or could we programme your brain … so could we learn while we are asleep for
example’ (line 69). The facilitator provides positive reinforcement for the discussion to move
in this direction and also endorses John’s suggestion about learning in your sleep: ‘Yeah that’s
kind of interesting as a cognitive enhancement if we could learn while we were asleep’ (line
70). John then follows up with a landing idea for the Science Gallery: ‘That could be an
experiment here … we could get people sleeping here’ (line 71). This engenders further
interaction, driving momentum with building contributions from Rachel and Laura as well as
John again and the facilitator who all build on this ‘learning in your sleep’ idea for a Science

105

Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk, Unit 1, turns 69-78
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Gallery experiment. In this example, the framing and landing ideas were contributed by the
same person and, as in the previous example, displayed increased levels of interaction with
three participants and the facilitator each making more than one contribution. Line 74 from
John builds on the ‘Learning in your sleep’ idea, adding depth and meaning: ‘Can we learn
faster by using more visceral?’. This other angle on the idea engages further support; however
the group runs out of time leaving it unclear if this was leading to a second landing idea or if it
was adding depth and iterative experiments to ‘Learning while we are asleep’ experiments.
Example 3: The canal experiment
The third example (Table 7.3.) is taken from the Leonardo Table Talk session focused on the
theme ‘Future Cities’.106 This sequence of interaction is a further illustration of where a framing
contribution (line 75) and a landing contribution (line 78) came in different turns but from the
same participant, as in example 2 above.

106

Unit 5, Future Cities Leonardo Table Talk, turns 75 to 89
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Table 7.3. Canal Experiment Example

The extract starts with a framing contribution from Mark: ‘Something around the waterways
of Dublin would seem relevant. A city with a main artery’. He literally references the city’s
transport system as the framing territory but the underlying meaning is understood by Dee, as
she builds on Marks’ suggestion ‘Like a canal bus’ which is followed by a landing suggestion
from Mark in line 78: ‘The canal workplace experiment or something like that’, which is more
linked to city workspace rather than to transport. The discussion continues and Dee has a
second attempt to capture the framing idea for the waterways discussion ‘ as a kind of a
transport thing’ (line 83). This is followed by a number of building contributions that explore
what could be done with Dublin’s waterways, which include the suggestion of new transport
solutions but also living opportunities, tourism and exercise platforms. While these building
contributions are influencing and significant in progressing the discussion, they do not land on
a particular proposal for the Science Gallery that is derived from the transport territory. The
facilitator contributes a solution (line 89) that harnesses the previous contributions into a
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landing idea for the Science Gallery and proposes an interactive installation that allows the
public to vote for how Dublin’s waterways should be used in the context of future cities.
Although this sequence is long and somewhat meandering, with piecemeal contributions freeflowing from participants, each contribution sustains and moves the collaboration forward in
creative pursuit. It depicts a messy, disorderly and fast-paced creative interaction. It lacks the
clarity (explicit naming of framing territories) and sequential harmony (landing and framing
ideas that intersect or are successive) but results in an interesting creative outcome for the
Science Gallery.
This sequences also illustrates a complexity that arises when a framing territory is not clearly
articulated and where there is not a shared understanding of what the group is discussing. In
this sequence, two framing territories were concurrently under discussion: one that was very
broadly about Dublin’s waterways and their potential use for work, transport, tourism,
recreation etc., and the other about Dublin’s waterways as a transport system. Fortunately, in
this example the facilitator contributed an idea for the Science Gallery that harnessed both,
allowing them to coexist.
Example 4: The transport lab
This fourth example is also taken from the Leonardo Table Talk focussed on Future Cities107.

107 Unit 4, Future Cities Leonardo Table Talk, turns 52 to 74
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Table 7.4. Table Talk example - Transport Lab

The extract presented in Table 7.4 is initiated by the facilitator who seeks to refocus the group
on the original task by asking ‘What would be the big juicy problems that we could focus on
around Dublin?’ (line 52). This is immediately responded to by Mark who suggests ‘transport’
as a framing territory (line 53). The discussion meanders until line 71 when the landing idea of
‘We could have a transport lab’ is contributed by the facilitator. Matt builds on this with an
analogy of how some areas of Dublin ‘have been designed to minimise public transport needs,
making all amenities available within walking distance’ (line 72). He captures his point of the
analogy, which builds on the idea of the transport lab more explicitly in line 74: that city design
must consider transport.
The high number of explaining contributions in the middle of the sequence is illustrative of
where a group can digress from the main path to sort out an issue or to ensure that the members
of the group all fully understand an area. They represent the work a group must do to reach or
maintain a shared understanding of where the discussion is going.
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What was observed through rounds of detailed analysis of Idea Talk in action was a relationship
between framing, landing and building contributions. It seemed that creative ideas that were
novel to the Science Gallery and valued by the group (or part-thereof) had a tendency to emerge
at the intersection of building, landing and framing contributions. What was also apparent was
that the presence of these three aspects was insufficient to result in a creative outcome for the
Science Gallery but rather that an interplay and eventual connection of these three things
contributed to a successful creative outcome.
The ‘Creative Convergence’ framework provides a conceptual model of this relationship and
the facilitative role provided by Idea Talk, the communication system underpinning it.

7.4 Creative Convergence
Amabile suggests that the value in producing frameworks or models is that they seek to make
sense of empirical research findings, whereas findings alone provide limited guidance on how
people behave or for igniting further research (2018). The Creative Convergence framework is
an attempt to make sense of these empirical findings and to explain how Idea Talk helps to
explain how ideas emerge within creative collaborations. The framework suggests that Idea
Talk facilitates an interplay that can on occasion result in a creative outcome at the intersection
of framing, landing and building contributions.
7.4.1 A framework
The framework in Figure 7.4 below illustrates how Idea Talk can result in moments of Creative
Convergence. It presents Idea Talk visually, with scaffolding contributions situated at the base
level of the framework forming a foundation for influencing contributions, presented here as
characteristic of creative collaborations. The framework suggests that there are instances where
a connection between or a combination of framing, landing and building contributions result
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in Creative Convergence. Creative Convergence occurs where the interplay between
conceptual (framing) and practical (landing) contributions form a connection, not necessarily
a resolution or synthesis, and by definition involves the input of more than one person.

Fig. 7.4. Creative Convergence Framework
Framing and landing contributions showed no sequential pattern and instances were observable
where framing contributions preceded landing ideas and also instances that demonstrated the
reverse, where landing ideas preceded framing contributions. This Creative Convergence
framework suggests that all three, when directly related to a specific topic under discussion
and connected to one another, may result in Creative Convergence. It is thus the intersection
between rather than the mere co-location of these three types of contribution that matters. A
framing contribution and a landing contribution that intersect by way of unified subject matter
is a pre-requisite for Creative Convergence. Additionally, engagement in the form of building
work from at least one participant other than the initial contributor, or from the facilitator, must
also feature. The reason for collaborating is to achieve something that is not possible to achieve
by any individual participant acting in isolation. Building work is thus central to collaborative
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creativity. It can advance the discussion with detail for example, or with an analogy with an
adjacent but related contribution derived from what has been said before. It is possible, as we
saw in example 2 above (Section 6.3), that the framing and landing contributions come from a
single participant, with subsequent building work. While no examples occurred where framing,
landing and building all came from the same individual, it is not inconceivable with some
interaction in the form of facilitation, encouragement or further building from a facilitator or
another participant. However, a situation in which an individual contributes framing, landing
and building contributions with no involvement from anyone else, while conceivable, is de
facto individual rather than collaborative creativity.
The four examples of Idea Talk in action were all examples of Creative Convergence. In total,
ten examples of Creative Convergence were found across the nine Table Talk sessions. Table
7.5 below presents the examples of Creative Convergence across the nine Table Talk sessions
and shows that three of the nine Table Talk units contributed no examples of Creative
Convergence and that two examples of Creative Convergence was the average output across
the nine groups. The table also details the ten proposals contributed by participants as potential
ideas for the Science Gallery.
Table 7.5 Creative Convergence Table
Table Talk Unit

Creative

Proposals for Science Gallery

Convergence
Examples
Special Theme – Cognitive Enhancement
UNIT 1

2

Collective Intelligence experiment /
Learning in your sleep experiment

UNIT 2

0

UNIT 3

0

Leonardo Theme – Future cities
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Table Talk Unit

Creative

Proposals for Science Gallery

Convergence
Examples
UNIT 4

2

Transport lab / human emotional
experience lab

UNIT 5

2

The canal experiment / Future cities
transport mobile payment pilot

UNIT 6

1

Hack the unused resources of the city /
city is the experiment

Leonardo Theme – Food Futures
UNIT 7

0

UNIT 8

2

Food as performance exhibit / Cooking
lab

UNIT 9

1

‘Our food life’ exhibit

From deeper analysis of the Creative Convergence phenomenon within these sequences, it was
observed that Creative Convergence helps to explain the unfolding of collaborative creativity
on a number levels.
7.4.2 A collaborative process
This thesis argues that creativity emerges from the Creative Convergence process. Building on
Harvey’s (2014) creative synthesis idea, Creative Convergence describes how contributions
interact and on occasion intersect to result in a creative outcome. Specifically, Creative
Convergence connects framing concepts with landing contributions and involves building
work which collectively constitutes an output of the group’s creative collaboration. Creative
Convergence in this data set occurs where a specific idea that is implementable in the Science
Gallery intersects with a conceptual territory of knowledge to which the idea will contribute:
for example, a smart mob experiment as part of a Science Gallery exhibition could provide
insight into collective intelligence as a form of cognitive enhancement; this was the overall
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theme discussed in one Table Talk session.108 Creativity emerges by convergence, requiring a
connected co-existence rather than a resolution between ideas. This co-existence draws on
Hegelian theory that suggests that Creative Convergence involves the unity of the conceptual
and pragmatic which Hegel noted could harmonise potentially opposing forces, allowing them
to connect and coexist. Harvey (2014) and Chen and Adamson (2014) have called for further
studies and contributions that could explore the interplay between ontological conceptions
(evolutionary and dialectic perspectives) and in particular would delve deeper into the less
explored area of dialectics in the context of group creativity (Harvey 2015).
Creative Convergence is an iterative process, and one example of Creative Convergence can
simultaneously contribute an output from a group and also create a new conceptual construct
for the group to continue discussing. An example of a new conceptual construct emerging
through iteration of the Creative Convergence process was in example Four above (Section
6.3), where the ‘Waterways of Dublin109’ (framing) contribution and ‘Canal bank experiment’
(landing) contribution not only resulted in a creative outcome (and thus Creative Convergence)
but also created a conceptual construct that provided a new platform that continued and resulted
in a second framing idea being contributed ‘Kind of a transport thing’ and a second landing
idea ‘We can have a transport lab’. This iterative role that Creative Convergence plays
illustrates the continued influence that this phenomenon has on the creative collaboration.
Rather than being a ‘eureka’ moment at which point the group is finished, it is an iterative
process of creative collaboration.

108 Unit 1, Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk, line 63
109 Unit 5 Leonardo Table Talk, line 75
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The performance of Creative Convergence also contributes to building and maintaining,
through mutual negotiation, a shared understanding that is in flux. The critical contribution, to
the performance of collaborative creativity, of creating and maintaining a shared understanding
was discussed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.5.2). A mutually negotiated shared understanding
provides a sense of unity and achievement in the group, which has the potential to change the
dynamic and to increase momentum within the group by enabling involvement and making the
subject matter relatable. Looking at the sequences outlined in the four examples of Creative
Convergence in Section 6.3 on interaction maps illustrates that these examples of Creative
Convergence are marked by inter-participant engagement, illustrated by a below the line
pattern, rather than back-and-forth facilitator interaction by the presence of multi-coloured dots
below the line which illustrate an enhanced number of individual participants contributing at
these moments. In this way, the Creative Convergence process is a mutually determined and
process of negotiating a shared understanding that is evolving and critical to the group.
Creative Convergence work is also valuable as a learning initiative. It was observed that when
a group achieved Creative Convergence and its members had thus been successful as a group
in addressing the task it was possible for them to repeat it and to become better at it. There is
therefore potentially a learning dimension to participating in successful creative collaboration.
Groups that figure out ‘How to do it’ can learn through their experience and can potentially do
it again, leading to enhanced productivity. Seven examples of Creative Convergence were
observed overall: two in units 1, 4 and 5 and one in unit 6. Units 2 and 3 did not result in
Creative Convergence; this is not to suggest that they were failures as the collaboration does
not end at the termination of the encounter.
Creative Convergence is a facilitator of continuous creativity. It can happen subsequent to the
conclusion of Table Talk group sessions through the facilitator’s synthesised report at the end.
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In this, the facilitator attempts to synthesise at a high level the key ideas that emerged into a
cogent summary. In this way, collaborative creativity continues. Looking at some of the final
remarks from the facilitator, we can see that the Science Gallery collaboration does not end
when the interaction ceases.
So we’re not going to report on everything just in the interest of time. We’ll send around
the notes. We’re doing the sort of top five things, I mean not necessarily the best five
but just like the top five that are uppermost in our mind.110
Although beyond the scope of the interaction analysis here, the consolidation, synthesis and
writing up of the notes taken by each facilitator provides another opportunity for Creative
Convergence to occur and is an area that future studies could explore further. They can
potentially spot connections between landing suggestions and framing ones that were not overt
in the group or that did not engender engagement. Each framing and landing territory is thus
valuable and important to capture in written form and may result in Creative Convergence at a
later stage. The instances where Creative Convergence did not occur in the Table Talk sessions
were thus not failures because they provide further opportunity for someone to follow up with
a considered view, with an ‘after-thought’ or with a connection they had not thought of before
reading the notes; all of this constitutes building work. Such analysis was beyond the scope of
this study which focussed on real-time unfolding of creative collaboration through interaction
and its underlying communication system.

110

Unit 6, Cognitive Enhancement Table Talk, line 155
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7.4.3 A model of group creativity
A discussion in chapter three outlined how the study of group creativity has been dominated
by evolutionary theories and the process of random variation stimulated by diversity and
conflict and how attempts to apply dialectical models have not as yet been well integrated into
the literature (Harvey, 2015, p 464). Chen and Adamson (2014) argued that Harvey’s creative
synthesis (2014) emphasised the dynamics of dialectical reasoning through affirmation rather
than negation and that such an approach, which takes diverse inputs as given and focuses on
synthesis, could lead to ‘stagnant and incremental practices by inadvertently promoting group
think’ (2015, p461). They argued instead for the inclusion of both affirmation and negation to
integrate divergent and convergent contributions into a single model which they present as
‘evolutionary synthesis’ which theoretically balances random variation and dialectical
reasoning ontologies. In response to Chen and Adamson (2014), Harvey (2015) acknowledged
both processes as important for creativity and defended her model of creative synthesis as a
necessary first step towards developing an integrated model.
Creative Convergence presents a further step along the way towards an integrated model as it
further harmonises evolutionary and dialectical models. In emphasising convergence, the
framework harmonises processes of affirmation, which promote synthesis and combination,
and processes of negation, which promote diversity and conflict and allow them to coexist.
Creative Convergence involves an intersection to be negotiated between the conceptual and the
pragmatic through mutual determination and constructive engagement and in doing so allows
for the opposing forces of affirmation and negation to coexist, interact and potentially intersect
in creative pursuit.
The dialogue between Chen and Adamson (2014) and Harvey (2014, 2015) brought into focus
the need to explain in greater detail the collective processes through which new ideas emerge.
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The integrated framework of Creative Convergence is contributed as an illustration of how
opposing forces constructively interact and potentially intersect in the process of creative
collaboration.

7.5 Performing Idea Talk
So far, the analysis has been discussed in the context of the type of talk characteristic of creative
collaborations (Idea Talk) and how that talk can result in a creative outcome (Creative
Convergence). Analysis of the interaction also revealed insights into factors that hampered the
performance of creative development, creativity blockers and insights into the fluid roles of
participants and facilitators. Lastly, it provided insights into group facilitation, a key influencer
of collaborative productivity.
7.5.1 Creativity Blockers
Interaction analysis has provided a means of exploring talk to understand the character and
distinctive features of Idea Talk as well as being an approach to help build understanding of
how ideas emerge in creative collaborations. The analysis also revealed features of
participation and interaction which either inhibit or enable successful creative collaboration.
There were many sequences that did not result in Creative Convergence. In order to understand
the dynamics at play in such sequences, another round of data analysis was required to explore
any potential differences in these sequences. This analysis resulted in the identification of three
interactional scenarios that seemed to have an adverse effect on any given sequence resulting
in Creative Convergence: lack of shared understanding, exceeding an expertise threshold and
an overburden of information.
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Lack of shared understanding
Previous studies have illustrated the importance of establishing and maintaining shared
understanding and shared goals in creative collaboration (Gilson and Shalley, 2004; West,
2002). The example below highlights how failure to maintain a shared understanding can stall
the group’s progress. Table 7.6 shows a rare sequence that was initiated by a landing
contribution for a Science Gallery exhibition.
Table 7.6 Functional magnetic resonance imaging (FMRI) Example
SPECIAL THEME TABLE TALK, UNIT 2 (Time: 52:12)
FMRI Discussion
42. Lynn

Ok, jump in…

Procedural

43. Elaine

I have an idea for your lab. Is that OK? So you'd have set up a FMRI scan which is already we'll say recognising brain
activities....would allow you to move a mouse

Landing

44. Frank

I can't hear. I’m sorry?

Question

45. Adam

Could you speak a bit louder?

Question

46. Frank

Sorry.

Reply

47. Adam

They have technologies now where they'd use an FMRI scan to look at your brain activity and they would pre-set the
computer so that it can recognise how activities happen
You can move things?

48. Elaine

....and you can move a mouse or you can play a game by thinking about it.

Explaining

49. Dan

Oh yeah yeah yeah.

Positive

50. Elaine

So I was thinking this might be good for one of the labs.

Associating

51. Dan

There's a commercially released game where you put on the headgear and you can make the ball go up and down.

Associating

52. Lynn

Yes we have that here in the Science Gallery. There's a lot of controversy over mindball actually and how it really works
but it is something that we have in the science gallery as well. I'll just flip back over so you can see. What about the kind
of enhancement area - around people doing things.

Feedback

Explaining
Question

response

Procedural

Elaine’s idea was to have an FMRI machine in a Science Gallery lab experiment (line 43). This
landing idea had the potential, through group interaction, to be subsequently connected to a
framing idea linked to the table’s ‘cognitive enhancement’ theme by the contributor herself, by
the facilitator paraphrasing or interpreting what the landing contribution was about or by
another participant’s contribution. What ensued in this sequence was a period of questioning
in which the group was trying to ascertain the intended idea for the exhibition; in other words,
they were seeking the framing context for this landing idea and what area of cognitive
enhancement the experiment would contribute to. Elaine tried to explain her idea about how
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the Science Gallery could use an FMRI machine in a lab context. Despite the questioning and
explaining, this sequence failed to engender a shared understanding of what aspect of cognitive
enhancement the FMRI idea was related to or what it would demonstrate. Elaine explained
how the FMRI machine could enable participants to move a mouse or play a game by thinking
about it (line 48) but did not explain how this was linked to cognitive enhancement. Without
any framing or building contributions, the sequence was drawn to a close by the facilitator who
suggested that they move on. This sequence illustrates the importance of a framing context for
a landing idea as well as the importance of maintaining a shared understanding. The group
worked hard to try and reach a shared understanding in this instance but, as it was not
forthcoming, the facilitator intervened and moved the group on.
Exceeding an expertise threshold
Studies of interdisciplinary collaboration suggest that diversity can both positively and
negatively affect a group’s productivity and creativity. Where there are wide gaps in expertise
levels and knowledge areas, greater efforts are required to understand each other’s domains
and effectively build on shared knowledge to develop new perspectives (Paulus, Dzindolet and
Kohn, 2012). While diversity is shown to positively affect originality, the increased effort
levels required by broad differentials in expertise areas can have a negative impact on
productivity. This study suggests that exceeding the expertise threshold of some within the
group by too great a margin, resulting in other participants not being equipped to effectively
build on what came before, can have an adverse effect on achieving Creative Convergence
when a participant exceeded the expertise threshold of others. Table 7.7 below provides an
example of such a scenario.
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Table 7.7 Mechanical Location example
SPECIAL THEME TABLE TALK, UNIT 1 (TIME: 51:22)

33 Matt

MECHANICAL LOCATION
There’s work ongoing…trying to get the synaptic base, the mechanical location of the memory basically. Dr Eric
Kandel

Associating

34 Lynn

Dr Eric Kandel?

Question

35 Matt

Yes, K-A-N-D-E-L did work on that.

Reply

36 Lynn

On mechanical location?

Question

37 Matt

38 Lynn

Explaining

Yes, on a very basic fish type creature and won a nobel prize on it. Like the withdrawal of guilt or reflexes - they
actually assess it back to a certain portion…so they can see
To the mechanical location....?

Question

39 Matt

So they could see the activity .... and see whether that was learning memory, conditioning and they located where Explaining
in the neurons the activity was taking place so the idea is a very complex form.

40 Lynn

Will we move on? I'm just kind of conscious of what people feel is very rich. After that.

Procedural

The sequence opens with an associating contribution in which a participant, Matt, references
the research work of Dr Erik Kandel whose area of expertise is on the ‘synaptic base’ or
‘mechanical location’ of memory within the brain (line 33). This reference is specialised and
requires a high level of knowledge within the field of neuroscience to participate. Matt attempts
to explain the work of Dr Kandel through three more turns, after which the facilitator closes
down the discussion by saying ‘Will we move on?’ (line 40). In this instance, we can see that
where the level of knowledge required to participate exceeds a threshold the sequence stalls.
Participants are not equipped with the requisite knowledge or specific terminology to engage
in discussion or to build on topics that extend beyond a threshold of specialist knowledge. The
degree of complexity in this example was such that any shared understanding that pre-existed
the discussion dissolved, and the discussion failed to progress or to re-establish a shared
understanding through inter-participant interaction until the facilitator intervened to re-unite
and re-direct the group by asking ‘Will we move on?, terminating the complex line of enquiry.
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Over-burden of information
There are types of interaction that can lead a group into negative cycles or spiralling levels of
detail, with facilitators in their procedural roles attempting to maintain interaction levels across
the group and to keep the focus on the group’s objective. Examples of over-burden of
information, represented by multiple ‘explaining’ contributions, were observed in the data. A
reading of the data-sets shows that, wherever there are multiple ‘explaining’ contributions, a
decline in momentum can be observed in that fewer participants are involved and, very often,
this over-burdening of information in the form of explaining can dilute, detract from or even
destroy the shared understanding inherent in the communication system sustaining the creative
collaboration.
Table 7.8 below illustrates a sequence that opened with an associating statement that suggested
chess might be interesting to consider in the context of cognitive enhancement.
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Table 7.8 Chess example
SPECIAL THEME TABLE TALK, UNIT 2 (TIME: 59:19)
CHESS EXAMPLE
4 Adam Something that might be interesting in cognitive enhancement is ahm chess.

Associating

5 Lynn

Pos response

Oh yes

6 Adam The way that chess is played now has changed dramatically because people

Explaining

7F

Question?

have started to use computers to test ideas but it has actually ended up that
humans against humans play quite differently now than they used to do.
Because they have been training against computers?

8 Adam Well also they have begun to see that computers use a brute force approach
9F

OK

Reply
Pos response

10 Adam and they have begun to see that there are tactical kind of ideas deep down that Explaining

11 F

people previously would never have started to consider. But now they realise
that these things are there so they actuall play differently. But interestingly
when they play against computers they play quite differently than they do
against humans. They play much safer, kind of non tactical way. So the way
people are thinking about that game has changed due as a reult of using and
interacting with computers.
So actually, there's a learning from computers sort of aspect to it. Yeah.

12 Adam The other maybe related thing to that. People playing online poker now is a

13 F

Framing
Explaining

huge thing. And a lot of the online poker sites will give you data about the style
of play of your opponents. Years ago people would have worked this out
themselves what type of player...but now you are getting real time data on
them so again what people have to think about when they are playing has
changed. They dont have to think about stuff like that, tehy can focus on other
things as a result of the information they are getting
Yeah. Soooo we are kind of bypassing a step of learning almost.
Building

14 Adam Ahhhh well we're getting better information about stuff that previously we

Explaining

would have tried to compute.
15 Bren So what’s left then?

Question

16 Adam Oh. You're then into..if I know that about them and they know whatever, then

Explaining

18 Adam Well it hasn’t reached that much of a conclusion

Reply

you're not making the sort of the obvious play. You're going to play in a way that
is different to what the other person might expect.
17 Bren So its like some expert system that will be derived....inaudible
Question

19 F

Yeah. Some of the things we were talking about....if you'd like to....we didn't get Refocusing
a chance to extend them a bit in the other group around emotional and social
intelligence, around collective intelligence and around the kind of the whole
idea of smart pills and being smarter, memory and embodied cognition, about
how the body shapes the way we think. Just to give you some inspiration. Any
other thoughts other people had around the cognitive enhancement
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The facilitator responded positively to the chess analogy and listened as the participant, Adam,
explained what he meant. There was a ping-pong like interaction between the facilitator and
Adam that involved five turns each, with Adam replying to questions and explaining in each
of his contributions. In line 11, the facilitator identifies a framing context in which she deduces
from Adam’s explanation that there is a ‘learning from computers sort of aspect to it’. This
leads to further explaining and prompts Bren to intervene with two questions over two turns
that try to identify the relevance to cognitive enhancement or to see what landing contribution
could emerge from the chess example. After 19 turns, the facilitator re-focuses the group on
the original task by flipping a flipchart page back to the other territories that the previous group
had identified as categories of cognitive enhancement.
These three examples of creativity blockers illustrate how performance can meander and
flounder under certain conditions, such as the ones that emerged from this data-set. Another
aspect of creative collaborations that emerged from rounds of analysis was that the participants
and facilitators had fluid roles in that the facilitator often assumed a participant role and
contributed ideas and participants occasionally assumed facilitator roles and directed the group.
7.5.2 Fluid Roles
The creative performance of collaboration can be described as a function of the creative
performance of individuals, the composition of the group, prevailing rules of the collaboration,
the set of objectives of the underlying project, group productivity, the communication
peculiarities of participants and the prevailing group climate (Steiner, 2009). By analysing the
organisation of collaborative talk, we can learn more about the communication system that is
characteristic of the performance of creative collaboration and about how ideas emerge and are
fine-tuned through interaction.
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We can observe a fluidity in the roles played by both participants and facilitators in the creative
collaboration sequences analysed as part of this process. We can see participants acting in a
facilitator capacity and facilitators acting in a participant capacity, in stark contrast to the rules
and norms of brainstorming where the facilitator strictly acts as procedural leader, neutral
navigator and scribe. Table 7.9 below is a good example of a participant in ‘facilitator’ mode.
Table 7.9 Fluid roles – example 1
SPECIAL THEME TABLE TALK, UNIT 1 (TIME: 47:44)
FLUID ROLES - Example 1
2. John
3.

Facilitator

…to put a bit of structure, we could think of categories……like ensuring your memories last
Yeah sure, yeah, if you want to give categories within that, sure. So ensuring that your memories last is one
aspect certainly.
Making yourself smarter I think is probably one too, right. Any other suggestions?

Procedural
Framing
Positive response
Framing

This participant, John, contributes a procedural statement and a framing contribution in line 2.
Firstly, he suggests that the group approach the task in a structured way by initially thinking of
categories (of cognitive enhancement) and then goes on by way of example to suggest the first
category, proposing that the group could give consideration to the notion of ‘making memories
last’.
John has a significant influence on the group in facilitator mode; the official facilitator endorses
his approach and switches places herself by moving into participant mode and contributing a
second framing territory that the group could consider. She then moves back into facilitator
mode, inviting further contribution from the group by asking ‘Any other ideas?’ She moves
easily between facilitator and participant through the sequences, regularly contributing her own
ideas. Collective intelligence, brain-computer interface, control, reasoning, social intelligence
and embodied cognition are all contributed as conceptual categories in this particular sequence.
Participants who re-focus the conversation also veer into facilitator mode, as we can see in
Table 7.10 below.
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Table 7.10 Fluid roles – example 2
UNIT 1: SPECIAL THEME TABLE TALK (TIME: 53:23)
53 Jenny

54 Mark
55Jenny

56 Mark

57 Jenny
58 Facilitator
59 John
60 Jenny

61 Sam

FLUID ROLES – Example 2
This is the thing because I don't see any kind of enhancement here. It seems to me that the territory is relying on new technology.
Where's the enhancement on the cognitive side?........yes the Google is helping ...but what if everything collapses...where is the
enhancement…it seems like we are going backwards as opposed to forwards really. And there is this default positivity about this
new technology, of course which makes us smarter whatever, but are they really? Because it seems to me like we are losing the
battle?
I think just on the drugs side of it, the two things they can do are improve memory and increase awareness
The drugs yes
They can get people to be very attentive. Again on the military side if you are working at 2 o clock in the morning, they can increase
so that is a form enhancement.
Its very physical. Yes, that's biological. These are technologies but where is the cognitive enhancement?

Refocusing

Building
Positive
response
Explaining
Refocusing
Positive
response

It's a good question. Yeah.

Refocusing

Ok so how do we get cognitive enhancement?

Positive
response

Yeah exactly.

Building

With the drugs I think

62 John

I think collective. Collective. You see we're very poor at getting knowledge together. So we have a smart person here and another
smart person there and the collective IQ is negative

Framing

63 Rachel

You could maybe do interesting experiments as part of the lab. Or. You could possibly doing collective experiments demonstrating
collective intelligence. We could look at smart mobs maybe or flash mobs or something. I don't know.

Landing

Jenny, in lines 53 and 57 of Figure 6.7.3, illustrates how refocusing contributions can veer into
the territory of the facilitator. We see that John also contributes a re-focusing statement, saying
‘Ok, how do we get cognitive enhancement?’
It is the assumed fluidity of roles that allows the facilitator to move into participant mode as
well as enabling participants who assume dual roles to move fluidly between them with ease.
Observing this fluidity of roles helps to distinguish and define the character of creative
collaborations. This fluidity reflects an approach to facilitation that Glăveanu and Ness (2018,
p557) call ‘polyphonic orchestration’ and describe as involving the capacity to take multiple
positions, adopt different roles and move between them within the collaboration. This study
suggests that fluidity between roles, described by Glăveanu and Ness (2018) extends beyond
the facilitator, enabling the participants also to take different positions and adopt different roles,
including that typical of facilitation.
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7.5.3 Facilitation styles
A spectrum of facilitation modes and styles were observable across the units of interaction and
across the various facilitators. The axes in spectrum depicted in Figure 7.5 below, with a
conceptual facilitation style at one end and a pragmatic facilitation style at the other, illustrate
the observed variance in and variety of facilitation styles within the interactions. It was
observed that individual facilitators moved between modes of facilitation: that is, they moved
between conceptual-led and pragmatic-led.

Pragmatic

Conceptual

Fig. 7.5. Facilitation style spectrum
To demonstrate two styles of facilitation, two Table Talk sessions hosted by two different
facilitators are reviewed and discussed. Defining the objective is a central responsibility for
facilitators and analysing the opening contributions reveals a lot about their mode of
facilitation. What follows is a discussion of the facilitators’ opening turn in two sequences.
Example 1: Unit 1, opening from facilitator111
I guess we want to get down some of the major themes we may want to explore. So
this one is really kind of looking at the cognitive or neuroscience area. But particularly
around the enhancement area so working into this idea of ‘HUMAN+’, so any ideas
that you have, shout them out, feel free. MJ mentioned 'smart pills'. More recently, I

111

Cognitive Enhancement Special Theme Table Talk, Unit 1, Turn 1
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was reading about singularity you know as well. I suppose that is less cognitive
enhancement and more of making yourself last.
In example 1, the group is asked to contribute ‘major themes’ that the Science Gallery may
want to explore as part of a planned exhibition relating to the cognitive or neuroscience areas
and specifically in the context of enhancement or ‘‘HUMAN+’’. The ‘any ideas, shout them
out, feel free’ statement that follows is aligned to the modus operandi of brainstorms in which
people should feel free to contribute without fear of rejection. Also the ‘shout them out’
invitation sets the scene for top-line ideas or themes rather than complex descriptions or longwinded proposals. By way of demonstration, the facilitator refers to ‘smart pills’ as an example
of what would be an appropriate suggestion. She also tells them that she had been thinking
about ‘singularity’ but that, upon reflection, it was less appropriate as it did not meet the
cognitive enhancement criterion In openly communicating her error, she allowed for errors
while also trying to help people avoid similar pitfalls.
The opening sequence described in this Table Talk session was followed by a sequence which
included twenty-six framing contributions but with just three landing contributions in unit 1
and no further landing contributions in units 2 and 3. A potential contributing factor to the low
number of landing contributions is provided by the manner in which the facilitator instructed
the group, suggesting that they contribute ‘major themes’, and further explained by the
procedural intervention made by one of the participants who suggested that they begin
responding to the task by thinking about ‘categories’. The group was thus directed to be
conceptual. The two groups who arrived after the first group had left were given summaries of
the previous group’s work as a means of priming them at the beginning of the session. These
summaries were influential in how the subsequent groups were primed to the task. By looking
at the three groups that were facilitated by this facilitator and at the corresponding high number
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of framing ideas versus landing ideas, the facilitator’s style is characterised as conceptual or
‘big picture’ in style and conducive to the development of framing ideas.
Example 2: Unit 4, opening turn112
Ok guys, we might start. If everyone wants to take their place. Hi guys. So we’re
looking at Dublin city, em, so we’re looking for ideas for, em, experiments we can do
in the city, em, ways that we can explore, you know, the future of the city. The future
of communications in the city. The future of transport in the city using the data in the
city and I suppose we’re looking at, em, an exhibition around this, you know, social
interaction in the city. We’re looking … They’ll be an exhibition and then a series of
events many of which may happen outside the gallery and may, you know, may happen
around the city. So I mean ideas for experiments or events or projects so, you know,
about that you think could be interesting. People we should talk to.
This opening turn calls for ‘ideas for experiments’, which is in contrast to the request for ‘major
themes’ in the previously discussed table talk session. This facilitator goes on to further seek
‘ideas for experiments, or events or projects’ and also for suggestions of ‘people we should
talk to’. It is this last invitation that triggers the first landing idea, which is a suggestion that
the Science Gallery talk to Dublin City Council and the group is into solution mode.
This Leonardo table talk session contributed fifteen landing contributions in total, with four
emerging from the first group, five from the second group and six landing contributions in the
third group. In contrast to the higher number of landing ideas, far fewer framing contributions

112

Unit 4 Hack the City Leonardo Table Talk, Turn 1.
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were observed in these Table Talk sessions, with sixteen framing contributions counted over
the three units compared with twenty-six above. A contributing factor to the high number of
landing contributions can be found in the style of facilitation that sought contributions to
exhibition ideas rather than framing ‘categories’ or ‘major themes’. The group was thus primed
for landing rather than framing-type contributions, which influenced the subsequent
discussion. A further example of this facilitator’s style, which is more focussed on the
pragmatic than the conceptual, can be seen in the opening turn of his second group.
Hey guys. So the first question is what do we call it? The future of cities or capital
city?113
This turn leads with seeking landing contributions for what the exhibition might be called and
by contributing a proposal himself for what the exhibition might be called. It is worth noting
that this facilitator refocuses a group mid-way through by saying ‘Now what would be the key
problems, big juicy problems that we could kind of focus on around Dublin.’ In doing so, he
changed approach and, instead of seeking landing contributions, he asked the group to think of
‘big juicy problems’. Comparing styles, the facilitation style in example two is particularly
conducive to landing ideas and is thus further along the pragmatic spectrum.
This research provides direction on the skills development and practice of facilitators of
creative collaborations in an organisational context. The data-set involved three facilitators
who each facilitated three groups. This study illustrates a number of important features of
facilitation that are considerations and potential influencers of creativity in collaborative

113

Unit 5, Hack the City Leonardo Table Talk, Turn 1
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contexts. It recognises the critical role of the facilitator at the start of a session as well as the
temporal evolution in her or his role throughout the collaborative event. At the start, a key role
of any facilitator is to provide direction to the group and encourage full group participation;
thus heavy involvement of a facilitator at the start of a session is expected. Vocal prompts,
feedback and positive endorsement of other contributions have been shown to provide
confidence to participants to explore their ideas aloud through a mode of ‘thinking together’
(Littleton et al., 2005; Mercer and Littleton, 2007). Facilitators play a key role in building
momentum and are in doing so support and co-construct a communication system that can
potentially flourish with subsequent enhanced participation.
The degree or intensity of facilitator involvement showed that there were times when the
facilitator had a nominal role and where the participation was dominated by inter-participant
interaction, and other times where all participants communicated to the group through the
facilitator, depicted in the interaction maps as a ping-pong like pattern of back and forth
interaction between facilitator and individual participants. There is thus a temporal evolution
of facilitator influence throughout the interaction. A skilled facilitator will moderate her or his
own involvement, knowing when the group can flourish independently through interparticipant interaction, but will also know when a group needs a lot of encouragement, positive
endorsement and heavy involvement to build momentum.
The role of the facilitator has significant influence on the development of Idea Talk and
Creative Convergence. A skilled facilitator creates the conditions for a group to construct
interplay between pragmatic and conceptual modes of interaction. Analysis across the three
facilitators suggested a variance in facilitator style or mode of facilitation which was described
by opposing poles of conceptually-led or practically-led styles of behaviour. It was noted that
some facilitators showed a conceptual bias at particular points in their group sessions while
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others showed an opposing bias, leading the group to seek out practical implementable ideas.
Understanding that some facilitators may have a bias in either direction can be addressed with
a type of facilitator reflexivity that considers their strengths, background and inclinations and
recognises that both modes are required to achieve Creative Convergence, much as divergent
and convergent modes of thought are required at various stages of the creative process. The
influence of the facilitator’s style was significant in that conceptually led styles, unsurprisingly
perhaps, led to an increased number of conceptual contributions and practically-led facilitators
stimulated an increased number of practical contributions. As Creative Convergence involves
both styles, it is not to suggest that one is more important than the other but rather an awareness
that both are required and that a bias in either direction can be consciously corrected.
Given the recognised contribution of facilitators to the positive development of creativity in
collaborative and organisational contexts, these observations provide direction for facilitators
and for the skills development of potential facilitators that can positively influence the
creativity of organisations.

7.6 Idea Talk in Context
To consider Idea Talk in the context of other meeting forms, and to summarise previous
discussion on types of talk, Table 7.11. below describes a spectrum of collaborative forms by
1) the intended primary role or function served, 2) the structure and style of the form, 3) the
facilitation method typical to it and 4) the type of talk associated with such collaborative forms,
all of which, aside from Idea Talk, were discussed in Chapter 3 (section 3.6.4).
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Table 7.11. Collaborative Forms
MEETINGS

FOCUS
GROUPS

BRAINSTO
RMS

COCREATION
/ DESIGN

COLLABO
RATIONS

IMPROV

Role /
Function

Focused on
organisational
task
accomplishmen
t (Heritage,
1984;
Jarzabkowski
and Seidl,
2008)

Mostly used
for evaluation
(Puchta and
Potter, 2004)

Generation of
ideas or
solutions
based on a
predetermined
task and
process
(Osborn,
1957)

To design or
create
materially
(Fleming,
1998; Oak,
2011)

Generation of
new
knowledge,
or ideas
characterised
by mutual
determination
(Moran and
John Steiner,
2003;
Mercer,
2010)

Artistic
expression,
entertainment
(Becker,
1982;
Sawyer;
1998; 2000)

Structure /
style

Formal,
autocratic,

Informal,
semiautocratic,

Informal,
semiautocratic,

Informal,
democratic.

Structured
(Puchta and
Potter, 2004)

Structured
(Kohn,
Paulus and
Choi, 2010)

Informal,
democratic,
structured
(Oak, 2011)

Informal,
democratic,
partially
structured
(Lucznik,
2015;
Sawyer;
1998)

Neutral
moderator
(Puchta and
Potter, 2004)

Leader
(Osborn,
1957)

Active
participant
(Glock, 2009;
Oak, 2011)

Polyphonic
(Ness and
Glăveanu ,
2018),

Structured
(Jarzabkowski
and Seidl,
2008)
Facilitation

Leader
(Jarzabkowski
and Seidl,
2008)

Partially
structured
(Steiner,
2009)

Active
participant
(Sawyer,
1998)

Fluid roles
Talk

Meeting talk
(agenda-driven,
institutionally
focussed) Asmuss and
Svennevig,
2009;
Fairhurst, 2007

POBA Talk
(perceptions,
opinions,
beliefs,
attitudes –
Puchta and
Potter, 2004

No available
studies that
define the
talk of
brainstorms

Design talk
(collaborative
, objectladen)

Idea Talk
Expression
(collaborative (talk, dance,
, conceptmusic)
laden)

Oak, 2011
Collaborative
Talk (Glock,
2009; Luck
2009;
Matthews)

It is worth noting that no descriptive name for the type of talk associated with brainstorms in
general could be found, which can in part be explained by the cognitive approaches to the study
of brainstorms with their emphasis on productivity and output and lack of emphasis on the type
of interaction that unfolds within such contexts. Brainstorms however feature in the study of
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design methods and in participatory design contexts as well as in classroom studies in the
context of collaborative learning. The study of brainstorms in these fields of practice has given
rise to an enhanced focus on the interaction and inherent talk in brainstorms and has described
the character of talk of brainstorming in such co-design contexts as being ‘collaborative’
(Glock, 2009; Luck, 2009; Matthews, 2009).
The role or function of creative collaborations is distinctive from other forms, marked most
particularly by the mutually determined approach to the generation of new knowledge or ideas.
The structure and style of creative collaborations is partially-structured, much like that of
improvisational forms of theatre and music. Becker’s example brings this to life where a jazz
ensemble is given a piece of music to start with; what follows is mutually determined by the
group (1982). This study offers a description of the type of talk and style of facilitation that
this analysis suggests is characteristic of Science Gallery collaborations.
This study offers Idea Talk (highlighted in red in Table 7.1 above) as the type of talk
characteristic of creative collaborations and describes it as collaborative and concept-laden.
The analysis of the Table Talk interaction also revealed a style of facilitation which I describe
as ‘fluid’. Based on the visual interaction maps presented earlier in the chapter and in
conjunction with further analysis of the unfolding talk, fluidity in the facilitation style was
observed. This fluidity relates to the evolving role of the facilitator in terms of level of
involvement throughout the temporal span of the interaction and also to the evolving modes of
facilitator participation that were apparent in the facilitation style observed in the Science
Gallery collaborations. The facilitators, and participants, moved between active participant and
facilitator modes throughout the interactions, contributing both ideas and procedural
instructions. This fluidity of facilitation mode is also described by Ness and Glăveanu (1998)
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as a feature of polyphonic orchestration and involves the capacity to take multiple positions,
adopt different roles and move between them within the collaboration.

7.7 Conclusion
This chapter presents the findings from a socio-culturally orientated interaction analysis of
collaborative encounters recorded in the Science Gallery. The analysis makes a number of
contributions to the literature and investigates the underexplored phenomenon of creative
collaboration. Specifically addressing the research questions that relate to the unfolding
performance of collaborative creativity and the features of the communication system
underpinning it, this analysis answers them with the following contributions.
The first contribution relates to group dynamic and participation levels. The findings suggest
that the performance of multi-disciplinary collaborations are positively influenced by group
dynamics, measured in this study, by the number of participants actively contributing.
Furthermore, it is argued that collaborations are positively influenced by variance rather than
uniformity or equality in participation levels. This desired variance in participation levels is
reflective of the potential evolution of subject matter that is likely to occur in interdisciplinary
conversations and in a context that is in flux. This characteristic of creative collaboration
separates it from the prevailing rules of brainstorming in which equal levels of participation
are desired (Osborn, 1957) and all contributions are treated equally, irrespective of group
composition. This finding differs from that of some previous scholars of creative collaborations
(for example: Glăveanu, 2014).
This chapter introduces the term Idea Talk to describe the kind of talk characteristic of the
communication system that underpins the Science Gallery’s creative collaborations. This
analysis contends that Idea Talk on occasion can result in what I have called ‘Creative
Convergence’. This occurs when framing, landing and building contributions intersect. In other
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words, Creative Convergence results where ideas that conjure a conceptual territory or
discipline become linked to a specific and practicable idea that meets the stated objective, and
involves building work from two or more participants. The performance of Creative
Convergence is socially constructed and embedded in interaction.
The Creative Convergence contribution builds on existing literature and in particular on
Harvey’s Creative Synthesis and Chen and Adamson’s Evolutionary Synthesis by presenting
a model that allows for both evolutionary theories and dialectical reasoning to co-exist in
harmony. It incorporates the principles of random variation, negation and diversity as well as
the principles of synthesis, affirmation and building on similarities.
Creative Convergence can occur during the group’s activities, with the examples of Creative
Convergence presented in this chapter all arising as the result of face-to-face interactions.
However, it is conceivably possible for Creative Convergence to occur after the group has
dispersed when a facilitator is synthesising materials or when notes are circulated and generate
further responses. There appeared to also be an element of learning involved in Creative
Convergence in that the groups that achieved it learned from it and managed to repeat it. The
Creative Convergence framework calls for more detailed analysis and an integrated model to
explain how creativity unfolds in collaborative encounters.
Finally, the analysis provided insight into the type of talk (Idea Talk) and style of facilitation
(marked by fluid roles) presented as typical of the Science Gallery’s creative collaborations
and builds on current understanding of the distinctive characteristics of this collective form.
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CHAPTER 8 Conclusions and recommendations
8.1 Introduction
This case study recognises creativity as both individual and sociocultural and takes heed of the
warning from Hennessey and Amabile (2010) that fragmentation and lack of dialogue between
various views of creativity hampers its progress. It takes a sociocultural view of creativity and
contributes to an emerging strand of research that focusses centrally on the dialogical
interaction that takes place in creative collaboration. The study also considers the situatedness
of collaborations and their interdependence with other factors including; the importance of
physical place and creating a space for creativity; organisational-level factors including climate
and culture; group level factors such as interdisciplinarity and expertise; and behavioural-level
factors including facilitation, structure and group dynamics.
The research questions that guided this study are:
1. How is collaborative creativity represented in the Science Gallery?
2. How is collaborative creativity performed in the Science Gallery?
3. What are the distinguishing characteristics of the communication system which
underpins the performance of collaborative creativity in Science Gallery meetings?
The study contributes to our understanding of how ideas emerge among interacting
interdisciplinary experts and is located within the literature on creative collaboration and
specifically on how creativity unfolds within real-time situated interaction between
interdisciplinary experts engaged in mutually-determined creative collaboration. This work
addresses an acknowledged dearth of studies within group creativity literature that focuses on
the processes of idea generation through talk (Chen and Adamson, 2015; Glăveanu, 2014;
Hargadon and Bechky, 2006; Harvey, 2014; 2015).
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This concluding chapter provides an overview of the research study, and explores some of its
implications. Section 8.2 provides a holistic perspective on the findings of this study which
have derived from the multimodal approaches to analysis. The main contributions of this
research to the study and practice of interdisciplinary creative collaboration are summarised in
Sections 8.3 and 8.4 respectively. Section 8.5 outlines the learnings from the methodological
approach to this study and highlights areas for future research. Section 8.6 provides a
conclusion.

8.2 Bringing it all together – creativity in context
Much human creativity is social and arises from activities that take place in a context in which
interaction with other people and with artefacts that embody collective knowledge are essential
contributors (Fischer et al.., 2005 p.482). Recognising creativity as social has opened up new
avenues for creativity scholars and has influenced leading proponents such as Teresa Amabile
to progress their theories to take it into account (2018). Organisations and fields of practice,
including science, have increasingly moved from a focus on individual work to collective
activity, further elevating the need to understand interdisciplinary creative processes so that
organisations, policy makers and facilitators of collaboration can create optimum conditions
for collaborative creativity to thrive. This shift towards the study of the ‘we paradigm’
(Glăveanu, 2010) requires researchers to consider the border conditions that promote or detract
from collaborative creativity as well as the inherent social interaction on which it depends.
This study contributes to knowledge of how creativity unfolds through interaction in the
Science Gallery’s creative collaborations. The situated nature of creativity means that physical
place and cultural space matter and have therefore been considered as border conditions in this
study. It is understood that organisational variables, including leadership, environmental
factors conducive to creativity, the use of creativity processes or techniques and the creativity
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of individuals can form a context for creative collaboration that can result in higher levels of
creativity (Glăveanu, 2010).
The contextualisation of this case is outlined in Chapter 5 and presents Ireland as a creative
place that upholds the values of creativity and provides an environment conducive to creativity.
The references to some of Ireland’s public policies that expressly seek to foster creativity and
to Ireland’s Presidential narrative that promotes creativity shed light on the context that gave
rise to the founding of the TCD Science Gallery. Its organisational context and operational
structures, described in Chapter 4, present the Science Gallery as a special place for creative
collaboration. The physical place and cultural space constructed by the Science Gallery’s
discourses of creativity, described in Chapter 6, uphold the values and behaviours of creativity
in promise and in practice and provide a stimulating and supportive environment for creative
collaborations.
The Science Gallery’s creative collaborations, analysed in Chapter 7, are inseparable from their
macro and meso contexts. The contributions presented below are the result of a holistic
reflection on the findings, derived from the multi-modal analysis of collaborative creativity in
the Science Gallery.

8.3 Theoretical contributions
8.3.1 Understanding creative collaborations
This study contributes to the creativity literature that defines creative collaborations as
distinctive communicative events. Building on existing definitions, it firstly contributes by
describing the characteristic features that distinguish creative collaborations as communicative
events from other collaborative forms such as meetings, brainstorms and co-creation. Secondly,
it contributes to the literature by challenging the equality of participation doctrine that is a
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central tenet of brainstorming (Osborn, 1957) and is also accepted as central to the performance
of creative collaboration (Sawyer, 2007; Sonnenburg, 2004; Steiner, 2009) by suggesting that
variance in participation is productive in interdisciplinary creative collaborations.
Two distinguishing features of creative collaboration
Table 7.1 set out creative collaborations alongside a spectrum of other communicative forms
such as meetings, brainstorms and co-creation. Drawing on the organisational literature as well
as on the findings of this study, it described the various communicative events under the
following categories: role and function, structure and style, facilitation mode and type of talk.
This table made two contributions to the characteristic features that help to distinguish creative
collaborations from other collaborative forms. It identified (1) a facilitation style where
facilitators have fluid roles, moving between participant and facilitator modes and (2) a type of
talk, presented as characteristic of creative collaborations, which I have called Idea Talk and
have described as both collaborative and concept-laden.
The observation that fluid roles were evident in creative collaborations is reflected in a similar
contribution by Glăveanu and Ness (2018) where they describe a style of facilitation important
to effective creative collaboration that involves a movement between positions and roles. This
study goes further, examining all interlocutors and illustrating examples where participants
equally display a movement between positions and roles; thus fluid roles apply not only to
leaders and facilitators of creative collaborations but also to participants who on occasion
assume a facilitator role.
The contribution of ‘fluid roles’ and Idea Talk as distinguishing features, combined with a
characterisation of the structure and style of creative collaborations as informal, democratic,
mutually determined and partially-structured, together build a more detailed understanding of
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this collaborative form which is distinct from other organisational or creative collectives and
increasingly prevalent within and between organisations.
A variance in participation, rather than equality of participation is preferred
The nature of the experimental, hypothetical tasks typical of brainstorming research (for
example: name as many uses for a brick as you can think of) have little real-world application
and require little specific knowledge. The knowledge threshold for typical hypothetical tasks
is extremely low; everyone understands what a brick is and what its primary intended function
is. The combination of a frivolous task, the accepted norms of brainstorming behaviour which
encourages wild and wacky ideas and discourages assessment or critique and an extremely low
knowledge requirement provide the conditions for one of the central doctrines of
brainstorming: that all contributions are equal.
This study challenges the equality doctrine that is upheld not only in brainstorming studies but
as critical to creative collaborations (Sawyer, 2007; Sonnenburg, 2004; Steiner, 2009). It is
argued that equality of participation is neither possible nor desirable in an inter-disciplinary
real-world context where subject matter is often complex and evolving. This study suggests
instead that variance in participation levels can be productive in creative collaborations. One
of the Science Gallery Table Talk sessions focussed on ‘cognitive enhancement’, involving
themes that moved from neuroscience, to biological interventions (such as drugs) to technology
(GPS location-based technology), socio-cultural themes (the Google generation) and cultural
references (movies). An expert in a particular area is de facto a non-expert in most other areas.
Creative collaborations allow for variance in participation levels, enabling experts or those with
relevant experience to step forward or regress as topics evolve. This is not to suggest that nonexperts cannot contribute to new solutions. Novelty is often born of ‘foreign’ contributions;
insights from one field may provide the genesis of an idea or solution in an unrelated field and
thus prove highly productive. However, the contribution of the foreign non-expert, although
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potentially revelatory, is unlikely to be equal to the contribution of the expert. The Science
Gallery data illustrates how variance in participation levels between interdisciplinary experts
engaged in collaboration that spans disciplinary boundaries is productive, allowing for experts
and non-experts to step forward and regress as topics evolve.
8.3.2 Idea Talk - the language of creative collaboration
The communication system of any collaborative meeting is essential for the establishment and
maintenance of any interaction. Over forty years ago, Winnicott noted that although we
recognise that creativity exists in the space of interrelations we know little about how exactly
creativity emerges in relations (1971, p.29). This gap in knowledge persists and those who have
focussed their efforts in this area continue to call for further studies that contribute to our
understanding of how creativity emerges in collaboration (Chen and Adamson 2015; Glăveanu,
2014; Harvey, 2014, 2015; Sawyer and deZutter, 2009).
Collaboratively generated performance is in itself a creative outcome (Sawyer, 1999; Sawyer
and deZutter 2009). There is a kind of talk particular to design collaborations (design talk: Oak,
2011) and to particular communities of practice such as medical talk (Atkinson, 2005) or work
meeting talk (Svennevig, 2012). A contribution of this study to understanding how creativity
unfolds in a collaborative context is a description of the type of talk characteristic of the
communication system that supports creative collaboration.
Idea Talk refers to a type of interaction that is focussed on generating new ideas, reframing
challenges or objectives and dealing with complex problems, and as such is the language of
collaborative creativity. Creativity is defined by the presence of novelty and value, where the
novelty may be in the newness or appropriateness of a pre-existing notion applied to a new or
alternative situation, use or purpose rather than pure originality. Idea Talk is by definition
collaborative but is also concept-laden, containing conceptual ideas (framing) and practical
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ideas (landing). Idea Talk is constructed by scaffolding contributions, necessary to facilitate
and structure everyday conversation and influence contributions. Influencing contributions
emerged from detailed analysis of the talk in the Science Gallery collaborations and are
presented as more influential in the emergence of a creative outcome but not more essential to
creative endeavour and concept development than scaffolding contributions.
The freshness of the Idea Talk contribution lies in detailing the collaborative and concept-laden
character of talk inherent in creative collaborations. The framing, associating, landing,
provoking, refocusing and building categories of Idea Talk are described as unctional to
creative development and distinguishing of Idea Talk. The performance of Idea Talk is a
creative outcome that is contributed, sustained, developed and nurtured by the collaborative
effort of the group. It is through the communication system of Idea Talk that shared
understanding is built and sustained and new frames and multiple perspectives are contributed,
and through which interaction can result in the emergence of new ideas, irreducible to the
contribution of any one individual.
8.3.3 Creative Convergence – a theoretical model
The Creative Convergence framework is presented as a representation of how the performance
of creative collaboration can result in an emergence attributable to the group rather than to any
one individual. Through a dialogical process, Idea Talk can result in Creative Convergence
where framing and landing ideas intersect and involve building work by two or more
participants. Framing contributions are conceptual and anchor an individual’s contribution
within a field, a frame of reference or body of knowledge. In contrast, landing contributions
are practicable solutions or suggestions that are relevant to the stated objective. The dialogical
process involves scaffolding and influencing contributions that affect the direction of the
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discussion, maintain a shared understanding and facilitate the bubbling up of framing and
landing contributions.
At the heart of Creative Convergence is the interplay between conceptual and practical
contributions which weave through the interaction involving multiple participants (building)
until they occasionally intersect to create something new. This interplay feature of Creative
Convergence echoes previous work on creativity and the exchanges that occur between
complementary or contrasting techniques such as the cognitive exchange between divergent
and convergent thinking recognised as critical to the cognitive creative process (Guilford, 1950,
Lubart, 2001). It is also evident in other fields of practice, where creativity plays a role. An
interplay between modes of work is evident in a writer’s navigation between spheres of
experience, such as a fictional sphere, the written work, and a revising mode (Doyle, 1998). In
relation to an artist at work, a series of quick interactions between productive and critical modes
of thinking (Israeli, 1981), as well as a dynamic interplay between moments of active sketching
and moments of contemplation in the drawing process is described (Goldschmidt, 1991). In
classroom studies, an exchange between seriousness and play is identified as optimal to the
learning environment (Sullivan 2011). Sawyer’s description of ‘group flow’ includes the
interplay between structure and improvisation, between left brain, analytical and right brain
creative modes of thinking, and between listening and speaking (Sawyer, 2007, p56). Carlsen,
Clegg and Gjersvik (2012) detail the requirement for idea work to allow contrasting skills to
co-exist, such as systematic prepping and dwelling in wonder, zooming out and double rapid
prototyping, generative resistance and building belief, activating drama and liberating laughter,
selectivity and openness. In their study of idea work, they identify a practice called ‘zooming
out’ (2012, p.65) which involves connecting very specific and particular work with bigger
picture thinking, and thus echoes the description here of an interplay between conceptual and
practical ideas.
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In their study of creative collaborations, Ness and Glăveanu (2019) describe an interplay
between inter-subjectivity; the need to build common ground and alterity; and the desire for
difference. They argue that dialogical creativity is grounded in the productive tension between
similarity and difference. The Creative Convergence conceptualisation presented in this study
depicts an interplay between conceptual territories (complex, broad, ephemeral, potentially
difficult to envisage) and practical solutions (particular, grounded, achievable) as a productive
tension that conducive to creativity. The interplay between conceptual and practical ideas is
like a dance which occasionally results in a partnership and connection between contributions,
creating something new that each contribution or dancer could not have created alone.
Creative Convergence is a group phenomenon and builds on the dialogue between Harvey
(2014, 2015) and Chen and Adamson (2014) who also agree that dialogical perspectives typical
of collaborative work should be balanced by evolutionary conceptions of individual creativity
as they are interdependent in the context of collaborative creativity.
Harvey’s creative synthesis prioritised dialogical perspectives and defended such prioritisation
due to the historical and current bias towards evolutionary conceptions that persist in the
creativity literature (2015). The framework of Creative Convergence allows for random
variation conceptualisations of negation as well as dialogic conceptions of synthesis, presenting
a framework that is defined by duality, interplay and on occasion a unity between conceptual
and practical that is not attributable to any individual but emergent from the performance of
creative collaboration. Creative Convergence does not require synthesis but rather harmony,
meaning that ideas do not have to merge, combine and become one but can negate, emerge
suddenly or harmonise potentially opposing notions that can co-exist as well as, or instead of,
involving the combinatory process of synthesis. In this way, Creative Convergence marks
progress in the literature, incorporating both theoretical standpoints without prioritising one
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over the other and suggests the performance of creative collaboration as both a dialogical and
a random process.
The contribution of the Creative Convergence framework responds to calls for further work
that explains the collective processes through which new ideas emerge in greater detail (Chen
and Adamson, 2014; Harvey, 2015, 2014) and that furthers the integration of both dialogical
and evolutionary perspectives.

8.4 Contributions to practice
8.4.1 The promise and the place
The discourses of creativity represented in the Science Gallery construct a place and space that
upholds the values of creativity and that expressly seek to attract a creative community to
engage in creative collaboration about science. The Science Gallery’s annual reports reveal in
words the values, vision and mission of the organisation; they set out the promise. They contain
language that is repeated year after year that states what the Science Gallery stands for, why it
is an important place and what it believes in and values most. The three discourses of creativity
(a 21st Century coffeehouse, Playful Interplay and a Mercurial Place represented in the Science
Gallery) express the values of creativity, interdisciplinarity and collaboration as essential to
scientific discovery. A climate that supports creativity has been shown to positively affect
creativity and innovation in real-world settings. Positive perceptions of climate can mean that
people are willing to invest scarce cognitive resources in a demanding, resource-intensive set
of creative problem-solving processes (Mumford, Martin, Elliott and McIntosh, 2018).
Chapter 3 included a discussion of how an organisation’s physical space can influence not only
how and where people perform their tasks and socially interact but also how it can provide a
rich symbolic landscape that communicates the values of the organisations. Drawing on the
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literature that presents culture (for example Ahmed, 1998; Amabile and Gryskiewicz, 1989;
McLean, 2005) and physical space (such as Jacucci and Wagner, 2007; Kisselburgh et al..,
2011) as potentially influencing of creativity, the location of the Science Gallery in an old part
of modern Dublin, on the grounds of TCD, as well as the selection and formation of furniture
and access to spaces for social interaction provide the infrastructure that supports and upholds
the values of creativity, interdisicplinarity and collaboration. The bricks and mortar building,
the science-lab style entry, the interplay between a modern glass structure set against the old
stone walls of Trinity and artefacts that reflect the intersection of art and science are
manifestations or symbols of the Science Gallery’s aspirations.
Similar to co-working spaces, the Science Gallery contains different types of areas: places for
working alone and meeting informally, and where diverse people and skills can come into
contact with one another. In this way, it creates a place that is aligned to its promise and is
supportive of creativity, collaboration and interdisciplinarity.
In addition to physical place, creating time and space for interdisciplinary collaborations to
take place in various forms is an important aspect. The Science Gallery hosts many kinds of
events that involve the public, the Science community, its core audience of 15 to 24 year olds
and an urban creative community curious about and committed to playful experimentation.
Like De Certeau’s (1984) vision of a heterotopia, the Science Gallery operates as an other
place, aside from home, work or school and college. In creating a physical place and providing
an other place, it provides a space that is conducive to imagination, creation and everyday
creativity (Foucault, 1971).
Hjorth describes the managerial implications of managing entrepreneurship as the ‘process of
creating space for play/invention’ (2005, p.414) and highlights the importance of providing
‘other spaces’ (p.414) where employees work, think, and act differently. This study can provide
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further insight for managers into the importance of constructing discourses of creativity that
uphold the values of creativity, collaboration and interdisciplinarity as a means of creating the
conditions conducive to collaborative creativity and for fostering a culture that can attract
creative people. Such discourses set out a promise that speaks the language of creativity and
can connect with the values and characteristics of creative people by tapping into their concern
for discovery and their desire to do important work and to work with diverse experts. Such
discourses and promise of creativity is not in themselves sufficient, though; the structures that
support and make it manifest must also be present.
The Science Gallery provides a physical space that structurally supports collaborative
creativity by providing real and varied places for various forms of collaboration and individual
reflection to take place. The building and artefacts symbolically uphold the values of the
organisation and embody its culture. It provides insight into how the combination of creative
promise through multi-modal discourses, in combination with a creative place and space for
creativity, can foster conditions conducive to creative collaboration.
8.4.2 Organising creative collaborations – a liminal space
There is a tension between structure and freedom-from-constraint in creative collaborations;
over-reliance on one without the other becomes counter-productive to creative endeavour
(Sawyer, 1996). This tension presents ambiguity for practitioners seeking to construct the
conditions and context for creative collaborations.
One way in which this study contributes to practice is through providing guidance on
constructing the context for creative collaborations. The study suggests that duality and
interplay are integral features of creative collaborations and that, in constructing a context for
creative collaborations, a liminal position between the opposing forces of freedom and
constraint should guide practitioners.
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In constructing a liminal space, creative collaborations are neither entirely directed or
constrained, nor are they entirely self-structured and free-from-constraint but rather create an
environment that allows for both to co-exist and to interplay. Such a context is enhanced by
clear objectives and overall direction from a leader or facilitator but combined by an openness
for the participants to mutually determine their ‘lens’ on the objective, their definition of the
underlying challenge, their approach as a group to how they will work towards the objective
and their agreement on what they as a group want to achieve.
Such a mutually-determined context allows for the variance in participation levels presented in
this study as productive for interdisciplinary creative collaborations involving experts. The
liminal space facilitates the emergence of fluid roles where participants and leaders change
positions and roles throughout the interaction. This context that allows for interplay between
roles and positions and also constructs a space for different modes of thought and behaviour
correlates with creativity studies that have shown how divergence and convergence interplay
throughout the cognitive process of creative thinking.
This liminal space characteristic of creative collaborations seems aligned with Brown and
Eisenhardt’s (1997) semi-structure, a concept that provides mechanisms to balance order and
disorder, and to Chen’s (2014) ambiculturalism, a mindset that enables people to balance and
integrate contrary qualities from the East and the West. Revilla and Rodriguez-Prado (2018)
suggest organisations that organisations that adopt creative methods that foster both divergent
and convergent thinking and flexibly switch between them can more successfully innovate.
In a classroom context, Sullivan describes an interplay between modes of interaction,
specifically between seriousness and play as conducive to collaborative creativity (2011). The
Creative Convergence framework allows for dialogic and random variation models to coexist
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and for pragmatic and conceptual ideas to interplay through a process of interaction and,
specifically, through a type of talk called Idea Talk.
This approach to conceptualising creative collaborations shifts the emphasis for managers
away from the identification and management of creative individuals to an awareness and
understanding of the social context and constructing the right space (liminal) and the right type
of interaction (Idea Talk), presented here as conducive to Creative Convergence.
For practitioners, creating the conditions that facilitate a desirable interplay between divergentexploratory and convergent-integrative modes of thinking (Lubart, 2018), between roles and
positions (Glăveanu and Ness, 2018) and between conceptual and practical ideas that are
defining of Creative Convergence can be planned for in constructing creative collaborations.
Considerations include environment, task set up, facilitation, degree of structure and fluidity
that all allow for interplay, and group make up.
Constructing a context that hosts an interplay between modes of thinking has implications for
group make-up. Amabile suggests creativity-relevant cognitive and personality characteristics
conducive to novel thinking include the ability to take new perspectives on problems, skills in
generating ideas, the ability to use wide, flexible categories for synthesizing information and
tolerance of ambiguity (Amabile, 2012, p.4). The Science Gallery data illustrated that some
facilitators and some participants produced more conceptual versus practical contributions with
the reverse also holding true. This study suggests that skill in generating ideas (fluency)
characteristic in group contexts could additionally benefit from a mix of thinking styles,
observable by skill in generating conceptual and/or practical types of ideas. The implication
for practitioners when considering group make-up for creative collaborations is to consider
including not just a mix of disciplines but also a mix of thinking styles, people who have an
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orientation towards conceptual thinking (conceptual ideas) and those with an orientation
towards practical thinking and practical ideas.
8.4.3 Facilitating Idea Talk
The facilitator is critical to the running of a group as he or she sets the foundations for what
will ensue and procedurally keeps the group on track. Constructing an environment that allows
movement between participant and facilitator modes provides guidance for practitioners in
relation to leading or facilitating creative collaborations. This movement between roles feature
was noted by Ness and Glăveanu (2019) in what they describe as the leader’s polyphonic
orchestration of multiple voices in creative collaboration. Their work identified a fluidity of
role for the leader and facilitator; this study goes further and observes a fluidity in the role of
the participant who on occasion assumes a facilitator role.
The variance in participation finding is strategic to the Science Gallery’s interdisciplinary
creative collaborations, where an expert in one domain can step forward when the subject
matter nears his or her area of expertise and regress when it moves beyond it. As conceptual
ideas make new frames of reference for the discussion, the expertise of an individual may only
become apparent or relevant at a particular point in the interaction. Furthermore, the expertise
from the domain expert might be contributed to an entirely different field. A style of facilitation
or leadership that fosters interplay between practical and conceptual, that moves the group
between modes of thinking and that allows for variance in participation levels can construct
and orchestrate a platform where Creative Convergence may take place. Ambidextrous
perspectives that call for divergent and convergent thinking as well as the flexibility to move
between them suggest that ‘variability of individuals in terms of cognitive style’ as well as
skills and expertise is required (Revilla and Rodriguez-Prado, 2018, p.1614).
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The study’s findings also provide guidance to practitioners by detailing a particular creativityrelevant skill of facilitation observed in the Science Gallery collaborations.
The art of clearly expressing the conceptual territory or practical ideas with relative simplicity
through succinct statements was instrumental in maintaining a shared understanding, getting
the group to move forward together, provoking negation or discounting an idea and provoking
further contributions or further ideas. There were many examples where absence of clarity
resulted in multiple perspectives, ideas and themes concurrently running together resulting in
complexity and less productivity. Group interaction is positively influenced by skilful
summarising, para-phrasing, interpreting or ‘reflective reframing’ (Hargadon and Bechky,
2006 p 485) of their own or previous contributions. The interpretation or re-interpretation
provided by a succinct articulation of an idea makes it more accessible to others, can give a
different perspective on what others had understood and provide new frames of reference and
potentially bring new contributions that are now relevant into the discussion.
Without this intervention of clarity, conceptual territories or practical ideas potentially fail to
be heard by the entire group and fail to have their relevance comprehended or fully understood
by the group from the initial contribution. There are examples where conceptual or practical
ideas are inherent or opaque within lengthy, ambiguous or dense contributions but are not
overtly and explicitly captured in a single succinct sentence or sentences by a participant. A
valuable role that the facilitator plays in such a context is, by clarifying the conceptual or
practical ideas in a succinct and clear way, making the idea visible or available to all and
maintaining the group’s shared understanding that is so critical to developing novelty (Ness
and Glăveanu , 2019). Sternberg and Lubart’s (1995) investment theory of creativity includes
the ability to ‘sell high’ or to communicate your ideas to others as a critical component of
creativity. This paraphrasing, interpreting or capturing of ideas in a short-hand fashion is a
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display of flexible thinking and of communication skills. As well as providing clarity for
groups, the process provides the group with a common language including a phraseology with
which they can engage, use or build upon. Practitioners can build an awareness of this
intervention of clarity aspect of facilitation and take steps to build skills and tools that can
further enable this. They can be taught to understand the differences between conceptual and
practical ideas, learn to readily identify them and seek to facilitate them through Idea Talk.
8.4.4 Collaborative breakthroughs
The presence of conceptual and practical ideas in Idea Talk, and the interplay between them
presented as central to the Creative Convergence framework, is more than a nuance in style of
interaction. These findings distinguish creative collaborations from brainstorms and clarify the
role of creative collaborations for practitioners.
The role of a brainstorm in an organisational context might, for example, aim to come up with
a range of solutions to a particular problem or a range of ideas providing new opportunities for
partnerships, growth or expansion. In such scenarios, the conceptual territory is largely set by
the parameters of the organisation, and the task for the group is to come up with implementable
solutions for that territory.
Creative collaborations, of the type described in the Science Gallery, are set up to explore
complex, inter-connected, intractable issues and each scheduled collaboration is a point in time
on that journey. To deal with the complexity, a focus is provided to the group and parameters
put in place so that the interdisciplinary group can focus their skills on a particular aspect of
the greater task. The Science Gallery’s creative collaborations are connected to a ‘greater good’
purpose, inherent in the ‘important place’ mini-discourse. While Table Talk sessions were
focussed on specific themes, scientific discovery that progresses mankind permeates Science
Gallery discourse. Bennis and Biederman (1998), who studied famous collaborations which
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they called great groups such as Skunkworks (at Lockheed Martin), the Xerox Palo Alto
Research Centre (PARC) and the experimental Black Mountain College, noted that the
interdisicplinary groups involved were driven by and remained connected to a greater mission.
Their work also noted the importance of building/making something; similarly in the Science
Gallery, there was a manifestation of the work and of the mission in terms of an exhibition and
the installations within it.
The implications for practitioners of the learnings from this study include the need to connect
creative collaborations to a greater mission, the importance of physical manifestations of
progress and the role of creative collaboration in addressing complex long-term issues and
problems, one collaboration at a time.
Since its inception, the Science Gallery has been a creative collaboration between the founding
partners, those working for and with the Science Gallery and the general public, focussed on
the issues facing science today. Its modus operandi involves a system of creative collaborations
involving some relatively consistent groups, such as the Leonardo group and the management
team but also one-off groups depending on the subject matter and the desired objective, as well
as regular or infrequent partnerships with external collaborators. The findings of this study
should help practitioners to create conditions conducive to such a modus operandi and provide
insight into organising and facilitating creative collaborations and the factors that lead to
Creative Convergence.

8.5 Methodological learnings and suggested pathways for future research
The socio-cultural orientation of this study views creative collaboration as social in nature and
origin. Sociocultural approaches have an empirical focus on collective social practices, often
neglecting to allow for the internal psychological processes of participating individuals
(Sawyer, 2012). Recognising such potential bias, a strength of this study lies in its
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complementarity to individual perspectives on creativity and in its efforts to incorporate,
discuss and allow for psychological perspectives throughout this socioculturally-led thesis.
The research methodology followed an inductive path, conducive to theory building rather than
theory testing. The methods adopted in this study were selected to build understanding of the
contributing and inter-related factors that create the conditions for collaborative creativity to
take place and to analyse the unfolding moment-to-moment nature of talk in this situated
context. Case study research is particularly relevant ‘in situations when the boundaries between
phenomenon and context are not clearly evident’ (Yin, 2009, p14).
In this case study, the context of the ‘sending case’ (Seale, 1999) was described contextually
and explored through meso-level data analysis. Identifying the discourses of creativity that
were observed in Science Gallery publications provided detail on the stated role and inherent
values of creativity and collaboration that permeate the cultural context, in the physical
building and in the content authored by the Science Gallery. Its background and operational
system of conceiving, developing and hosting artful scientific exhibitions was presented as the
work of an organisation that expressly aims to embed creative collaboration in its culture and
in its operational approach to everyday work. This analysis was important as meso-level factors
can create the conditions that contribute positively or negatively to an environment conducive
to creative collaboration. This methodology is thus sympathetic to systems views of creativity
that understand it to be inter-dependent with environmental factors, domain and field and
organisation (Amabile, 2018).
Such an approach to studying creative collaborations marks progress as it can illuminate what
is occurring and unfolding in real time whilst recognising the interdependence on the
surrounding conditions and context.
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The analytical tools of visual discourse analysis provided a means to examine how
collaborative creativity was constructed through discourses of creativity in the Science Gallery,
and Interaction Analysis enabled a closer analysis of how creativity was performed and
collaborative processes constituted by the interdisciplinary experts. Together, the methods
enabled the study of the collaborative processes of creativity in a context that is constructed,
this study finds, as a special place for creativity.
The interactional maps developed as part of the interaction analysis provided a means of
making visible the back-and-forth nature of interaction. It visually depicted heightened periods
of interaction involving an increased number of participants and also highlighted visually,
through colour-coding, that some participants contributed more than others at various periods
in the sequences. Such interactional maps could be used in future studies with a further level
of detail, with the particular expertise of each participant identified. This could provide insight
into any trends or propensities for a particular discipline to behave or contribute in certain ways
throughout the interaction. This approach can also visually depict moments of significance, as
defined by the scholar’s area of interest, such as topic changes, discussion breakdown,
conceptual leaps, idea synthesis and so forth.
The research findings presented in this single case are derived from the unique context, internal
processes and collaborative events pertaining to the Science Gallery. However, the
generalisability of the research findings is associated with the transferability of the particular
case of the Science Gallery. The contextualisation of the sending case provides the reader with
a level of detail that facilitates their own determination on the transferability of the findings. It
is suggested that all diverse groups of experts will be unique by their very make-up and context
and that the learnings from the unique context of the Science Gallery are relevant to other
unique contexts that share the defining characteristics of creative collaboration.
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The methodological learnings from this study suggest that the holistic perspective, enabled by
a single case study, is suited to the study of situated creative collaborations. Furthermore, the
interaction maps provide a tool that makes invisible interaction visible and provides a method
for scholars to employ in future studies. The holistic approach to the study of collaborative
creativity marks progress in the field by progressing dialogue between psychological and
cultural perspectives on creativity and responding to calls that warn against the fragmentation
of fields studying the phenomenon (Hennessey and Amabile, 2010, Glăveanu, 2014).
A number of avenues for future research emerged during this meso and micro discourse case
study that went beyond the core focus of this study.
8.5.1 The role of exceptional ‘Idea Talkers’ in creative collaborations
The creative contribution of individuals was not a focus of this study; however, analysis
revealed that particular individuals contribute more or through further detailed analysis were
noted to contribute a higher number of influencing contributions, particularly conceptual
(framing) and practical (landing) ideas that are central to the notion of Creative Convergence.
In this way, they were exceptional ‘Idea Talkers’.
Previous research has recognised the existence of creative stars: individuals who, by virtue of
their extraordinary creative talent, generate disproportionately influential output and thus make
outstanding contributions to their fields (Ernst 2001, Godart et al.. 2015; Oettl, 2012; Zucker
et al.., 1998). Scholars have shown that stars may enjoy higher social attention, some of which
they can bestow on their collaborators (Azoulay et al.., 2010; Simcoe and Waguespack, 2011).
Future research could explore the presence of creative stars through the lens of Idea Talk,
identifying exceptional ‘Idea Talkers’ and looking at their contribution to Idea Talk and
Creative Convergence over the span of the interaction and also at the effect of having such a
focal innovator in the trajectory of Idea Talk. Rather than re-focus creativity studies on
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productivity and quantity of output from individuals, future studies could identify and analyse
the role of exceptional ‘Idea Talkers’ in the collaborative performance of creative collaboration
as well as explore ways of finding individuals (through psychometrically determined criteria)
who correspond to the definition of an exceptional Idea Talker: someone with high fluency in
practical and/or conceptual contributions. Such an approach would further progress dialogue
rather than resulting in a fragmentation between psychological and sociocultural approaches to
the study of creative collaboration.
8.5.2 Trigger moments of intense creative collaboration
Hargadon and Bechky’s (2006) work analysing collective creativity looked at moments that
precipitated creativity and noted four behaviours associated with these moments: help seeking,
help giving, reflective reframing and reinforcing. Similarly Carlsen, Clegg and Gjersvik
described looking for peak moments of interactions in their analysis of idea work within
organisations and subsequently sought to unpack the dynamics of these extreme periods
(2012). They did not suggest that such moments are typical or even representative of collective
endeavour and in fact recognised that such examples were deviant but valuable in terms of the
learnings that might be garnered during a heightened phase of creativity.
The interaction pattern analysis undertaken and interaction maps generated as part of the
analytical work highlighted visually a number of key moments after which the dynamic
changed in a sequence of interaction; it was either enhanced or decreased. Further studies could
employ interaction maps to identify these moments, or other moments-of-significance, and
examine them in greater detail to understand who or what precipitated a change in dynamic
and the implication for the trajectory of the creative collaboration subsequently.
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Idea Talk
Sawyer called for future research to provide a visual representation and a way to document
interactions to better understand the structure of the emergent (Sawyer, 2003). This study took
a first step in this direction by creating a categorisation system for Idea Talk as a means of
unpacking the interaction inherent in creative collaboration. It is not presented as a definitive
categorisation system but was rather my own system for unpacking creative collaborations in
Science Gallery data. Future studies could build on the Idea Talk categorisation system and
further characterise the language of creative collaborations, looking potentially at couplings or
cause-effect aspects of Idea Talk contributions or at precursors to landing and framing
contributions and the underlying interplay between practical and conceptual presented as
characteristic of how Creative Convergence unfolds through interaction.
8.5.3 The influence of collaborative creativity on the organisation
There are many studies that contribute to our understanding of the physical, environmental,
social and cultural variables within an organisational context that are influential in creating a
context that fosters or inhibits collaborative creativity. While this study has contributed to this
approach by detailing how the discourses of creativity constructed by the Science Gallery
sought to build a creative culture, uphold the values of creativity and attract a creative
community, there remains an impetus for further studies that look at the empirical relationship
between group creativity and the impact it has on organisational performance (Glăveanu , 2010;
Cirella, 2016). Future studies could address this gap by going beyond the empirical links
between the inter-related system made up of organisational variables that influence
collaborative creativity and examine the influence of collaborative creativity on organisational
performance.
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8.5.4 Continuous Creative Convergence
The Science Gallery collaborations involved multiple smaller groups working independently
and simultaneously as part of a larger group. Furthermore, the collaborations were part of a
larger operational system of organising, described as a collaborative modus operandi.
At the end of Idea Talk collaborations, each Science Gallery facilitator summarised the key
contributions from that table, a summary which synthesised the contributions of each of the
groups that had passed through their themed table. This data was beyond the scope of our
interaction analysis as it did not involve interaction but rather synthesis and presentation from
a facilitator. However, it is possible that further examples of Creative Convergence emerged
within the facilitators’ synthesis of key contributions. Future studies could analyse the potential
for post-interaction Creative Convergence in the facilitator’s debrief, in summary notes
circulated at a later stage or by subsequent interactions through various forms of
communication and continuous creative collaboration.

8.6 Conclusion
This study of creative collaboration has aimed to build upon sociocultural approaches that seek
to explain the phenomenon of creativity, recognising it as culturally, socially and individually
interdependent. The principle contribution to academic knowledge addresses the chasm
between romantic and cultural perspectives and instead seeks to create a dialogue between
these inter-related perspectives. Such an approach marks progress in the field. Taking a
sociocultural view of creativity, this study contributes to an emerging strand of research that
focusses centrally on how creativity unfolds in the performance of creative collaboration.
The findings of this research are aimed at progressing our understanding of the development
of ideas in a complex interdisciplinary group context, a phenomenon with wide appeal and
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general value. The implications for practice include an enhanced understanding of the
organisational discourses that can contribute to an environment conducive to creative
collaborations. It provides insight into the type of interaction (Idea Talk), facilitation style
(fluid roles) and features of the collaborative process (participation variance, semi-structure)
that can facilitate the emergence of ideas and solutions (Creative Convergence) to complex
problems in interdisciplinary groups.
These contributions should provide valuable insight into organisational studies, design studies
and classroom studies and their respective fields of practice, where interdisciplinary creative
collaborations are part of their daily routine. They can also provide direction for the practice
of open innovation or ‘open creativity’ (Steiner, 2009) and between these fields and beyond to
include science and technology, the public sector and the military which are working in new
ways and embracing new forms of collaboration as they face increasingly complex and volatile
environments. The existential threats and intractable problems that face the world today, such
as climate change, economic globalisation, transformative technology, shifting socio-political
values and the growing influence of malevolent creativity on everyday life, are marked by
complexity and demand not just creativity but creative collaboration and interdisciplinary
approaches to problem-solving and idea generation.
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Appendix 1: Sources of feedback
Annual Evaluation presentation, 2011
Annual Evaluation presentation, 2014
30th EGOS Colloquium 'Reimagining, Rethinking, Reshaping: Organisational Scholarship in
Unsettled Times' Rotterdam School of Management, Erasmus University, The Netherlands,
July 3-5, 2014
11th International Conference on Organisational Discourse ‘ Terra Firma, Terra Nova, Terra
Incognita’. Cardiff, Wednesday 9th July – Friday, 11th July, 2014
Upgrade presentation, 2016
Annual Evaluation presentation, 2017
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Appendix 2: Data Gathered from the Science Gallery
Audio Data Gathered in the Science Gallery 2010-2011
May 7th, 2010:
Meeting with
SG
Coordinator

5th Aug, 2010:
Meeting with
SG
Coordinator

18th Jan, 2011:
Interactive
Meeting

Mar 15th,
2011: Meeting
with SG
Coordinator

April 19th,
2011
Interactive
Meeting of
Leonardo
group

Description

One hour
meeting where
SG
Coordinator
presented the
process and
sequence of
collaborative
initiatives by
which the
Science
Gallery
generates and
progresses

One-hour
meeting
discussion
access and
permission as
well as
upcoming
events, suitable
next steps.

‘Table Talk’
session hosted by
the Science
Gallery with about
thirty invited
participants. A
well-structured
brainstormingstyle event, where
the
multidisciplinary
group of experts
were invited to
discuss and think
about ideas for
installations for
inclusion in the
next Science
Gallery
exhibition.

Discussion of
upcoming
Leonardo event
and granting of
access to
record etc.

Meeting of 1520 members of
the Leonardo
group to
discuss
progress to
date and to
brainstorm 4
key areas.

Observational
Data
Gathered
(Audio and
Video)

None

None

73 mins of audio
recordings

None

287 mins of
audio footage
and 47 minutes
of video
footage was
captured.

Encounter

1 hr 43 mins video
recordings
Fully transcribed

Audio fully
transcribed
Detail of
documents,
collateral
gathered

Annual report
2009, Speech
notes for
international
presentation

None

Branded
notebook, follow
up meeting notes
document,
powerpoint
presentation

Annual report
2010, branded
science gallery
story film

Minutes of
previous
meeting,
follow up
notes
document

Details of
other data

Photographs,
SG menu,
detailed
fieldnotes

Photographs,
exhibition
collateral,
fieldnotes

Photographs,
exhibition
collateral, detailed
fieldnotes

Photographs,
exhibition
collateral,
detailed
fieldnotes

Photographs,
badges,
exhibition
collateral,
detailed
fieldnotes
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Detailed list of Science Gallery official documentation
Document genre

Year of publication

Document Title

No. Pages

Annual Report

2008-2009

Review

52

Annual Report

2009-2010

Review

50

Annual Report

2010-2011

Review

50

Annual Report

2011-2012

Review

55

Annual Report

2012-2013

Review

53

Annual Report

2013-2015

Review

65

Annual Report

2015-2015

Review

65

Press Release

2009

Zero to the science
gallery in 30
seconds

8

Press Release

2011

Art comes alive as
visceral: the living art
experiment opens at
science gallery

2

Press Release

2012

Dublin set to be
taken under siege
by hackers

5

Press Release

2012

Science Gallery
serves up a taste of
things to come

5

Press Release

2012

Science Gallery
and nanoscience
institute at TCD
team up to

3

unleash
superpowers of
world’s most
spectacular
materials
Press Release

2013

Science Gallery at
King's College
London secures
£7m funding

1

Press Release

2013

Global Science
Gallery network

1
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Document genre

Year of publication

Document Title

No. Pages

expands with
announcement
of £7m (€8.2m)
funding to King’s
College london for
science gallery at
king’s
Open Call

2010

Biorhythm Open
Call

1

Open Call

2013

Grow Your Own
Open Call

2

Open Call

2015

Open Call for HOME
Exhibition at Science
Gallery

2

Open Call

2015

Open Call,
“Strange Weather,”
Dublin Science
Gallery

2

Open Call

2015

Secret Open Call

2

Open Call

2015

Trauma Open Call

2

Open Call

2015

Food Open Call

1
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Appendix 3: Sample Interaction Maps
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UNIT 2 : Table Talk 1, Group 2
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Appendix 4 : Ethics Clearance Form

DECLARATION OF RESEARCH ETHICS AND/OR ASSESSMENT OF RISK
All research and scholarship proposals, whether funded or not by internal or external funds,
must submit a RESEARCH ETHICS/ASSESSMENT OF RISK FORM to the DIT Research Ethics
Committee.
This is a self-declaration process. The researcher is asked to formally identify any possible
ethical issues or risks that might arise in the course of the work, and to sign the documentation.
Please refer to the Guiding Principles and Procedures indicated on the DIT Research Ethics
website prior to completing this form:
•

http://www.dit.ie/DIT/graduate/ethics/index.html

PLEASE NOTE
•

You are requested to attach a copy of your research application to this form.

•

The RESEARCH ETHICS /ASSESSMENT OF RISK FORM must be signed by the applicant(s)

•

Ethical Approval must be granted prior to start of any research/scholarly activity or
prior to funding being released for the project, as appropriate.

•

No postgraduate research student will normally be registered until the proposal is
cleared by the DIT Research Ethics Committee.

Completed forms should be returned to: Research Ethics Committee, c/o Office of
Graduate Studies, DIT, 143-149 Lower Rathmines Road, Dublin 6.
Title of the proposed project:
Exploring the interdisciplinary practices and processes of creative synergy

Applicant Details (Use Block Capitals):
Surname: TANGNEY

Forename: DIANE

Present appointment: POSTGRADUATE RESEARCH STUDENT
School/Department/Centre: SCHOOL OF MARKETING
Faculty: BUSINESS
Contact: (01) 4023030 - (086) 3835929 / dianetangney@gmail.com
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Title: Ms

Other departments/organisations/individuals involved:
a) Dr. Brendan O’Rourke – Joint Supervisor
b) Ms. Olivia Freeman – Joint Supervisor
c)
Source of Funding: Self Funded
Has the current research project already received approval from another research ethics
committee? No
If so, please enclose relevant information and documentation
Insurance
Normally, DIT insurance covers standard research activity, including fieldtrips. Are you
aware of any unusual or exceptional risks or insurance issues to which DIT’s insurance
company should be alerted? If so, please list the issues:
Please note that no contract should be entered into for clinical/medical (including drug
testing) or surgical trials/tests on any human subject until written confirmation has been
received from the DIT’s insurers that the relevant insurance cover is in place.
Are you or any members of the research team a member of any organisation that provides
professional indemnity insurance?
NO
Name of the organisation:
Please provide written confirmation of the terms of insurance cover.
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Normally, DIT insurance covers standard research activity, including fieldtrips. Are you
aware of any unusual or exceptional risks or insurance issues to which DIT’s insurance
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Please note that no contract should be entered into for clinical/medical (including drug
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Please note that: Where those requirements conflict with DIT requirements, the latter
will normally be followed. In all such circumstances, please contact the Office of
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All researchers must confirm with the Data Protection Act 1988. Please consult the DIT Data
Protection Officer for advice.
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Do any of the following ethical issues or risks apply in your research? If so, tick
all box(es) which apply and complete the relevant Appendix, which can be
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Does your research involve…
No
Yes

Impact on human subject(s) and/or the researcher(s) [Appendix 1]

Yes
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NO
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outlines the issues and the manner in which they are being addressed.

Please tick the appropriate box below
Ö No, there are no ethical issues and/or risks involved in your research project, please
tick here, and sign the declaration on page 5.

Yes, there are ethical issues and/or risks involved in your research, please tick here
and complete the appropriate forms identified above.
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Procedures, I declare that the information provided in this form is true to the best of
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I will advise the DIT Research Ethics Committee of any adverse or unforeseen
circumstances or changes in the research which might concern or affect any ethical
issues or risks, including if the project fails to start or is abandoned.
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(An electronic signature is permissible)
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